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FOREWORD 

Normally, regardless of application, an aircraft is a com- 

ponent of an aerosystem.  This system includes, In addition to 

the aircraft, facilities for engineering-technical and airport 

maintenance, communications systems, manufacturer-customer liai- 

son, etc. 

At the same time, an aircraft is a complex aggregate of di- 

versified elements that have been designed to perform various 

functions but in a manner conducive to successful performance of 

the aircraft's principal tasks. Among the basic components of an 

aircraft, we might mention the airframe (wings, fuselage, empen- 

nage), takeoff and landing gear (undercarriage, aerodynamic and 

gasdynamic high-lift devices), Dowerplant, fuel system, equipment 

(piloting and navigational, monitoring and measuring, communica- 

tions, crew and pas;, enger life support), and miscellaneous systems. 

The process in which a modern airplane I,- created is com- 

plex and lengthy.  This Ls explained by the need to tie the air- 

plane in with thp other parts of the aerosystem and by the com- 

plexity -A'  the aforementioned components cf the airplane. 

The process of dev loping a ."uodern airplane can be broken up 

into the following .sViges: 

- research; 

- design; 

- building of prototypes; 

■FTC-HC-,:':- *■ ,-7i 
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- testing and debugging; 

- placing in mass production. 

In turn, design can be subdivided into the following steps: 

- finding the optimum combination of parameters, as ulti- 
mately embodied in the technical specifications (TS)j 

- preliminary design of the aircraft; 

- engineering design of the aircraft on the basis of the 
initial data obtained during the preliminary design stage. 

.The work usually involved in preliminary design of an air- 

craft is as follows: 

- the layout of the airplane, determination of its relative 
geometrical parameters, and estimation of its aerodynamic char- 

acteristics; 

- determination of the basic weight and geometrical char- 

acteristics of the airplane, compilation of a summary of weights 
on the basis of more exact weight formulas and data on the power- 

plant, equipment, and various systems; 

- layout, trim, airframe development, and refinement of the 

airplane's geometry; 

- calculation of the airplane's polar curves, estimation of 
c    and c    and the initial coefficients for verifying the 
yldg    ytko 
aircraft's stability and controllability; 

- determination of the technical flight performance charac- 
teristics and the takeoff and landing properties of the aircraft; 

- determination or the aircraft's stability and controlla- 

bility characteristics; 

- estimation of the aircraft's reliability and time between 

overhauls; 

- calculation of '.'-.&  <:.\vt  of manufacturing and operating the 

airplane; 
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- determination of the airplane's efficiency in performing 

various missions; 

- determination of the technical requirements to be met in 

engineering design of the airplane's components and subassemblies. 

Performance of a number of aspects of the preliminary design 

work on an airplane requires knowledge of the influence of the air 

craft's parameters on Its flight and weight characteristics and 

its stability and controllability indices. 

As for such aspects of the preliminary design work as evalu- 

ation of cost, reliability, and time to overhaul, as well as cal- 

culation of the airplane's efficiency, they can be completed only 

in the first approximation. 

Accordingly, the present book consists of three parts: 

- elaboration of technical specifications for the new air- 

craft design; 

- flight characteristics of the aircraft, its stability, and 

how they are influenced by it» parameters. 

- determination of the ba.slc weight, geometrical, and struc- 

tural characteristics of the new aircraft design. 

Chapters 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12, 13, and §14.7 were written by 

N.N. Fadeyev, Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7, and 1& (except for §14.7) by 

B.T. Goroshchenko, and Chapters 8 and 9 by A.A. D'yachenko. 

: -Although the book uses the MKfS system of units (GOST 7664- 
p 

61), the kg (instead of the kgf-s /m) is U3ed arbitrarily as a 

unit of ma.;s tu bring the notion of weight closer to the sense : r. 

which it io usually -understood. 

Reader comments on the book should be addressed to Moskva, B- 

66, i-y Basmannyy per., 3, Izdatel's>vo "Mashinostroyeniye," 
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Part One 

ELABORATION OP TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE NEW 

AIRCRAFT DESIGN 

Chapter 1 

BASIS FOR GENERAL REQUIREMENTS MADE OP THE NEW AIRCRAFT DESIGN 

§1.1. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS MADE OF THE NEW AIRCRAFT DESIGN 

The numerous requirements made of a new aircraft design can 

be boiled down to the following fundamental generalized require- 

ments: 

1. most complete performance of mission; 

2. production adaptability of design; 

3. high operational properties, including reliability and 

flight safety; 

k.  versatility; 

5. low production cost. 

The new aircraft design will conform most fully to its in- 

tended purpose with proper selection of a set of flight-engineer- 

ing properties (cruising 3peed, altitude, and range, payload, and 

payload bulk, takeoff and landing characteristics, etc.), as well 
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AS  its geometrical jaraaaeters (wing aspect ratio, sweepbaek, land- 

ing-gear layout and data, cabin and cargo-compartment diaensiono, 

etc.). 

To impart good production adaptability to a design means to 

plan it in such a way that it can be built as quickly and easily 

as possible [6]. 

In the desig. of a component or subasserobly of a product as 

complex as an airplane, it is insufficient to pay attention only 

to facilitating the manufacture of the component or subasnembly. 

The point is that since assembly is a highly time-consuming proc- 

ess in the manufacture of a complicated product, considerable 

complication cf the production of the components themselves Is 

generally accepted if final assembly can be greatly simplified a? 

a result. This is also the origin of the interchangeability arid 

manufacturing-precision requirements to which the components are 

subject, the need to provide for various "technological compensa- 

tors" that facilitate assembly, and breakdown of the design into 

individual panels and "prefabs" that make it possible to expand 

the front of. the assembly operations, etc. 

The following most important factors influence selection of 

a technological process: 1) the construction cost of the new de- 

sign; 2) the skilled-workforce requirement; 3) the time needed 

for construction and assimilation into masr production, etc. 

Operational requirements are broad and varied. Here we set 

forth only some of the operational principles awareness of whic>- 

may be very helpf.il to the aviation designer: 

1) failure of any component, sub assembly, or instrument icitot 

be "safe," I.e., it must not result in a catastrophe.  Under this 

principle, the most critically important components and subas- 

semblies have come to be duplicated on the aircraft and a wide 

variety of emergency and backup devices have been provided; 

2) it must be made certain that components can be ircailed 

on the airplane in only a single correct position. This is 

FTD-HC-23-75 3-71 2 
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normally easy to accomplish; 

3) a component should be designed for the worst possible ser- 

vice conditions, i;e., for work with Inadequate lubrication or 

none at all, without inspection and maintenance, being .'mocked 

against and stepped upon, shaken, subjected to high and low tem- 

peratures, moisture, etc.; 

4) provision must be made for possible deformation of the 

component during production and use in the course of welding, 

cold working (and the associated Internal stressing), temper-cure 

change, applied stresses, and the component's own weight. 

D[ rubles]| 

/n[unltsj | \\ 

L 
n[ units] 

Figure 1.1. Influence of production 
scale on cost per unit. 

The versatility (combination of functions) principle has al- 

ways been applied to one degree or another at various stages in 

the development of civil aviation.  At the present time, owing to 

the broader range of problems in aviation and the increasing com- 

plexity and cost of aircraft, a great deal of attention must be 

devoted to this principle. 

Application of the versatility principle to components is 

even more profitable 
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A component that performs several functions is usually found 

'i" in weight and siller to produce than a set of sepa- 

:.te components that perform the same functions. An erample of 

versatility is found in any multiple-needle indicator, which is 

easier to make, requires less installation-work, and occupies less 

space on the Instrument panel than the sec of single-needle in^ 

dicators that it replaces. 

Lowering the production cost of aircraft is one of the im- 

portant design problems. Very often, other conditions the same, 

the selection of the optimum design of a component-or^-part;;-is 

dictated by its cost.  To determine the cost of a given version 

of a component, the designer must have at hand reference tables 

giving the costs of various materials, semifinished products, and 

various machining methods [2],  It is also Necessary to have at 

least a rough idea of the number of identical products to be made. 

The more there are of these products^ the cheaper will each of 

them become (Pig. 1.1). The reason why this law applies for the 

design as a whole and for its individual eou$5onencs is that the 

cost of tooling (equipment) per unit product represents a large 

fraction when a small number are produced and a smaller one when 

more are produced.  The curve makes an asymptotic approach to the 

cost of labor alone.  As we see from Pig. 1.1, use of more expen- 

sive but more productive tooling (curve 1) in a short run in- 

creases product cost, but when the run is lengthened to include a 

certain number, it lowers unit cost (curve 2), 

§1.2. CONTRADICTIONS BETWEEN REQUIREMENTS 

The -cups of requirements enumerated above frequently con- 

tradict one another.  Thus, contradictions may be noted between 

technological and operational requirements and between versatil- 

ity and specializaton of the aircraft.  Essentially, the contra- 

diction between technological and operational requirements con- 

sists in the fact th«tt improvement of the production adaptability 

of the design may result in deterioration of the airplane'3 opera- 

tional properties.  The contradiction between the need for 

PTD-HC-23-753-71 i; 
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versatility In the airplane and its specialization consists in 

the following. On the one hand, the more versatile the airplane, 

the less proficiently does it perform each of its specific tasks, 

but, or. the other hand, if it is possible to create an airplane 

that, in addition to its basic function, finds numerous uses in 

other branches of the economy, the economy of the aircraft is im- 

proved substantially, since the larger production scale lowers 

the unit cost of the airplane and increases the utilization fac- 

tor of each copy. 

Figure 1.2. Landing-gear strut. 1) 
with spline; b) with torque arms. 

There are also contradictions between the requirements per- 

taining to specific properties ana characteristics in each grcup. 

Examples of such contradictions are those between the re- 

quirements for longer times to overhaul and lower aircraft weight, 

for increased strength margin in a component and lower weight of 

the component, for increased top speed and lowered landing speed, 

for reduced relative weight of the wing structure and reduced drag 

of this structure, etc. , 

Because of these contradictions, no single requirement can 

be met to the maximum.  In drawing up the technical specifications, 

FTD-HC-23-753-71 
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it Is necessary to satisfy each requirement in a measure such that 

ll|e contradictions are resolved and such that meeting the require- 

^pritsÖ?  the set in^ the stated ranges will optimize the design. 

On occasion, a designer will find a design solution that 

satisfies several contradictory requirements nicely.  In such 

cases, this solution will obviously be the one adopted, provided 

that it does not stand in contradiction to some still more impor- 

tant requirement. 

Figure 1.3« Landing flap. 

A fortunate solution of this type is found in the landing 

gear strut shock-absorber torque arm (Fig. 1.2).  At a given 

strength, it offers the following advantage over the spline: 1) 

lower weight; 2) greater simplicity of manufacture, and 3) higher 

operational reliability. 

However, design simplification is not always sufficient 

basis for adopting a given solution.  Thus, in spite of their 

simpler design, lighter weight, and high v- liability, the wing 

landing flaps shown in Fig. 1.3 are less efficient than slotted 

and extension wing flaps, and use of the latter may be more sound 

from the standpoint, cf imp roving the airplane's takeoff and land- 

ing properties; this it,   confirmed by recent aeronautical engineer- 

ing practice.  However, it is by no means always possible to find 

such successful solutions. 

As a rule, recourse must be fa/.;n to various expedients to 

resolve the contradictions. 
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§1.3. PROCEDURES FOR RESOLVING CONTRADICTIONS [1] 

We now consider a number of procedures that the designer uses 

to make it easier to find optimum solutions. 

1. One widely used procedure is to list the requirements made 

of the new design in order of their importance for the particular 

case [2]. In elaborating the design, an effort is made to satis- 

fy the first, most important requirement most fully, then the 

second, and so forth. 

An example in which this expedient is applied can be found 

in resolution of the contradiction between the effort to lighten 

the aircraft and at the same tiraa lower its frontal drag. During 

the development of the high-speed airplane, this contradiction was 

usually resolved in favor of aerodynamic shapes with acceptance 

of a weight penalty. Progress moved from biplanes with struts and 

bracing wires and braced and semicantilever monoplanes to the 

cantilever wing with its thick profile, to the closed cockpit, 

landing-gear rpats, retractable landing gear*, then to the even 

thinner swept wing, etc. 

This procedure does not help the designer extricate himself 

from the case - for example — in which the version that satisfies 

the first requirement best is inferior to other versions as re- 

gards meeting the second, third, and other requirements.  In such 

cases, it is always possible that the designer will abandon the 

first variant in order not to sacrifice other secondary but numer- 

ous requirements. Note should be taken of the subjectivity in- 

herent in this method when priorities are assigned to the require- 

ments. If priorities are established not by the designer himself, 

but by his customer, the designer's task is easier, but this does 

not eliminate the subjectivity of the approach, since it now 

originates from the customer. 

If the specified limits on the' values of various properties 

are difficult to meet, it is possible that no design variant will 

be found in which all properties are within the specified limits, 

':- 
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i.e., the problem is either totally unsolvable at this time or 

em he  solved only on the basis of a new Invention or discovery. 

A major invention that results In technological advance 

usually comes about in one of two ways: either it proceeds from 

a new discovery that establishes hitherto unknown relationships, 

or it is obtained as a result of long-term laboratory research, 

sometimes after many failures. 

In either case, such inventions usually originate in the 

scientific research institutes or In other organizations with com- 

petent laboratory staffs; only in rare cases are they the result 

of the activity of a single inventor. 

Before It is incorporated into a new design, any new inven- 

tion must be checked out carefully by calculation and experiment. 

Excessive promotion of inventions and the effort to invent 

regardless of cost, to the neglect of available experience, can- 

not produce good results, since too many experimental and untried 

elements in a prototype will lower its reliability, require in- 

creased time for testing, and may even result in total failure, 

despite the fundamental validity of the new ideas. 

2. Another procedure for arriving at the optimum combination 

of properties and characteristics in the new aircraft design is 

to find a criterion for unifying them. 

Different criteria may be selected depending on the nature 

of the problem. 

If the contradiction between two properties stems from the 

fact that a change in one property will have a favorable influ- 

ence on a third, more important property, while the second prop- 

erty changes in such a way as to change this third property in 

an undesirable direction, the third property becomes the criter- 

ion by means of which the contradiction can be resolved. We 

select the variant with the poorest value of the third property 

and find the optimum solution, provided that no other important 

properties deteriorate as a result. For example, when the 
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production process is made easier to the detriment of flight or 

operational properties, the optimum design variant may be found 

with the aid of a criterion that blends these properties and pro- 

duction adaptability. This criterion will necessarily be one of 

economy. 

Let us examine a few examples in which this procedure is 

applied. 

Example 1. Specific strength of material per unit weight. 

In selecting the material for a certain stress component that we 

wish to make as light as possible, it is usually found that a 

material with a higher strength couples this with higher specific 

weight. This contradiction can be resolved by selecting a mate- 

rial that minimizes the weight of the component at a given 

strength. For example, the weight of a rod of length I  that 

must withstand a tensile force P can be expressed by the formula 

G=\Fl=^-Pl, (l.i) 

where F is the cross sectional area of the rod and Y and c are 

the specific weight and breaking stress of the material, re- 

spectively. 

As we see, the weight of the rod is inversely proportional 

to the specific strength of the material per unit weight a/y; for 

tension, this quantity is also known as the "breaking length," 

since for a length I s  I.   =» c/y we obtain C = P, i.e., the rod 

breaks under its own weight.  If y  is in g/cmJ and o in kgf/mm , 

we obtain I.   in kilometers. By selecting materials on the basis 

of maximum specific strength per unit weight, we can, in many 

cases, minimize the weight of the component without detriment to 

strength, i.e., resolve the contradiction from the standpoint of 

minimum weight. 

Example 2. Aviation weight*of component with respect GO V  

[5].  It is known that a component having weight and frontal drag 

'Translator's Note: 
area.  See definition, page 11. 
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influences the top speed of an airplane through both of these prop- 
erties, and that the relative decrease in V        due to the presence 
of the component of the airplane can be expressed by the formula 

v, 
Qfej 

3  «***# 
2      el    ' 

2_i- (a-H*\ üb 
20     \   (IV I    Cy 

(1.2) 

where dN./dV is the speed derivative of the available power (in 

kg). Substituting N - P • V and a 

dNB dP Lp       dJLV    -QSJL 
dV       dV dV cu 

we obtain the same formula for a jet aircraft: 

iV„ ! 
V„ <V"i**|, 

-2- J_('tP A*'** 
■10    \dV        I    Sy 

(1.3) 

where G „is the aviation weight of the component.  It is known 

that 

G. AC :-^^Q. 
dcr 

(1.1») 

Consequently, the speed loss resulting from the presence of a 

component with weight AG and frontal drag AQ on the airplane is 

proportional to the aviation weight of the component, which con- 

sists of the weight of the component and an increment proportion- 

al to its frontal drag. 

Thus, the optimum variant of the component will be that which 

gives, the smallest decrease Avmax/
v
max °r the lowest aviation 

weight, and selection of this version resolves the contradiction 

between weight and frontal drag from the standpoint of Vmax. 

Similar expressions can be derived for the increment of any flight 

property, along with the corresponding expressions for the avia- 

tion weight. 
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Another definition of aviation weight proceeds from (1.2) 

and (1.4): the aviation weight of a component with frontal drag 

is the weight that the airplane could carry without any change in 

the given flight property if the component were removed. 

The coefficient de /dc • *X r/2c of"the component's frontal 
y  x    . © i   y 

drag AQ at V   is so large that the aviation weight increment usu- 

ally greatly exceeds the weight of the component; this explains the 

previously noted trend to more streamlined shapes at the expense of 

a weight penalty in the development of the high-speed airplane. 

It must be remembered that a selection based on the aviation 

weight derived for a given flight property resolves contradic- 

tions only from the standpoint of this property, and will not be 

optimal with respect to other properties; further, for example, 

a selection based on V   will increase the weight of tha airplane 
max 

to the detriment of its takeoff and landing properties. 

In the above examples, contradictory properties are unified 

in derived quantities - specific strength per unit weight and 

aviation weight - quite soundly, i.e., component weight is in- 

versely proportional to specific strength per unit weight and 

the change in the flight property is proportional to aviation 

weight. Derived quantities are sometimes devised artificially 

to unify two contradictory quantities, e.g.. their product may 

be used when it is desired to maximize both of them (for example, 

the product LV combines range and speed). 

If it is desirable to have one of the contradictory proper- 

ties as small as possible, their ratio is taken; an example is 

the "speed range" 

j/     1   * max 

^'mln Vmln 

Combination of contradictory quantities in the form of their 

product implies that equal relative Increments of the two are 

equivalent, since these relative increments result in equal rela- 

tive increases in the product. 
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Let us now compare two relative Indicators: specific strength 

per unit weight o/y and the speed range V  /V . . The former 

proceeds logically from the need to minimize the weight of the 

rod under tension, while we have justified the latter only in 

terras of the desirability of maximizing \ax and minimizing Vmln; 

consequently, the indicator Vmax/Vmin will not give a reliable 

evaluation of the airplane in terms of these two properties. For 

a relative index of the form A/B to serve as an accurate criter- 

ion in evaluating the product with respect to properties A and B, 

it is necessary to resort to some more general requirement to 

prove the equivalence of a relative n-fold increase of A to a 

relative, also n-fold, decrease of B. Relative indicators of many 

kinds are used extensively both in design work and in operation of 

the final products, e.g., the efficiency 

N 
n useful 

N       ' consumed 

the unit production cost b = B/N, the profit per ruble of invest- 

ment p = P/D, productivity per machine tool N/n, etc. When such 

indicators are used, it is necessary to know definitely whether 

the indicator in question is accurately based on more general re- 

quirements and starting specifications or serves merely as an 

approximate criterion for evaluating the product with respect to 

the two contradictory quantities composing it. 

Obviously, the larger the number of requirements that can be 

unified into a single more general criterion, the more fully will 

the contradictions have been resolved. We noted above that equiv- 

alence of equal relative increments of two contradictory proper- 

ties can be expressed by the product of these two properties. This 

procedure can also be extended to equivalence of unequal relative 

increments, and not only of two, but of any number of contradic- 

tory properties. 

If we know that the relative increments a, b, c, ... -<f the 

properties A, B, C, ... of the new design are equivalent, the 

product 
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can serve as a criterion that unifies all of these properties. 

To prove the validity of this statement, it is sufficient to 
take logarithms  in (1.5),  differentiate, arid convert from dif- 
ferentials to finite increments: 

InAV- — In A -f — ln£ + — lnC + ... 
a b e 

K 
L 
a A 

._!_ 1 </ß 
-f c 

_dC 

C 
-i- 

K 
L 1A 

A 
f 

i 

T 
JO 

ß + 1 AC 

c + 

It is clear from the last expression that each of the equiva- 

lent relative increments 

AA/A = a of property A 

AB/B = b of property B 

AC/C * c of property C 

gives the same relative increment of the criterion K,. namely 

AK/K = 1. Specific strength per unit weight is a particular case 

of this criterion. 

Let us now examine a criterion that expresses equivalence not 

of relative, but of absolute Increments. 

If it is known that the absolute increments AA, AB, AC, ... 

of properties A, B, C, ... of the new design are equivalent, the 

abstract polynomial 

4/ ^ iß  AC 

A»-:- 

(1.6) 

or the "redut 1 quantities" that are proportional to it 

(1.7) 
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(1.7) Cont'd.) 

can serve as a criterion that unifies all these properties. 

Aviation weight is a particular example of this approach. 

Let us consider one more example in which this procedure is 

applied.    An increase can be obtained -»n the speed of an air- 

craft with no change in load per square meter (p » G/S ■ const) 

by increasing engine power. Since powerplant weight per horse- 

power is approximately constant, increasing the power with p - 

■ const results in increased flight weight and wing area. Let 

us suppose that calculations of this kind made for existing air- 

craft of the same class have shown that they all have 

da 
rfl'm. 

-CÄCons (1.8) 

while retaining their true loads per square meter. 

This means that the aircraft dimensions settled upon in prac- 

tice are such that a 1 km/h speed increment is bought at the cost 

of a C-kilogram increase in flight weight, i.e., practice itself 

has established equivalence of a 1-km/h speed Increase to a C-kg 

decrease in flight weight. 

Then, having a family of G = f(vmax) curves for a new air- 

craft design of the same class, e.g., for various G/S - const (Pig. 

1.4), we can find points on these curves that correspond to con- 

dition (1.8); obviously, these will be the points of tangency of 

straight lines drawn at an angle arc tan C to the V"max axis. 

Using the above method, this equivalence of AG and AVmax can 

be expressed by the criterion 

-c        1 

Footnote (1) appears on page 16. 
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This quantity night be referred to a» the 
1*1 

"reduced speed:." 

VmK,— V    — —-, (1.9) 

Prom the maximum of this quantity, or from 

the minimum of the proportional "reduced 

weight" 
G-—/CC=G-CV„ (1.9') 

Figure 1.4. In- 
fluence of speed 
on takeoff 
weight. we can find a variant that resolves the con- 

tradiction between V „ and G provided that max 
it is certain that a 1-km/h speed increment is equivalent to a 

weight reduction of C kilograms. 

As we noted above, use of criteria of this kind requires 

knowledge of the equivalent values of either the relative or the 

absolute increments of the various properties. This investiga- 

tion requires analysis of more general criteria. When the equiva- 

lence condition is not satisfied, the optimum combination of the 

contradictory properties and parameters is selected on the basis 

of a more general criterion linking these properties. Thus, the 

problem is reduced to one of finding general criteria. This will 

form the content of the next two chapters. 
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FOOTNOTE 

Manu- 
script 
Page 
No. 

14 (1) Borrowed from Ye.  I.  Kolosov. 
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Chapter 2 

GENERAL PREMISES FOR CRITERION USED IN EVALUATING 

A NEW AIRCRAFT nESI3N 

§2.1. CONDITIONS FOR FINDING OPTIMUM VERSION OF DESIGN.  GENERAL 
REQUIREMENTS FOR CRITERION FOR EVALUATION OF NEW AIRCRAFT 
DESIGN 

In §1.3, we pointed out the need for use of a criterion that 

unifies the particular requirements made of the new aircraft de- 

sign and its parameters in order to arrive at the optimum techni- 

cal requirements for the design. 

In addition, it is necessary to find limiting relationships 

among the pr perties and parameters of the airplane. These rela- 

tionships may be determined by the real construction and use con- 

ditions of the airplane, the level of technology, and physical re- 

lationships. Given a criterion and all possible limiting rela- 

tions between the airplane's properties and r>ai-^meters, the fol- 

lowing optimality condition can be formulated for the  technical 

requirements: those technical requirements and parameters that 

ensure the extreme (minimum or maximum) value of the criterion 

with observance of the limiting relations will be optimal. 

The criterion must be quantitative and express objectively 

the degree to which the airplane, in the particular version, 

serves its purpose, and it is necessary to know how the criterion 

depends on all of the design variables that influence it. 
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Since there are many variables and the criterion depends on 

the» in a complex manner, the method used to find the optimum 

parameters must be such as to establish an absolute extreme of 

the criterion and not simply relative ones. 

When it is remembered that the performance of a complicated 

object is influenced by an enormous number of variables and that 

many of these variables are interrelated in rather complex fash« 

ion, the task of finding the optimum design appears impossible. 

In practice, however, the work is made easier by investigating 

at first only the effects of the basic variables and also by the 

fact that many of them, including Important ones, are found to 

be constant under the conditions of the particular assignment. In 

aircraft design, constant assigned quantities of this type might 

be, for example: 

1) all engine characteristics if the engine is specified; 

2) the strength according to the "Strength Norms i». 

3) landing speed for an airplane whose weight changes little 

during flight; 

4) takeoff run for an aircraft with a large change in weight 

during flight, etc. 

Those quantities whose quantitative influence on the adopted 

criterion cannot be determined may also be assumed constant.  In 

consideration of the effect of comfort on the criterion, an ex- 

ample of this may be found in the condition of constant percentage 

weight of passenger equipment and space per passenger; this cor- 

responds approximately to the condition of constant degree of com- 

fort. 

§2.2. THE GENERAL CRITERION 

In many cases, the basic advantage, to be derived in the 

new aircraft design.. Is subject to quantative evaluation 

in terms of its "production" during a definite time span. 
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The development and operation of any airplane has an inevit- 

able negative effect in the form of materials and live labor 

over the same period, the full variety of which can be expressed 

by a single indicator - the cost B expressed, for example, in 

rubles/year. 

To add these two effects algebraically, the positive effects 

A must also be expressed in rubles/year. This is possible if 

there is a monetary equivalent a [rubles/ton-kilometer] for the 

unit annual production N [ton-kllometers/year]. For a transport 

aircraft, the average tariff for a one-ton-kilometer haul is such 

an equivalent. Then the positive effect A * Na [rubles/year] and 

the criterion K assume the form 

K-A-B. (2.1) 

Thus, the criterion for design of a transport aircraft be- 

comes 

K=A~B^Na—B = P. (2.2) 

i.e., the familiar annual profit. 

In addition to the two basic effects A and B, the general 

criterion also covers other effects with their signs if these ef- 

fects admit of evaluation in rubles/year. 

One of the additional effects tnat makes its appearance in the 

case of any capital outlay is the influence of this investment on 

the rest of the economy. The annual total of a country's capital 

investments is determined by its balanced budget, and an invest- 

ment of D rubles for the construction of a given objective diverts 

this amount from the remainder of the economy. Thus, this one- 

time capital investment of D rubles results in annual losses to the 

remainder of the economy amounting to payD rubles/year, where pav 

is the average profit per ruble of investment in the entire na- 

tional economy or that V-ranch of it from which the amount is drawn. 

Prom the government's standpoint, the amount p&vD must appear In 

the form of an additional minus term in the evaluation criterion 

for the project: 
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* ~P—Pcp • DmA—B—pcpPcNa—B—pcfD. 
(2.3) 

Thus, the C03t of manufacturing the new aircraft appears 

twice In Its criterion: the total of expenses B Includes the cost 

of material wear and tear (depreciation) and, In addition, the 

loss PayD tc the country's national economy. This must be taken 

into account in comparing different versions of aircraft* 

Let us consider 3uch an example. Two versions have been 

drafted for an airline to carry N ton-kilometers/year at the same 

annual profit P [rubles/year], but the second variant requires a 

larger capital investment. This might occur if, for example, the 

more expensive hardware of the second version has a service life 

that is longer by exactly enough so that the depreciation and 

all costs B and the profit P remain the same as in the first ver- 

sion. If judged on the basis of profit P, the two versions are 

equivalent.  In actuality, however, the first version is superior 

because it gives an additional capital-investment economy, as re- 

flected by the criterion 

K-P-PctD. 

The amount p„ D [rubles/year] is sometimes called the "con- 
civ 

struction cost." Placing a completed plant in operation also re- 

quires a simultaneous investment of working capital. This -*.api- 

tal must be added to the cost of construction, with the assumption 

that the sum D also includes the working capital; then payD may 

be referred to as the "construction and start-up cost." 

Another additional term in the criterion will be considered 

in Chapter 3- 

In selecting the optimum version of a design on the basic of 

maximum criterion K, the conditions set forth in the plan under* 

which the particular objective is being designed must also be ob- 

served.  Such conditions include the capital investment D allo- 

cated for construction and commissioning of these objectives and 

their total annual product N. Two particular cases are possible: 
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D ■ const and N. 2. N * const and D_ max" ~* " ""min* 

Let is examine the.general criterion more closely for the 

case in which only one element - a new airplane for an existing 

airline - is being designed, and not the entire carrier. The same 

expression for K will serve as the criterion for evaluating the 

aircraft-pool variants: 

K**P—pepD-Na—B—pcpD, 

but the constant elements that are independent of changes in the 

airplane can be dropped from the sum B and D; B will now represent 

the annual costs that depend on the airplane, and D the cost of 

the entire aircraft pool on the line.  Let us consider the first 

particular case, when a fixed total capital investment D ■ const 

is allocated for the line's entire aircraft pool. When the con- 

stant term p D can be dropped from the criterion, leaving the 
av 

annual profit P ■ Na - B. i.e., 

K*" ^(D—const) — P\'tl, 

where P, = N,a - B, is the annual profit per airplane a.:d n is the 

number of airplanes on the line, 

cost of one airplane, we have 

Since n ■-•■  D/D-, where Z^  i= the 

Py 

Since D - const we may take as our criterion in this case 

K-=p=-r—— , (2,4) 

i.e., the profit per ruble invested. Economists have also sug- 

gested that this quantity be used as an effectiveness factor for 

capital investments in new technology [15].  The "1" subscripts 

can be dropped, since it lakes no difference whether the quanti- 

ties N, B, and D are considered per unit or for the entire pool. 

We obtain the second particular case if a constant annual 

cargo volume is specified for the line.  In this case, the first 

term in our expression for the criterion will be Na = const and 
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can be dropped. The criterion becomes negative, assuming the form 

K=Br~B+ptff). 

i.e., the criterion is now the annual cost B», in which the on- 

line expenses B are added to the "construction and start-up" costs 
pavD# Masoning analogous to that used in the first case endows 
the criterion B' with the form 

*-3L*. 

but since N » const, the ratio 

N 
(2.5) 

can serve as the criterion. Here the "1" subscripts have been 

omitted for the same reasons as in the first example. 

The quantity b' is the first cost per unit product, and this 
indicator is also used frequently to evaluate the effectiveness of 
the airline or airplane.  It is only necessary to remember that 
the cons;ruction and start-up costs p D should also be included av 
in the cost B' to obtain a more complete evaluation. 

It is clear from these two 
examples that criteria in the form 
of the ratios p ■ P/D and b' ■ 
= B'/N are quite correct for evalu- 
ation of a given aircraft if for 
the complex consisting of these 
aircraft we omit the fixed sum 
D ■ const (criterion p) or have a 
prescribed fixed annual production 

Figure 2.1. Region of near-    volume „ „ consfc (crlterlon b,). 
optimum solutions. 

It must be remembered that 

it is not possible in all cases to estimate the basic positive ef- 

fect in the same units as are used for the negative effect; in 
this case, reducing to equal conditions N = const, we obtain a 
criterion in the form of the "net cost per unit production" anc 
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the variant selected will be optimum only for this particular con- 

dition. Certain properties do not admit of Inclusion in the gen- 

eral criterion at all; examples are the political significance of 

the new design, the defense value of a nonmilitary design, the 

conservation or depletion of "uncharged" natural resources, com- 

fort, aesthetic qualities, etc. In this case, there is no reason 

to abandon the attempt to evaluate the project on the basis of a 

general criterion, but the selection must be "biased" away from 

the criterion-optimum variant in the direction of support for 

properties not incorporated in the criterion. Such selection will 

inevitably be subjective and less precise. If, for example, the 

influence of the smoothly varying quantities A and B on the cri- 

terion adopted for evaluation of the objective is analyzed (Pig. 

2.1), there is usually a rather extensive zone P in which the 

criterion K differs little from its extreme value in the neigh- 

borhood of the optimum parameter values (point 0).  If it was not 

possible to include certain important properties in the criterion 

K, it is advantageous in the final selection of A and B to move 

away from point 0 into the region of zone P in which the values 

of the imponderable properties of the objective are more favor- 

able.  Considerations Involving proposed future modifications of 

the objective may also dictate regression from the optimum in one 

or another direction. 

In the design of smaller parts and components, the criterion 

may be the increment to the total criterion that results from the 

presence of the particular part or component, and will be a func- 

tion only of the properties of the component. 

Suppose, for example, that the criterion K is a function of 

n variable properties of the object: 

K=f(A,8, C ... N), 

and that each part of the design influences only I  of these prop- 

erties, i.e., properties A, B, C, ..., L. 
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We »rite the total differential of the criterion K with re- 

spectto the * variables and convert from the differentials to 

finite increments: 

(2.6) 

In this ease, the quantity AK can be used as a criterion for 

small parts. Here the partial derivatives become constant coef- 

ficients and AA, AB, AC, ..., AL become the changes in the prop- 

erties of the objective resulting from the presence of the com- 

ponents in question, 

On an airplane, for example, each part performs its function 

and, in addition, has a weight AG and a cost AD.  If variants of 

a part that perform their functions equally well (have equal 

"functional qualities") are compared, there remains as the cri- 

terion the binomial 

If each designer has such a polynomial criterion at his 

disposal for selection of optimum part variants, the efforts of 

the entire designer staff will be oriented to acquisition of the 

optimum design variant. 
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Chapter 3 

EVALUATION CRITERION  FOR CIVIL AIRCRAFT 

§3.1. SPEED AS "QUALITY" IN HAULING 

It was shown in §2.2 that a carrier can be evaluated on the 

basis of its gross revenue with allowance for "construction and 

start-up costs" PavD: 
K=Na—B—pßVD. 

Let us now show that, as applied to hauling, the criterion 
must include another term that takes account of speed as "quality" 

in hauling operations. 

Let a load of value K in rubles/ton belonging to an enter- 

prise with a profit margin p nt%~\  be hauled by a carrier at the 
average commercial speed V   [km/h].  If one ton of such cargo 

° *    com 
remained en route for one year, it would be out of circulation 
for a year; similarly, storage of the cargo in a warehouse would 

result in a loss 
Pnp "rc K rubles > 

100 ■ con*yr ' 

The loss incurred when the ton of cargo spends one hour en 

route is 
KAi|) Kput    rubles (3.1) 

£--- I00-365-24        876000    toivyr 
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where p  is in percent, en 

For a passenger, the coefficient C can be determined as fol- 

lows : 

C= ß-12 B3.,+P 
365-24 B 

a +p - £ /1 | p \ rubles  
Ba.„      730^  ßSl, ' passenger«hr ' (3.2) 

where E [rubles/month] is the passenger's monthly salary. 

Here the factor in parentheses reflects the fact that each 

hour spent on the job creates value greater than the passenger's 

pay by the value of his production; for complete evaluation of 

the passenger's time, therefore, his salary must be increased by 

his employer's annual profit P divided by his salary Bsai' 

Let us assume that the passenger and his baggage weigh 

G_-_ - 100 kg; 

then 

pas 

"0,1 ~ 73 { S,„ 
1 + 

The cargo or passenger spends a time l/vcom 

(3.*) 

[h/km] on each 

kilometer traveled and, consequently, the loss per ton-kilometer 

is c/V   [rubles/tori-km] or, in one year, 
com 

y e    ruble 
v«, yr 

where c is determined as the average for the cargo quota of the 

line in question. 

This is the negative term that must be added to the criter- 

ion of a transport airplane to take account of speed as hauling- 

performance quality; then the general criterion takes the form 

Ä*---/Va-3-pn.   .V- — rep ,, 
(3.4) 

where  p     *D =  E3       . 1 av a.p 
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Evaluation of cargo time en route was proposed by Prof. H.M. 

Protod'yakonov for selection of optimum railway routes [16]. As 

concerns evaluation of passenger time en route, it is encountered 

in the foreign literature. 

The numerical value of the coefficient C for passengers and 

cargo can be estimated as follows. 

Let us assume 

i;hen 

73 

^0,75, 

l,75-0,024£; 

for 
£l=200|^les c^om.m^A,Sr^les 

month ton*hr 

Let us now see how much one ton of cargo belonging to an 

enterprise operating with a profit margin of 655 must be worth for 

the coefficient C for the cargo to have the same value: 

KS 4,8.876000 =70Q800 rubles te70Q rubles 

Obviously, it will seldom be necessary to convey such expen- 

sive cargo by air, while passengers earning 200 rubles per month 

will be quite common. 

This does not, of course, imply that air cargo is unprofit- 

able; after all, Nc/V   is only a small correcting term to the 
com 

annual cutlay, and the question of advantage depends on the entire 

criterion. 

The correcting term Nc/V\ „ removes a certain element of a        com 
fetishism from the notion of transport speed and permits more 

comprehensive and objective evaluation of the importance of speed. 

This evaluation of speed does not apply to errergenoiea in 

which speed of delivery is of prime importance. Such cases also 
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Inquire special delivery, e.g., by "mercy flight" for emergency 

medical assistance, or perhaps even a helicopter, which, although 

it is slower than an airplane, is not as restricted in its choice 

Of landing sites, so that the time to move a patient by automobile 

is improved upon. • 

§3.2. AIR ROUTE EVALUATION CRITERION 

To obtain an expanded expression for this criterion, an ex- 

pression for the capital investment D [rubles] for the annual 

product N [ton-km/year] of the air route and the annual operating 

cost B [rubles/year] must be substituted into formula (3.1*). 

The capital investment may be divided into two parts: 

D-DH.r±De.a, (3-5) 

where D   is the cost of ground structures and D   is the cost 
g.s a.p 

of the aircraft pool; the corre3ponding fractions of the working 

capital are included In each pert. 

The annual product of an air route is 

ye 
(3.6) 

where X. is the lead factor — the average payload of the aircraft 

expressed as a fraction of its maximum capacity G,, G is the 

weight of the airci ft, i is the number of hauls on the route per 

year, L is the nonstop distance traveled, G , is the maximum pay- 

load for a given weight of fuel (for a given range), 5 . ■ Gpl/G 
is the payload ratio (the relative weight of the payload), T is 

the flying time on the route per year, and vcrulse 
is tne schedule 

or trip speed in km/h. 

The trip speed is determined from ehe formula 

V. -i V 

KjieBv 
T* '».it 

Kf'*:^ 
M pettc   J" t*.yKprik 

(3.7) 
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where vcru^se and L  .  are the cruising speed and distance and 

t , is the time to take off, climb, descend, and land. 

The higher the speed and altitude of flight and the shorter 

the range, the greater will be the difference between trip and 

cruising speed. 

For subsonic passenger aircraft with pressurized cabins, 

V*. .  comes to 75-85$ of V  , trip """*•" u" ' ■>  "-"" Wi  cruise 
The annual expenses in B [17] consist of depreciation and 

the cost of major repairs to the aircraft (B ) and engines (B ), 

the cost of fuel and lubricants (Bf), paying the crews (Bcw), the 

cost of technical servicing and routine maintenance (B  ), and r • in 

airport expenses   (B.p).     Consequently, 

B^ßc + Bn + Br + B^Bi» ;-BAfl. (3.8) 

The  cost of repairs  to  the  airplane  can be determined from the 

formula 

flc---- Ml   -k,mc) — 
1       A»c V, peak n.9) 

where n is the number of aircraft on the route, D is the cost of '  a 
one airplane (dry and without engines), H, is the total time (in 

hours) logged by the airplane ever its entire lifetime, k is the 

cost of one major overhaul, expressed as a fraction of the cost 

of the airplane, and m,. is the number of majo^ overhauls.  It can 

be assumed that 

D = d G.    , (?.10) 
a   a dry w/o en 

where  G, , is  the weight of  the  dry  airplane and  its  equip- 
dry w/o en ° J t M 

ment without  engines  and d„  is  the   cost per kilogra;.; of the  dry a 
airplane without engines;   for present-day  transport   aircraft, 

d,   -  10-30   [rubles/kg]. 
ci 

The lower limit pertains to small aircraft of mixed con- 

struction, and the upper limit to all-metal aircraft with 
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pressurized cabins. 

Statistics indicate that the lifetimes of aircraft lie in the 
range 

Afe=-10000-(-25000*11-. 

The lower limit pertains to small aircraft used on local 
short hauls, and the upper limit to large long-haul aircraft. 
For medium aircraft of the LI-2 type, M = 15,000 h.  The cost 

fraction accounted for by major overhauls is k = 0.15 for small 
short-haul aircraft and k = 0.10-0.12 for long-haul model*?. 

If the time in flight hours between overhauls H [h/o'h] is 
a 

known, the number of overhauls is determined from the formula 

m^=w7_1- (3.11) 

The  next smaller whole number is  taken.     According to statistics, 

//.--= 1-500 ■+■ 2000 iHL. . 
o' h 

The  expenses   for the  engines  can be  determined from the  formula 

B. _nzD* 
■<1+*«/"«>-,7 

a 
(3.12) 

where z is the number of engines on the airplane, D , is the cost 
of an engine together with its propellers; M  is the useful life- 
time of an engine, k  = 0.2 is tne cost of one overhaul, express- 
ed as a fraction of the cost of the engine, and in  is the number 
of major overhauls per engine. 

It can be assumed that for piston and turboprop engines 

£>„„=</„. tf, (3.13) 

where N is the rated horsepower output of the engine, d„ ■ 8 

rubles/hp for piston engines, and d^ =7-5 rubles/hp for turbo- 

props.  For turbojet engines, 
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D>m='dp'Pt, 
(3.11) 

where 

'/p=8 rubles 
kgf of thrust* 

PQ is the engine's static thrust on the ground. 

Statistically,  the  total  lifetime of an engine depends on the 
degree of post-inception refinement of the specific engine type, 
lying in the range 

nae 
Af.„- 20U0 *- 50U0 ~ , 

de 

with 14      s 4,000 for piston engines and M      * 2,000 for turbojets en en 
and turboprops. 

The number of major overhauls  is  determined from the   formula 

where H      is  the  time  between overhauls  and en 

(3-15) 

" o' h 

If no specific  data are  available,   it may be  assumed that H      = 

=  650 h/o'h  for piston engines  and H -  500 h/o'h   for  turbojets 

and turboprops.     The  cost  of fuel  and lubricants  is  determined  for 

turbojets  by   the  formula 

(3.16) 

Here the coefficient 1.1 takes account of oil consumption and the 

fuel consumed in running the engines up on the ground, in the 

takeoff runup, and during the climb'with consideration of the 

fuel-consumption decrease during descent and deceleration.  C 

[kg/kgfof thrust] and P are, respectively, the average values of 
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the engine's cruising specific fuel consumption and thrust, and 

xf [rubles/kg] is the cost of the fuel. For kerosene, xf « 0.045 

ruble/kg. 

In more accurate determinations of runup and climbing fuel 

consumption with consideration of the lower consumption during 

descent and deceleration, formula (3.16) takes the form 

BT  ..I.OSJT, 
L      v pe«c 

T 
Cy».4fi — C^(<i-~G,)  /2H 

mm (2+S)!' (3.17) 

Here the coefficient 1.05 takes account of fuel consumed in rev- 

ving the engines up on the ground, C „ M is the specific fuel con- Sp • 1*1 
sumption at maximum middle-aleitude climbing power, the term 

C (G - G„) takes account of the fuel saved during descent and 
sp     X 
deceleration, aM= V  .  is the cruising speed in m/s, and H 

CX LiXSG 

is the cruising altitude in meters. 

The quant4ties H/aM and aM/9-81 take account of the fuel used 

in climbing and in the takeoff run, respectively.  It can be as- 

sumed in approximation that 

Gf a 0.3«. 

The same formulas, (3»l6) and (3.17), are also suitable for 

propeller engines, but P must be replaced by übe average cruising 

power N and C  is taken in kg of fuel per horsepower-hour; the 
e     sp 

expression 

Cy4y/-6"v,, {<■-(>,) 

woo 

is replaced by 

C,.„/= -Cy ■ a.) 

3600-7.
:
TI 200 ran i|ieltc> 

where C  „ is the specific fuel consumption rate at maximum mid- 
sp.M 

die-altitude climbing power per horsepowtv-hour and Vcrulge is to 
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be taken In m/s. 

Crew annual cost is composed of the monthly base pay of each 

crew member and flight pay. In addition, It  of the total sum 

paid to crew members is budgeted by the line for life insurance 

and disability compensation. 

4»-I.O7-l2«(2£) + |,07(2x)a, (3.18) 

where n is the number of aircraft on the line. 

Table 3.1 

Crew member E, [    Y> 
T-ubles/mo rubles/km 

Pilot 210 0.008 
Copilot 176 0.006 
Navigator 161 0.006 
Flight Engineer 151 0.0018 
Radar Operator 132 0.0044 
Stewardess 80 0.0016 

The monthly salaries E include bonuses and allowances; x is 

the rate of payment per kilometer flown.  Values of E and x are 

given in Table 3.1; the sums E are taken for the entire crew. 

The number of stewardesses is determined on the basis of one 

per 50 passengers. 

Usually, the copilot's or navigator's seat is occupied on 

50%  of all flights by a higher-salaried chief pilot's representa- 

tive; for this reason, 70 rubles/mo should be added to the sum 

IE  and 0.0024 ruble/km to Ix. 

The annual cost of technical servicing and routine mainte- 

nance (according to studies by Engineer V.P. Gal'kovskiy) per 

flight hour can be assumed proportional to the cost of the dry 

airplane with a proportionality factor of 5 ' 10 
•5 so that 
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These five items of expenditure exhaust the basic so-called 

"direct" costs. These costs are usually increased by about an- 

other 7%  to take account of the total of minor direct expenses. 

The cost ci  training, auxiliary, and service flights makes up a 

considerable faction of these expenses. However, these flights 

may be regarded as a certain number of unpaid flights, i.e., 

"dry runs" with the load factor \.  - 0, and this must, in turn, 

be taken into a count by reducing the average annual load fact' • 

A, of the line. We shall assume that the coefficient A- « 0.65 

also takes account of these "unpaid" flights. 

The same additional 7%  also includes the cost of ground en- 

gine testingj but we have already taken them into account with 

the 1.05 coefficient applied to fuel cost. The remaining unac- 

counted minor direct costs can be discarded as insignificant. 

There is one more major group of expenses — the so-called 

"indirect" costs, which amount to 35£ or more of the "direct" 

costs.  They include depreciation, repairs, and servicing for all 

ground structures and equipment, ground servicing of aircraft, 

passengers and cargo, administrative overhead, etc.  Following 

the example of [17], we separate from these indirect costs the 

airport costs associated with servicing of the aircraft, passen- 

gers, and cargo: 
3An=40nG+30/*3G)m. 

(3.20) 

Here G and G , are in tons 
Pi 

The first tern expresses the depre- 

ciation and cost of repairing and cleaning parking areas and 

cleaning the aircraft themselves, while the second term repre- 

sents the cost of servicing passengers and cargo and loading and 

unloading cargo.  The coefficients, 40 rubles/ton-year and 30 

rubles/ton-flight may be lowered if cleaning and cargo handling 

are mechanized, but the former will be considerably higher if 

the aircraft are stored in hangars. 

In the planning work on an air route, it is also necessary 

to take all remaining indirect costs into account, since they all 
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depend in one degree or another on the plan chosen for the route 

and Influence Its criterion K. 

Thus, in planning for a new class of air route and the air- 

craft to service it, the takeoff and landing properties of the 

airplane and the corresponding runway length must be so selected 

that the cost of the aircraft and the runways will minimize the 

criterion K.  Consideration of runway cost may result in selec- 

tion of an airplane that costs more but uses less runway in 

taking off and landing. 

§3-3. CRITERION TOR EVALUATING A PASSENGER AIRCRAFT 

Since an extensive network of air routes already exists, the 

problem of designing an airplane for an existing network is of 

great practical Importance.  In this formulation of the problem, 

the characteristics of the air routes are the operating condi- 

tions for the new aircraft design, knowledge of which becomes one 

of the aforementioned conditions that are necessary for arriving 

at the optimum design version of the aircraft. 

Air routes vary widely in length, amount of passenger and 

cargo traffic, airport equipment, runway length, terrain relief, 

climate, and other properties.  There are four classes of airports 

as listed in Table 3-2.      , 7   5 

Airport ola ;s Runway 1< mgt* 
"T" 
1 \ 

;luni-:ay wi dth 
Runway-enfl 
safety-strip 
1 en fth 

M 
Class 0-A 
Class I-B 
Class II-C 
Class III-D 

<3000 
2200 
1800 
1300 

I 
! 

i. 
80 
60 
60 
40 

<4oo 
<400 
<400 
<toc 

The variety of air routes and airports has as a consequence 

that a universal aircraft designed for all routes would be far 

from the optimum in any particular case.  It is more advantageous 

to design an airplane for a whole group of router; that differ 

little from one another in traffic flow and runway length, e.g., 

an intercontinental or transcontinental "liner," an aircraft for 
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trunk airways with lQ00-2000-km nonstop distances, an airplane for 

500-1,000-km local routes and, finally, an airplane for the very 

shortest local routes.  It is necessary to specify for each of 

these aircraft types the appropriate airport class and the annual 

passenger and cargo flow N [tons-km/year], -which is planned on 

the basis of an average N for routes of the particular type with 

room for future adjustment. 

Having a statement of this type, we can derive a criterion 

for evaluation of the aircraft.  Since the ground structures and 

equipment of air routes of an existing group remain unchanged 

when a new aircraft is designed for them, the cost of these items 

will remain practically unchanged on a change in aircraft de- 

sign. As a result, all indirect costs may be assumed constant and 

discarded in formula (3. M for the air-route criterion, leaving 

only the costs expressed by formulas (3-8)-(3-20).  Moreover, as 

we showed earlier, the condition N = const enables us to change 

from the polynomial criterion of formula (3-4) to a criterion in 

the form of a ratio, i.e., costs per ton-kilometer. 

Finally, T = il./V, . , i.e., the number of hours flown on 

the route per year, cancels in the numerator and denominator of 

the resulting ratio; we then obtain the criterion as the ratio of 

the hourly cost per single airplane to the hourly productivity of 

the single airplane.   

For a jet aircraft, this formula takes the form 

**C   '/'-.Tip«« 

1 + *c'"c  | *D»t 

l.UCyiP*. , 1.07-12(2g) , K07(Vx) , 5.10-5(D, ,■■>£>,.) 

40(7  , 3C , /»cp (£>c -!• *£...) .       c 

'-Ä.,/i£ 
■1 

A/'lu'l^ 

(3.21) 

where D = d G    ,   , and D „ - d P. wiicxc u^      ua dry w/o en'     en   en 

A similar formula applies for aircraft with propeller en- 

gines, but C N must be substituted for C P, with recognition <=>   »     sp sp 
of 
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Let us consider a particular example: 

G ■ 42 tons, PQ ■ 6,000 kgf, 
G.  ..,    = 22 tons,        I dry w/o en        * 
n.      -  <■  - — 

Pi 
0.65, 

VtriP 
= 79° km/h* 

i, ■ i/n ■ 200 trips/air- 
plane-year 

L ■ 1,500 km, 
d - 25 rubles/kg, 

a 

D ■ 25 ' 22,000 = 
3. 

-  550,000 rubles, 

M ■ 23,000 hours, 
ka= 0.12, 

ma= 7, 

z = 2 

Den - 8 • 6,000 - H8,000 rubles, 

Men * '2*500 hours» 
ken m  °'2> 
men = 3> 
C  =0.8 kg/kg of thrust, 

P ■ 2,000 kgf, 

xf = 0.045 rubles/kg, 

]T = 990 rubles/aircraft-month, 

£_= 0.033 rubles/km-aircraft, 
A 

D + zD  = 550,000 + 2 • 
a    en     ' 

• 48,000 « 646,000 rubles, 

Pav= 0.06, 

c =  4.8 rubles/ton-hour, 

dp =  8 rubles/kgf of thrust. 

K - e»  -  ba + ben ♦ bf + bcwl + bcw2 + brm + bA?1 + bAp2 + 

+ b + b       or,   in  figures, 3 * p • * 

K-a'= 0.0214+ 0,0299+0,0771 4- (0,0163 |-0,0136) 

+ 0,0157 + (0,0022 + 0,020) + 0,0496+ 0,0061 = 0,2519 

-25,2 kop 

rubles — 
ton« km 

ton«km 

With the indirect costs, this comes to 

a'= 1,35-25,2-34 kop_ 
ton«Km 

It is also possible to obtain another criterion for evalua- 

tion of a passenger aircraft that is also a ratio of an advantage 

to cost, namely: "profit per ruble of investment," which econo- 

mists recommend for evaluation of new technology and which, as 

we showed above, proceeds from the condition of constant total 

capital investment D = const.  In practice, a criterion of the 
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form p * P/D is less suitable, since the condition D » const is 

usually not observed and allocations for the construction of a 

given version of the aircraft may continue from year to year, de- 

pending on the results from operation of the early series. 

§3-1». CRITERION FOR EVALUATION OP A PART OR'COMPONENT OP A PASSEN- 

GER AIRCRAFT 

The properties of any part of an air :raft influence the prop- 

erties of the aircraft and the criterion for its evaluation. The 

whole-airplane criterion may serve as ;he criterion for a major 

component of the aircraft, with exclusion of those terms of the 

criterion that do not change when the part being evaluated changes, 

For smaller parts, the increment in the airplane's criterion ow- 

ing to the presence of the planned part on it may serve as the 

criterior. 

Any part of an airplane has a cost and a weight and performs 

certain functions, exhibiting a certain functional quality in the 

process; it may also influence frontal drag, life, safety, sta- 

bility, controllability, comfort, and the like. 

Let us consider a case in which a part has three inevitable 

properties: cost, weight, and functional quality, and, in addi- 

tion, has a frontal drag or influences frontal drag. We shall 

assume the functional quality of the component to be constant. 

This must be done either because the quality must in fact remain 

unchanged or because the exact dependence of the aircraft cri- 

terion on the functional quality of the component is unknown. 

When this assumption is used, the component will influence the 

criterion only in virtue of its cost, weight, and frontal drag. 

Examples of such components are antennas, ram air intakes, 

landing-gear pods, etc. 

Let us assume that the type and number of the engines have 

been decided upon, along with the layout, parameters, and basic 

dimensions of the airplane; in addition, the aerodynamic design 

and weight calculations have been carried out and all quantities 
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appearing In formula (3-4) for the net cost per ton kilometer have 

been selected or calculated with the accuracy possible at this 

Etage in the design work. 

A number of cases will be considered, as functions of those 

properties of the airplane that are assumed constant. 

1. Cruising Altitude and Speed Constant 

Installation of a component costing AD rubles, w<?J jhing AG 

kgf, and having a frontal drag AQ kgf to perform a certain func- 

tion on the airplane increases the airplane's weight by an amount 

AD and reduces its payload by AG , , which is equal to the avia- 

tion weight of the component: 

AC« AG4--^Q. 

The increase in b' due to the presence of the additional com- 

ponent (as a result of the increase in D and the decrease in G ,) 

is found by the general method, by writing the total differential 

of b' with respect to D and G , and replacing the differentials 
3. p X 

with finite increments: 

-i« «,,J I a (3-22) 

Here AG , appears with the minus sign, since the weight AG and 

frontal drag AQ of the component lower the payload G , by an 

amount equal to the aviation weight Ga-CJ 

\G 
tic i- -'".' 

Let  us  evaluate  the  influence of the  weight,   cost,   and  frontal 

drag of the  component. 

We  substitute  the numbers   from  the  example  given earlier and 

the quantity  irXef/2c    =26.4.     We  obtain  as   a result 
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'Äfl> lO-6 • 0,14AD+0,0565(AG + 26,4AQ) - 

«10-» • 0,14AÖ+0,0565AG + 1.49AQ Futleg.. 
ton*km 

Here AD is In rubles and AG and AQ in tons. To make the coeffi- 

cients more commensurable, we express AG and AQ in kgf and Ab' in 

kopecks 'ton-km. 

Ae'=0,0000!4AD+0,00565AG + 0,l49AQ£2EL 
ton-km 

A more convenient criterion for the component is the quantity 

(3-23) 

#,— w 
Afl-f 400AG f 10600A«?. (3.24) 

0,000014 

which is proportional to Ab'. 

As wo see, frontal drag has the dominant influence on the 

increase in the net cost of cargo hauling, weight is next, and 

the cost of the component last.  In deriving (3»2H), V**  assumed 

G = const, although the weight actually appears in the term b.p, * 

= 40 G/A7G ,iL and G increases by 26.4AQ when the component is 

removed from the airplane.  However, the ratio G/G , remains prac- 

tically unchanged. 

However, other circumstances related to the increase in air- 

craft and payloads weights are important.  The former is detri- 

mental to the airplane's takeoff and landing characteristics, 

while the latter requires space In the fusejage.  Consequently, 

use of (3.22)-(3.24) presupposes the presence of available space 

in the fuselape and that a certain deterioration of takeoff and 

landing is acceptable. 

2. Constant Payload and Variable Trip Speed 

In this case, the presence of tne component on the airplane 

increases D and lowers vtrlD' 

Using the same method, we obtain 
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X8' „ I'is. 4.-IXLtlSJL.)±p_ 
\0C        />< -- zD3a I J 

( Appelle (3.25) 

that 

Assuming Vfcri to be proportional to Vcruise, we can figure 

xv pete AV'spefic 

I'peftc *Kpcflc 

We determine AVcruise/Vcrulse by the formula derived for 

AV  /V  , taking instead of dP/dV 
max max'    ° 

dPgfttc       dPmM *V»c 

dV dV      P„ 

Assuming for the aircraft used in the example 

C*.        .. — dPuftOe        o  ij 
£- -2,57, 

dV 

.i/.«p 

..fe—-1,18 -£--■ (3-26) 

and substituting the quantities for the particular example into 

(3.25), we obtain 

A«' 
.,   A'pcitf rubles 

Here we substitute 

fe.» _Liä(Ä0 h — A<?Wo.Q28l (AO + 26.4AQ) 

I       * 

and obtain finally 

A«'-10 «•0,14AD+O,OO427(AG + 26,4AQ)- 

- 10-« ■ 0,14\D+0,0O427A(7+0.l ii>s Art rubles. 
ton«km 

Again expressing Ab' in Kopecks/ton-km and AG and AQ in kgf, 

we find that the cost, weight, and frontal drag of the component 
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increase the net cost per ton-kilometer by 

Aa,-=0,000014AD + 0,00Q427AO4.nnil9«Ar>KOP 
ton«Km (3.27) 

Dividing Ab' by 0.000014, we obtain the criterion for the compo- 

nent, which is proportional to Ab": 

*2%^^D+^Ü>800^. (3.28) 

As we see, in this case the same component has much loss ef- 

fect on the net cost per ton-kilometer, because the coefficients 

of AG and AQ are reduced by a factor of 13« However, frontal drag 

is still the dominant factor in this case. 

3. Payload of Trip Speed Constant 

In this case, the increase in weight and frontal drag due 

to the presence of the component on the airplane increases the 

required thrust P: 

P=-cXvSq f 

by an amount üP: 

'2 Mi HP - \c,ßq + ip \G = AQ +^- XÜ - AQ+ =2L AG, 

Am 
Sq 

20/ 
Sq 7J n 

where 

A-~- J__ 
'■Kj) 

Increasing the thrust increases fuel consumption: 

\.\XiCy\ Af> 6,       2Cy     ., 
AS, - ■—- A/5"- 6t - — —— (J„ t< 

where the aviation weight of the component is 

The ohango in thrust also changes specific fuel consumption 

and engine life and, if these changes are known, they can also 

be taken into account.  If these secondary effects of tho t'irust 

change are disregarded, the presence of the additional component 

ix.iä  the airplane i"ill in V..is case increase b': 
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*,• , j*i..i—Ä+Äfi_\ vD + ±. -*UAG j- ^- *o\ 
(3.29) 

For our numerical example, we obtain 

&'*= 10^-0.14104-10-«0.761 (AC 4-26,4AQ)= 

- 10-*0,14AO rIO-»-0,76UC + 1(T*-20.2A<? |~^ 

(here AO and AQ are in kgf) or 

JH' = 10-<l0.14Ati^0,76UG +20.2AQ) ^0P .    * ton*km 

Dividing by 0.14  •  10    , we pet 

(3-30) 

K3 0.000014 
« 10+5.44AC 4- 144.3AQ. (3-31) 

4. Fuel Weight Plus Payload Constant 

Installation of an additional component on the airplane re- 

quires that the fuel load be increased by an amount 

VTt*c ^ptHc    JlXj*      ** 

Since the sum of the weights and the payloaci remains  constant, 

it is necessary tc reduce the payload by the same amount: 

AGBJl=AGT. 

Then, using the coefficient of GQ n  obtained in the first 

place, we determine one more term in the expression for Ab': 

CyAL 2Cli 

I»' - «Am - 'J -£ =« - "Am - «„) V^dZ ^ C— 

For our numerical example,  this term equals 

?£Ü^L^G. ^10-8.3,250,, 
79026.4 '■■ "•* 

With allowance for this term, we obtain 
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A*'~G.ÖQOOHAÖ+ (0.0000761 +0.000325) Cj,« 

-0.0000UAD+O.0004OIAO+0.01059A<?H2E . 
ton«km 

(3-32) 

After dividing Ab' by the coefficient of AD, we obtain 

/C4=AZ>+28,6AG+756,4AQ. (3.33) 

In this case, it is necessary to have space available for the 

additional weight of fuel; the takeoff weight and distance re- 

main unchanged, but the landing weight and landing speed will be 

lowered slightly.  It must also be recognized that an Increase in 

the weight of fuel in the wing and a decrease in the fuselage cay- 

load will increase the strength margin of the wing. 

5. Comparison of Cases Considered 

We see from the cases considered above that the criterion 

for evaluation of an aircraft component varies depending on which 

characteristics of the airplane are assumed constant. 

Now which criteria should be used? First of all, it is evi- 

dent from comparison of (3.24), (3-28), (3-31), and (3.33) that 

the relation between the effects of weight and frontal drag is 

the same in all formulas, i.e., the same as in the expression for 

aviation weight: 

Ga.fl=Aü + 26,4:W 

and a 1-kgf decrease in Q may give a weight Increase up to 26 kg. 

Comparing these last two terms with the cost of the component, 

we see that AG and to an even greater decree AQ influence the cri- 

terion b' much more strongly in the first criterion than in the 

others. 

Selection of each aircraft component on the basis of the 

minimum K, results in the greatest lowering of the net cost per 

ton-kilometer. 

Use of numerous similar criteria with cabulated numerical 

coefficients guides the efforts of the entire designer staff to- 

ward the optimum -v'raraft design. 
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The following procedure can be recommended for use of these 

criteria. 

When the plan has been worked out with application of the 

criterion K. to all components, the design weight G„ and the 

frontal drag Gn are adjusted; these quantities are compared with 
u2 

their values G„ and Q» from the preceding approximation. Then 
Kl     °1 

the change in payload weight is determined: 

2C/I 

If AG , > 0, the payload is to be increased by this amount, 

while the takeoff weight is increased by irX „(Q_ - Q„ )/2c . er 01        02   y 

Since there may also have been errors in the other weights 

in the calculation of the preceding approximation, it is better 

to determine AG . as follows: 
Pi 

-tfn,-(C.„-C„.H ^(0.-(,-„.). 

where G, ■ (G - G ,); here we take G , from the preceding approx- 

imation. 

If we obtain a AG  < 0 (this may result from the inaccuracy 

of the preceding approximation), G ^ must be reduced by 4G . in 

order to maintain the specified cruising regime.  It wii: be re- 

called that TTX _(Qft - Qn )/2c expresses the increase in takeoff 

weight and that this increase is acceptable if takeoff is not af- 

fected unacceptably, while an increase in payload by AGDl is ad- 

missible if there is space in the fuselage.  If payload requires 

additional equipment (for example, passenger seats), some of the 

weight goes into the additional equipment and AG - will be smaller. 

If there is no available space in the fuselage and the detri- 

ment to takeoff is unacceptable, the criteria K and K_ are used; 

if there is space j.n the fuselage but the takeoff weight cannot b<= 

increased, criterion K^ is applied. 
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Many of the components of the airplane have no frontal drag, 

but only cost, weight, and functional qualities; hence the expres- 

sion for the increments of b' or the criterion K become binomial: 

A«' CDw±CG±G, 

Co 
#r«AD-j.S» AG. 

6. Cost of Weight Reduction 

These binomial criteria can be used to solve the practically 

interesting problem of the limiting and optimum cost of a weight 

reduction. 

Any component may carry excessive weight that can be removed 

at additional cost with no detriment to the functional quality 

of the component. The change in b1 that results from component 

weight reduction is expressed thus: 

;W=CDAL>-~C0:iG. 

Obviously, if the weight reduction is so expensive that there 

is no decrease in b1 (Ab' ■ 0), the weight reduction should not 

be undertaken; this limiting cost per kg of weight reduction is 

[ A<7  ' Co 

otrr       A^no      A£max AC kg 

Figure 3.1. Cost of weight 
reduction. 

When the weight reduction 

makes it possible to increase pay- 

load (in our example), 

(i£) =403 J3L, 

and in the case of a given payload 

and an increase in trip speed 

\ .10 ./,„      KZ 

i.e., it is much lower. 
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But which weight reduction should be decide upon? Let U3 

assume that in its initial state, the component has excessive 

weight, but that as the weight is removed its removal becomes more 

expensive as the amount of remaining excessive material becomes 

smaller; assume, for example, that the cost"AD of the weight re- 

daction is an accelerating increasing function: 

AO-/(AO). 

Figure 3.1 shows the variation of Ab' as a function of the 

initial v.tate and AG. The term CßAG causes b* to decrease lin- 

early, while the term C AD ■ CDf(AG) increases b*, diverting the 
b' curve upward from linear (curve 1). The largest decrease in 

the net cost per ton-kilometer is obtained at AGODt, and the 

limiting weight reduction, which gives no increase in b', at 

AG ; at AG , all of the excess material has been removed in an pr     max" 
operation that is now totally unproductive. 

In approximation, we may assume an optimum weight reduction 

equal to 1/2 or the limit. 

The dashed lines on the figure illustrate two more cases, 

in which the cost of the weight reduction is proportional to the 

weight removed.  Line 2 corresponds to the case in which all of 

the excessive material must be removed, and line 3 to the case in 

which none of it should be removed. 

§3.5. CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION OF OTHER CIVIL AIRCRAFT 

The structure of the criterion for an air freighter will be 

the same as that for a passenger aircraft, although it may differ 

greatly from the latter in layout, construction, and equipment. 

It will probably be necessary to change the average tariff 

a, the number of trips i per year, and the coct of the time to 

haul the cargo C [rubles/ton-h], in which it may be necessary to 

include losses of perishable cargo en route, and to change certain 

other quantities.  Otherwise the analogy with the passenger air- 

craft will be complete. 
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Criteria for other civil aircraft car) be drawn up in similar 

fashion. If, for example, the "work" or "product" N of a given 

airplane during a given time can be evaluated quantitatively (in 

hectares of treated acreage, in square kiloaeters of protected 

forest, etc.), a "net cost per unit product" criterion b « B/N 

can be obtained easily. 

If, in addition, the cost a of processing a unit product is 

also known, it is possible to obtain a "profit per ruble invested" 

criterion p = (Na - B)/D and an "income"-type criterion for a 

given period: 

K=Na-B~pcpD. 

If the advantage cannot be evaluated quantitatively, we may 

follow the general rule for such cases and assume it to be con- 

stant. This constancy can be ensured if all of the properties of 

the airplane on which this effect depends (payload, speed, alti- 

tude, range or endurance, takeoff-and-landlng, and other proper- 

ties) are assumed constant. This reduction to a set of constant 

properties is also frequently applied even when the advantage can 

be evaluated quantitatively. Then the criterion consists only of 

the negative effect 

K = B+PcvD 

and the optimum version of the design is found by minimizing it. 

It must only be remembered that the preliminary design will be 

optimal only for the assigned values of the airplane's properties. 

The optimum preliminary version based on the minimum of the 

negative part of the criterion is very close to the optimum vari- 

ant for minimizing the cost of the entire airplane, and the cost 

of the airplane Is approximately proportional to its takeoff 

weight. Thus we may use an even simpler criterion - the cost of 

the airplane or its takeoff weight - for a given set of aircraft 

properties. 

The fixed values of the-airplane's properties appear in the 

designated technical specifications.  Designing from TS and from 
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minimum takeoff weight requires the designer not only to lighten 

the structural weight of the aircraft to the greatest possible de- 

gree, but also to select engine characteristics ami aircraft 

aerodynamics such that all items in the TS are conformed to at 

minimum aircraft weight. 

Designing from TS does not eliminate the need for the use of 

a criterion, but the criterion will become a narrow one of economy; 

it will be the cost per unit time or, more simply, the cost of the 

airplane, or, still more simply, its takeoff weight. 

Determining the quantitative dependence of the general cri- 

terion on engine characteristics and on the geometry, weight, and 

other parameters of the airplane with consideration of the con- 

fining relationships between them is a complex preliminary-design 

task. Because of the complexity of these relationships, the prob- 

lem Is solved by successive approximations and comparison of the 

various versions with the general criterion, with selection of 

the variant having the optimum criterion value.  For selection of 

the optimum parameters, the parameters are varied smoothly within 

their ranges, i.e., at equal intervals, and the optimum combina- 

tion will be the one for which the general criterion has its ex- 

treme value. The optimum combination of the TS is found by the 

same manner and the same method of successive approximations.  As 

a rule, the parameters characterizing the design are first deter- 

mined statistically for each of the sets of technical specifica- 

tions to be investigated, the layout of the airplane, the type of 

the engine and its characteristics are chosen, its dimensions and 

aerodynamic characteristics are evaluated, the weight, size, and 

operational and economy indicators of the aircraft are calculated, 

and the value of the general criterion is computed.  Then the 

aerodynamic characteristics are determined for the selected lay- 

out and the dimensions found for the airplane for the various 

versions of the design parameters, and the flight-engineering 

properties, weight, geometrical, operational, and economy indi- 

cators and the general criterion are adjusted. 
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Approximations are computed until the value of the general 

criterion and, with it, the set of technical specifications ceases 

to change (by more than a predetermined amount). The result is 

one "point" on the curve of the general criterion as a function of 

the set of technical specifications and the aircraft parameters 

characterizing the design. 

After thus analyzing various combinations of technical speci- 

fications and design parameters, the dependence of the general 

criterion on these combinations can be found. The optimum combi- 

nation of technical specifications and design parameters is that 

for which the general criterion has its optimum value. 

To perform the above task, it is necessary to know the ef- 

fects of various design parameters on the flight-engineering 

properties of the airplane and its weight, operational, and 

economy characteristics.  It is also necessary to know how the 

scheme will be affected by changes in tactical and technical 

properties, the principle followed in laying out, balancing, and 

developing the structural frame of the aircraft, and the method 

of determining the takeoff weight and size of the airplane. 

All these steps are also necessary in designing to given 

technical specifications.  The material is the subject of Parts 

II and III. 
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Part II 

PLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AIRCRAFT, ITS Sf; 

AND HOW THEY ARE INFLUENCED BY ITS PARAMETERS 

TY, 

Chapter 4 

EQUATIONS OF MOTION.  FORCES ACTING ON THE AIRPLANE 

§4.1. EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

As a rule, the spatial motion of the airplane is not analyzed 

in preliminary design, but its motion is investigated in vertical 

and horizontal planes. 

In analyzing the motion of 

the airplane in the vertical plane, 

it is most convenient to use equa- 

tions written in the wind system 

of axes, in which the OX axis is 

directed along the velocity vec- 

tor arid the OY axis perpendicular 

to the former in the plane of sym- 

metry of an airplane flying with- 

out slip. 

The arrangement of the axes and the forces acting on the 

airplane as a material point are shown in Pig. 4.1, 

'M 
Figure 4.1. Forces acting 
on the airplane. System of 
axes. 
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Projecting the forces acting on the airplane on the axes Ox 

and Oy and performing simple transformations, we obtain the equa- 

te ons of motion 

*'• 
—- -&■ [P cos («-f sp) -Q-G sin <»|, (4.1) 

(4.2) 

where $p is the angle between the thrust vector and the wing 

chord. 

Since the angle <j>p is generally small, we may set cos 

(a + <frp) = 1 for flight at small angles of attack and neglect the 

term P sin (a + $p) in (4.2). With these assumptions, expres- 

sions (4.1) and (4.2) become 

dt 
(4.3) 

(4.4) 

Figure 4.2. System of 
axes. 

Since Y/G is the normal acceleration 

n and (P - Q)/G = n  Eqs. (4.3) 

and (4.4) can be rewritten 

At 
g(«,-sinG), 

li^-I («„-cos6). 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

These equations must be supplemented 

by the obvious kinematic relations 

and 

,:H 
dt 

dL_ 

dt 

V sin 8 

= V'cos9. 

(4.7) 

Since  d8/dt  = V/r   ,  Eq.   (4.6)   yields  an expression  for the   vidius 

of curvature of the  trajectory,   r  : 
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V2 
g(nv~ cos 6) (4.8) 

To consider curvilinear motion in the horizontal plane, we 

take a system of axes in which Ox is directed along the velocity 

vector, Oy perpendicular to it and in the vertical plane, and Oz 

in the horizontal plane (Pig. 4.2). 

With the assumptions adopted above and the coordinate system 

in Fig. 4.2, we obtain 

•if      ? 
-£-=-=- «w SHI V 
dt      V    " 

and 

gny smy 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

where <j> is the turn angle of the velocity vector horizontal pro- 

jection and Y is the roll angle of the airplane.  Since n = 1/ec 

in a horizontal term, Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) can also be written 

d<f 
Hi V tgY 

V2 

1/4-1 
V 

rz 
,?1 ''h 1 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

These equations of motion in the vertical and horizontal planes 

are used extensively in preliminary design, both to determine the 

flight properties of the airplane and for analysis of the effects 

of various parameters on them, recognizing that the aerodynamic 

forces and the g-factors that they determine depend on these param- 

eters. 

§4.2. LIFT 

The expression for the lifting force of an airplane is 

familiar: 

K=f„SQ^u,7frS>M'-\ 
(4.13) 
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If the pressure in the atmosphere is taken in ram Hg instead 
2 

of kgf/m , we have 

y=9,55c1)SpM
3. (4.14) 

The dependence of c on angle of attack is .linear for aircraft 

wings of large aspect ratio. Violation of linearity indicates 

that local flow separation has occurred on the wing.  At subsonic 

speeds, c ■ dc /dot is a function of the geometrical aspect ratio, 
sweep, and taper of the wing, while at supersonic speeds it de- 

pends basically on the Mach number M. 

The smaller the wing aspect ratio and the larger M when the 

latter exceeds unity, the smaller is c and the smaller ca for a 
y y 

given a. 

Flow separation occurs on the wing at a certain angle of at- 

tack, and dc /da decreases.  In the case of unswept trapezoidal 

wings with aspect ratios A < 5-7 with large Reynolds numbers (Re), 

a very small increase in angle of attack is sufficient to lower 

c as a result of separation.  In addition, separation usually 

develops asymmetrically on the left and right wings for this wing 

type, giving rise to a strong moment that rolls the airplane onto 

one wing.  For strongly swept wings of small aspect ratio, such 

as are used on supersonic aircraft, separation occurs first on 

small segments of the wing.  It causes buffering of the airplane, 

but no substantial rolling moment.  A slower increase of c is ob- 

served as the angle of attack is increased further. 

At a certain angle of attack a  , the value of c reaches 

its maximum.  The c at which buffeting begins fc  ) and c 
y yKr     y 

decrease with increasing M. buffeting at c < c t 
y  y 

ybf     "max 
should be 

max 
regarded as helpful, since it U, not dangerous in itself and tells 

the pilot that the airplane has reached a c near c   .  The 
max 

coefficients c   and c 
?bf     'max 

increasing with it. 

depend not cnly :m  M, but alsc on Re, 
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Figure 4.3. a) c as a function of a; 
b) cv » cv  » and cv   determined 

ybf  ymax     ybal 
by maximum stabilizer deflection as 
functions of M. 

In certain cases of flight, the maximum value of c is de- 

termined on the basis of longitudinal balance with the largest 

possible deflection of the elevators or stabilizer. 

This is done because above a certain M, with the elevators 

or stabilizers at maximum deflection, the sum of the longitudinal 

< c  , and c   is not reached in ex- 
^bal   ybf     ybf 

moments vanishes at c, 

tended steady flight, 

Figure 4.3 shows the nature of cy as a function of angle of 

c   , and c    as functions of M. attack and of c 
^bf 'max "bal 

Knowing c as a function of M (see 
'max 

Fig. 4.3b), we can calculate the maximum 

lift that the pilot can obtain for any 

altitude and Mach number and find the maxi- 

mum normal acceleration. Obviously, 

0,7ctmaSpW, 
(4.15) 

(4.16) 

For straight-line level flight, a certain 

speed corresponds to each value of c , and 
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is the larger the smaller c . 

The lowest speed in level flight will be obtained in flight 

at c 
an»ax 

Low landing (V,, ) and takeoff (V., ) speeds are especially 

important for sin airplane.  For this reason, special high-lift 

devices that increase o at the landing and takeoff wing angles 

of attack are used on the wing to increase c during landing and 

takeoff. 

It must be remembered that the ground effect increases c by 

another 0.15-0.20 at takeoff and landing.  Figure 4.4 shows how 

i takeoff conditions (6„ * 60°), 
x 

will be discussed in greater de- 

c  depends on a under landing and takeoff conditions (6„ * 60°). 
y x 

Methods of increasing c 
lag 

tail in the section on landing the aircraft. 

§4.3- FRONTAL-DRAG FORCES 

The frontal drag Q of an airplane depends on its frontal drag 

coefficient c , wing area, and ram pressure: 
A 

Q^C^—rr:   QJfSpSV. da?) 

The quantity 

!• — X„ 

where c  is tne coefficient of profile -snd oarasite drag at c = 
X0      2 

= ü and c  = Ac  is the coefficient of Induced drag. 
xi    ^ 

At constant M, A = const in a broad range of angles of attack. 

Thus 

(4.18) i., Ac'i 

The coefficient c  is composed of frictions! drag and pressure 
x0 

drag.  The latter includes the ■:a'/e drag, which makes its ..;,pear- 

ance at M > M* .  M*  ':; the Ma.'h number at which a compression 
cr   or 

shock forms ar; h  result cf local .supersonic velocities in the flow 
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past the body and c_ begins a rapid increase (c  increases by 
x0 x0 

more than 1% when M is Increased 1%).    c  is a function of the 
x0 

Reynolds and Mach numbers Re and M. With increasing rte, the 

value of c  decreases as a result of a decrease in the coeffi- 
x0 

cient of friction. An increase in M above M* results in a cr 
sharp rise of c , but at an M greater than 1.1-1.4, the increase 

x0 
in c  gives way to a decrease owing to a decrease in the coef- 

x0 
ficient of wave drag, which varies in approximately inverse pro- 

portion to /M' - 1. At M greater than 2.5, the value of /M* - 1 * 

* M and, consequently, the wave drag becomes proportional not to 

M23 but only to M. As will be shown below, this is a highly im- 

portant fact. 

Wave drag is proportional to the square of the profile thick- 

ness ratio 3. At M < M» , an increase in profile thickness also 

increases c , but not strongly. 
0 

An Increase in wing sweep causes an increase in M£r- 

0.IK 

0.03 

JStrplane 
!     with unswept 

wine 

H2E£&H 
w'H .wing 

4-4- 

\ J 1,0    /,«     K8     1,2    M 
Mir« Kp 

0,6 

0,2 

-. — 
I 

^ 1 
1 

I I 
! 

— —*! I 
 _ u 

i 
t,0     1,t     >,3     2,2    M 

Figure '1.6. Coefficient k  as 
a function of M. 

Figure 4.5- cv of an airplane 
x0 

as a function of M. 

Figure 4.5 shows the nature of.c^ as a function of M for 

wings of various planforms with the same profile thickness. 
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e^ is the sura of the wing (c   }, tall (c   ), fuselage 
0 XC> x0,., wg tl 

(c„ ), and engine-nacelle (c        ) drag coefficients and those of 
*f e,n 

other elements: 

*»K|» (ft.19) 

I vi 

He note that (4.19) Implies a decrease in c  on an increase in 
x0 

wing area, although the frontal drag QQ Increases at the same 

time. 

The coefficient A, which determines cx , is inversely pro- 

portional for subsonic speeds to the wing effective aspect ratio: 

JiXj^ 
(ft.20) 

In turn, 

3^4, «X 
i 

1 + 7" 

where 5 „  is the wing area occupied by the fuselage and engine 
a.i t 

pods and X is the geometrical aspect ratio of the wing. At h > 

>  1.8, 

4_ * ^K»-l 
A 4 

n 
(ft.21) 

Figure ft.6 shows how A depends on M.  Unlike the coefficient 

of wave drag, which is inversely proportional to /M" - 1 at large 

M, the quantity A is directly proportional to /M* -1, so that 

c  Increases rapidly with Increasing M at a constant c . 
xi 

The family of polar curves for the airplane for various M 

takes the form indicated in Fig. ft.7» 

We find the expression for the maximum lift/drag ratio 

*•«■■=(■—)    from the condition ~- /'s^lW-O.  Hence it follows 
V 'x /max CV   \        f,. 
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Kmix\ 

Figure 1.7. Polar 
curves of aircraft 
as function of N. 

that at the optimum angle of attack 

Figure 1.8. K^^ 

function of M. 

as a 

'«.-** 

■-/?' 

•—i"}/'" 

(1.22) 

(1.23) 

max 
At higher 

Figure 1.8 shows how the airplane's K „„ depends on M. K„„„ max  r max 
» const at small M. In the range M ■ 0.8-0.9 to 1.2-1.1, K 
decreases sharply owing to the increased A and c    **• K4e' x0 
M» KmQ» changes little, since the product Ac  remains almost 

constant. 

Various methods are used to solve the problem of the K 

increase at high supersonic and subsonic speeds. At supersonic 

speeds, the most effective way to increase K Qv is to lower c ; 

this is done primarily by reducing the profile thickness ratio. 

However, the designer can adjust the coefficient A only in a nar- 

row range. At subsonic speeds, he can not only reduce c , but x0 

also increase the wing aspect ratio to lower the value of A. How- 

ever, a large increase in wing aspect ratio makes it necessary 

(in order to avoid an excessively heavy wing) to use thicker wing 

profiles and thus increase c„ , which ultimately reduces the ef- 

feet from the increase in wing aspect ratio. 
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Under the conditions of hot'l zontal straight-line flight, a 
definite c    corresponds to each speed and altitude: 

»i 

'■'   esv2    ojspw' (4.24) 

ai»d, consequently, we also have c   » Ac^. The frontal drag in 

level straight-line flight is 

kih 

Q,=ev.Kr;,)S^, 

or 

Qr^Qo-iQ,^cx,SQ 
VI  ,   202^ 

2       S»W 

or when the pressure in the atmosphere is substituted for the 
density 

(4.25) 

Qr = QoH-C?;r=-~ctfl,7SpM -': CIA 
QJSpAii (4.26) 

Prom this we see that, while QQ is directly proportional to p, M , 

and S, the value of Q., is inversely proportional to these quan- 

tities. As we noted earlier, QQ is approximately directly pro- 

portional to M at M > 2. 

\M* 

:c3        *eo        eoo        twvmls      '.<? r.2 ;,* i,e i.« iß M 
a) b) 

Figure 4.9. a) Q, as a function of speed and 

altitude; b) Q. as a function of M and altitude. 

The family of Q. = Qh(V) curves for various flight altitudes 

is referred to as Zhukovskiy curves or required-thrust curves., 

I 
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Figure ft.9 shows the characteristic trends of the «^ » Q^V) and 

min 

<L(M) curves. 

Since 

will occur at X 
max' 

Qr= 

i.e., at cv 
ropt 

(A.27) 

The flight speed at 

this point is also called the optimum speed. In the absence of 

wave drags and with constant c and, consequently, constant lift/ 

drag ratio, Q. remains constant with increasing flight altitude, 

and with ascent from the ground to altitude H, flight speed should 

be increased by a factor /1/a (A 

sity). 

pu/p is the relative air den- 
n o 

In the range of Mach numbers in which the maximum lift/drag 

ratio is independent of M, QQ ■ Qlh eid Qh mln ■ 2QQ in flight at 
the optimum speed. On the other hand, in the M range in which 

lift/drag ratio decreases with flight speed in flight at c 
yopt 

owing to deviation of the level-flight polar curves from the 

second-degree parabola, Qlh is slightly larger than QQ. 

At any constant M in flight at the altitude at which c ■ 

~  cv  ' Qh wil1 eQual 2%-    Figure 1.9 indicates that flight at 
yopt 

speeds greater than the optimum in the subsonic range is accom- 

panied by a sharp increase in Qh, while the same relative speed 

increase at large M results only in a small increase in Qh« The 

explanation for this is that at subsonic speed, Qn is directly 
2 2 

proportional to M and Qlh inversely proportional to M , while 

at high supersonic speeds QQ is proportional to M and Qlh is in- 

versely proportional to M. 

For example, doubling the speed over Vopt increase QR by a 

factor of 2.125 in the subsonic range, but only by a factor of 

1.25 in the high supersonic range. This is why it is especially 

important to have a large Kmax for the supersonic airplane at 

high supersonic speeds, together with aircraft parameters with 

which high-altitude flight takes place at a lift/drag ratio near 
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Figure 4.10. N as a function 

of speed and altitude. 

the maximum. 

Another characteristic flight speed apart from the optimum 

is the speed at which the ratio Qh/V is minimal. This is usually 

known as the cruising speed. 

In the absence of wave drags, 

cruise      opt. 

At a cruising speed corresponding to M < M*r, cx - 1/3 c  » 

r - 
4 r     '** and KV are maximal and K = 0.86K  . 
3     cx 

A third characteristic flight speed Is the economy speed, 

which requires minimum power (Pig. $.10): 

M. (4.28) .V n 75 

In the absence of wave drags, V V  /1.31.  At the economy 
ec   op 

speed, r,-3f,„, 6v--=4r,, £-   is maximal and K = 0.86Km, max 

Figure 4.11 shews the position.? of the characteristic speeds 

on the curve of Q. = Qh(V) and the characteristic c on the polar 

curve of the airplane.  To construct a family of curve? of Qh * 
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Figure 4.11. a) Positions of character- 
istic level-flight speed on curve of Q. ■ 

* QvJV)» b) positions of characteristic 

c on aircraft polar curve. 
y 

= Qh(M), it is necessary to have the relation c  ■ c (M) and 
x0    0 

A = A(M) (see Figs. 4.5 and 4.6). Applying (4.26), we can plot 

Q0> Qlh, and Q. as function of M (Fig. 4.12) for a given flight 

altitude, e.g., H = 11,000 m. Since QQ is directly proportional 

to the atmospheric pressure p and Q., is inversely proportional 

to it, we obviously have for any altitude 

Qr^Qon^ + Qnn^. (4.29) 
PM p 

Formula (4.29) was derived without consideration of the effect of 

altitude on c  through Re. 
x0 

It is ea.:y to introduce the influence of Re en c  into the 

calculation. For this purpose, c  is calculated for several 
0 

/( altitudes and becomes dependent on the coefficient KR 
a c , _ ne   xo X011 

which varies with altitude. 

In tb/.T case, Q, is determined from the following expression 

for any altitude: 
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Figure *».12. Example of Mach- 
numbel 

and Q. 

number curves of Q„n,    Q.  .,,, 

■hll' 

Figure 4.13. a) Plot of K = K/.K „ „ vs ° max 
c ,,/c   ; b) plot of K 
y y 

v/v 
opt 

K/K   vs max 

opt" 

(4.30) 

In analytical calculations of Qh for subsonic speeds, it is 

more convenient in many cases to determine it not with (4.26), 

but by dividing the weight by the lift/drag ratio, which depends 

on the maximum lift/drag ratio and the ratio of actual speed to 

optimum speed. 
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It  is easily shown    that  (Flg.  1.13) 
2 

K--/C «n 

or 
K --- tf mas 

Thus, having calculated the optimum speed 

(1.31) 

(1.32) 

(1.33) 

and K. ».,** "m_v for any speed, we find the lift/drag ratio from (1.32) 
and, dividing the weight by it, determine Q.. This method is 

highly convenient in that it permits easy allowance for the in- 
fluence of changes in aircraft weight and c  on Q. without plct- x0 
ting the entire dependence of Q. on flight speed. 

Assuming for high supersonic flight speeds that QQ is pro- 

portional to M and that, as a result of the variation of A, Qih 
is inversely proportional to it, we find that 

2__„ (4.34) 
K=-K„ 

This relation is less exact than (1.3D or (1.32), since the 
maximum lift/drag ratio usually decreases, if slowly, with in- 

creasing V. 

.$1.1. THRUST OF TURBOJET AND TURBOFAN ENGINES (TJE AND TFE) 

The thrust of a TJE depends on its thermodynamic and design 

parameters, its speed, the flight Mach number, and the air tem- 

perature and pressure. 

A decrease in engine rpm caused by reduced fuel delivery re- 

sults in a sharp drop in thrust. Near its maximum, thrust is ap- 

proximately proportional to the fourth power of rpm. 

With increasing M, the thrust of a TJE first drops by 12-15% 

at maximum rpm.  A thrust minimum occurs at M = 0.2-0.1. On a 
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further increase in M, the thrust Increases. The rapidity of the 

thrust buildup depends primarily on the corapressic.- rat*o ot  the 

air in the compressor. The higher the compression ratio, the more 

rapidly does thrust increase with M. When the airplane reaches 

certain Mach numbers, which depend on a whole series of factors 

(a temperature ahead of turbine, compression ratio, air-intake 

characteristics, etc.), the thrust of the TJE reaches its maximum 

value, and a further increase in M results in a sharp thrust de- 

crease (Pig. 4.14a). 

Figure 4.14. a) Thrust of TJE as 
function of M and altitude. Solid 
line: engine thrust without augmen- 
tation; dashed line: with augmenta- 
tion; b) thrust of TJE with augmen- 
tation as a function of M and alti- 
tude. Solid line: strength limita- 
tions; dashed line: thrust without 
these limitations. 

If the engine is fitted with an afterburning system, there 

may be no decrease in thrust in the range of small M, and the 

trust increase with M may take place much more rapidly (see dashed 

curve on Pig. 4.14a).  Hence the thrust increase gained with the 

afterburner increases with flight speed« 

For many present-day TJE's, engine thrust 3hows a character- 

istic faster-than-Froportional riae with Mach number when the 

engine is operated at full augmentation and supersonic speeds. 

Use of ejector nozzles contribute* greatly to fast TJE thrust 
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buildup with Increasing speed. 

For geometrically similar engines, thrust is proportional 

to the square of engine diameter. 

The thrust of a TJE depends on the temperature and pressure 

of the ambient air. At constant air temperature, thrust is di- 

rectly proportional to pressure. This describes the decrease in 

thrust with increasing altitude in the stratosphere. The law is 

approximate because the Reynolds number at which the compressor 

blades are operating decreases with increasing pressure at con- 

stant temperature, so that compressor efficiency Is lower.  In the 

presence of a regulator that ensures constant temperature ahead 

of the turbine this causes the thrust of the TJE to drop off 

somewhat more rapidly in the stratosphere than In proportion to 

the pressure change. This effect is disregarded in most calcula- 

tions. 

A decrease in air temperature increases thrust.  As a result, 

TJE thrust decreases more slowly than air density in the tropo- 

sphere at constant speeds and rpm. 

P.kgf 
P.kgf 

2,0     M 

Figure 4.15. Thrust of TJE 
operated with augmentation 
as a function of M and alti- 
tude .. Solid line: effective 
thrust; dashed line: tnrust 
without losses at entry of 
air into diffuser. 

Figure 4.16. Thrust of TFE 
as function of M and alti- 
tude (with and without pri- 
mary and duct afterburning) 
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The altitude curve of thrust depends on engine setting, but 

for most engines at "V - const below H * 11 km it Is closely ap- 

proximated by 

PH^PA«. (4.35) 

For TJE, n - 0.7-0.8. 

At M greater than unity, the drop in thrust with altitude is 

slower. 

As flight altitude increases to 11,000 m, the Mach number at 

which thrust reaches its maximum value (M, )  increases.    Mt 

max 
- Mllm (see Fig. 4.14b). 

max max 
remains unchanged in the stratosphere at constant air temperature. 

-Because of strength limitations, the maximum delivery of fuel 

to an engine operating with augmentation Is limited at heights be- 

low 11,000 m at M < Mp  , and the P = P(M) curve assumes the form 
max 

shown in Fig. 4.14b.  For most TJE's, Mp   in augmented operation 
max 

exceeds the highest M at which engine performance is stable. Ac- 

tually, therefore, Mp 

At M below 1.1-1.3, the losses at entry of the air into the 

TJF are relatively small-  If, however, the engine is used on an 

airplane capable of flight at Mach two and faster, proper , rafil- 

ing of the inlet diffuser becomes very important. At i.  given 

pressure recovery factor in the diffuser and the diffuser de- 

sign Mach number, which usually equals M,. , the thrust-lowering 

losses in the diffuser are small at the design altitude, which is 

11,000 m for many TJE's.  As K is lowered from M,-lm to M » 1, the 

losses increase.  They increase especially rapidly at .M > MIJ™« 

At altitudes above 11 km, they decrease in proportion to the 

thrust decrease.  Diffuser losses increase rapidly below 11 km. 

TJE augmented thrusts for several altitudes are indicated by 

the solid lines in Fig. 4.15, with consideration of losses in the 

diffuser and the restrictions oa  fuel delivery to the engine's 

afterburners. 
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In computing the flight characteristics of an airplane, the 

thrust value used should be that actually developed by the engines 

with consideration of the diffuser and ejector-nozzle losses. 

These thrust values are referred to as effective thrusts. 

For some engines, maximum delivery of fuel to the after- 

burners at maximum rpm and M « Miim 
is permitted beginning at an 

altitude higher than 11,000 m. In this case, the decrease in 

thrust with altitude is proportional to atmospheric pressure only 

beginning at this altitude. 

Turbofan engines (TPE) have now come into extensive use. 

They are more economical than TJE's in unaugmented flight at 

subsonic spe' Is. Without augmentation, the thrust of these et - 

gines decreases steadily with increasing speed in the subsonic 

range. It does not increase with Mat large Mach numbers, as it 

does in the TJE, but simply drops off somewhat more slowly (Pig. 

4.16). 

If fuel is afterburned in both ducted and turbine air, the 

augmented thrust increases even more rapidly with increasing M 

than in the case of the TJE. On the whole, given equal tempera- 

tures ahead of the turbine and in the afterburner and equal engine 

weights, the augmented thrust of a TPE may exceed that of a TJE 

at high supersonic speeds. At the same time, the TPE has a larger 

frontal area than the TJE, but it is shorter. 
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Chapter 5 

PLIGHT SPEED AND ALTITUDE RANGES, RATE OP CLIMB, AND THEIR 

VARIATIONS WITH AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE PARAMETERS 

§5.1. TOP SPEED AND ITS VARIATION WITH ALTITUDE FOR SUBSONIC AND, 
TRANSONIC TJE AIRCRAFT 

We shall call aircraft for which ¥.„  < M* subsonic, and max   or       " 
those for which -M*„ < NLQV. <  1-1.1 transonic. 

P;ar 

Figure 5-1- Deter- 
mination of V _ of - -  max 
TJE aircraft from 
curves of Q. = Q. (V) 

= Pr and P « P(V). 

Equation ('4.3) implies that the 

frontal drag-Q. and the thrust of the 

engines must equal one another In level 

flight at constant speed. 

Obviously, the greater the thrust 

of the engines, the higher will be the 

speed at which this equality is attained. 

Consequently, flight at V   will be 

flight at maximum engine thrust.  On the 

curves of available and required thrust, 

top speed is determined by the intersec- 

tion oi the curve,; of Q. = & TVT and P « h n 
=   P(V)   (Fix.   5.1).     The   thruat  of TJE's 

is  taken at maximum, rpm  and,   for augmented engine  operation,   also 

for maximum fuel  delivery  into  the afterburner. 

It   follows   from the above  that  at  top speed 
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For preaent-day aircraft, however, c%1  n comes to be a substan- 

tial fraction of e  only at altitudes approachirg the ceiling. 

At Ion and medium altitudes, c  is determined by £      at V^. 

This means that the V^ for a given altitude (a given a) depends 

on the relation between PMax and the product cx S: 

c.S=c 'Hp.«,5+%5*^r'-A' 

The larger P/S and the smaller c , the larger the value of Vaax. 
0 

From the first airplane flight to the present day, the de- 

velopment of aviation has been accompanied by a continuous In- 

crease in maximum flight speed; this has been brought about both 

as a result of increasing P/S and decreasing cx 

The values of P/S were increased by increasing thrust and 

reducing wing area. Smaller wing areas gave increased loads cer 

square meter of wing. 

Let us briefly discuss the measures that have lowered the 

value of c  to a fraction on the present-day airplane - from 

c  * 0.07-0.075 for the 1915/1917 biplane fighter to c  = 0.011- 
x0 
0.016 for the modern interceptor operating at M < M»r- 

a) in the case of the modern airplane, only the wing, fuse- 

lage, control surfaces and, in a few cases, engine nacelles are 

swept by the free stream. 
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The weapons systems of many aircraft are enclosed; this a©~ 

■ >-■  not only to bombs, but also to guided .rocket missiles. 

Use of nonretracting landing gear, struts,- braces, and ten- 

n bands is permissible only for aircraft for which higher top 

ed is less important than other requirements; z 

b) in virtue of its special planforra, set of profiles, and 

high-lift devices» the wing o* the modern airplane is capable of 

A high— 
yld g 

■ combining a small c    with a relatively large c 
■* n 

"~Wg 
lift Cevice. consists ef a singly or multiply slotted flap designed 

for,-boundary~layer blowing or a flap or turndown on the leading 

edge of the wing that produces the same effect. It has recently 

. be com»1 possible .to change the sweep angle of the wing In flight. 

This approach will undoubtedly be used wit', increasing frequency 

in the future; 

c) an indispensible requirement for the modern airplane is 

that the King, fuselage, and tail assembly be .smooth; 

d) th~ design and manufacturing technology of the airplane 

prevent the entry of air into the wings, tail assembly, or fuse- 

lage and its circulation inside them, since this would cause a 

substantial increase in cx- 

Let us turn to the influence of flight altitude on top speed. 

we first consider a TJE airplane for which M < M*r at Vmax 

regardless of altitude, sc that there are no wave drags. 

Since, according to (4.35), the thrust of a TJE ac V - const 

decreases more slowly with altitude than the relative air density 

A, the ratio P/A will increase for Vmax.  Thus, P/A is approxi- 

mately 1.1 times larger at 11,000 ra than it is on the ground. 

At the same time, e  will also increase with increasing 

flight altitude, since e   is Inversely proportional to the 
xlh 

square don si t.y • 
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For »ost TJE aircraft operating below 11,000 m, P/Ac  and, 

consequently, also Vfflax Increase with altitude (?ig. 5.2)J only 

for those aircraft that have very large cv can Vmav begin to de- ■■*: - Xj        »set A  _-. 

crease with altitude below 11,000 m. Above. 11,000 m, VmftX always 

decreases with increasing altitude, since P/A remains constant 

and c  increases. 
xh To calculate the change in V___ with altitude, Q_ is caleu- 

lated and Zhukovskiy curves plotted for several altitudes. The 

intersection of the curves or Q. * QK^ with the curves of P * 

■ P(V) will determine the value of V„a . 

Tcp-speed flight at M < M* is possible only for aircraft 

with low thrust/weight ratios, e.g., trainer? and light sport air- 

craft, and for multiengined jet aircraft with one or more engines 

out. The Mach number calculated on the assumption of zero wave 

drag is found to exceed M* for military and even passenger air- 

craft with TJE's and TPE's, if not on the ground, then at high 

altitudes at V „ . max 
In unaugmented operation of TJE's on any modern aircraft, 

including most interceptors, P/S is such that M„   is only a 
max 

little larger than M* and does not exceed unity. 

Since the speed of sound decreases with increasing altitude 

up to H ■ 11,000 m, the critical flight speed V*r •- aM«r above 

which wave drag appears also decreases with altitude. 

In addition, M* may be lowered slightly as a result of the 

increased c . The net result is that the V  at 11,000-m altitude y cr 
will be about 15-1756 below the V»r on the ground. 

If V max 
did not vary with altitude, My   at K « 11,000 m 

max 
„ould be found larger than the *,        on the ground, also b, 1,- 

m.    If ^   - M«or or exceed, it on the ground, the rule is that 

the relative3increase In the airplane's % owing to Increased 

„ave drag will exceed the increase of ?/t  due to higher flight 
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;ude. this Is whv V   cannot remain constant, but decreases max 
jwly with increasinr altitude      At   th>   sams time,  the higher 
» altitude of flight, the larger are- «,.   -    and the difference 

.■",',•:""";,■•'-■   '-     ■.-..■ x<" .;■■■■ ''■ -.•-.■^,-:*R.';>-4':-$il:..;.-:i-,ji, 
•■•-■v;-:■■'■'   ■ ^ .•^S?v^v.\^^»i^?^^|S 
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11 wax cr 

max 

H, m 

mmoY 

HkVf 
I 
i 

4000 

Vmv -*tei 
Ä   39 

I 
I 

L 
two noa v km/h 

Figure  5-2.   Variation of 
maximum flight  speed with 
altitude  for a subsonic 
airplane. 

w m m wt'icm/h 

Figure 5.3- Top speed of 
transonic airplane as a 
function of flight alti- 
tude. 

On the whole, transonic aii-raft are characterized by the 

altitude c rve of V   shown in Fig. 5-3. 
liiClA 

It follows from the above that the masni.ude and variation 

of V   with altitude are determined basically by V» for a tran- 
max .   .... ,  ~ 

sonic ulrcrai We note that M V 
incre3r.es with altitude for 

max 
all transonic aircraft because of the increase in P/A. 

The difference V   - V* cannot he calculated analytically, 

since a rapid increase in c  takes place at M* < M < 1.4.  It 
0 

can only be stated that the larger P/S and the thinner the wing 

n„,,n,     t-hP  larar-r will   be  V        -  V*   .     This  difference will be proi i 1 e j   L-,ie   1^.1.(^^-1   wo..■.-«■  v~     j^x cr 
smaller for an  airplane  with  an  unswept  trapezoidal wing than for 

one with a  strongly  swept wing, 

necessary, to  abandon analytical or  the   ahov   reasom 

methods   fo n  o 1   \J 

it 
;he altitude vari^Lion of V. riax for the 
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.lie airplane, and tc construct a family of Qh - Q^M) curves 

tot   • eral altitudes. 

The above implies that the designer wishing to increase the 

top t   .- * i of a new transonic aircraft design must give the ve- 

hicle the largest possible M*r. 

M# increases as a result of: 

a) a decrease in wing profile thickness; 

b) use of special "M-stable" wing profiles; 

c) sweeping the wing. 

A decrease in profile thirkness from 12$ to 6%  Increases M*r 

by about 0.08-0.10. 

For a wing with a quarter-chord sweep of 35°, M«r increases 

by about 15* over that for an unswept wing. 

increasing the sweep to 45°-55° produces little increase in 

M»  but the rate of increase of c  drops off markedly at M > M»r- 
cr*    " 0 

§5 2 TOP SPEED AND ITS ALTITUDE VARIATION FOR PARTIALLY AND 
FULLY SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT 

Use of thin profiles and increased sweep angles reduce the 

rate of increase of c at K > M*r- 

"wg 

0,2   Ofi    0.6   Cfl    t,0    Li    '.♦ » 

a) 

Figur a  5. it. a) Typical Macn-number curves of Qh 

and P for partially supersonic airplane; b) P{ 

as a function of altitude and M for partially 
supersonic aircraft. 

exc 
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Use of an afterburner Increases P/S. 
H, m The net result is that the Mt on the 

0,6   0,f   !,P   IJ   M 

Figure 5.5. Mach 
number as a func- 
tlon of altitude 
at Vmax for par" 
tialiy supersonic 
airplane. 

"max 
ground has come to exceed M*_ by a sub- 

stantial nwirgin. 

Increasing the altitude from H « 0 

to H * 11,000 m increases P/A by a factor 

of about lA.    For a thin wing profile, 

this increase in P/A can Increase top 

speed very sharply, even into the super- 

sonic range.  Such a case is shown In 

Pigs. 5.4 and 5.5. 

For an airplane whose Zhukovskiy 

curves take the trend shown in Fig. 5-** 

at 11,000-m altitude, there is a char- 

acteristic rapid decrease in the excess 

max 
thrust  Pexe.ll =  Pil " Q0U ~ Qi h  11 with the W°ach to ^ 
As  altitude  increases above 11 km,  the difference P - QQ will de- 
crease  in proportion  to the  air density.     Moreover,  Pö„. will 6XC 

also decrease owing to the larger Q, The rapid decrease of 

P with altitude (:;ee Fig. 5.4b) cause? a rapid decrease in 

M„   and the airplane will be flying at transonic speed at its 
max 

eeiling (see Fig. ^.hh).     As a result, supersonic speeds are 

reached only in a certain altitude range for an aircraft char- 

acterized by the Q - Q, (M) and P = P(M) curves shown in Fig. 5«1*. 

However, flight at the ceiling and, as will be shown below, at 

maximum rate of climb must take place at M smaller than or only 

slightly greater than M* . We shall refer to such airplanes as 

partially supersonic. 

Use of ejector nozzles and higher afterburner temperatures 

gives a greater increase in thrust with increasing M and, as we 

have noted, the thrust output of many modern TJF's increases more 

rapidly with spe«. d than it world if thrust Increased in propor- 

tion to II.  r-l'.'cJng the we" -"'  of th-' :JE has also mode it 

FTD-^C 
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Figure 5-6. a) Typical Mach-number curve3 of Q 

and P for fully supersonic airplane; b) P 
© X c 

as a function of altitude and M for fully 
supersonic airplane. 

I * 

possible simultaneously to increase P and the ratio P/S. As a 

?  thrusts in excess of Q, in fllgh 
h 

At larger Mach numbers, however, Q 

result, TJE's came to deliver thrusts in excess of Q in flight 

at M » 1.3-1.4 at 11,000 m 
h 

varies at a rate proportional to M instead of M . The net result 

is that Pexc has begun to increase rather than decrease at M > 1.3- 

1.1 (Fig. 5-6). 

With this trend of the available- and required-thrust curves, 

equality of P and Qh is attained only at the Mach number at which 

the Increase of thrust with speed begins to slow down rapidly. 

For TJE's with afterburners, the rule is that these Mach num- 

bers exceed the M,.  at which engine performance is stable (with- 

out surge). Hence the maximum thrust P „ eorrer_ponds to the max 
limiting Mach number M,.  for which the inlet diffuser is designed. 

In some cases, the decrease of excess thrust begins at a 

Mach nr;nber just below M,, . 

With the curves of P * P(M) and Q. Qh(M) shown in Fig. 5.6a, 

P   varies with altitude and M as shown in Fig. 5.6b, and Mv 
max 

as shown in Fig. 5. We see that the highest flight altitude 

(the ceiling) corresponds to flight at M = M,. .  It will be shown 

below that the per-kilometer fuel consumption will also be mini- 

mal in flight at M ■» M, ._.  The rate of climb also reaches It: 
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»axlmum at M = M,,   . 
lira 

Aircraft having characteristics similar to those shown in 

Pig. 5,7 will be referred to as fully supersonic, since all of 

the most important flight regimes (top dpeed, maximum rate of 

climb, ceiling) are reached at supersonic flight speeds. 

Turning to foreign aircraft-design experience, we see that 

all supersonic aircraft were partially supersonic during a certain 

period of the development of aviation, but that such aircraft are 

now selaom manufactured In quantity and have been replaced by 

fully supersonic types. 

The abandonment of long-run production of partially super- 

sonic airplanes is explained by the following factors.  Such air- 

planes must have thin, low-aspect-ratio swept wings.  As a result, 

they have low maximum lift/drag ratios at subsonic speeds and 

y_, . tt  the same time, a partially supersonic aircraft, 
illclX 

which has the disadvantages of the fully supersonic aircraft, can 

reach supersonic speeds only in a relatively narrow altitude 

range, and the value of PL.   will itself depend strongly on the 
max 

temperature in the stratosphere, since even a small decrease in 

P   owing to a decrease in the thrust of the TJE lowers M,r e x c V 

sharply (see Fig, 5.4b). 
max 

For the airplane to become fully supersonic, the relation 

be such that considerab] 

at 11,000 meters of alti- 

etween the TJE's thrust and c 3 must be such that considerable 

excess thrust is available at M M lim 
tude and that the product P vnV  at H = 11 km and M = 1.2-1.3 be 

smaller than the product P  V at the same altitude and M •■  M, . . 1       exc 11m 

We shall discuss the c  3 relation for the fully supersonic 

airplane Iv: greater detail below ir our discussion of the super- 

sonic ceiling. 

Frr  all supersonic aircraft, flight at My   = Pt^. is at- 
max 

tained with thr- '! ,h's in augmented operation.  If the TJE is not 
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Figure 5.7.  Mat Vmax 

a function of altitude 
for a fully supersonic 
airplane. 

as 

augmented, the variation of M, 

with altitude is the same for most 

supersonic airplanes as for tran- 

sonic types. 

For a fully supersonic air- 

plane at altitudes below the super- 

sonic celling but higher than 11,000 

m, the curves of P » ?(M) and Ph = 

■ Qh(M) take the trends shown in 

Fig. 5.6a. We see that thrust 

equals frontal drag not only at 

M = Mllm (H = 17 km), but also at 

M < Mllm (H • 15 km). Thus, the 

thrust of the TJE determines not 

only the supersonic top speed, but 

also the lowest supersonic speed, below which horizontal flight 

can be executed only with deceleration, since QR > P. This speed 

may be referred to as the minimum supersonic speed. 

The altitude variation of both the top «peed and the minimum 

supersonic speed can be obtained by plotting a family of curves of 

P * P(M) and Q. » Qh(M). However, for altitudes above 11,000 m, 

at which the TJE's thrust varies in proportion to air pressure at 

constant air temperature and M - const, there is a very simple and 

more convenient analytical method for calculating the maximum and 

minimum level-flight supersonic speeds. The essentials of this 

method are as follows. The engine thrusts at 11,000 m and H > 

> 11,000 m are related by the expression PH - Pn(PH/Pn)'  
3ince 

the thrust PH equals QH at Vmax and the supersonic V^, we have 

according to (ft.29) 

pPfi_n     PH \n     P» H =VQU TV/rll — 
P\\ P\\ Pa 

Solving the equation for pH> we find 
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PH~ ■*■/** 
rll  

Omi (5.X) 

Assigning a series of values to M, we calculate QQ,, and 

\  h 11 for them and determ;lne the TJE's thrust at 11,000 m with 
consideration of diffuser losses. We use (5-1) for each M to 
determine p„. Knowing the p„, we refer to the standard-atmosphere 

table to find the altitudes corresponding to each of the chosen 
M. Thus we obtain the relation between Mach number and altitude. 
Mach numbers smaller than M , , which is very close to M,. , will 
be those of flight at the minimum supersonic speeds. Mach num- 

bers M > M ,, will correspond to V„ov. 

In the above method of calculating the altitude variation of 
the steady level-flight maximum and supersonic-minimum speeds for 
each M, we determined the altitude at which the TJE's thrust P 
equals the frontal drag of the airplane in level flight (Qu)«  At 
higher altitudes and the same M, flight at constant speed is im- 
possible, since 0 > P.  Consequently, each point of the curves of 
Vmax " Vmax(H) an<^ the 3UPe^™lc Vmin " WH) is a maximum- 
altitude point, i.e., a point of the ceiling for the particular M. 

For this reason, the altitude curves of the supersonic V „„ ' max 
and V .  are sometimes called ceiling curve", nun 

If the numerator and denominator of the radicand in (5-1) 

are divided by the product of the ram pressure and S, the result 

is 

Pn„ 
I    Mi 

S0.7/7,iM'» 
(5.2) 

If the TJE's thrust decreases more rapidly than in proportion to 

pressure at altitude*? above 11,000 m, the altitude of flight at 

the supersonic M,r 
i, 

(5.1) or i^.r ,  r 

PTD-HC-2'3-? 

and M, car. be determined from expression 
mir. 

•or this  purpose,  pp  is   calculated or   the 'H 

B0 
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assumption that the TJE's thrust is proportional to air pressure. 

We then figure the percentage by which the thrust at the resulting 

ceiling altitucte is smaller than that which would be developed in 
the pressure-proportional case, reduced P,, or cD  bj, the same 

11   P11 

percentage, and repeat the calculation. 

It mist be remembered that, for certain engines, thrust be- 

comes more closely proportional to pressure with decreasing M. 

While the proportionality is hardly in evidence at M » 3» it is 

quite important at M * 2, especially at altitudes above 15, »00 m. 

Correct calculation of the celling curve therefore requires know- 

ledge of the deviation of the thrust from what it would be if it 

were proportional to pressure for a series of flight speeds. 

In most cases, the designer places limits on the maximum per- 

missible flight speeds. 

If the speed limits (Vlim) are greater than the level-flight 

top speeds over the entire altitude range, the values of Vllm will 

obviously be determined only by the maximum diving speed of the 

airplane.  If the speed limit is below top speed at all altitudes 

or at certain altitudes, the speed limit must obviously be re- 

garded as the practical top speed.  In flying at this speed, the 

pilot will not make full use of the engine's thrust. 

Flight-speed limits are established from strength considera 

tions or with allowance for the influence of structural deforma- 

tion on the controllability of the airplane.  In this case, the 

designer states maximum permissible ram pressures 

<?„ 
,i'2 

vv nptu 
ptx (5.3) 

Speed limits may also be established on the basis of ensuring 

stable engine performance or with a view to the influence of air 

compressibility on the y*;ability and controllability of the air- 

plane« 

is established. 

In this case, a maximum permissible Macn number (Mlim) 
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If the Hasting ram pressure (qUm) is stated, airspeed will 

vary with altitude in accordance with the law 

V «j«a 
l/!!^~4l/i^ 
y    e      V   4 

and will increase with altitude in proportion to /l/iL 

(5.4) 

Hm T ;—„ . 
ftptt-«»kgf/m 21 

ttm 

u 

ji3   ;m   mav km/h 
a) 

i ..'/ 
' t     ~       2     U 

b) 

Figure 5.8. a) Speed limit of transonic 
airplane; h) Mach-number limit for super- 
sonic airplane. 

As a rule, the spec;] limit stated on the basis of q-j_lm limits 

the top speed from the ground to a certain altitude (Pig. 5- 8a). 

At high altitudes, the speed is limited by Mllm>- which aoes not 

vary with altitude (see Fig. 5.8b). 

When the tor speed is stated on the basis of a maximum per- 

missible value M... we obtain V,, -  aM-,, . 

In this ease, the top speed at the constant M^ will vary 

with altitude luce the speed of sound, ;.e., it will decrease up 

to 11 km and then remain constant. 

M .  is of narticular importance for modern fully supersonic 
lam 

TJE aircraft, since it determines more than the speed limit.  As 

a rule, the larger MllR), the highe - is the ceiling, the higher 

the airplane's maximum rate of clinh at supersonic speeds, and 

the lower the minimum per-kl lorne t, r fup.l consumption at these 

speeds. 
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The most frequent practice Is to limit speed on the basis of 
qlim and Mlins* In'certain cases, speed may be limited by other 

considerations, e.g., the heating of the airplane*s skin, the 

permissible pressure exerted on the window glass of buildings by 

the sonic boom, the pressure difference across the duct supplying 

air to the engine, etc. We shall not dwell on these factors. 

§5.3- THE AIRPLANE'S CEILING 

The ceiling of an airplane is the highest altitude at which 

constant-speed level flight is possible. 

Numerous sources refer to the "static" ceiling to draw a 

fine distinction between constancy of speed at the ceiling and 

variable-speed flight at altitudes above the ceiling. We shall 

not make use of this qualifier. 

At ceiling altitude, the speed curves of TJE thrust and Qh 

do not intersect, but touch one another. As a result, flight at 

the ceiling is possible only at a single defined speed. 

If the airplane is subsonic and the wave drags do not influ- 

ence Qh, tangency of the curves of P - P(M) and Qh = Qh(M) occurs 

at the optimum speed, at which K = Kmax (Pig. 5.9) because the 

thrust of the TJE varies little with speed at Mach numbers con- 

siderably smaller than unity.  Usually, Hclg > 11,000 m for TJE 

aircraft. 

Figure 5.9. Trend of curves of drag Qh and thrust 

P. a) In the absence of tfave drags at ceiling al- 
titude; b) in the presence of wave drags at ceil- 
ing altituae; c) in the presence of wave drags at 
ceUin^ altitude with TJE thrust-augmented. 

(Mi 
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At the ceiling in this case 

P. -P» 3* 

Consequently, 

JJ—~— 
6 

A iijax 

whenc3 

Pllr 
pna 

P\\Rt 
(5-5) 

Averaging the thrust at 11,000 m over ehe M range  from 0.6 to 0.9 
and determining K        =   (/ST™7c~~)/2V we can apply  (5-5) to cal- max     er XQ 

culate the pressure at the ceiling and thus find Its altitude with 

almost the same accuracy as in a celling calculation by construc- 

tion of Zhukovskiy curves or calculation of the Mach-number varia- 

tion of altitude by means of (5-D. 

Tliis method of calculating the ceiling can he recommended for 

determination of the maximum flight altitude of a multiengined 

turbojet airplane in flight with one or more engines out or for 

airplanes with TJE's having low thrust loadings. 

At the celling of a transonic airplane, the Mach number usu- 

ally ranger from 0.? to 0.9-  At these Mach numbers, the thrust 

of a TJE without augmentation varies little with speed at high 

altitudes.  As a result, the point of tangeney of the thrust and 

frontal-drag er.rws is close to the optimum speed (see Pig. 5-9b). 

In this case, however, Krl£j> 

tion of wave drag. 
\:lg 

K   calculated without considera- 
max 

UDviously, 

P\\timx 

!l*.iirr 
(5.6) 

The ceiling altitude of a transoni  airplane can be calculated 

known. 

only approximativ by (5.6), since the value of Kßl remains un- 

»   4 

I 
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It can be assumed for approximate calculations that 

^elg^max * °*85-0.95 for a transonic airplane. 

Celling can be determined more accurately for transonic air- 

planes by plotting altitude as a function of M in accordance with 

(5.1). The ceiling for a martially supersonic airplane is com- 

puted in a similar fashion. For such an airplane, M , usually lies 

in the range from 0.95 to 1.1. At these M, the thrust of an 

augmented TJE rises rapidly with speed.  As a result, the curves 

of P = P(M) and Q. = Q,(M) intersect at speeds greater than the 

optimum (see ?ig. 5-9c). Under these conditions, even though for- 

mula (5.6) remains valid, we cannot use it to calculate the ceil- 

ing of a partially supersonic airplane, since P,, and K ,  are 

unknown. 

As expressions (5.5) and (5-6) imply, the ceilings of su'i - 

sonic, transonic, and partially supersonic airplanes are deter- 

mined primarily by the thrust/weight ratio of the airplane, P^/G» 

and the lift/drag ratio in flight at the celling, which is equal 

or nearly equal to K .. max 

As a result, increases in thrust/weight ratio and KmQV ob- lud A 

tained by increasing the wing aspect ratio and reducing c  are 
x0 

highly effective in raising the ceiling.  If wave drags that 

lower the maximum lift/drag ratio occur at ceiling altitude, it 

becomes advantageous to lower the load per square meter- of wing, 

since it lowers the optimum flight speed and, consequently, the 

ceiling speed, with the result that the wave drag vanishes. 

Accordingly, a high-altitude transonic airplane mu.  have a 

high thrust/weight ratio, a small load per square meter, and a 

large wing aspect ratio. 

As we indicated above, flight of a fully supersonic airplane 

at its ceiling takes pl:.ce at the largest permissible Mach number 

(M,, ) or at an M close to it, with maximum thrust from the ' 5. 

This is because the thrust of the TJE increases rapidly with in- 

creasing M, while Q, changes little with increasing M at the 
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altitude of the supersonic ceiling. The relative positions of the 

curves of F = P(M) apd Qh = Qh(M) at the ceiling of a fully super- 

sonic airplane are indicated in ^ig. 5.6a (H * 17,000 as). I* is 

found that, as thrust decreases or increases, Mc, remains almost 

constant, beginning to decrease only on a sharp decrease in thrust« 

We shall return again to the question of the value of M,. 

At the veiling, 

n Han n 
Fit Anor 

whence 

PH. 
Pvfi 

pnM,v/"« (5.7) 

The value of P.. is taken for M ,~ = M,,_. 
li clg   lim 

Let us disease: the value of K in flight at the ceiling. 

As P,. increases, Pu        decreases, flight altitude increases, 
11 Hclg 

and, consequently, e    increases at constant M.  At a certain 

value of P,,, which we shall arbitrarily call the optimum, flight 

at the ceiling will take place at the optimum c and K- will 

become equal to K  .  Let us show that P,,   equals twice the 
max xlQpt 

profile and parasite drags in flight at an altitude of 11,000 m: 

'Opt 
=2Qo». 

Under the conditions of flight at the ceiling with M « Mcl : 

p., ~cr   0,7S/K, ' M?,T. 

But P 
clg 

= P11PH 
'p,, .  Using this, we get 

p,»m*=ct   0,7Sp„    M» 
i'i\ 

and the condition;- of flight at the ceiling lra*ly the equality 
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pn~c*4JSPllM. (5-8) 

If flight at the ceiling takes place with 

C'„T—C»-W>' 

and 

we have =2f. *• 

^o*«*"*^^^*«.. (5.9) 

Q.E.D. 

Dividing left by left and right by  right raerrbers of (5.8) 

and (5-9)» we obtain a highly important parameter: 

TV        ''tl P\l       cx 

PnBBl    2<?au     2e,   * 
(5-10) 

If the airplane's polar curve 

is a second-degree parabola,  then 

no matter what  the values of c. 

max 

v0 
will and A, the sarae ratio K/K 

correspond to a given value of the 

ratio cv/2c  . Thus, for example, 
x  xQ 

in flight at c      , irrespective 
. . ycrulse 

of c  ana A. 
X0 

Cx — -Jc*°' 1c.    ~~ 3 
2££ = Q,86. 

LLL-Uittl 
0,6     0.«      1,0      1,2      IM 5_.\_ft 

max Figure 5.10. K = K/Kmax as 

2Qo„  2Cro 
a function of 

The universal dependence of K/K 

on c /2c  = P appears in Pig. 5.10 
x  xQ 

It is convenient for use in cal- 

culation of K ,  and determination 
clg 

of the ceiling altitude from expression (5-7).  To this end, we 

compute the values of K   and Q   for M = M   = Mlim'  Doublin8 

QQ11, we find the rati• .< P.  Knowing P, we refer to Fig. 5.10 to 

obtain the ratio K , ./K„v and multiply the latter by K   to ob- ci-g max ma A 
tain the unknown K , .  Knowing K.n„ and applying (5-7), we deter- vclg 

d the  altitude   of the   supersonic   ceiling. 
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This method of calculation is quite accurate.    It Is possi- 

ble to calculate p„       In the same manner by using (5«D and ***** 
Hclg 

ing the values of Pn, QQ11, and Q± h n at Mclg * Mllm. 

Let us consider the factors on which the supersonic-ceiling 

altitude depends. 

It follows from (5-7) that an increase in thrust lowers pH 
clg 

and raises the ceiling altitude. As long as Pn < 2QQ11, increas-- 

ing the thrust moves c    closer to c^ 
'clg opt 

?nd increases K clg* 

with c. 

At Pu greater than 2QQ11, flight at the ceiling takes place 

Under these conditions, an increase in P1]L > c 
•*clg       ^opt 

will lower K ,    instead of increasing it. 
Clg 

Substituting e      + Ac*  for c in  (5-8), we get 
x0 y clg 

yaor-y   A ( (USPÜM^T     
CX

") 

-V gp„-c.« 
(5.11) 

It follows from (5.H) that c    and, consequently, Kcl 
yclg 

do not depend on the weight of the airplane, but are determined 

primarily by P-Q/S. 

Likewise, it is easily found that 

~-cu Y2{^)-'u'c"-V2p~[- 
We have shown that at the supersonic ceiling, c^ 

either smaller or larger than the optimum, i.e., c, 
clg 

(5.12) 

may be 

< c. 

whenPn < 2Qon and oy^> o, 
ropt 

when P^ >  2^011' 
clg. 'opt 

If P - Pn/2Q011 <  °'8' it: wl11 be P°ssible for Mclg tC dif" 

fer appreciably from Mllm« 

In this case, It is recommended that the ceiling altitude be 
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determined by calculating the ceiling curve by expression (5-1) 

or (5.2). 

Itfollows from (5.2) that a given ceiling altitude for M * 

* "lim can ba obtained with a large wing a-'ea (small G/S and small 

cp ) or with a small wing S (large G/S and large cp ). 
rll rll 

Foreign aircraft-engineering experience has shown that the 

second alternative is preferable to the first. This, in turn, 

is explained by the facv that an increase in S reduces the dif- 

ference cp - c  .  When this difference is snail, it; decreases 

sharply even in response to a small decrease in thrust, such as 

might result from a rise in air temperature.  As a result, the 

airplane's summer supersonic ceiling is found to be much lower 

than the winter ceiling altitude. 

Further, as will be shown below, a small value of cp 11 
- c  lengthens the time needed to reach supersonic speeds and 

x0 
increases fuel consumption. 

According to (5-2), the pressure at ceiling altitude is 

dlre-tly proportional to the airplane's weight G at constant 

P,, , S, and M. 

An increase in M,.  is accomDanied by an increase in the 
11m 

altitude of the airplane'3 supersonic ceiling.  Thir, is understand- 

able.  As we have indicated, an increase in M-.  lead? only to a 

slight decrease in the maximum lift/drag.  At the same time, the 

thrust of a TJE with afterburning always riser, rapidly with flight 

speed.  At a large K,.. , therefore, it in  easier to obtain a 

larger value of the product P-.-.K , , and thereby lower pu   than 
° c 1 g 

it is at small M,. . llm 

§5.4. CLIMBING.  FLIGHT WITH ACCELERATION 

Rate of climb  is   an  important  characteristic's  of an airplane. 
High rates of climb are especially important for interceptors. 
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It follows from (4.3)  that 

P-Qf     i   d\ ■     . u —~-^ -—-f-sine, a        g  at (5.13) 

and,  consequently,  in the presence of a thrust excess  (P - Q.)  > 0, 

the pilot can accelerate (dV/dt > 0) or climb  (e > 0) or accom- 
plish both simultaneously. 

Multiplying the right and left sides of (5.13) by V, we find 
that at constant speed on a trajectory (dV/dt * 0) 

V>--A^ = ip^ML „,Vm (5.14) 

The rate of climb at V = const has been denoted by V*.  It is 

easy to obtain an expression for V when speed changes along the 

trajectory from (5.13): 

v* 
v dv_ 

~r S   AH 

(5.15) 

Hence we see that the more rapid increase in speed on the tra- 

jectory with altitude and the higher the trajectory speed V itself, 

the greater will be the difference between V and V*. 
y   y 

A flying airplane possesses an energy E composed of its kin- 
2 

etic E, = mV /2 and potential E^ = GH energies. The energy per 
K p 

kilogram of aircraft weight is characterized by the energy alti- 

tude H : 
V2 
2« (5.16) 

Multiplying the right and left sides of <5.13) by ds, where s is 

the path length, and recognizing that sinöds = dH, we get 

ig 
-\-dfi-- nxds -■=- dHa, 

which implies that 
dH, 

dt 
=nxV~V\. (5.17) 

Thus, V* characterizes the rate of change of the airplane's energy 
y 

altitude. 
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a) 

flff   ^    /,«    /,«    2,2   Z£  3.0   SS   M 

b) 

Figure 5.11. a) V» as a function of altitude and 
if 

speed for transonic and subsonic aircraft; b) V* 

as a function of altitude and M for a fully rvper- 
sonic airplane. 

The energy altitude concept is extremely helpful in all cases 

in which flight speed changes simultaneously with a change in 

altitude. 

It follows from (5-16) that 

(5-18) 

Knowing H and H , we can always find the flight speed by applying 

(5.18). 

It follows from (5.17) that the energy altitude increases in 

the presence of a thrust excess (n > 0) and decreases when thrust 

is deficient;.  At V* - 0, H is constant, but this does not mean 
y     e 

that flignt altitude is also constant.  The latter may increase 

on a decrease in speed or decrease when speed Increases. 

The importance of the dependence of V* on altitude and speed 

is evident from all of the foregoing.  The nature of this depen- 

dence (Fig. 5.11a) is approximately the same for subsonic and 
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V* is shown in Fig. 5'lib as a function of transonic aircraft. 

Mrand altitude for a fully supersonic airplane. The speed at 

which V* is maximal is of particular interest for each altitude. 

am 
0000 

MM 

1 
0090 L 

*ooo mo 
i 

y 

a) m/s      b) km/h 
m 200 m 3oo vml'a 

Figure 5-12.  a) V*        as 
ymax 

a function of altitude 
for a subsonic airplane; 
b) V ,. as a function of 

clb 
altitude for a subsonic 
airplane. 

vüT Supersonic 

o       50     wo    !50K*m/a 
'fflftX 

Figure 5--14. V*   as a 
ymax 

function of altitude for 
a fully supersonic air- 
plane. 

For a fully supersonic airplane 

thrust with speed becomes more 

of M, and Qh begin:, to increase 

Figure 5.13. V .. as a 

function of altitude for 
a transonic airplane. 

For subsonic, transonic, and 

partially supersonic aircraft, 

V*   decreases with altitude ow- 
ymax 
ing to the decrease in P - Qft 

(Fig. 5.12a). The rate of climb 

V ,. corresponding to V*   rises 
CiD ymax 

with altitude for the subsonic 

airplane (see Fig. 5.12b). For 

the transonic and partially super- 

sonic aircraft, it increases to 

a point near V* .  At high alti- 

tudes, the speed on a climbing 

trajectory with V»   makes a 
ymax 

close approach to V* (Fig. 5.2 3)< 

j the increase in augmented engine 

rapid beginning at certain values 

approximately in proportion to 7 
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rather than V 

M and begins to rise 
corresponds to M s M 
tudes above 11,000 m (see Fig. 5.11b). 

As a result, V* stops decreasing with increasing 
«7 

The result is a second maximum of V*, which 
,. or to Mach numbers close to M,. at alti- 

At the second maximum, V* has its largest value at 11,000 m. 
Above this altitude, it decreases with increasing altitude (see 

Pig. 5.11b). The net result is that V» has its subsonic maximum 
at the ground and its supersonic maximum at an altitude of 11,000 

m (Fig. 5.1*0. 

If full fuel delivery to the afterburner is permitted begin- 

ning not at 11,000 m, but at a higher altitude, it is at precisely 

this altitude that V* reaches its maximum. 

?or most modern aircraft capable of climbing at high speed, 
the climbing-trajectory speed should be determined with considera- 

tion oj' the influence of dV/dH on V and, consequently, on the 

time to climb. 

Figure 5.15. Diagram for calculation 
of V ,, as a function of altitude to 

clb 
ensure fastest climb to energy alti- 
tude . 

It follows from (5-17) that the time (t) to climb to the 

energy altitude is 

"KUH , 

'= \   r(iH*- (5-19) 
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Determination of the altitude variation of speed along the tra- 

jectory that minimizes t is a complex variational problem. How- 

ever, it is not necessary to solve it in preliminary design of the 

aircraft» Prof. I.V. Ostoslavskiy and A.A. Lebedev proposed an 

approximate method for computing time to climb. It assumes con- 

ventionally that the acceleration a «• 1 during the climb. In 

this case, the variational problem becomes degenerate and reduces 

to determination of the speed rnd altitude at which V« has its 

maximum value at each energy altitude (H ). 

If a family of V* - cor.st curves [2.3] is plotted on the V « 

■ V(H) diagram for constant Hg, the points of tangeney of the V« • 
* const curves with the curves of H * const give the altitude 

variation of speed for w'.iich the maximum of H will be reached in 
e 

the shortest time (Pig. 5.15). For a fully supersonic airplane, 

the diagram similar to that shown in Pig. 5.15 will always have 

a segment of motion with acceleration and descent at IT const. 

It is reasonable to replace it by acceleration along an approxi- 

mately level trajectory, since no great altitude loss will occur 

on exact solution of the problem with consideration of n . Plot- 

ting of the lines V» - const requires many calculations; another 

method for computing the minimum time to climb and accelerate can 

therefore be recommendea. The speed variation of 1/V» is com- 

puted for a series of altitudes. H is determined for each speed, 

and the plots of 1/V* ■ 1/V*(H ) are plotted on the same diagram y     ye 
for all altitudes. Then the envelope is drawn to these curves 

as indicated by the dot-dash line in Pig. 5.16. 

The shaded area on Pig. 5.16 

gives the time required to change H 

from H    to H   . Calculating the 
eini    efin 

speeds corresponding to points A, B, 

C, ... on the curves, we obtain the 

altitude variation of the speed V along 
Figure 5.1.6. Diagram      fc.  cllmbine traleetorv for ealculatior of       the cllmDlnS trajectory. 
shortest time to climb 
to energy altitude. 
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This method must be used to calculate the time to climb for 

fully supersonic airplanes. 

For transonic and partially supersonic aircraft climbing with 

augmented thrust, it is permissible to assume the climbing speed 

constant and close to V* for the 11,000-meter altitude. If the 
cr 

airplane has a modest thrust/weight ratio, it can be recommended 

that V be calculated for V*   at the ground and that the speed 
ymax 

V lb on the trajectory be taken as the mean between VQlb from the 

V«   at the ground and the V»„ at 11,000-meter altitude. V» 
max cr 

is calculated for speeds computed by this method for several alti- 

tudes. Its altitude curve is plotted, and the time to climb is 

determined, adding to it the time to accelerate after takeoff to 

the ground value of V lfa. Since the variation of V with alti- 

tude is nearly linear fi'om the ground to H = 11,000 m and beyond 

11,000 m (but with a different slope), and V = 0 at the ceiling, 

it is quite permissible to find V at the ground and at 11,000 m 

in plotting this relationship. 

If we assume a linear variation of V from the ground to the 

ceiling altitude H, the time to climb from the ground to altitude 

can be calculated with the expression 

2,.w„ 
%«6r: lg 

"mart JL 
"no 

^5-20) 

If it is necessary to make only rough calculations of the time to 

climb and the rate of climb for a fully supersonic airplane, the 

following procedure is admissible. 

The time to climb to 11,000 m is calculated by the method 

described above.  Then the time to accelerate from V*r to the 

speed corresponding to'Mllm is determined, and this is followed 

by calculation of the time to climb to the required altitude at 

M » M,,_. lim 
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Chapter 6 

PLIGHT RANGE AND ITS VARIATION WITH AIRCRAFT AND 

ENGINE PARAMETERS 

§6.1. ENGINE FUEL CONSUMPTION 

We shall consider first the Influence of altitude and Mach 

number on the specific fuel consumption C  for turbojets and 

turbofans operated at ma.-imum rpm without augmentation (Pigs. 6.1 

and 6.2). The speoific consumption in this case will be denoted 

by C' to distinguish it from the value for a throttled-back TJE. sp 
At all Mach numbers, increasing the altitude to 11,000 m results 

in a lower C'_. The altitude change from 11,000 to 15,000 m has 

almost no effect on C* . It increases appreciably on a further sp 
increase in altitude.     Increasing the Mach number of flight causes 
specific fuel consumption to rise. 

Figure 6.3 shows C<    as a function of M and altitude for 
augmented operation of turbofan and turbojet engines.    Up to 
11,000 m, altitude ircroase at constant M lowers C'   .    Above 

op 
11,000 m, climbing increases C* appreciably, especially above 

15,000 m, and this increase is stronger at low Mach numbers than 

at high ones. All TJE's are characterized by a weaker dependence 

of C on Mach numbers M > 1.2-1.5- sp 

It must be remembered that C' depends appreciably on the sp 
parameters of the TJE. In unaugmented operation, turbofan& have 

lower specific fuel consumptions than turbojets at subsonic speeds. 
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Figure 6.1. Specific fuel 
consumption of unaugmented 
turbojet as a function of 
M and altitude. 

A«   ej    \z    tß   zp   i*   2,ta 

Figure 6,2. Specific fuel con- 
sumption of unaugmented turbo- 
fan as function of M and alti- 
tude. 

«5a ♦ 

2.2 

2,0 

TJE "1 
-L. 

a) 
C,4   C,S   1,2    i,S    1,0   2,*   M 

b) 

Figure 6.3. Augmented specific fuel consump- 
tion as a function of M and altitude: a) TJE; 
b) TFE. 

The per-hour fuel consumption C, equals the product of the 

thrust bv C  : C, = C P.  Since thrust decreases with increasing J  sp  h   sp 
latitude and increases with increasing M, the per-nour fuel con- 

sumption will decrease rapidly with increasing altitude and in- 

crease with M. This is particularly strongly manifest in aug- 

mented operation of TJE's. 

In supersonic flight at altitudes below the design altitude 

of the engine air inlet diffuser, the effective thrust Pef of the 

engine is munh smaller than the engine thrust obtained without 

consideration of the additional entry losses, while the per-hour 
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consumption remains unchanged. Hence the effective specific con- 

aunption referred to the effective thrust will be larger than the 

original specific consumption. 

oj   o.*   0.6   of   p 

b)    P 

Figure 6.4. Influence of engine throttling 
on specific fuel consumption in operation: 
a) without augmentation; b) with augmenta- 
tion. 

In the quite frequent cases in which a definite thrust 

smaller than the maximum must be obtained from the engine at given 

M and altitude, fuel delivery is reduced (the engine is throttled 

back), whereupon engine speed decreases in unaugmented flight and 

even in augmented flight for certain TJE's. The throttling ratio 

is characterized by P/P1 (the ratio of the thru3t of the throttled- 

back engine P to its thrust P' at full delivery of fuel at the 

same altitude and Mach number). 

We shall denote the specific consumption of ehe throttled- 

back TJE by Cnr>. Then the influence of throttling of the TJE on 

C  will be given by the dependence of C  = cSp
/Csp on p/p'* 

Figure 6.4a shows the nature of this curve in unaugmented engine 

operation; It is determined to ä substantial degree by the param- 

eters of the TJE, the altitude, and the Mach number. The effect 

of throttling of the TJE on C  is small for many TJE's at high 

altitudes, Mach numbers from 0.8 to 0.95, and P/P' greater than 

0.6, and it may bo assumed that C  - 0.95-0.97C' . If the TJE 
o p op 
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is throttled far back (P/P1 = 0.25-0.35), as may be required for 
level flight at low altitudes with M » 0.5-0.7, C  will exceed 

C* substantially and may reach values of 1.4-1.5 or even larger 

ones. 

Flgare .>.*ib snows 5"  * 0 /C' as a function of P/P* in ^ sp   sp sp 
augmented flight. We see that in this case throttling the TJE 
tack causes a substantial decrease in specific fuel consumption. 

This decrease will be larger at lower Mach numbers. 

§6.2. PER-KILOMETER AND PER-HOUR FUEL-CCNSUMPTICN RATES OF TJE 
AND TFE AIRCRAFT AT SUBSONIC AND TRANSONIC SPEEDS 

The amount of fuel consumed during the time taken by the air- 

plane in flying a distance of one kilometer with reg-    ,o  the 
ground at constant altitude and speed is called the j_.. . kilometer 

fuel consumption q. 

When the wind is calm and the true spee.i V (the airplane's 
airspeed) equals its ground speed, the per~kilometer consumption 

is 

?~- (6.1) 

In (6.1), speed is expressed in meters per second.  In ste.- ly- 

speed level flight, the rpm of a TJE must   that at which the 
thrust developed by the engine equals the level-flignt frontal 
drag Q, of the airplane.  Then, since Q, = G/K, the per-hour and 

per-kilometer fuel consumption rate:; will be 

r - -- -. 

3,6V K 

GCyS 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

If substantial thrust losses occur at the engine intake, the ef- 
fective specific consumption shouxd be used in expressions (6.2) 

and (6.3)• 
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We shall first consider the influence of speed on the per- 

kiloaeter consumption in unaugmented flight at M below M» . 
cr 

In high-altitude flight, the engine is run at almost full 

throttle, and at P/P» > 0.6, the influence of P/P» on C  is in- 
sp 

significant (see Pig. 6.4a). Under these conditions, we nay as- 

sume with a certain approximation that c  is independent of sp 
flight speed. 

Since q » Ch/3.6V = C Qh/3.6VS it is obvious that at con- 

stant C , q will change with speed in the same way as the ratio 

Qh/v. 

It was shown in §4.3 that Qh/V is minimal at the so-called 

cruising speed, which exceeds the optimum speed by a factor of 

1.31. At this speed, the product KV is scaliest and K <= 0.86K 
max 

Consequently, the airplane should be flown at cruising speed 

under conditions such that C  depends little on speed and the 

throttling of the TJE in order to obtain the lowest per-kllometer 

fuel consumption. This speed is easily found graphically on the 

Zhukovskiy curve of Q » Q, (V) by drawing a tangent to it from 

the origin. 

For low-altitude flight, the engine must be throttled down 

considerably at cruising speed. Under these conditions, there 

is a rapid increase in C sp' Thus, at the cruising speed, the 

ratio C /KV is not minimal because of the larger C , even 

though the product KV is maximal.  Hence the minimum per-kilom- 

eter consumption will be obtained in flight near the ground at 

a speed higher than cruising. Obviously, the more rapid the in- 

crease in C  as the TJE is throttled back (as P/P' is reduced), 
sp 

the greater the margin by which the speed of minimum per-kilom- 

eter consumption will exceed cruising speed. 

With increasing altitude, cruising flight will occur at 

steadily increasing values of P/P'. This is because the thrust 

of the TJE in maximum-rpm operation decreases with increasing 

altitude, while Q. remains constant at a constant c , 
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increasing altitude, therefore, the difference between the speed 

for minimum per-kilometer consumption and cruising speed will 

diminish. 

mo     loo    BOO    v.y 

a) 

m/h SCO       7:0       300    V. 

b) 
km/h 

Figure 6.5. Plight speed for minimum per-kilora- 
eter fuel consumption as a function of altitude 
in unaugmented flight, a) Transonic airplane with 
wing aspect ratio larger than 6; b) supersonic 
airplane v'.Li ti wing aspect ratio smaller than 3-if. 

The cruising speed is a speed with constant c..  It there- 

fore increases with altitude in proportion to /1/&.     The speed 

for minimal per-kilometer fuel consumption increases somewhat 

more slowly with altitude (Fig. 6.5a). 

The cruising speed will be higher, the larger the load ->er 

square meter of wing ana the smaller the wing aspect ratio.  As 

a result, the cruising speed calculated on the assumption of con- 

stant c  is found to exceed V* even at altitudes of the order 
x0 cr 

of 6,000-10,000 m for transonic aircraft with large wing loads 

per square meter and small wing aspect ratios. It will be re- 

called that c  increases rapidly at V* owing to the appearance 
x0 

of wave drag.  An excess of speed over V*  lowers the lift/drag 

ratio and increases per-kilometer consumption.  For this reason, 

V* should be taken as 
cr 4 min 

(see Fig. 6.5b).  Since V*r de- 

creases with altitude, the speed for minimal per-kilometer con- 

sumption does not increase with altitude at the altitudes for 
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which V 
*min 

V*r, but decreases slowly, becoming nearly constant 

above 11,000 m. 

For supersonic aircraft in cruising flight at low altitudes, 

the engine must be throttled back very sharply, so that V    is 

considerably larger than V 
cruise ; at high altitudes, V 

imin 
z  V« 

qmin   cr 

and stops increasing with altitude (see Fig. 6.5b). 

Let us consider the effect of flight altitude on per-kilom- 

eter fuel consumption. With increasing altitude, the speed at 

which the per-kilometer consumption is minimal increases. The 

lift-drag ratio at V 
-nin 

increases with altitude, since the 

closer the approach to cruising speed, the larger does this ratio 

become.  Specific fuel consumption decreases primarily owing to 

increased throttle given the TJE and, consequently, the smaller 

C„ .  On the other hand, the increase of C  due to the increase sp ' sp 
in speed with altitude is offset by a decrease resulting from 

the altitude increase.  On the whole, the higher the altitude, 

the greater the decrease in per-kilometer consumption. 

For modern aircraft, a change in altitude from zero to 

10,000-12,000 m results in a decrease in per-kilometer consump- 

tion by about half.  It might be assumed that, owing to the 

relatively small change in V 
*min 

for aircraft with small aspect 

ratio wings, an increase in altitude should not lower the per- 

kilometer consumption so sharply. However, this is not the case, 

since per-kilometer oonsuniDtion rises considerably at low altitudes 

as a resul 

lowers the value of KV 

of the larger C  , and flight at a speed far above cruising 
3D 

Obviously, the minimum per-kilometer fuel consumption will 

occur at the altitude at which C /KV is minimal. This altitude 

is slightly higher than that at which V determined at con- 
'min 

stant c. becomes eoual to V* 
v0 

cr The smaller the load per square 

meter of the airplane's wing, the larger its wing aspect ratio 
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Figure 6.6. a) Influence of speed 
and altitude cn^ per-kilometer fuel 
consumption in unaugmented flight; 
b) variation of minimum per-kilom- 
eter consumption with altitude in 
unaugmented flight. 

and the larger V* , the closer is the altitude of minimum per- 
=   cr 

kilometer consumption to the airplane's ceiling. 

The per-kilometer fuel consumption cannot be minimal in 

flight at the celling because a) C'  at full throttle is larger sp 
than the C  of a slightly throttled-back engine; b) at the ceil- 

sp 
lng in flight at V near V*   , r,he product of lift/drag ratio by 

speed is smaller than it is at altitudes below the ceiling. 

Modern aircraft have minJmum-q altitudes 2,000-3,000 ru<. oers 

below ceiling. 

Figure 6.6a shows the variation of per-kilometer fuel con- 

sumption with altitude and speed in unaugmented flight, and Fig. 

6.6b the altitude variation of qmin- 

Aircraft for which low-altitude flight takes place with the 

engine throttled far back and V    much higher than Vcruise owing 
min 

to large thrust/weight ratios have a characteristically indis- 

tinct speed minimum of a-  This is because both the product VK 

and C  in (6.2) decrease simultaneously on an incrt-ase in speed 
SP in the speed range above Vcrulge> so  that the dependence of q on 

flight speed becomes weaVsr. 
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Let us consider the Influence of speed and altitude on the 

per-hour fuel consumption in flight.  Per-hour consumption reaches 

a minimum at a speed very close to that at which the alrplr.ne 

flies at minimum rpm and, consequently, with the TJE throttled 

in expres- 

min 

farthest back.  The ratio C /K is minimal at V„ 
sp C, 

si on (6.2) for C. . "■ 

Since V_    is close to V . , V„ 
C opt'  C. 
nmin nmin 

increases with alti- 

tude in proportion to /1/A. The higher the altitude of flight, 

the less is the engine throttled back at Vp    and the smaller 
h nmin 

is C,, ; since, despite the speed increase, C  decreases with 

altitude, C C'  will also be smaller. or  o v. 

At a constant lift/drag ratio very close to K x, the de- 

crease in C  vr 1 lower the minimum per-hour consumption as alti- sp 
tude increases.  C, reaches its minimum value at about the alti- 

h 
tude at which the engine is throttled back to the point at which 

C  reaches its minimum.  This statement will hoK. provided that sp 
at this altitude the V, calculated for constant c  is smaller 

°h , 0 min 
than V* , which is true in most cases.  This altitude is just be- 

low the airplane's ceiling. 

For present-aay airplanes, per-hour fuel consumption near the 

ceiling is lower than the minimum per-hour consumption at zero 

altitude by a factor of 1.5-1.8. 

If V    ~ V* at high altitude, as is typical for modern 
^max 

supersonic airplanes with small aspect ratio wings, the speeds 

with minimum per-hour and per-kllemeter fuel consumption will be 

closely similar and flight at V 
'min 

will not greatly increase the 

per-hour consumption.  For the' sarcü airplanes, the speed V at 

the ground will be more than 1.8 times V"c ,  and flight v* th 

min 
V will  take olace with, a C,   considerably larger than C. 

qraln 
n %in 
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The per-kilometer fuel consumption at flight speeds bt»low V* 

is most conveniently calculated as follows. 

The values of the optimum lift/drag ratio and the optimum 

flight speed are determined. The ratio V/V fc is found for the 

speed V of interest. Expression {k.32) is used to calculate K, 

followed by determination of Qh = G/K and P/P
1 = Qj/P'« 

Using the relation Ö  = C (?/?')   (see Fig. 6.Ma), we find sp    sp 
5 , c sp* sp 

5 C'  and the per-kilometer consumption 
sp sp 

q = 
Q.Cy, 

3,61' 

For low-altitude flight, knowledge of the relation C„ = C (P/P') sp   sp 

is indispensable for calculation of q, since C  may be several 

tens of percent higher than C .  In computing the par-kilometer 

consumption at altitudes greater than 8-10 km, it may be assumed 

in the first approximation that C~  = 0.95-0.970' . SD Ö p 

Calculation of q .  is complicated by the fact that we do not 

know the speed at which <- assumes its minimum value.  For flight 

at low and zero altitudes, it is necessary to calculate q for 

soveral speeds, i.e., for V  .  = 1.31V . and higher. We find c    '    '     cruise       opt 
q .  and V    by plotting q as a function of speed. 

1 n     qmln 
For high-altitude flight, it is necessary to calculate vcrul3e 

and Inspect to determine whether it exceeds V* .  If not, V 
"T qmln 

and qm1„ ar<? found as described above, but if vpruit,e > 
v*r» 

the 

speed of minimum per-kilometer fuel consumption will be practical- 

ly equal to V* .  It is for this soeed that a.     should be calcu- 
^      cr .-       mm 

lated, assuming zero wave drag. 

As we indicated, the lowest per-kilometer fuel consumption 

is obtained at an altitude 2,000-3,000 m below ceiling.  Per-kilom- 

eter consumption varies ölowly with altitude in this altitude 

range.  If q .  has been calculated for an altitude 2,000 m below 

ceiling, it need not be calculated for other altitudes. 
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The maximum range of flight at öubtonio speeds is proportion- 

al to fuel weight and inversely proportional to the average value 

of the minimum pjr-kilometer consumption.  Per-kilometer consunp- 

a   < Vcr w11^ be lowered to some degree by increasing 
4mln 

tlon at V 

the cruising speed and K 
max' slnce KcruiSe 

= °-86Kmax-  Ifc follows 

from the analytical expression for c       and K   that V 
,,,  ycruise     max      crulse 

is inversely proportional to A^ , and that K Qv  is directly pro- 

portional to \ '    and inversely proportional to c.     .    Thus, given 

equal increases in lift/drag ratio through cY and through X „ for 
x0 eI 

snbsonie airplanes, it will be more advantageous from the stand- 

c0 
point of <3rr,in to  increase K      , which lowers  c     ,  rather than in- 

creasing A   ». 
ei 

If V z  V* 
"mm 

.   then X   _will not   influence V 
er' ef q min 

, leaving 

only the effect of \n„  on lift-drag ratio. Then 

</=-- 
GC.i 

(6.1) 

At  V. 
-min 

< V*  ,   an increase  in  the  load per square meter of cr- 

At V. 
nnin 

wing at K = const increases V    and reduces q_>n- 
*min 

= V* , it will be more advantageous from the standpoint of lower- 

ing q to have a wing load at which V* flight occurs with K ~ K . 
C y IuclX 

at an altitude 2,000-3,000 m below ceiling.  At the same time, it 

is obvious that if V    * V;" , per-kilometer consumption will be 
''min 

lowered as a result of all of the measures that increase V* and 

do not lower K   appreciably.  For example, this explains why 
1713.X 

30°-35° swept wings (at 1/4 chord), which have a large V*  at 

wing aspect ratios from 6.5 to 7.5 and a Vi =' M* around 0.82- 
qmin   '-'r 

0.81, have come into extensive use on modern transonic passenger 

aircraft. 

Per-kilometer consumption is directly proportional to C  . 

At high altitudes, as we indicated, C  is nearly equvl to C' . 
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Thus, lowering specific consumption in engines operated at maxi- 

mum power helps increase range. For many types of military air- 

craft, it is important to secure.low per-kilometer consumptions 

in zero-altitude flight.  In flight at cruising speed at these 

altitudes, fuel consumption per kilometer is very high, chiefly 

because the engine is throttled far back under these conditions 

and C  is very high. As a result, not only small values of C  , 

but also the smallest possible increase in C  on throttling far sp 
back are important for low-flying airplanes. 

The turbofan engine is particularly suited for zero-altitude 

flight. This is because the TJE has a smaller C' and a smaller 

increase in C  when throttled down. Moreover, the thrust of a 

TFE operated without augmentation does not increase with speed, 

but decreases. As a result, it does not have to be throttled back 

as far in zero-altitude flight at V 
qmin 

Aircraft that have high rates of climb and high ceilings as 

a result of large thrust/weight ratios in unaugmented flight have 

higher values of q .  at the ground. This is because of the need 

to fly at a speed considerably higher than cruising (to permit 

opening the throttle to lower Cg ), and this results in a smaller 

KV. 

Low-level range at high speeds rather that at V    is impor- 
4min 

tant for many airplanes, such as fighters. 

In this type of flying, a rapid rise of per-kilometer con- . 

sumption begins at a Mach number higher than M*r<  As a result, 

an increase in M* will help lower consumption per kilometer. If 

the airplane must fly at 1,200-1,300 km/h at zero altitude, per- 

kilometer consumption can also be lowered by using the thinnest 

possible profile on strongly swept wings. 

In zero-altitude flight at the speed of sound, induced drag 

is very small.  As a result, a reduced wing area will lower Qh 

and thus q.  At high zero-altitude speeds approaching Vmax, the 

ratio P/P» is large and C  close to Cl .  The smaller C' , sp sp 
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therefore, the lower will be the consumption per kilometer per 

ton of weight. 

§6.3. PER-KILOMETER FUEL CONSUMPTION OF TJE AND TFE AIRCRAFT AT 
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS 

For the overwhelming majority of aircraft, supersonic flight 

involves augmenting the thrust of the T7E. In this case, thrott- 

ling the engine back results in a substantial decrease in C , 
sp* 

something that is not observed, as we noted above, in unaugmented 

operation of TJE's. 

The transition to supersonic speeds is accompanied by changes 

in cx and A that result in a sharp decrease in maximum lift/drag 

ratio? 

As a result, the speed and altitude variations of the per- 

kilometer and per-hour fuel consumptions at supersonic speeds ex- 

hibit a number of highly important peculiarities that must be 

taken into account. 

In Fig. 4.9b, we showed typical Zhukovskiy curves covering a 

broad range of altitudes and Mach numbers.  We saw that the higher 

the altitude of flight, the slower is the increase of Q. with in- 

creasing speed (Mach number).  This is because induced drag, whose 

contribution to Qh increases with altitude', decreases with in- 

creasing speed. 

The higher is M in the range from unity to 1.4-1.6 at an alti- 

tude of 11,000 m, the smaller is the degree to which the engine 

of a modern supersonic airplane must be throttled back to make P 

equal to Q.. This results In an increase in C  with increasing 

M of level flight.  This dependence of Q. and C  on M is due to 
n     sp 

the fact that the increase of the product Q, C  is faster than 

proportional to M at 11,000 meters, ao that q = oc /3.6aM 
*■'* i? 

usually Increases with increasing M. The higher the altitude, the 

smaller the increase In Q. . At a certain altitude, Q. varl.s with 

speed more slowly than M or in proportion to it, so that the fuel 

consumption per kilometer decreases with increasing M. 
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In high-altitude flight, the low- 

est consumption per kilometer is ob- 

tained at the speed corresponding to 

the limiting Mach number.  By way of 

illustration, Fig. 6.7 shows per- 

kilometer consumption as a function 

of M and altitude in thrust-augmented 

flight. 

At high altitudes, the minimum 

per-kilometer consumption is obtained, 

as we indicated, at M ~ M,. . 
lim 

The question arises as to the 

altitude at which, in flight at M,,  = 5      &      lira 
= const, the per-kilometer fuel con- 

sumption will be minimal. 

According to (6.3), this will be the altitude at which the 

In flight at constant 

lust c b 

-  G/K will decrease up to the altitude at which c -■   c 
V       1 

0,8 tfi   I,Z   !,i   1,6   1,8 2,0  ft 

Figure 6.7. Influence 
of Mach number and 
altitude on fuel con- 
sumption per kilometer 
in augmented-thrust 
flight. 

ratio C /K it minimized at M = const sp 
M, the higher the altitude, the larger must cu become.  Here, Q. 

and 
y0Pt 

K = K Qh will increase with altitude above tills level. max 

Q. = P in level flight at constant speed.  Equality of thrust 

to frontal crag is, obtained at M = f-1,  by throttling the TJE. 

back.  At the ceiling, the engines arc operating at full fuel de- 

livery.  If P-n/S is large and P = P ,/2Q0-,3 > 1, the equality 11' 
Qh = F will be obtained at the ceiline wltn c    > e   .  For 

K-lt. ^opt 
lower thrust values, when P = 1, ceiling flight will occur with 

y 

■Ji 

with c 

=  c and K =  K       .A  further decrease   in  the  airplane's 
clg        *'opt 

thrust/weight  ratio   (P  <  1)   will  recuii,  in   flight   at  the  celling 

<   c 
1,      y 

and K  <  K 
opt 'max 

If  :        were   iniep-nlant  rf altitude   and TJn   throttle   setting, 

which woui    presumably be  possible  in  unaugmented-tiirust " super- 

sonic  flight,   the  altitude  of minimum per-ki Iom«ter-  fuel   . 
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*kg/km 

/5    ?2 /ff   ts Urn 

Figure 6.8. Influence of 
altitude on per-kilom- 
eter fuel consumption in 
thrust-augmented flight. 
Curve 1 - at ceiling 
c    > c   ; curve 2 - 
yclg   yopt 

at ceiling e.r   < c. 
J cl y 

consumption would be the ceiling alti- 

tude, or, for airplanes having P  > 1, 

the altitude at which c 

K = K 

c   and 
yopt 

max 

In augmented-thrust flight, 

throttling the TJE back lowers Csp 

sharply. It is therefore advantageous 

to fly not at the altitude of maximum 

lift/drag ratio, but at a lower alti- 

tude, at which the engine is throttled 

back and the ratio C0,/K is at minimum. sp 

In constant-M flight, the farther 

the airplane is below its ceiling, the 

farther must its engine be throttled 

back, and hence the smaller will C 

become.  Lowering altitude at M 
sp 
const 

lowers c and, consequently, inflv- 

g   opt    ences lift/drag ratio, 

tudes at which c < c 
i7        " 

At the alti- 

, a decrease 
opt 

in altituae will lower the lift/drag ratio the more sharply the 

(see Pig.   t. 13a).     At greater the difference between cy and cy 
opt 

the altitude at which the relative decrease in C  with altitude sp 
equals the relative decrease of lift/drag ratio with altitude, per- 

kilometer fuel consumption will be minimal, since C__/K assumes sp 

its smallest value. 

at which c„ * c„ 
opt 

This altitude will always be lower than that 

If P > 1, we have according to (5.12) 

> c and therefore a lowering or  altitude from the ceil- 

'clg 'opt 
ing with M =  const wil-  first  lower per-kilometer consumption 

(Pig. 6.8, curve I).  A P smaller than 0.70-0.85, c is much 
clg 

smaller than c and a decrease in flight altituae will result 

'opt 
in a very sharp decrease in lift/drag.  In this case, the minimum 

per-kilometer fuel consumption la obtained in flight ah the 
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1 celling (see Pig. 6.8 curva 2). The altitude curves of per-kilom- 

eter fuel consumption compared in Pig. 6,8 illustrate the advan- 

tage of a larger f  in respect to the magnitude of q, especially 

for altitudes below the ceiling. 

For modern supersonic aircraft, the minimum per-kilometer 

fuel consumption in augmented flight around Mach two is 1.5-2.5 

times the minimum pe^-kilqmeter fuel consumption in unaugmented 

flight at M - 0.8-0.9. 

Increasing M,, to three brings the supersonic minimum con- 

sumption per kilometer close to the consumption per kilometer of 

the same airplane at subsonic speeds, or even lower. 

It must be remembered that in most cases the supersonic 

flight range will nevertheless be shorter than the range at sub- 

sonic speeds, since much less fuel is expended in reaching M = 

= 0.85-0.9 and altitudes of 11-13 km than in climbing to 18-20 km 

and accelerating to M > 3- 

A more remote prospect is a decrease in q at M > 3 when 

further development of the TJE permits high supersonic speeds 

without thrust augmentation.  Then the per-kilometer fuel con- 

sumption at supersonic speeds will be much lower than the con- 

sumption at M = 0.85-0.95» and the supersonic flight range may 

even exceed the range at transonic speeds. 

Let us now turn to calculation of the minimum per-kilometer 

fuel consumption at supersonic speeds. 

If the dependence of (5  = C  (P./P') is nonlinear in ehe 

range of P/F' froir unity to 0.6, we proceed as follows.  We as- 

sign several altitudes. For P = P., -,/2Q0 > 1, we take the alti- 

tude with c - c    and three to four lower altitudes.  The cal- 
y   ^opt 

culation for P < 1 is carried out for the ceiling and three or 

four lower altitudes.  Q is calculated from [h.29)   for M = Mliffl 

and the altitudes indicated above; th« 

termined 

!■' 

5      is  determined and C      =  C    C» sp sp sp  sp 

P/P' 

is   found, 
0 Q,/P' de- 
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Next» q is calculated: 

9= 
QrC T" 

3,6aMmJl 

The altitude curve of q is plotted and used to determine the alti- 

tude with the lowest per-kilom;ter consumption and the consumption 

itself. 

If the curve of 5„„ = C* (P/P') is nearly linear, as it is in 
sp   sp 

most cases (see Pig. 6.4b), calculation of qmln and H is vast- 

ly simplified [33]. Mn 

If C  depends linearly on P/P', the variation of C  as the 
sp sy 

TJE is throttled down can be characterized by the 5  with P/P' - sp 
«0.6. We shall proceed accordingly. 

We transform the expression for consumption per kilometer by 

introducing Kq = K/KBax and Cgp = C^/C^: 

GCV GCV 

3.6«M.,pe^      3,6aMmzK I ma»    \ Kg 
(6.5) 

Figure 6.9- Curves o:? (Cgp/ 
/RqJmin* 

   .._.. . __ _L _i /> 
<5# 4*  /,0 1,1      1,1      1,3    P- 2jf- 

Figure 6.10. Curves of c ■ 

/c 
yq .  yopt Mmln   y 

vs . P. 
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If it is assumed that C"  and K   are independent of alti- sp     max 

tude, it is obvious that at M,.  * const, q  varies with altitude 
in proportion to C /K . The minimum of the C VR is what de- r    * sp q sp q 
termines the minimum of q. The minimum vali.e of the ratio C /R 

is a function, c\i the one hand, of the degree of the decrease in 

C__ when the TJE is throttled back, which is characterized, oy 
Sp 

hypothesis, by the value of C  at P/P' -  0.6, and, on the other SP _ 
hand, of ? = ?1]/2Qon. Figure 6.9 shows (C /Kq)mln as a func- 
tion cf P  for various C      and P/P'  =  0.6. sp 

The altitude with q .  Is characterized by the ratio of the 

pressure at the altitude with c » c    to the pressure at the 
* yopt 

altitude with a . .  It is a function of P and the value of C  at 
mln bP 

P/P1 = 0.6. 

Figure 6.10 presents curves of the ratio or the pressure in 

the atmosphere at the altitude of flight, with c    to the pres- 
op t 

sure at the altitude' of flight with qrajn- 

Calculation of q .  and H is greatly simplified by use 
mm 

of the diagrams   in Figs.   6.9  and 6.10. 

The  C       for  P/P'   =   0.6  is   found from  the  engine's   fuel-con- 
sumption   curves.     K  _  and  F  -   P, r-'23lV}-,   nre   calculated   for M = 
= M,,   .     Th^ir  vali.es   are   usually  known  before   range   is   calculated, 

lim .. DT 
We  refer to the  diagram of Fig.   6.9  to   find   <C;.p-/Kq )m*n  -or p and 

C„ at P/P' =0.6 and use expression '6.4) to find Mmin- 

We calculate c and the pressure at +'e flight altitude 
OD t 

with cy - cy 
opt 

^!iaH!i 5-0,7 M'*<\ 
(6.6) 

The ratio p P. 
y opt n.m y y 

q .   "opt Mmin 

and the altitude of 

flight with minimum consumption per kilometer are determined from 

the diagram of Fig. 6.10 for the P and C  nt P/P' = r.6. ^ If C^ 
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increases rapidly with altitude and its curve is known, the above 

calculation procedure requires preliminary determination of the 

altitude of flight with qffiln by assigning a C* , taking the new 

value of C£ for it, and then recalculating q , and H 
p ,        qmin 

5   The altitude ani qmin obtained in this way will be slightly 

on the high side, because the effects of the decrease in C' on 

H    were rot considered, 
^min 

Let us turn to the influence of the airplane's design param- 

eters and the characteristics of the TJE en the minimum fuel con- 

sumption per kilometer at supersonic speed. 

It follows from (6.5) that all measures that increase the 

maximum lift/drag ratio reduce the specific consumption C  and 
sp 

increase M,. , thus helping lower the per-kilometer consumption 

at supersonic speeds. 

As is indicated by the curves of C /K^ - (C /R )(P) (see sp q    sp q 
Pig. 6.9) with C  a linear function of P/P1, the larger P, the 

_  sp 
smaller is (C„ /K) , sp  mi 

and, consequently, q . .  However, C „ is 
n min sp 

usually observed to decrease more slowly with decreasing P/P' when 

P/P' < 0.6. Therefore the minimum p-r-kilometer fuel consumption 

will occur at a P near the value at which the engine is throttled 

back enough so that. P/P' = 0.6 in flight with Qmin-  This condi- 

tion is indicated in Pig. 6.9 by the dot-da;*h curve.  We see that 

the less rapid the decrease in C  as the TJE is throttled down 

(the ?,arger C„ at P/P' ~  0.6), the larger is the P at which the 

same minimum of C /K is reached. sp q 

It follows from the above that to lower per-kilometer fuel 

consumption at supersonic speeds, it is advantageous to take a 

F,, such that P.« P
11
/2<3011 

exceeds 1-'---•!•  We note that the 

altitude of flight with Q .  will then be below the supersonic 0       min 
ceiling. 

As we noted above, larger values of P help lower per-kilom- 

eter fuel consumption at altitudes fir below ceiling (see Pig. 

6.8). 
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§6.4. CRUISING-CLIMB FLIGHT 

Returning to the expressions for per-kilometer consumption, 

we see that at constant V and c , the value of q is directly pro- 

portional to the weight G of the airplane, since the lift-drag 

ratio and c _ are then constant.  Since a certain Mach number cor- 
fap 

responds to each speed above 11,000 m, and the lift-drag ratio 

depends on this Mach number, the above proposition is valid for 

these altitudes even in the presence of wave drag; on the other 

hand, if wave drag is zero, it holds for .all altitudes. 

In flight at altitudes above 11,COO m at constant speed and 

at an angle 9 to the horizontal such that G/p remains constant as 

the weight of the airplane decreases owing to fuel depletion, the 

airplane's angle of attack and, consequently, its lift-drag ratio 

will be constant. In this case, Q. and P' vary equally during 

flight, and at constant rpm the throttling of the engine and, con- 

sequently, also C  will remain unchanged. Owing to the constancy 
sp 

of C _/KV, the per-kilometer consumption comes to diminish in pro- 

portion to the decrease in the airplane's weight owing to fuel de- 

pletion. 
The climbing angle 8 at which G/p is constant is a very small 

one.  It amounts to a few minutes of arc.  This cliir.'j is known as 

the cruising climb or "flight along the ceilings."  It owes the 

latter name to the following considerations.  If, after the air- 

plane has reached its practical ceiling, the pilot holds to the 

same angle of attack and the same speed, he will be flying at all 

times at the altitude corresponding to the ceiling.  This altitude 

will increase steadily owing to the decreasing weight of the air- 

plane. 
However, the cruising climb at constant speed, constant angle 

of attack, and constant TJE rpm can be performed starting at any 

speed and the c corresponding to it.  All that is necessary is 
y that the air- temperature remain constant in the altitude range m 

which the flight is executed, so that the thrust of the TJE will 

vary in proportion to the pressure. 
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The cruising climb saves fuel, since the average value of c 

is lower for this flight mode. If the speed and altitude at the 

beginning of flight corresponds to flight with q_in» this condi- 

tion will be preserved at all times during the cruising climb, but 

if the pilot holds to a constant altitude, -the difference between 

the ceiling and the actual altitude will Increase as the airplane 

becomes lighter. The larger this difference, the greater will be 

the increase in per-kilometer fuel consumption. 

The decrease in fuel consumption on transition to the cruis- 

ing; time as compared to level /light will be larger the greater 

the weight of fuel burned.  If fuel weighing 40-45* of the air- 

plane's weight is consumed and V* does not influence the speed of 

minimum per-kilometer fuel consumption, the average q can be 

lowered by about 10$ or even more in cruising-climb flight. 

If q .  was reached at about the altitude at which the pro- mi n 
duct V* K reached its minimum, the speed of flight with minimum cr 
per-kilometer fuel consumption is usually close to V 

opt' In this 

case, the decrease in c due to lightening of the airplane will, 

in flight at constant speed and altitude, lead to an insignificant 

decrease in 11 ft-drag ratio and the advantage of going over from 

level flight to the cruising climb will not be as appreciable. 

For many mo'-.c en  supersonic aircraft in unaugmented flight, 

it is 2-k%  of the average consumption per kilometer. 

Everything that we have said concerning the cruising climb 

also applies to "flight along the ceilings" at supersonic speed 

with q 
mm" 

If the altitude is not Increased as fuel is burned at 

supersonic speeds, C /K will increase.  Otviously, this increase 

Will be larger, the more rapid the increase in per-kilometer fuel 

consumption as the airplane descends from that at which it is 

minimal.  For this reason, "flight along the ceilings" is espec- 

ially advantageous for supersonic aircraft having P* - 0.7-'"1 3. 

For airplanes with P > 1, such flight saves less fuel. 
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§6.5. FUEL CONSUMPTION IN ACCELERATING CLIMB AND DECELERATING DE- 
SCENT 

The amount of fuel burned by a modern supersonic airplane in 

reaching Mllm and near-celling altitudes amounts to 10-15? of the 

airplane's takeoff weight. This means that-Mo-505* of the entire 

normal fuel load may be burned during the climb.  Serious atten- 

tion must therefore be given to correct calculation of fuel con- 

sumption and possible ways of lowering it.  In climbing at maximum 

engine power 

According to (5.1?) 

whence 

"<"■   "3600 ~ 3600 
di. 

P'C 
nni     36001'* 5 

(6.7) 

When the energy altitude changes from H -( to l!o5, the amount of 

fuel burned will be 
•s2: 

rc„ 
r ,/.-: (6.8) 

To obtain the shortest time to climb and reach speec it wculd be 

necessary to fly at trajectory speeds at which 1/V* i3""rainiraal at 

each energy altitude (see §6.2).  To obtain minimum fuel consump- 

tion at each H , on the other hand, the speed must be such as to 
e 

minimize the ratio P'C^/3600V*.  Since P« and GVp vary with 

changing altitude and ->peed5 flight for minimum time to climb will 

not be the climbing mo a«. wit:h minimum fuel ■'onsumpt ion - 

Figure 6.11 shows 3600V*/P'C'  aa a fun-r.;U<n of sp>. f.d.frr 
y   sp 

various constant altitudes for a supersonic airplane, and Fig. 
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Figure  6.11.    Typical dependence of 3600V*/ 

/P'C'     on speed and altitude. op 

ffu 
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S00 ™ Vmx m/s 

Figure 6.12. Diagram for> determining rate of climb 
that ensures reaching energy altitude with minimum 
fuel consumption. 

6.12 presents a diagram for determining the V , with minimum fuel 

consumption. 

We see that at high altitudes, the speed at which the  atio 

3600V*/P'C'  is laximal and fuel consumption is minimal becomes 

supersonic.  Calculations indicate that the climbs with V*   and 
- max 

those with minimum fuel consumption are very closely '-^uilar at 
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subsonic speeds and, above 11-13 tarnt at M near M..   .    There Is a 
difference In the altitudes of accelerating to M near Mllffi.    To 
obtain minimum fuel consumption, it is more advantageous to ac- 
celerate at a slightly higher altitude.    However, the accelerating 
altitude difference is not very large and a single mean altitude 
is often indicated for interceptors. 

Expression  (6.7)  can be transformed by introducing the value 
ofVJ: 

PC\jHt P'C'1tGlH, GC 
3600 V* 

y* 
3600 V(P'—Qr) 3600V 

(>-*) 

8//,. 

The resulting expression for 6G-   is conveniently used in resolv- 
xclb 

ing the question as to whether it Is advantageous to go to the 

afterburner to reduce climbing fuel consumption. 

If the increased C'  in the augmented-thrust climb offsets 

the increase in the difference 1 - (Qh/P'), climbing with the 

afterburner may save fuel. It should be noted that for most tran- 

sonic airplanes, with the exception of heavily overloaded ones, 

climbing without the afterburner is more economical. 

The calculation of fuel consumed in climbing and accelerating 

is quite similar to the calculation described in §5.^ for the time 

to climb and accelerate. The only difference is that in the time 

calculation, we plotted the H curve of 1/V* for a series of alti- 

we construct the H„ curve of ., e 
clb 

tudes, while in calculating Gf 

P'C /3600V* for a series of altitudes and then draw the envelope. 
sp     y 

The area between the envelope and the axis of abscissas gives the 

GB   needed to change H from H 
fclb e     einl 

to H. 
;fin 

It is often necessary in preliminary design of an airplane to 

determine the climbing and accelerating fuel consumption referred 

to takeoff weight even when the weight of the airplane, the wing 

area, and the thrust of the TJE are unknown.  In this case, it is 

convenient to use an approximate method proposed by N.N. Padeyev. 

With this method, determination of G«  /G requires only knowledge 
^clb 
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of the average (:  over the climbing and accelerating stage and sp 
at the end of the acceleration and climb. the energy altitude H 

fin 
If during the climb the frontal drag Is zero and the thrust 

is uGt where u » P/G, we have V» ■ uV, since 

at       *        a        ~v ' 

The time to accelerate and climb will be 

H 'KOH *»* H 
- =  S3- 

*«o« 

»cp PVcp  0.5^,, 

and the fuel consumed in climbing and accelerating 

Ch, cp 

3600 
*=- 

i*fiC y«c 

3600 

and 

G       '    1800KKOH 1800 \ 2^r   '   VKO«/' 

(6.9) 

It is clear i'rcm the above that at Q -  0, the relative fuel 

consumption Gr  /G is independent of thrust, depending only on 
*clb 

C   , P^, , and H _ . Expression (6.9) does not take account 
sPav  fln      efin 

of the fuel consumed in overcoming frontal drag in motion on the 

climbing and accelerating trajectory.  In approximate calcula- 

tions, it is permissible to assume that this part of the fuel con- 

sumed in motion on  the climbing trajectory is equal to the fuel 

consumed in level flight at the final altitude and speed over a 

distance equal to the length of the climbing and accelerating 

trajectory. 

With these assumptions, and having reduced the weight of the 

airplane at the beginning of flight by the G_ - , calculated from 
clb 

(6.9), we calculate the range of cruising-climb flight.  The range of 

value obtained hsre will also include the length of the climbing 
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and accelerating trajectory. 

For transonic airplanes, it Is usually necessary to calculate 

Gf  /G for an unaugmented-thrust climb to 10,000-11,000 m with 
*clb 

acceleration to M = 0.85-0.9, since flight with minimal per-kilom- 

eter fuel consumption (q ■ qrain) takes place at these H and M. In 

this case, we exaggerate the time to climb to H. _ and Q-  /Q by 
efin     xclb 

assuming that V  » 0.5Vfln, as was done in deriving (6.9). To 

adjust the calculation, we introduce the correction factor kclb 

into  (6.9): 

°T«o*       ^»Cy^H^n 
1800V, KOH (6.10) 

Comparison of the calculated results for M.._ ■ 0.85-0.90 indi- iin 
cates that k -. * 0.8. (2  _ is determined as the mean between 

clb        spav 

the C  at M * 0.85-0.9 at the ground and at 11,000 m. If after- 
sp 

burners are used during the climb and M,. ■ 2, k lb should be 
taken equal to 1.2 in determining G«  /G and using (6.10); C__ 

xclb sp 

should be determined at 11,000 m as the mean between the C  for sp 

M ■ 0.9 and M * 2. 

At this stage in the design, when the thrust at M,.  and 

11,000 m, the weight of the airplane, and its wing area are al- 

ready known, we recommend another approximate, but more exact 

method of calculating the total climbing and accelerating fuel 

consumption, distance, and time. 

We recommend this method for supersonic aircraft, which have 

large G- _ /G. It is based on the results of processing a 
xclb 

large number of calculated climb-and-acceleration fuel-consumption 

figures for various P-Q/G and P ■ pi]/2Qoil* 

To determine G«,  /G, it is necessary to calculate 

H. 

lclb 

v 
2g 

f //«.«.    flnd Qon=OJPn^lmcxS, 
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and calculate the values of Pn/G and P = Pn/2Q011 for Mfln. 

(For a supersonic airplane, Mfln is usually equal to the Mach- 

nuraber limit.) Then, referring to Pig. 6.13, we find the initial 

value 8. /G for H 
clb.ini clb.ini 

and calculate 
fin 

UOIBCX A jA j/f3 
(6.11) 

t   i 

'BqRilcx 

«I« 

V> 

0,10 

0,0) 

0,01 

0,07 

r 1 &s 

VK 

\r- S 

A/ 
^y 

30       35       40       45        50        55 S0      *.„." 
Figure 6.13. Relative climbing and accele- 
rating fuel consumption as a function of 
final energy altitude H and M 

fin fin* 

The coefficient K,, which allows for ?, is taken from the 

diagram of Fig. 6.14, and the coefficient K2 for PJJ/G is taken 

from Fig. 6.15- 

Tl-e coefficient 

--Ü.5 
-y'M-o,1) TC y'M, 

*0,25(CM   + Cy«M ) 

is calculated for H * 11 km.  In determining G„ _ by (6.11), we 
"clb 

incur an error no greater than 1.5f of the airplane's takeoff 

weight. 
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OJ  0.8  0,9   J,0   1,1   1,2   '/P-2f 

Figure 6.14. Coefficient Xj 

of approximate dependence of 
G\ on P 
'clb 

P11/2Q011' 

Figure 6.16. Coefficient K^ 

of approximate dependence of 
climbing and accelerating tra- 
jectory' length in augmented- 
thrust operation on P -- 

h 
vs 

W 

1,05 

• 

I 

KO 

I i 

OJS     OJS    1.7«,$    0,§     Iß       l» 

Figure 6.15.  Coefficient Kg 
of approximate dependence of 
Clf        on thrust/weight ratio 

11 

clb 
/G. 

■ pn/2Qoir 

OJS     0,7 

Figure 6.17. Coefficient K5 

of approximate dependence of 
climbing and accelerating path 
length in augmented-thrust 
operation on thrust/weight 
ratio P-Q/G- 
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Figure 6.18. Vay/Vfln in 
climb and acceleration as 
a function of Mfi 

The accelerating önd cliabing 
distance is determined farom the ex- 

pression 

k^-~2,2H^KAKst (6.12) 

H «. is calculated froas the values 
efin 

of H, 'fin and Vfin' 
fielents K^ and K 

while the eoef- 
., which allow for 

the influence of P and P13/G on the 
climbing and accelerating distance, 

are taken from the diagrams of Pigs. 6.16, and 6.17)• 

The time to accelerate and climb is 

'noa  ,, (6.13) 

V  is determined from Vfln and the dependence of--V Vvftn on Mfln 
that appears in Pig. 6.18. 

Since this method gives the total fuel consumption during the 

acceleration and climb, as well as the accelerating-path length, 
the flight distance "along the ceilings" will no longer include 
the length of the climbing and accelerating trajectory, as it does 

in N..N. Fadeyev's method.  In this case 

L = Lclb + Llvl + Ldes' 

If the airplane has MUm = 2.5-3 and the'limiting ram pres- 
sure qlim is much smaller than 10.000 kgf/m

2, a considerable part 

of the acceleration and climb will be flcwn at the limiting tra- 
jectory speed determined by the maximum permissible ram pressure 
Q„ .  In this case, (6.11) may be used to calculate. Qf  /G, but 
lim ciD 
determination of Lclb by expression (6.12) will result in a sub- 

stantial error. 

For a rough estimate cf Lclb, it may be assumed that with 

qUm * 11,000 kgf/r/- at Mllm.- 3, the value of Lclb will be twice 

that obtained wh*n (,„,- is determined from (6.12). 
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In a decelerating glide with the engine operating at minimum 

rpm and H changing from 30-35 km to zero, the weight of fuel con- 

sumed equals about 0-01 of the airplane's weight. This consump- 

tion may be assumed proportional to the change in H . 

So.6. FLIGHT P^GE AMD ITS CALCULATION 

The technical range L.  is the ground distance covered by 

an airplane during climbing and acceleration, level flight at qmln 

or cruising climb, and gliding descent using all fuel on board. 

Thus, 

Jtec 
Lclb * Llvl + Ldes 

(6.1*0 

In level flight or, more precisely, cruising climb, the amount of 

fuel consumed equals the fuel reserves less tfco amounts consumed 

in climbing G~   and descending 3f  : 
elb "des 

G. c.-i^,,,/^)- (6.15) 

In realty,  an airplane  cannot reach its  technical  flight range, 
since a certain  fuel  reserve must  remain in the tanks after land- 
ing for use  in testing the engines prior to takeoff and in  taxi- 
ing,   as well  as  during  the  landing.     In  addition,   there   is   prac- 

tically  always  a certain amount  of fuel  left  in  the  tanks  that 
cannot be burned.     However,   the  tactical-oechrical  specifications 
for the airplane  usually  state  a teclinical range,  and this  range 

Is  calculated in   the  course  of preliminary  design. 

With  aircraft  having ^1,,     <  2.Ü-3,  maximum range  is  obtained 
with unaugmented operation of the  engine  ir  cruising-clJmb   flight 

with q = q . . ^mm 
In some cases, e.g., Interception of an aerial target by a 

fighter, it is necessary to obtain a higher average flight speed 

and, simultaneously, tu longest possible range.  Under this re- 

quirement, the airplane must be flown with the afterburner on at 

M,.  at the altitude at which per-kllomoter fuel consumption is 
lim 

minimal. 
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A certain range at supersonic speed with M » M,. may be re- 

quired of supersonic bombers and reconnaissance and passenger air- 
craft. 

In thrust-augmented supersonic iliguo, a l8C° turn involves 

considerable consumption of fuel owing to its large radius. This 

consumption must be taken into account. 

Let us turn to calculation of the maximum range of an air- 

plane. 

In cruising-climb flight, per-kilometer consumption is di- 

rectly proportional to weight.  In flying a distance dL the weight 

of the airplane decreases by dG = qdL, so that dL * dG/q, and 

the distance covered during a cnange in flight weight from G, to 

G2 will be 

G, a, 

\        q q 
c,     a, 

Substituting the expression for q3 we get 

/    > •».''«MA di.      2,3-3,6aMA' C-.       :>,3 0 ,   O, 
(6.16) 

In the expression for range, G is the weight of the airplane for 

which the per-kilometer fuel consumption q was calculated.  Since 

G, - G„ = G_, we have 

oL= _ n,  _ i  
a,      (h  - (?.    a. 

1 !- 
'■'l 

and,  consequently, 

2,3 . i _ 

J.       ■    °s (6.17) 

It follows from (6.17)   that, in  order to  calculate the  cistance 
covered on  the   cruising-climb  segment  of  the  flight,  it  is neces- 
sary  to know  the  initial  and  final weights  of the airplane, which 
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differ by the weight of the fuel burned.  In the preceding sec- 

tion, we described a method for computing the fuel consumed during 

climbing and accelerating, G-. _ , and the level-flight initial 
xclb 

weight will obviously be G - Gf  . The level-flight final weight is 
clb 

G - Gf + Gf  , where G-, is the fuel reserve and G-   is the fuel 
1    des       l Jdes 

consumed during descent. Applying (6.17), we find the cruising- 

climb range and, adding it to the distances covered during the 

climb and glide, we find the technical flight range of the air- 

plane. 

If a bomb or a load accommodated inside the fuselage js 

dropped over the target in cruising-climb flight, and this bomb 

or load weighs more than 2-3$ of the weight of the airplane, use 

of formula '6.17) to compute the cruising-climb distance covered 

will result in appreciable underestimation o< the flight range, 

since the airplane will be lighter after leaving the target.  In 

this case, it is necessary to determine the cruising-climb dis- 

tance from the expression 

4/i 

. L 
o 

ig- (6.18) 

0,5 — I 
where G is the weight for which the per-kilometer fuel consumption 

Q was calculated, G, is the weight of the airplane at the beginning 

of cruising-climb flight, G  is the weight of the cargo or bomb 

dropped over the target, and Gf is ehe v;eight of the fuel burned 

in cruising-climb flight. 

The range of cruising-climb flight or flight at constant 

altitude (L, ,) may be determined by calculating the average per- 

kilorneter fuel consumption on the level-flight segment instead of 

by use of (6.17).  To this end, we find the average flight weight 

of the airplane: 

CIV-C-GIWI-O.5^TIIIPM;O. (6. 19) 
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We find the altitude and speed of minimal per-kilometer fuel 
consumption and the value of q for G    . 

avmin av 

The cruising-climb range is determined from the expression 

Mf 
•*rop~ 

»'Pain 
(6.20) 

If Gf _ /G < 0.3, the error in the calculation of L,-, from the 
xlvl lvl 

average per-kii-»meter consumption is negligible.  For G-  /G of 
xlvl 

0.4 and 0.5, it lowers Llvl by comparison with the value obtained 

from (6.17) by 2.3 and 3-5%, respectively. 

If the airplane flies part of the distance with underwing 

tanks, which increase its frontal drag appreciably, it is neces- 

sary to calculate the fuel consumed during climbing with the 

underwing tanks.  Procedure: determine the weight of the fuel re- 

maining in the underwing tanks for level flight and make separate 

calculations of the level-flight range with the underwing tanks 

and after they are dropped.  If an externally stored bomb or 

missile that increases the airplane's frontal drag appreciably is 

released over the target, qmln should be calculated with the mean 

between the values of c  with and without the external load.  If 

the flight is made at low altitude and the frontal drag during 

the flight away from the target differs appreciably from the 

froital drag during flight to the target, it is recommended that 

the minimum pei'-kilometer fuel consumptions be founcl for the 

weight of the airplane at the beginning of level flight from the 

borget (qr ,    ) and at the end of level flight from the target 
ini 

(q .    ), with the approximate assumption that q .   - 
mlnfin mnav 

= 0.5(q .    + q .    )•  Simultaneously, this calculation will 
minini   minfin 

give V    for flight to and fron, the target. 
Mmin 

As expression (6.20) implies, t;ie cruising-climb range is 

inversely proporti nal to q min ai.-\.' depends in large part on the 
av 

relative weigni  G /G of  the  fuel  burnea in  the  crui-ing climb. 
lvl 
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If we are concerned with the super-sonic flight range, G» 
xlvl 

will be strongly influenced by the climbing and accelerating fuel 

consumption.  In subsonic flight, the climbing fuel consumption is 

relatively small and G.   is determined basically by the weight 

of 'Cil.5 

llvl 
fuel placed in the airplane's tanks. 

Methods for lowering the per-kiloreeter fuel consumption and 

the amount of fuel consumed in climbing and accelerating were ex- 

amined above. 

Opportunities for increasing flight range by increasing the 

relative fuel weight Gf/G involve decreases in the relative weights 

of the airframe, powerplants, equipment, and payload of the air- 

plane. 
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Chapter 7 

TAKEOFF AND LANDING CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AIRPLANE 
AND THEIR VARIATION WITH AIRPLANE AND ENGINE PARAMETERS 

§Y 1. TAKEOFF 

Takeoff consists of the following stages (Fig. 7.1): runup 

along the ground tu liftoff speed and climbing acceleration. 

Takeoff distance 

Liftoff    
y^r-y. -3 

. Runup _.. Acceleration.J 
a) and climb 

r Takeoff distance 
Runup 

^__ Climb , 
y» 

4. Climb 

b) 
Holddown 

Figure 7.1. Diagrams of takeoff: a) turbo- 
jet airplane; b) propeller-driven airplane 
(with low power/weight ratio). 

On reaching a height of 25 meters, a turbojet airplane is 

moving at a speed approximately 30$ above thau at liftoff.  After 

liftoff, piston-engined and light turbojet aircraft may use most 

of their excess thrust for acceleration only while covering a 

certain distance.  This stage in the takeoff is then know>" as 
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holddown (see Fig.   7.1b). 

The distance from the start of the takeoff run to the point 

over which the airplane passes at an altitude of 25 meters is known 

as tne takeoff distance.  Abroad, the altitude at the end of the 

takeoff distance is conventionally set at 1*5 rather than 25 meters. 

Takeoff distance naturally depends strongly on the flight speed 

developed at the end of this distance.  The higher this speed, the 

smaller will be the fraction of the thrust excess used to gain 

altitude on the climbing and accelerating segment and the flatter 

and longer will this trajectory become.  The takeoff distance 

defined by attainment of h = 25 m is 1.6-2 times longer than the 

runup for TJE airplanes. 

Wkgf 

noo 

too 

■iOO 

w    20    To   M>    so 7 v m/s r0Tp ' 

fi— p 

mmm1 
**W         1 

=-J 

Figure 7.2. Diagram of forces 
acting on airplane during 
takeoff runup. 

Figure 7.3. Forces acting c*> 
airplane during runup as func- 
tions of runup speed. 

The speed of a modern jet airplane or. the climbing trajec- 

tory with V    is considerably greater than its speed at the end 
*max 

of the takeoff distance.  Before climbing to gain altitude, there- 

fore, the pilot executes a climb combined with rapid acceleration. 

In most cases, the technical specifications for an airplay- 

state specific requirements as to the lengths of the takeoff an '< 

landing distances or the runup and rollout distances.  It is 

therefore important th.'it the designer be able to relate the runup 

and takeoff distances with the characteristics of the airplane and 

its engines. 
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This book will consider the problems of takeoff solely from 

this point of view. 

Let us first consider the runup.  During runup, the forces 

indicated in Pig. 7.2 act on the airplane.  Projecting them onto 

the Ox axis, we write the equation of motion for runup: 

(7.D 
dV       g 
dt ^f(P-Q-F); 

/■'«/jv-/(c-a (7,2) 

where f is the friction coefficient and N is the ground-reaction 

force. 

The higher the speed, the greater will be the frontal drag Q 

and, since lift is stronger, the smaller will be the friction P. 

As a result, the sum Q + F varies little during runup (Fig. 7-3). 

In the case of" jet airplanes, the thrust of the TJE during runup 

decreases slowly in a takeoff without afterburner and increases 

slightly in an afterburner takeoff.  The acceleration varies in 

the same fashion during the runup.  An expression for the runup 

distance L   follows from (7.1): run 

OTp 

TS 
a 

g(P-Q-h) 
■dV\ (7.3) 

Since the acceleration changes insignificantly during runup and 

its variation with speed is near linear, errors no greater than 

5%  are incurred in computing runup distance from an average ac- 

celeration that does not vary during the runup.  Here the average 

acceleration must be determined as the acceleration at a speed 

equal to 0.72 of the liftoff speed for turbojet airplanes and for 

0.75 of liftoff speed for airplanes with turboprop engines. 

Let us derive an analytical expression for the average runup 

acceleration: 
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-%j)^r/0. 

Transforming, we  have 

2 2       <„0TpV0J 

but at liftoff speed Sc   pvi/0
/2 = G> and the ratio (Vav/Vl/o^ 

p JL/O 
~  0.5,  so that  SpV~ /2 = 0.5G/c .    Substituting the expression 

av y-j 

for SoV^/o/2, we obtain 
'I/o 

{Q,nf^M-^ —— r2     -r.    / 
'paj   '    nX3    *p«        "P" 

)+,j. 

The sum in  the  square brackets will be  referred to  as  the  reduced 

coefficient of friction f 

/«-■=/ 

red' 

c„ ( 7 • if) 
OTp 

Then Jay =  g[(PQV/G)  -  f^]  and Uw  runup  distance  can be  de- 

termined from the expression 

v- 
'I'»» 

2* {'if ,T—/„ 
(7.5) 

p / 

As we indicated,  P&v should be  taken  at  a speed of 0.72V1/o  for 

turbojet-engine    airplanes.     Analysis  of the runup distances of 

modern airplanes  indicates  that for takeoff from a concrete  run- 
way,   in which  case  f  *  0.0?,   the  reduced coefficients  of friction 

are  0.056,  0.0^5,  and 0.033  for wing aspect ratios of 2-3-5  and 

c =  0.7,  1.0,  and 1.3,  respectively,  and 0.037,  0.031,  and 
yl/o 
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0.0285 for aspect ratios larger than six and e of 1.0, 1.5, 
yl/o 

and 2.0. 

It follows frora(7.5) that the runup distance is proportional 

to the square of liftoff speed, while the latter is 

(7.6) 

In determining the liftoff spe>?d of aircraft with large thrust/ 

weight ratios 5 it is recommended that the projection of the thrust 

onto the y axis at the liftoff angle of attack a, , be taken into 

account.  In this case, 

^,-4 
/ 

G — Psir(anip4-?T) 

Cli  T S "0 v 
(7.7) 

where <j>, is the angle between the chord and the thrust vector.  Ex- 

pressions (7-5) and (7.6) imply that the runup distance is approxi- 

mately proportional to the load per square meter of wing and in- 

versely proportional to c 
yl/o 

The lift coefficient at liftoff should be determined with con- 

sideration of flap deflection, which increases it.  It must be re- 

membered that the proximity of the ground at the landing angle of 

attack increases c 
'I/o 

(for a low-wing design) by 0,. 15-0.20 (see 

Fig. Ü.J4).  The wing attack angle of an airplane at liftoff must 

always be 3°- 4° smaller than the critical attack angle (a ), at 

which c  falls off,  since reaching c 
y       ' y 

causes one-sided flow 
cr 

separation from the wing and sharp rolling onto that wing for 

many aircraft; and especially those with unswept trapezoidal wings 

For small airplanes with unswept wings, the landing angle of 

attack was determined by the critical-angle value.  As a result, 

and c 
'I/o y 1 dp- 

depended on c The critical attack angles 
max 

became larger for airplanes with small-aspect-ratio wings. The 

value of a. cr 
In0 for aspect ratios of 2-3 on airplanes with 
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wings swept more than 45°. With decreasing aspect rat'o and in- 

creasing sweep, the distance from the airplane's CG to the end of 

the fuselage increased simultaneously.  As a result, landing gear 

that would have permitted takeoff with liftoff angles of attack 

3°-4° smaller than a  would have been very- tall and, consequently, 

heavy. Retraction would also be extremely difficult. For these 

reasons, the liftoff attack angle of an airplane with small-aspect- 

ratio wings is determined not by acr, but by landing-gear height. 

This height also determines the liftoff attack angles of many 

heavy airplanes having wings with aspect ratios of 6-8 and 25°- 

35° sweep. The liftoff attack angles cf sucn airplanes are ap- 

proximately 8°-ll°.  If the undercarriage height of an airplane 

with a 35° swept wing permits a^    > 13°, it is necessary to find 

the wing's a  in the presence of the ground and the value of the 
vl 

difference a. cr " aldg* 

In determining c , it must 
yl/o 

be remembered that the propwash 

over the wing from turboprop en- 

gines (when the engines are housed 

in wing nacelles) increases c 
y I/o 

Figure 7.4. Runup dis- 
tance reduction as af- 
fected by booster thrust 
and speed at which booster 
is cut in. 

by 15-25*. 

It follows from expressions 

(7.5) and (7-6) that the best ways 

to shorten the runup distance are 

to increase the airplane's thrust/ 

weight ratio PQ/G, which equals the 

ratio of zero-altitude engine thrust 

to the airplane's takeoff weight, to increase c 

duce the load per square meter of wing, G/S, 

A highly effective means of shortening runup distance is w 
switch in the engine's afterburner during takeoff and use rocket 

takeoff boosters. 

and to re- 
l/o 
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Augmenting the thrust of a modern turbojet engine on the 

ground increases its output by 40-60*. Without afterburning, P 
av 

during the rumm is also about 5%  smaller than ?n,  while P  * P„ 
0      av   0 

in augmented operation. 

On the whole, ths runup distance is much shorter with aug- 

mentation than without it. 

The shortening of the runup distance that results from using 

booster thrust depends first on the ratio of booster thrust P. 
DO 

to tne average accelerating force during takeoff without boosters 

(P - Q - P), and second on the ratio of the runup speed at which 

the booster? are cut in to the liftoff speed V .j/V, ., . 

It can be shown that the relative decrease 6L  /L of the 
run 

runup distance is approximately [2.4]: 

f>v< 

Figure 1.k  shows 6L  /L 
° run run 

as a function of relative booster 

(7.8) 

thrust and the speed at which the booster is cut in. 

A solid booster can be dropped after takeoff, and its use 

has almost no effect on the design weight of the airplane. Thus, 

although the use of takeoff boosters increases the cost and com- 

plexity of operating the airplane, it has no effect on its other 

flight characteristics. 

§7-2. LANDING 

Ar, airplane lands in the following characteristic stages (Fig. 

7-5): 

a) the glide, in which flight altitude is lowered from 25 m 

to 3-12 m; 

b) flattening out - curvilinear motion during which altitude 

is reduced to 0.5-1 m  and the gl-i de-speed vector angle ö Its  re- 

duced to zero; 

c) the flare - flight parallel or nearly parallel to the 
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ground, during which the 

angle of attack is steadily 

increased from vhe value at 

the end of flattening to the 

landing angle of attack, 

while speed is reduced; 

d) pancaking - curvi- 

linear motion at constant 

angle of attack with loss of 

0.5-1 m of altitude; 

Landing distance 

Rollout  j 

B, Ji11^ \ Flare Pancaking 
Flattening' 

Figure 7.5. Diagram of airplane 
landing. 

e) the rollout, during which speed varies from the landing 

speed at the instant of touchdown to -ero or to the runway-end 

taxiing speed. 

Not every landing can be broken up into the above five steps. 

In many cases, altitude is lost during flattening out and the 

airplrne's wheels touch down without a pancaking stage.  In some 

landings, the airplane touches the ground at the end of flattening- 

out; then the angle of attack may be either smaller than or equal 

to the landing attack angle. 

Modern jet airplanes with small aspect ratio wings have moder- 

ate maximum lift/drag ratios.  If, therefore, the glide were flown 

with little or no engine thrust, the glide-path angle would be 

large and the airplane would be descending at a high rate in tne 

glide.  In this case, it will be necessary to increase the initial 

altitude of the flattening maneuver and the pilot would find it 

very difficult to start this maneuver at the proper time.  For 

this reason, the landing glide of a modern airplane is flown with 

the engines developing considerable thrust.  Many airplanes are 

very hard to land dead-stick. This does not imply that dead-stick 

landing of the jet is impossible, but its execution is complicated 

by the fact that the landing glide must be flown with a speed re- 

duction, at which the glide angle decreases.  It follows from the 

above that all measures that Increase the maximum lift/drag ratios 

of subsonic aircraft under landing conditions aid in simplifying 
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-the modern aircraft and are highly desirable. 

S,r.R 

Figure 7.6. Diagram of forces 
acting on airplane during 
rollout. 

«oi'ra/s 

Figure 7.7« Forces acting on 
airplane during rollout as 
functions of rollout speed. 

The landing glide is flown with the gear down and with use 

of the wing flaps, which increase the wing's c 
'ldg 

Therefore, 

especially for airplanes with small aspect ratio wings, the high- 

lift devices must increase c 
y 

but must lower the maximum 
Id« 

lift/drag ratio to the smallest possible degree. 

Airplanes with tricycle landing gear run on their main 

wheels during the first part of rollout and do not use the wheel 

brakes■. Then, steering the airplane, the pilot brings down the 

nose wheel and begins to brake sharply. Here the airplane is acted 

upon by the forces indicated in Fig- 7-6. Their changes with 

speed during rollout are shown in Fig. 7-7, and the equation of 

motion is written thus: 

<u-     a{Q   n- (7,9) 

It follows from the above that the braking force F changes abrupt- 

ly during rollout and that its average value depends on the time 

at which braking is started and to an even greater degree on the 

coefficient of friction at the wheel-brake shoes.  All of this 

makes it very difficult to calculate the rollout distance: 

g(Q-rF) 
dV*. (7.10) 
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The main braking force in operation during rollout is the frle- 
tional force determined by the wheel-brake mechanism. It may 
therefore be assumed that variations from the average negative 
acceleration during rollout are small. 

Working out of the relation between L* , V-. , and j  with 
the rollout considered as uniformly decelerating motion during 
which 

V* ■-—SS 
2V (7.11) 

has shown that i „ ■ -2.3 - 2.6 m/s    for modern Jet airplanes with 
1*5°-60° swept- wingsj J.    « 2.0-2.3 m/s    during rollout for heavy 
air-lanes with 25°-35° wing sweep. 

When drag parachutes are used, j  iß increased to -3.0-3.5 

m/s . 

Wh-n thrust is reversed, the absolute values of the .1.,, givtn 
2 a 

above must be increased by 9.81Prev/G [m/s ]. 

Using the above average values of the rollout acceleration 

and knowing the landing speed, we can determine the rollout dis- 
tance accurate to about 10*. The landing distance is 2.0-2.5 

times the rollout distance. 

Since the values of .T  during the rollout differ little from uav 
one another for modern aircraft, the rollout distance is obviously 

determined basically by the airplane's landing speed. 

During pancaking from a height of about 0.5 meters, the flight 
speed drops by about 5%- Thus we obtain the following expression 

for the landing speed: 

V„o^0,95.4/^-. (7-12) 

It follows from expressions (7.11) and (7.12) that the rollout 
distance is directly proportional to the load per square meter of 
wing under landing conditions and inversely proportional to cy 

ldg 
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Analysis of the landing speed of modern aircraft indicates 

that their c . range from 0.5 to 3. Aircraft of the flying-wing 
Vldg 

type with wing aspect ratios of 1.9-2.2 and leading-edge sweep 

angles around 60° have the smallest c   , from 0.5 to 0.6. The 
yldg • 

öiaall c    of these wings is explained by the absence of the 
•'ldg 

horizontal stabilizer and hence the impossibility, dictated by 

the need for longitudinal balance, of using flaps. 

In aircraft having the same type of wing but also horizontal 

tails, flaps increase c 
ldg 

to 0.7-0.8.  Increasing the wing as- 

pect ratio to 2.5-3-5,  reducing the sweep angle to 1»5°>  and blow- 

ing the boundary layer off the flap and turned-down wing leading 

edge increase c to 1.15-1.4.     The landing attack angles of all 
yMg 

these  aircraft are deteimined not by a    , but by landing-gear 

height,   and vary  from 9°  to  12°. 

For transonic airplanes with wing sweeps  around 35c  and as- 

pect  ration of 6.5-3,  c 
ldg 

varies ov^r a very broad range,  from 

1.2 to  3-0.    The    value of c is  determined basically by the 
yldg 

effectiveness of the wing high-lift  devices  and,  in addition,  by 

landing-gear height.     Transonic  airplanes  have  landing angles of 

attack between  8°  and 13°.     At <*,.    equal to or greater than 13°, 

c    _    comec  to depend not only on landing angle of attack (Ianding- 
yldg 

gear height),  but  also on c ^aGr^'     ^xus  the  designer must  use 
ymax 

high-lift  devices  that  increase  a     ,   e.g.,  by providing the outer 

wing with leading-edge slats.  Thus, the wings of the Boeing 707 

and 720 passenger airplanes, which have <*,. = 10.^°, do not have 

wingtip leading-edge flaps, while the Boeing 737 wing, for which 

a., ,  - 12.8, does have them. 
ldg 

The impossibility of obtaining large c _ with small wing 
yldg 

aspect ratios and large sweep angles gave a great deal of impetus 

to the development of variable-sweep aircraft capable of super- 

sonic flight wit"; the wing swept far back and with a -small aspect 
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ratio and landing with the wing at a small sweep angle and large 

aspect ratio. 

■"he proMem of the relation between the runup and rollout dis- 

tances of aircraft is of great Interest. In military supersonic 

aircraft, the rule is that the runup distance is shorter than the 

rollout distance even without takeoff booster's. 

For transonic aircraft, the runup and rollout distances are 

closely similar, and the runup distance of a heavy airplane may 

even exceed its rollout distance. 
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Chapter 8 

METHODS OF ENSURING STABILITY AND CONTROLLABILITY 
OF AIRCRAFT 

§8.1. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR STABILITY AND CONTROLLABILITY OF 
AIRCRAFT 

Irrespective cf v:hether an airplane is controlled by a pilot 

or by automatic devices, good stability and controllability are 

necessary for guidance of the airplane along a given trajectory. 

Thus, problems of the aerodynamic layout of the airplane that will 

endow it with the necessary stability and controllability char- 

acteristics under all flight conditions occupy an important posi- 

tion in the over-all problem of synthesizing the closed-loop control 

system in the preliminary design stage. 

To obtain satisfactory stability and controllability char- 

acteristics in the airplane in all flight situations, its aero- 

dynamic-design characteristics must meet certain requirements: 

- the control-surface deflections that are possible and ac- 

ceptable or. the basis of design or other considerations, as well 

ai the forces fed back to the control levers, must ensure all 

flight regimes required of the aircraft in question; 

- the airplane must be stable in its own disturbed motion. 

The parameters of the disturbed motion must damp as quickly as 

possible; 
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- the airplane's response to manipulation of the controls 

:nust be such that the transition Is not accompanied by overshoots 

of the parameters of the airplane's motion (especially of the 

normal acceleration) beyond established limits; 

- the lag in the airplane's response to operation of the 

controls (its response time) must remain within established limits; 

- the airplane's control system must perform with high reli- 

ability. 

Because of the rather broad altitude and speed ranges of 

flight, a given set of aerodynamic-design features cannot satisfy 

all of the requirements stated above. The resulting gap between 

the required stability and controllability characteristics and the 

possibilities inherent in the airplane's aerodynamic-design layout 

must be filled by automatic devices designed to improve the air- 

plane's stability and controllability. Rational aerodynamic- 

design layout of the airplane and selection of the proper automatic 

systems are two inseparable parts of the coordinated process of 

synthesizing the closed-loop control system. 

The present work is concerned basically only with the first 

department of closed-control-system development.  In other words, 

we are concerned basically with problems in the selection of ad- 

vantageous - from the standpoint of stability and controllability 

— aerodynamic shapes for the airplane, tail-section and control- 

surface dimensions, wing dihedral, and aerodynamic devices that 

Improve stability and controllability characteristics. 

In addition, we shall submit a technique for checking the 

correctness of the choice of basic tail- and control-surface 

parameters based on the airplane's trim in the design flight modes. 

It is assumed in the latter case that the geometrical shape and 

dimensions of the airplane have been arrived at in the first aporoxi 

mation and that the takeoff weight, moments of inertia, and stan- 

dard aerodynamic characteristics are known. 

The class of airplanes considered here will be limited to 
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transonic and supersonic types that take off and land con- 

ventionally. 

Before proceeding to the elaboration of a rational aerodynam- 

ic-design layout of the airplane (from tm  viewpoint of stability 

and controllability), it is necessary to form a clear conception 

of the basic stability and controllability problems that arise in 

modern transonic and supeuonlc airplanes. 

§8.2. ENSURING STABILITY AND CONTROLLABILITY OP TRANSONIC AIR- 
PLANES 

Analysis of statistical data on modern transonic aircraft in- 

dicates that the overwhelming majority have swept wings and tails. 

Use of swept wings has disadvantages as well as advantages. The 

former consist in deterioration of stability and controllability 

characteristics.  The following problems arise: 

- when the airplane is set at large attack angles, it loses 

some or all of its normal-acceleration stability. This phenomenon 

is known as "grabbing" in aviation practice, since the airplane 

increases its angle of attack spontaneously and bends the tra- 

jectory of its motion upward. 

The normal-acceleration instability at large angles of attack 

is compounded by "floating" of the ailerons, i.e., when both aile- 

roi.s are deflected upward simultaneously on an increase in attack 

angle.  Upward deflection of both ailerons is made possible by 

deformation of the control rods (cables), taking up of slack, and 

deformation of the wing structure at the attachment points of the 

aileron control-lino rockers; 

- longitudinal normal-acceleration stability is lowered at 

critical flight speeds owing to the appearance of shock-stall ef- 

fects (formation of local compression shocks); 

- the lateral stability and controllability characteristics 

of the airplane deteriorate in low-speed flight at large attack 

angles, which cause the airplane to -wobble from wing to wing. 

This effect J: 
.0 gove .'ned largely by the transverse stability mx, 
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the decrease in aileron effectiveness, and the directional sta- 

bility m*; 

- the effectiveness of the control surfaces, and that of the 

ailerons in particular, decreases substantially in flight at Mach 

numbers equal to or greater than critical. ' Aileron effectiveness 

is also lowered sharply in the presence of bending-torsional de- 

formations of the wing. These deformations become especially large 

toward the wingtip. 

Let us consider what measures must be taken in laying out a 

transonic airplane to eliminate some or all of the above stability 

and controllability deficiencies. 

a) Aerodynamic-Design Measures to Reduce "Grabbing" of the Air- 
plane on Going to Large Attack Angles 

First of all, let us briefly examine the essential physical 

nature and causes of the decrease in the normal-acceleration sta- 

bility of swept-wing aircraft on going to large attack angles. It- 

is known that this phenomenon is basically due tc features of the 

flow past the swept wing and the horizontal tail surface behind it 

in the airplane system, i.e., when the entire airplane as a whole 

is considered Instead of just the Isolated tail surface. 

The presence of the midlength 

and tip effects in the airflow 

over a swept wing changes the pres- 

sure-distribution pattern along 

the span and chord of the wing, 

with the root sections differing 

from the tip sections basically 

in the amount of vacuum at the 

front of the profile. The vacuum 

on the upper surface of the front 

of the profile (a > 0) is smaller 

in the root sections than in the 

tip sections. Figure 8.1 indi- 

cates that at small attack angles and subcritical speeds, the tip 

P 
In tip 
section 

At center 
.of half-span 

In root 
section 

Figure 8.1. Distribution of 
pressure over chord in root, 
midlength, and tip sections 
of swept wing. 
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Cyi'i* 

t^ctH max 

V. 1 
Wing Nv     ' 

Figure 8.2. Changes 
in spanwise distribu- 
tion of lift coef- 
ficient c    on 

swept wing. -c 

;eo 
 variation of 
c    on increase of 
^sec 

wing angle of attack; 
-•-•-c       : o is 

sections of the wing are more heavily 

loaded than the root sections.  This 

means that the section lift coefficients 

c    will be larger on the tip sections 
ysec 
of a swept wing (even for unity taper) 

than In the root sections (Pig. 8.2, 

solid line). When the airplane's angle 

of attack increases, the lift coefficients 

increase on all sections of the wing 

(dashed line in Pig. 8.2), with c in- 

creasing more rapidly on the root sections 

of tho swept wing than on the tip sec- 

tions. 

At a large enough wing angle of at- 

tack, c may reach its maximum on cer- 
sec 

tain sections of the wing (see dash-dot 

line in Fig. 8.2).  This means that flow 

detachment will occur in these sections 

as the angle of attack increases and be- 

gin to spread alone; the wing.  Conse- 

quently, flow detachment begins on that part, of the wing on which 

•'sec max 
the point at which 
flow s^paratic be- 
gins. 

the section lift coefficient e. 
;ec 

Figure 8.3. Origin of pitchup 
moment on flow separation at 
tips of :Twept wing. 

reaches its maximum first. 

To find the point at which 

flow separation begins on the 

wing, it is necessary to know 

the spanwise variation of the 

lift coefficients cv        and 
v sec 

0      .  For an unwarped wing 
•''..'- e 0 ma x 

h.L:.ii the same profile over the 

.'■*> o a the variation of 

pianform. 1 .»enee of plan , 

•'use max 
along the span depends on wing 

or; 0 r is associated 
v >ec max y 
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principally with the taper and sweep of the wing. 

The taper lowers the Reynolds numbers of the tip sections and 

reduces c The sweep of the wing causes crossflow of the 
"sec max 

boundary layer from the root toward the tips, of the wing and its 

accumulation and premature separation at these points. As a re- 

sult, c decreases along the half-span of a tapered swept 
"sec max 

wing even when the taper is unity (see Pig. 8.2). 

This figure indicates that, as the angle of attack of the 

swept wing increases, the lift coefficient c reaches its maxi- 
" sec 

mum c       earliest near the tips of the span. Thus, flow 
^sec max 

separation begins a',; the tips of a swept wing at large angles of 

attack. This means that at large c , an increase in wing angle 

of attack lowers the lift at the wing tips and sets up a pitchup 

moment (Pig. 8.3). An over-all increase in lift occurs as a re- 

sult of the increased lift at the root and at midlength of the 

wing, and this also tends to increase the pitchup moment origi- 

nating from wing lift. 

In addition, the pitchup moment acquired by the airplane on 

going to larger attack angles is further increased by a decrease 

in the lifting properties of the horizontal tail, since the lift 

of the wing root sections is increased, leading to an increase in 

the dotfnwash angles in the vicinity of the horizontal tail and 

a decrease in its true angles of attack. 

As a consequence, the airplane 

loses longitudinal stability with re- 

spect to normal acceleration.  Graphic- 

ally, this is represented by an upward 

bend of the mry  = f(oO curve - a so- 

called "spoon" appear;-, at large angles 

of attack (Fig. 8.1). 

It follows from this analysis of 

the aerodynamic problems of swept-wing 

Figure 8.4. Pltchlng- 
moment-coefficient 
variation of a swept- 
wing airplane as a 
function of angle of 
attack. 
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aircraft that the loss of normal-acceleration stability at large 

attack angles can, in principle, be eliminated by: 

- changing the spanwise distribution of the maximum section 

lift coefficient c (dot-dash curve in Pig. 8.2); 
sec max 

- changing the spanwise distribution of c (Fig. 8.2, 
sec 

solid curve) in such a way that c    will be smaller at the tips 
''sec 

of the wing at a given angle of attack than in the root section; 

- preventing accumulation of boundary layer on the wing tips; 

-- rational placement of the Horizontal tail on  the airplane 

to minim1 %■•' downwash at the tail. 

Accordingly, ~- h-—-e are several aerodynamic-design measures 

directed toward improvement of longitudinal normal-acceleration 

stability at large attack angles. 

The first of these, whose purpose is to adjust the spanwise 

distribution 
y. 

, is to build up the wing with a variety 
sec max. 

of profiles instead of identical ones: profiles wich less lift 

at the root and profiles with higher lift at the wing tips, with 

the possibility of using symmetrical profiles in the root of the 

wing or even profiles with negative center!:no curvature, the 

so-called "inverted" profiles.  Use of lover-lift profiles with 

negative centerline camber has practically no. detrimental effect 

on the total lifting ability of the win^, since the root section 

of a swept wit;.* is r.ot fully loaded because of  the spanwise re- 

dist fibeti-Tj of the lift, as we see from Fig. 8.2.  It then be- 

come,-; possible to use root profiles with iarger relative thickness 

(12-152) w.Uh no  appreciable increase in the frontal drag at near- 

critical Mach numbers. 

It appears the.t the :joei. r   fieri was guided by this principle 

in modifying the type 707 to the type 're ■, when it introduced a 
buildup on  the leaning edge of the we..,: reef sections to give the 

profile ccntp'i e' so a negativ:' curve.are an ] reduce Its thickness 
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ratio (Pig. 8.5). The value of c was lowered on the built- 
sec max 

up segment at the root cf the wing (Fig. 8.6). 

Tip 
section 

Figure 8.5* Schematic repre- 
sentation of "a buildup" on 
swept wing of Boeing 720 air- 
craft. 

Root section 
with "buildup" 

Figure 8.6. Variation of lift 
coefficients vs. angle of at- 
tack of root sections with 
"a buildup" and tip sections 
without "a buildup" on swept 
wine. 

Thus, by placing higher- 

lift profiles at the tips and 

lower-lift profiles at the root of the wing, it is possible, in 

principle, to distribute c       spanwise in such a way as to 
^sec max 

prevent flow separation from the wing tips at large attack angles, 

can also be increased at the wing 
sec max 

tips by the use of leading-edge slat?. ; 

In addition, c„ 

z  the tips to deflect the 

wing nose sections. 

A second measure for improvement of the normal-acceleration 

stability of swept-wing aircraft is tö impart an aerodynamic twist 

to the wing.  It consists in twisting the wing sections progres- 

sively away from the root sections, to an angle of -3° to -5° at 

the win»;; tips.  This adjusts the spanwise distribution of c 
ysec 

in such a way that the wing root section is loaded more heavily 

and the wing tips are relieved.  Since there is no change in 

c.       on the tip sections, a wing twisted in this way can 
^sec max 

reach large attack angles (with respect to root chord) before 

separation begins on the tip sections uf  the wing. 
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In designing a swept wing twisted in this manner, it is 

necessary to take account of bending-torsional deformation of 

the wing tips, which also twists the tip sections of the wing to 

a negative angle with respect to the root sections. The more 

flexible the wing, the greater will be the twist acquired as a 

result of its deformation. 

Vortlcest 
trailing s^-»?\i 
from wing^S l"^^ 
in presence=^H____|| 
of fences     T„ .     "f , 

e    i       Without fences 

Figure  8.7.  Effect of mount- 
ing stall fences*on upper 
surface of swept wing on 
spanwise  distribution of 
the lift  coefficient  c : ysec 
1) without fences; 2) with 
fences. 

o,s     0,S     0,1     0,8    M 

Figure 8.8. Variation of aero- 
dynamic characteristics of 
swept wing (xs 35°) on in- 
stallation of stall fences: 
1) without fences; 2)  with 
fence:;. 

A third way to improve longi- 

tudinal normal-acceleration sta- 

bility at large attack angles consists In the use of devices that 

reduce boundary-layer plleup at the wing tips.  They include use 

of stall fences on the upper surface of the wing, use of pylons 

to suspend the engines under the wings, and the use of "doglegs" 

on the leading edge of the swept wing. 

usually, one or two, and less often three stall fences are 

mounted on the wing. They must be oriented in the direct'on of 

symmetrical flow over the wing. The height of the stall fc :;es 

represents 2~H of the local wing chord. The fences mounted on 

the wing divide ic into separate "eotions.  Plow of the boundary 

Translator'.; Cote; 
wing chord to prev 

A stall fence is a barrier run' 
11 c ro s 3 f 1 ow o v e r the •: 1 r\ r . 

over the 
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layer toward the wing tips then occurs only within the limits of 

the particular wing segment.  Vortices form at the fences, and 

the boundary layer accumulated at these points flows off with 

them (Fig. 8.7).  We see that the use of two stall fences on the 

wing upper surface has not only eliminated •accumulation and de- 

tachment of the boundary layer at the wing tips, but has at the 

same time improved the spanwise distribution of lift. 

As an example, Fig. 8.8 shows the variation of the pitching- 

moment coefficient m with the angle of attack a and that of the z 
maximum lift/drag ratio K        as  a function of M for a swept wing 

luctX 

with sweep angle x - 35° when two stall fences are mounted on it 

(their heights are h = 0.04; z±  = 0.4U/2 and z2 = 0.661/2). We 

see that while the stall fences improve normal-acceleration sta- 

bility, they also lower the airplane's lift/drag ratio, since 

they increase its frontal drag. 

NN[K"Dogleg"±^ 

Figure 8.9- Wing of Boeing 
707 airplane showing engine 
nacelles on pylons. 

Continuously 
generated 
vottices 

Figure 6.10.   Diagram of "dog- 
leg" on leading edge of swept 
wing. 

The effect of using pylons to suspend the engines under the 

wing is similar to that of stall fences.  However, these pylons 

act as stall fences on the lower surface of the wing, where the 

.boundary-layer crossfLcw is considerably smaller than it is on 

the upper surface.  The gain from use of such pylons is therefore 

small.  For this reason, the engine pylons of certain airplanes 

(for example, the Boeing 707) are mounted In sucn a way that they 

also extend onto the wing upper surface (Fig. 8.9).  In this case, 
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the pylon- work as stall fences. 

A "dogleg" in the leading edge of a swept wing, as shown in 

*ig. 8.10, functions in much the same way as a stall fence. The 

"dogleg" forms a steady vortex on the wing surface and this vor- 

tex acts as a stall fence, pulling the accumulating boundary layer 

along with it and preventing it from flowing across to the wing 

tip.  It should be noted that, unlike stall fences, "doglegs" are 

effective over the entire speed range. They are therefore used 

by military aircraft with swept and delta wings capable of flight 

not only at subsonic, but also at supersonic speeds. Sometimes 

the use of the "dogleg" alone does not give the desired result. 

In this case, the "dogleg" may be used with a buildup on the wing 

leading edge (see Fig. 8.10, section A-A). This enhances the 

effect. 

It is not recommended that the 

"dogleg" be made very deep, since this 

would weaken the wing. 

A fourth way to Improve longi- 

tudinal normal-acceleration stability 

at large attack angles is to place 

the horizontal tail at a position 

relative to the Hing and fuselage in 

which the downwash In the tail region 

is minimized.  It is known that, dis- 

regarding the Influence of the stream 

of gases from the TJE's, the least 

Figure 8.11. Diagrams 
showing two placements 
of horizontal tall to 
obtain minimum down- 
wash in the symmetry 
plane of the airplane: 
a) horizontal tail on 
fuselage; b) horizont- 
al tail on vertical fin, 

downwasn at small attack angles is ob- 

tained when the horizontal tail id placed on the fuselage below 

ito axial line (see Fig. 8.11a) or on top cf the fin (see Pig. 

8.11b).  Ac large attack angles, a horizontal tail atop the fin 

enters a region of strongly stagnated flow.  This lowers its ef- 

fectiveness.  The horizontal tail below the fuselage axi;? does 

not have this deficiency. 
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Horizontal tall 

However. It should be noted that 

the choice of the horizontal-tall mount- 

ing point on a conventionally configu- 

rated airplane depends very strongly on 

«hero the engines are mounted on the 

airplane. The tail may not be placed 

where it is struck by the stream of 

gases train  the engines cr in a position 

such that this jet passes too far from    ^"g^it?^?" 

the surface of the horizontal tail.       horizontal tail rela- 
tive to engine ex- 
haust-gas jet. 

When the jet of gases from the en- 

gines passes close to the surface of the tail» a suction force 

will be applied to it. This force will vary in magnitude as a 

function of engine setting. Accordingly, the longitudinal mo- 

ment that tends to throw the airplane out of trim will vary with 

the power being developed by the TJE. This makes control more 

difficult. 

It has been established experimentally that the horizontal 

tail must be placed relative to the stream of gases from the 

engines in such a way that it does net intrude across the bound- 

ary of the jet, i.e., into the surface of the jet, on which the 

speed of an air particle equals the speed of flight.  In approxi- 

mation, this surface may be assumed to oe that formed by a cone 

with a generatrix inclined 15° to the- axis of the TJS and de- 

scribed about the engine's exhaust nozzle (Fig. 8.12). 

If the TJE's have no effect on the tail, then of the two 

schemes shown In Fig. 8.11, the one with the lower' position of 

the horizontal tail on t'lie ''use!age is rurerlor from the de- 

sign and wtight standpoints and also as regards vibrationai 

strength (immunity to flutter). 

We note that this placement of the horizontal tail is 

better not only for transonic aircraft, but also for supersonic 

types. 
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A fifth measure taken to Improve longitudinal normal-accele- 
ration stability at large attack angles Is concerned with counter- 
ing aileron "float," The phenomenon of simultaneous upward deflec- 
tion of ailerons at the wing tips when the airplane's angle of 
attack Increases is known as aileron "float." It is caused by 
deformation of the control rods or cables and the taking up of 
slack under the influence of the aileron hinge moment H^    . 

The hinge moment that causes aileron "float" can be computed 
by the formula 

(8.1) 
where m a "h.a ls fche derivative °f the aileron hinge moment coef- 
ficient with respect to angle of attack, q is the ram pressure, 
S is the aileron area, and b_ is the aileron mean chord. We 

see that, other conditions the same, the amount of aileron "float" 
depends on the derivative m? . Thus, by reducing a? , the de- 

signer reduces aileron "float." We note that one way to reduce 

the derivative m.   is to compensate aerodynamically by blunting 
the trailing edge of the aileron. 

Aileron "float" can also be reduced at a given *n.   by rout- 
ing the aileron control lines so as to in'nimize the deformation 
of the control rods and, reduce the amount of slack.  For example, 
aileron "float" can be reduced substantially by placing the hy- 
draulic boosters in the immediate vicinity of the ailerons. 

For unswept-wing aircraft, aileron "float" has no substantial 
influence or pitching moment.  For swept-wing aircraft with aile- 
rons at the wing tips, simultaneous upward deflection of the aile- 
rons on an increase in angle of attack gives rise to a secondary 
pitchup moment (since the tip sections of the wing are behind the 
airplane's center of gravity), which lowers normal-acceleration 
stability. This makes it understandable why the following design 

measures must be taken to reduce the influence of aileron float" 
on normal-acceleration stability if the effect cannot be elimi- 
nated altogether; 
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- eliminate (to the extent possible) the ailerons at the tips 

of the wing and provide lateral control by means of ailerons placed 

at the center of the wing and interceptors on the upper surface of 

thf sing. These measures are used» for example, on the American 

Convair 880 and 990 passenger aircraft; 

- mount two ailerons on the wing: an inboard aileron that 

operates at all times during flight and an outboard aileron that 

is switched In under flight conditions such that the inboard aile- 

rons alone are not sufficient to provide lateral control (for ex- 

ample, during takeoff, landing, flight with the flaps down, etc.). 

This principle is exemplified in the Boeing 70?. 

b) Measures to Improve Longitudinal Normal-Acceleration Stability 
at Critical Flight Speeds 

It is known that a substantial decrease in the lift coeffi- 
(1) cient occurs on a swept wing   at a certain attack angle at H > 

> M  (Fig. 8,13).  Other conditions the same, the critical M 

M 

Figure 8.13. Coefficient c 

as a function of M (at u = 2°) 
for swept and unswept wings 
built up from identical pro- 
files. 

0,8 

0,7\ 

0.6 

,V3S» 

***«■■. 

0,1 0A OS cv 

Figure 8.U. Mcr as a function 

of c 

wings 

of  c     for ov/ep'c  and unswept 
y 

decreases with increasing coefficient ctf (Fig. 8.14).  Remembering 

that the spanwise distribution of c    along a swept wing is non- 

ana 

" sec 
5 form (see Figs, 8.1 and 8.2), we conclude that the development 

Footnote (1) appear? on page 188. 
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of shock stall on a swept wing begins at the wing tip. Since the 

tip sections of the wing are aft of the center of gravity, the 

decrease in lift caused by an increase in angle of attack at M > 

> M  results in an increase in the pitehup moment, i.e., it re- 

duces longitudinal normal-acceleration stability- This phenome- 

non can be eliminated or controlled by the following procedures: 

- by raising the critical Mach number of the wing tip sec- 

tions by reducing their thickness retio (use of buildups, etc., 

see Pig. 8.10), by changing the coordinate of maximum profile 

Figure 8.15. Diagram showing 
placement of wedge-shaped 
boundary-layer trips on wing 
of airplane. 

'Mil 
li 

Figure 8.16. Diagram showing 
placement of trips in the 
form of vanes on the right 
wing; height h - 0.01b, length 
I  « (0.015-0.03)b; soacing D = 
= (Q.0V-G.O8)b. 

thickness (in the tip sections, the profile should have maximum 

thickness at about mid-chord), and by imparting aerodynamic twist 

to the wing; 

— bi preventing premature separation of the boundary layer 

behind the local compression shock.  This is done by reducing the 

profile thickness ratio (thereby lowering the intensity of the 

shock) and by increasing the energy of the boundary layer by mount- 

ing various typer, of  leading-edge slats, by boundary-layer blow- 

ing and suction, and by installing boundary-layer trips.  The 

latter take the form of a row of wedg:.-shaped projections uag. 

8.15) or a row of ;;rofiled vanes mounted on the upper surface of 

the wing perpend' <;.■■ < ar to it to form an angle of 15°~2ne ,vith the 
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direction of the flow (Fig. 8.J6).  The air stream acquires a 

twist in a certain direction as it flows over the trip. The re- 

sult Is formation of a series of vortices that act parallel to 

the washed surface of the wing along the upper surface of the 

boundary layer.  This causes strong mixing of the boundary layer 

with the external flow.  The boundary layer acquires an influx of 

energy from the external flow, and this prevents it from being 

separated from the compression shock.  This is essentially 

a kind of boundary-layer blowing. 

Trips functioning in this manner .also prevent premature de- 

tachment of the boundary layer luring flight at large attack 

angles.  Placed in the immediate vicinity of the control-surface 

(aileron, rudder) axles, they remain effective up to large attack 

angles. 

Rule-of-thumb dimensions for trips made In the form of rec- 

tangular vanes are as follows: height above surface h ~ 0.01b; 

length I  = (0.015-0.03)1; spacing (distance between vanes) D = 

= (0.0'i-0.08)'o; b is the wing chord (see Fig. S.io). 

Naturally, the generation of vortices by the trips requires 

an expenditure of energy, so that the airplane'^ drag is in- 

creased.  The drag of the trios e.-ei be r.-uueed by adjusting their 

shape.  Thus, the rectangular vanes may rr reel seed bv wedge trips 

(see Fig. 8.15).  A radical '.niution u('  T;!~--- v.In-elrag problem con- 

sists in retracting then; into the surface on whier> they are 

mounted and deploying the.n as needed aui rgr. fid 

are used, for example, en the duFavilland Trldt 

t ,nt inch  trips 

c)   Aeroaynami c  Design  Measures  Taken  to   innre ve   be' cral  Stability 
and Controllahi 11 ty_Charact er 1 s11 cs   at  !,arge   AjarO1 ■'-  °f Attack 

A peculiarity  of swept-wing aircraft   is   that   their  lateral 

stability   increases  with   Increasing attack  angle   (as   xong as   the 

airstream remains   e:une1.  . i.     At  the  same  Lime,   the  airplane's 

directional   stability  m';  decreases   sharply  at   ■ote/d'   angles   a 

greater than  10°.     Hence  it   fellows   that   the   relation  eetween 

lateral  and directional   stability   verb■■■■■   as   a   function  of   flight 
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condition for swept-wing aircraft (this applies equally to delta- 

w.'rjg aircraft), and, consequently, so do its lateral stability 

characteristics. If a normal relation between lateral and direc- 

tional stability prevails at medium and high speeds (compara~ 

tively small angles of attack), lateral stability may become ex- 

cessive and directional stability deficient at low speeds and 

large attack angles. This usually results in excessive fluctua- 

tion of the parameters of lateral divergent motion, making it 

difficult to fly the airplane in critical takeoff and landing 

situations. 

In flight at large angles of attack, it also becomes very 

difficult to ensure normal lateral controllability of the air- 

plane. This is due basically to three factors: a decrease in 

the effectiveness of the ailerons (which usually work in a flow- 

detachment zone at the tips of a swept wing), a decrease in 

directional stability, and an Increase in the lateral stability 

nr.  In fact, even a small slip angle in the presence of high 
A 

lateral stability sets up a substantial rolling moment.  It be- 

comes difficult to counter this moment by deflecting the aile- 
5 

rons since the ailerons are not sufficiently effective (m ' is 

small). 

The above implies, that in order to improve the lateral sta- 

bility and controllability of an airplane at large attack angles, 

It is necessary to take aerodynamic-design measures directed to- 

ward reduction of the lateral stability nr and increasing the 

airplane's controlling moments in roll and its static directional 

stability irS. 
y a 

The lateral stability nT of an airplane can, in principle, 
A 

be reduced by: 

- placing the wing lower on the fuselage; 

- giving the wing a negative dihedral (of the order of 2° - 
CO A . 
J     I i 

- mounting a f.--.nze  under the fuselage 
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Lift-reducing 
pressure zone 

Lift-reducing flow« 
.--srrr/detachment zone 

Figure 8.17. Aerodynamic (a) and design 
(b) schemes of spoilers. 

The roll controlling moment can be increased by two methods: 

increasing aileron effectiveness [by talcing measures to prevent 

flow separation from the wing tips (see §8.2a)]and by mounting 

additional lateral control surfaces on the airplane in the form 

of what are known in the foreign literature as "spoilers." 

A spoiler is a plate (more precisely, a flap whose dimen- 

sions may be comparable to those of the aileron) that is extended 

from the upper surface of the wing (Fig. 8.17).  Raised above the 

wing surface, the spoiler raises the pressure in front of it by 

ramming the airstraam, while the pressure behind it also in- 

creases as a result of flow detachment.  Thus, the lift on the 

upper surface of the wing 3s reduced at a certain distance from 

the airplane's longitudinal axis.  The resulting moment causes the 

airplane to roll. 

Spoilers are highly efficient controls even in flight at 

Krch numbers above critical. 

Tue spoilers can also be used as air brakes when they are 

deployed simultaneously on both wings. 

Spoilers are usually hydrauli cally controlled.  Vfhen spoilers 

are used together with ailerons, the lateral-control system is de- 

signed in such a way that when the aileron has reached a certain 

deflection angle (say, B°-1C°)5 the spoiler control is- activated 
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(2) 
and opens the spoilerv ' on the side of the wing on which the 

aileron has been deflected upward.  Such spoilers naed not be 

used in the basic flight situations (those prevailing for most 

of the time).  This greatly reduces the detrimental effect of 

the spoilers, which consists in an increase" in the airplane's 

frontal drag. 

d) Measures Designed to Improve Control-Surface EffectivenessT 
Primarily That of the Ailerons, in Plight at M > M 

A substantial decrease in elevator, rudder, and especially 

aileron effectiveness is observed in flight at nigh speeds cor- 

responding to M > M . The decrease in aileron effectiveness at 

high speeds is due to the compressibility of the air, on the one 

hand, and to elastic deformations of the wing on the other. 

Let us consider the effect of the compressibility of air. 

The operation of the ailerons, like that of the elevators and 

rudder, is  based on the fact that deflecting them through an 

angle 6 changes the curvature of the profile and increases its 

lifting or lateral force. 

<*on' 

fa-fak 

Figure 8.18. Schematic drawing of 
change in aerodynamic load :m  tail 
surface in subsonic flow, i) Sur- 
face undeflected; 2) surface de- 
flected. 

Figure 8.18 shows schematically the variation of aerodynamic 

load (p7 - p ) along the chord cf a tail (wing) at a small angle 

Footnote (2) ant- ■ or i page 188. 
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of attack in subsonic flow (M < M ) for two positions of the 

control surface: 1) undefleeted and 2) deflected through an angle 

5. We see that at subcritical flight speeds, deflection of the 

tail control surface (or aileron) causes a change in the pressure 

distribution not only in the region of the control-surface chord, 

but also over the entire profile.  The result is a substantial 

increase in the lift of the tail surface or wing. 

Thus, the force increase depends basically not on the change 

In the pressure distribution over the control surface, but for 

the most part on the pressure-distribution change over the entire 

tailplane or wing profile. 

*«n T Compression- 
shocks 

(VAH -i 
Figure 8.19- Schematic drawing of 
change in aerodynamic load on tail 
surface in trsp.scrie flow (Fl > 11     V: 

1) Surface undefleoteu; 2) surface 
deflected. 

A different picture forms In flight at above-critical speeds, 

when rather large zones of locally supersonic speed terminating 

in compression shocks, form on tue wing or tailplane.  The forma- 

tion of supersonic zones reduces the effect of deflecting the 

control surface on the chordwise di.stro oution of pressure on the 

tailplane. 

It raav be found at a certain M > M  thai the distribution c r 

of pressure  over  the  | ^f.!' v-.. .„,  _ on U'it segment from the nose to the 

compression  shock no   longer  depends   on   com.roi-csrface  position 

(Pig.   8.19).     We   see  that   at   above-critical,   flight   speeds,   de- 

flection  of the   control   surface   has  practical '3 y  no  effect   on  the 
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pressure distribution over the profile from the nose to the eoat- 

pjjesslon shock. The pressure changes only on the chord of the 

tfontrol surface, ThJs results in a smaller change In the control- 

ling, force and, consequently, reduced effectiveness of the con- 

trols: ailerons» elevators, and rudder. 

Since smaller thickness ratios are usually used on the tall- 

plane than on the wing, and since the tall is usually swept back 

mere sharply than the wing, the ailerons lose effectiveness in 

flight before the elevator and rudder. 

The decrease in control-surface effectiveness means that 

larger deflections are needed to turn the airplane at a given 

angular velocity, and this results in a substantial increase in 

the effort at the controls.  In modern aircraft flying at high 

speeds, these efforts may be far beyond the physical capabili- 

ties of the pilot.  It therefore becomes necessary to lighten 

the airplane's controls (reduce the required effort). 

III! 
Trips 

Aileron 

Figure 8.20. Diagram showing 
placement of trips on swept 
wing to counter tip separa- 
tion and improve aileron ef- 
fectiveness . 

Flow separation due to boundary- 
layer detachment 

Figure 8.21. Diagram showing 
effect of trips on flow past 
rudder at large rudder deflec- 
tions: a) flow without trips; 
b) flow with trips. 

The following measures are taken to improve control-surface 

effectiveness and reduce the effort required at the control: 

- in longitudinal control, the elevator is abandoned in favor 

of the all-mov1r,r stabilizer, a measure that increases longitudinal 
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control effectiveness substantially; 

- aileron effectiveness at above-critical speeds is improved 

by measures whose effect is to improve longitudinal stability at 

H > Mcr (see §8.2b); 

- trips (vortex generators) are used directly to ensure aile- 

ron and rudder effectiveness at large deflection angles; they 

are mounted ahead of the aileron (Pig. 8.20) and rudder (Pig. 

8.21) leading edges. Figure 8.21a shows the flow around a cross 

section of a rudder deflected at large angles without the use of 

trips, and Pig. 8.21b the corresponding flow when trips are Used. 

We see that this improves not only the effectiveness of the rud- 

der» but also its hinge moment, since the use of trips actually 

eliminates the possibility of rudder overcompensation at large fi. 

Various types of compensation (aerodynamic, "internal," 

servotabs, servorudders) and hydraulic boosters, usually in re- 

versible operation, are used to reduce the effort required at 

the controls. However, there are also cases in which boosters 

operating on the irreversible principle are used on transonic 

aircraft (e.g., the Boeing 127). 

Let us analyze the influence of wing elastic deformations on 

aileron effectiveness. 

Elastic deformations of the wing may also lower aileron ef- 

fectiveness substantially in flight at high speeds.  This applies 

in particular to swept wings with straight leading edges, rela- 

tively small profile thickness ratios, and comparatively large 

aspect ratios. 

When the ailerons are deflected on such a wing, they set up 

a rolling" moment "M . Simultaneous deflection of the ailerons 

causes, a shift of the wing center of pressure in the part of the 

wing serviced by the ailerons.  This shift in the center of pres- 

sure gives rise to twist of the wing sections.  Thus, when the 

aileron is deflected downward, the profile nose 5ections will 

also dip to smaller angles of attack.  For this reason, the 
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Increment In wing lift produced by downward Reflection of the 

aileron becomes smaller (as compared with its value on an abso- 

lutely rigid hing). The resistance to twisting depends on the 

rigidity of the wing. It is a constant for a given airplane (a 

given wing). In this case» the wing twist angle Aa increases in 

proportion to ram pressure at a given aileron deflection. Con- 

sequently 3 the change in lift and rolling moment due to deforma- 

tion of the wing is approximately proportional to the fourth power 

of speed. The rolling moment stemming directly from the aileron 

deflection is proportional to the square of speed. 

The twist of the tip sections of a swept wing also helps the 

downward-deflected aileron to flex the wing by increasing the lift 

at its tip. Upward bending of a swept wing causes a further de- 

crease of the angles of attack of the wingtip sections and, con- 

sequently, a further decrease in the lift and the rolling moment" 

imparted to the airplane. ~  •.-.. 

As flight speed increases, therefore, the increment in the 

lift and rolling moment due -to deformation of the wing increases 

more rapidly than the rolling-moment increment due directly to the 

aileron deflection. This means that a speed may be reached at 

which deflection of the ailerons will not set up rolling moments, 

since the rolling moment due directly to the aileron deflection 

will be cancelled by the rolling moment due to doormat ion of the 

wing, i.e., 

(8.2) At, ~Mt    =0, 

where M  is the moment set up about the x axis by the aileron de- 

flection alone; il is the rolling moment due to deformation of 
wdef 

the wing. 

The speed at which these moments become equal (at which the 

ailerons have become totally ineffective) is known as the aileron- 

reversal speed. At flight speeds greater than the revera.il speed, 

a deflection of the ailerons produces the opposite of the usual 

effect. Quite nderstandably, the more rigid the wir.g, the higher 
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is tl     -sal speed. .The greater the wingspan or, consequently» 

zt  ratio, and the greater the sweep of the 

wins        r will be the reversal speed. 

Reducing the length of the aileron and moving it toward the 

tip of the wing (for example, with the object of increasing flap 

span) lowers the aileron-reversal speed, since the aileron is 

moved to the least rigid part of the wing, which is most suscepti- 

ble to twisting in the direction opposite to the direction of alle- 

ron deflection. 

Thus, qualitatively, aileron-reversal speed depends on 

the rigidity, sweep, and aspect ratio of the wing. 

>,s wo Ym6  km/h 

Figure 8.22. Illustrating effective- 
ness of variation of ailerons (1) 
and ailerons with spoilers C?-) as 
a function of indicated airspeed. 

- -    ■'*-,,*.       0  ^u= 3(r.r,iarp >pnulr«s that the maximum per- - Reliability of the-airplane xcqu-it-o ^nau  v. .. 

Wible flight speed be about 100 kWh below the .-reversal speed. 

To move the aileron-reversal speed farther from the opera- 

tional speed range, the following measures are taken on modern 

aircraft: 

-wing rigidity is increased, as by using profiles with 

larger relative thickness at the root of the wing, by reducing 

the sweep of the wine, by reducing its aspect ratio.  We see tha 
4.^., *.-, fhnp taken to improve takeol.i dna 

these measures run counter ,. t,^e taken     v f ,„„,„* 

landing characteristics (aspect ratio-) or to rcauee 
i. -414+-,, arH pnnfroilabilitv characteristics 5 of shock stall on stability and controudDui \.y 
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- the ailerons are moved (3g far as possible) toward the root 

sections. This eliminates the actual cause of aileron reversal 

and represents a radical measure for heavy aircraft; 

- spoilers are used together with ailerons for lateral con- 

trol of the air-plsne. We note that the use of spoilers does not 

twist the wing and, consequently, does not contribute to reversal. 

Figure 8.22 gives an Idea of the r.^fectlveness of lateral 

control with ailerons and ailerons used together'with spoilers. 

We see that the parameter w a, which characterizes aileron ef- 

fectivehess, varies differently as a function of indicated air- 

speed when ailerons are used a^one (curve 1) and when they are 

used together wich spoilers (curve 2). 

§8,3- ENSURING STABILITY ANt CONTROLLABILITY OF SUPERSONIC AIR- 
CRAFT 

The need to increase flight speeds and altitudes required 

changes in the aerodynamic shades of aircraft, their inertial char- 

acteristics, and the characteristics of their powerplants  As 

compared to subsonic and transonic- aircraft, modern super.unic 

aircraft have the following,design features: 

-.for the most part, they use thin (c = 3-Q-5%)  swept and 

delta wings of small aspect ratio and fixed 'sweep angle, as welj. 

as; swept wings whose sweep "is-variable" in flight; 

- their fuselages have large slenderness..ratios (A„ = 
=   L„/d,; f      f =8-12); 

the  relative dimensions  S v.t 5    ./S of their vertical v.t 
tailplanes have increased consider-airly";, wifcfi' some decrease in the 

arm ratio L    ,   - L_.. ./L; -_■ =          -v 

■ v * x»        v.. \i ■___.._-      ■ — 

- the powerplants of the aircraft  and their"altitude-speed 

characteristics changed substantially.    This  applies  in particu- 

lar to-the  thrust  characteristics" of the engines  in augmented 

operation.    The  result ha3 been that  the airplane"may have  lower 

stability  in  crui^ns  supersonic  flight  at  high altitudes. 
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The snail relative thickness of the wing profile - of inter- 

ceptor-type. supersonic aircraft prohibits use" of -the- Ming to 

aeeoaBOdate basic loads. ^ This sharply lowers'the »otaent of in*, 

.ertia J <as compared with subsonic aircraft) about the airplane's 

longitudinal axis, with «inuitsaeous substantial increases in the 

Moments of/inertia Iw and I„ .owing to the fact-that the basic 

1" -5 are accommodated in the long fuselage. : 

Analysis of statistical data on aircraft of similar types 

indicates that in supersonic aircraft, the ratio of the Moments 

of inertia I^/I_ haa increased by. a factor of 1-7. This-has a 
y ■ * 

definite influence on stability and controllability characteris- 

tics. 

In designing a supersonic airplane, the designer must take 

measures, that will ensure the necessary' stability and controlla- 

bility characteristics both in flight at subsonic speeds (at small 

and large angles of attack) and in flight at «upersonlc speeds 

at high and medium altitudes. 

This problem cannot be solved by aerodynamic-design measures 

alone, since it is usually necessary to deal with a number of 

problems the requirements for solution of which are contradictory. 

further, certain problems of stability and controllability cannot 

be solvej at all without automatic devices. 

If wc proceed from the assumption that the supersonic air- 

plane will have a wing of swept or delta planform, with fixed 

sweep angle, the basic effort directed at improvement of its sta- 

bility and controllability will reduce to the following: 

- providing the necessarj longitudinal normal-acceleration 

stability, aileron effectiveness, and ratio nr/m„ in flight at x y 

low speeds and large angles of attack; 

- ensuring pracv. Ically constant normal-acceleration sta- 
to supersonic flight; 

- ensuring"the required effectiveness of longitudinal con- 

1 at M > 1 and stick (control-column) effort, for the particular 

bility (xF - xcg) on transition from subsoni 

trc 
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flight «situation; 

- providing the "necessary dating of rotational and transia-- 

tional divergent motion in pitch. The latter is vital for air- 

craft that cruise at supersonic speeds at high altitude; 
"        ft 

- providing the necessaxy directional stability at  and yaw 

r -"-ensuring effectiveness of the directional and lateral eon- 

. trols at large K. 

Let us dwell briefly on the aerodynamic-design measures taken 

tc solide these problems. 

" £) Measures Taken to Improve Longitudinal and Lateral Stability. 
and Lateral Controllability of the Airplane in Flight at Large 
Angles of Attack 

When a supersonic airplane flies at low subsonic speed and 

large angles of attack, it encounters the name problems as a sub- 

sonic or transonic airplane with a fixed-sweep wing.  For this 

reason, the design measures taken to eliminate longitudinal- and 

lateral-stability and lateral-controllability deficiencies In the 

supersonic airplane will be the same in principle as those for 

transonic aircraft (see §8.2, a, c). 

It is appropriate to note here that use of a variable-sweep 

wing is an effective measure against the decrease in normal-accele- 

ration stability and the increase in the airplane's lateral sta- 

bility m3 at large attack angles. This is provided that the wing is 

swung to* the minimum-sweep position before going over to large 

engle-i of attack.  In this case, flow detachment from the wing 

tips does not produce a strong pitchup moment, since the tip sec- 

tions of the wing are only a short distance tft of the airplane's 

center of gravity. 

It is known that the lateral stability nf., of an airpian.; with 

a small wing sweep angle varies little with increasing angle of 

attack.  The small lateral stability mx 

stancy in pr&ctio. 

/he airnlane and its con- 

s the lift coefficient c increase, has a 
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favorable influence on the ratio m/ra„ end» consequently, also * y ... 
on the lateral stability and controllability characteristics. Re- 

search has shown that better lateral stability and controllability 

Characteristics are obtained in the airplane at large angles of 
ß ß 

attack in low-speed flight when a small value of the ratio "flc/nT 

is obtained by reducing nr and Increasing the static directional 

stability m , which is generally inadequate. 
y 

b) Measures Taken to Ensure Practical Constancy of Normal-Accele- 
ration 'Stability over the Entire Range of H 

It is known that when an airplane goes from flight at M < 1 

to flight at M > 1» a large increase in its normal-acceleration 

stability (SL, - x ) takes place owing to a tailward shift of the 
*   eg 

*=-- w 

Figure 8.23- Variation of aerodyna./ic--- 
center position of airplane with Tiff- 
ing fuselage as a function of M tor 
two wing sweep angles y - r;o .. I  72°, 

airplane's aerodynamic center ir, th;.- ^H-\^/  I -•■ \>.~',~i, 

conventional swept and delta wing.: with langt... :,wj<ap angle-,; and 

a conventional low-lift fuselage uiahs-ö ,t p- '--'.hie to  reduce the 

tailward shift of the aerodynamic center and main- It smoother in 

this M range.  Use of a fuselage with gfc-'-n.ev 1 ] f... together with 

a conventional strongly swept wing ü Ire renuit.:, ir, a smoother tail- 

ward shift of the aerodynamic center* in t.h<_ rantn •; - u.'.'-l.'-i and, 

in addition, shifts the center forward at n 

This has a favorable t. '^-ct on tne al rr l-n.-' 

bility in supersonic fligit.  How?-.-,;-:-. ' <J i 

aerodynamic center due to rest ruetuvinr •■■;' '• 

plane nevertheless remain large in ih .   ".-...-. 

, 0   ■' K i y.   8 . 2 ^) . 

^.^i-o.;.;;  of   the 

•a :,w   Vi,.-v   t.:-.e   a!" 

• n-ive.aional 
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fuselage and conventional swept wings jd.th sweep angles up tc 

60°, This means that these aircraft will also have high normal- 

acceleration stability C(xp/ba) - (x A>a)] at supersonic speeds. 

High normal-aeaeleration stability is undesirable because it re- 

duces the maneuverability of the airplane at supersonic speeds 

considerably, increases the sacrifice of lift/drag ratio that oust 

be roade to trim the airplane, and lowers the altitude of trimmed 

nonsteady level flight in the dynamic-altitude range. 

r^kZZZJ« 
ir 

Figure 8.24. Longitudinal balance of 
airplane of conventional configuration. 

Figure 8.25- Longitudinal balance of 
airplane of "canard" configuration. 

The de en :;se In maneuverability occurs because the high nor- 

mal-acceleration stability (x„ - i  ) requires large stabiliser 

(elevator) deflections to trim the airplane in level flight. 

Since the available stabilizer (elevator) deflections are always 

limited, the increased use of the stabilizer to trim the airplane 

in level flight at M > 1.5 means that the stabilizer-deflection 

margin for maneuvering is reduce!. 

Let -.!.; c-n:;1d-r the influence of d    ~  x ) on  the lift/drag 

ratio in i.e v.-x   V ■ l?hü • 
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Por this purpose, we shall compare two supersonic-aircraft 

configurations: the conventional layout with the horizontal tail 

positioned aft of the wing and the "canard" configuration. We 

shall consider their longitudinal-balance conditions in level 

flight on the assumption that m  (i.e., the moment at c ~  0) 
x0 y 

and the moment from the powerplants are zero (Pigs. 8.21, 8.25). 

The figures show that the trimming force of the horizontal tail 

(or elevens) is directed downward in the case of the conventional 

(and "tailless") aircraft and upward for the "canard." It must 

also be remembered that in the case of the "canard," the arm L. . h.t 

of the horizontal "tail" is slightly larger by virtue of the lay- 

out than it Is for tie conventional airplane and much larger than 

in the "tailless" airplane. This means that the trimming forces 

will be larger in absolute value for the "tailless" layout and 

smallest for the "canard." Since the tail (tlevon) trimming force 

of the "tailless" and conventional aircraft requires increasing 

the lift of the airplane without the horizontal tail (i.e., it 

lowers the lifting property of the airplane), and the tail trim- 

ming force increases the lifting properties of the airplane in the 

case of the "canard," this maans that, other conditions the same, 

the sacrifice of L/D to trim the airplane will be smallest for the 

"canard" and largest for the "tailless" airplane. 

Calculation indicates that fur a conventional-],ayout airplane 

in supersonic flight (at M >_ 1.5), the loss of maximum lift/cuag 

ratio K   involved in trimming may run to 10% or more.  This fol- 
max 

lows, for example, from formula (B.3) for determination of the 

maximum lift/drag ratio with allowance for trimming the airplane:(3) 

1/ __ (8.3) 

where a is a quantity t 

p 1 an e: 

a v. iläow.: for the trimming drag of the air- 

Pootnott (?) appears on page loü. 
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a ••«-- (XF — Xjti 

*f.O *£. 
(8.U) 

n is a coefficient that takes account of the peculiarities of the 

configuration. For a conventionally configurated airplane n *  1.7» 

and fee the "canard" it is about 0.8: 

S      = ?££.•   7   i-r.a 
"r.o — ~ • *T.O  

We see that to reduce the loss of the maximum lift/drag ratio 

of the airplane that is Involved in trimming it, normal-accelera- 

tion stabil It--' must be reduced at supersonic speeds. 

It follows from the expression for normal-acceleration sta- 

bility that it can be controlled in two ways: 

- cy changin»: the trim (the coordinate x  ) in accordance eg 
with  the  charge  In  the  aerodynamic-center  coordinate x„ of the 

ai fplanej 

-- by stabilizing the position of the longitudinal aerooy- 

namic center while the CÜ position of the airplane is left un- 

changed. 

In practice,   it  is  quite  difficult   to  adjust  the  trim of the 

ane  in  accordance  with  the  changes   in  the position  of its 

.ynamic  center because  this  requires  development of special 

oadc  ay:--terns   that  determine  and adjust  the position  of the 

<■>  rollt . rf the aerodynamic   longitudinal   center.     It  is  also 

;:.,'■;:■•/   to   install powerful pumps   to transfer  a large  amount  of 

dur■''.;•,  the  short  time  that  it  tanas   the  airplane to  accele- 

i'roiü i*i   -   0.9   to  H ~  1.4,   special   trimming  fuel   tanks  mounted 

ruble  distances   from  Lne  airplane's   CG,   and the  associ- 

plumidng.     This means   that   the  airplane  must  carry extra 
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Despite these difficulties, this method of maintaining approx- 

imately constant static normal-acceleration stability over the en- 

tire range of M Is nevertheless used in practice on certain"mooera 

supersonic airplanes.  For example» the American B-S8A "Hustler" 

and French "Mirage IV" supersonic bombers have special trimming 

tanks in the tail section of the fuselage for transfer of fuel. 

By thus ensuring constancy of the minimum (i,, - x ) .with respect P eg 
to Mach number,  the designers have reduced the loss of lift/drag 

ratio that is involved in longitudinal trimming of- the airplane. 

Another method of maintaining constant longitudinal static 

stability w?th respect to normet acceleration at subsonic and 
supersonic  speeds  is  tc  stabilize  the  position of the  airplane's 

longitudinal aerodynamic  center against;  Mach-number changes. 

In principle,   this   can be  done  in any  of several ways: 

- changing the aerodynamic  configuration  of the airplane  in 

flight; 

- changing the  horizontal-tailplane  area   in   flight.     This   is 

not  accompanied by a  change  in  configuration, 

-by   selecting a   fixed wing-arid- fuselage   shape 5   i.e.,   a con- 

figuration of  the  airplane,   th-^t  ens'ires   a  more  advantageous  shift 

of the aerodynamic  center as  a  function  of  f.. 

Let   us  briefly  discuss   the  pronjern of  .n,-ii.i Vi zim./  the  posi- 

tion  of the   airplane's   aerodynamic   osno,r  arii^r,  M by   changing 

the  aerodynamic  layout  of the  airplane;   in  f;.is_.ht. 

By mounting a  Horizontal   foreplano   0:1   a  normally   configur- 

ated or "tailless"   airplane,   retracting  if.   into   the   fuselage   in 
' uosonic  flight  and extending i r, with  trie   transition  to supersonic 

speeds  as  the  coordinate  of the airp Louie's   aerodynamic  center- 

without  the   foreplane   increases,   the  posit,on  of  the  aerodynamic 

center  of  the  entire   •/••■;: Icie   car.  t; 

We   see   that   the   conven 

combination  type,   while   the 

ivor pract i cally   constant. 

tionally   eonfiguraten  airplane  becomes 
'tailless"   a'rp'n.o  becomes   a "canard," 
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Figure 8.26. Variation of position 
of airplane's aerodynamic center as 
a function of M. 

On "canard" aircraft, stabilization .of the position of the 

longitudinal aerodynamic center against Mach number requires that 

the horizontal noseplane be designed to feather in flight at sub- 

sonic speeds ("free-floating foreplane"^ and be locked in position 

by a special device at a certain supersonic speed.  At subsonic 

speeds, the "free-floating foreplane" will have no influence on 

aerodynamic-center coordinate, because, even though the airplane 

is a "canard" in external configuration, It is essentially a "tail- 

less" airplane by the manner in which the aerodynamic forces are 

generated.  When the foreplane has freen  locked, it becomes a true 

"canard," since the foreplane influences the position of the ve- 

hicle's longitudinal aerodynamic center.  In this case, the tail- 

ward shift of the aerodynamic center of the airplane without hori- 

zontal stabilizer due to an Increase in M must be offset by a for- 

ward shift of the aerodynamic center obtained by actuating the 

foreplane. 

In Pig. 8,26. the solid line abef indicates the variation with 

M of the position of the longitudinal aerodynamic center of the 

airplane with the foreplane "free-floating" at subsonic speeds and 

looked at supersonic speeds.  We see that the foreplane is locked 

at M = M7.  Curve a!«c Indicates the Mach-nunber variation ,yf the 

aerodynamic-center position with the "free-floating foreplane" at 

subsonic am. supersonic speeds.  Curve def shows the variation of 

airplane'f. aerodyr:-: nio-center coordinate vrbpn its 'nor' ■.'. -mtal fore- 
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plane is locked in position. In other words, curves ABC and DEP 

Indicate the Mach-nuraber variation of the longitudinal aerodynamic 

center position for aircraft of two configurations: "tailless" and 

"canard," respectively. The shaded area in Fig. 8.26 indicates 

the variation of the airplane's normal-acceleration stability with 

Mach number when it has a forward stabilizer feathered at M < H, 

and locked at M > M,. We see that the (SL - x  ) of such an air- 

plane varies little on the transition from subsonic to supersonic 

flight and back, and can therefore be adjusted to ensure the neces- 

sary controllability characteristics. 

We note that a "free-floating stabilizer" can, in principle, 

also be used with a servotab at subsonic speeds to set up a longi- 

tudinal controlling (trimming) moment. This may be found helpful 

for improvement of the takeoff and landing characterists of "can- 

ard" aircraft. 

To reduce the influence of downwash from the foreplane en the 

wings it is advisable to mount the foreplane above the plane of 

the wing chord on the fuselage. 

Main horizontal 
tailplane 

Auxiliary tail 
at M < i.o 

Auxiliary tail at M >  1.0 

if-H- 

0..1 1.0 1.3 ?.." M 

Figure 8.27. Diagram of tail- 
plane whose area is varied in 
flight  as  a  function  of M. 

Figure  8.28.   Mach-numcer curves 
of normal-acceleration stabil- 
ity of aircraft with  fixed  (1) 
and in-flight-variable   (2) 
tailplanes. 

The  position  of the  airplane's  longitudinal  aerodynamic   cen- 

ter can also be stabilized against  Mach number in the  case  of a 

.--invention-.!  configuration,  by counting a horizontal  stabiliser 
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whose area can be varied in flight. It Is known that use of the 

conventional horizontal tallplane causes a tailward shift of the 

airplane's aerodynamic center. At a given M, the extu.»t of this 

displacement depends on Ah t » Sh Lh t/Sb .  By varying Ä^ t in 

flight, e.g., by adjusting Sh ,, the position of the aerodynamic 

center can be regulated and, consequently, so can (x« - x ). r        eg 
High normal-acceleration stability at supersonic speeds means, 

among other things, that the airplane has a large A. .. 

If two horizontal tailplanes (main and auxiliary) are mounted 

on the airplane in a biplane scheme, and in such a way that at 

M > 1 the planes of one auxiliary horizontal tail can be rotated 

with respect to the longitudinal axis, the total horizontal-tail 

area will be reduced" and the total vertical-tail area increased. 

Figure 8.2? is a schematic representation of such an in-flight- 

variable tailplane.  ' When the airplane decelerates from super- 

sonic co subsonic speeds, the auxiliary tailplane must be returned 

from the vertical to the horizontal position in accordance with 

the change in M.  To obtain smooth variation of the airplane's 

aerodynamic-center coordinate with change? in M, it is necessary 

to couple the servomotor that controls the position of the auxil- 

iary tailplane with a Mach-number sensor.  It is then possible to 

provide a variation of the normal-acceleration stability approxi- 

mately as shown by the dash-dor line In Pig. 8.28. 

The next way to reduce the aft displacement of the aerody- 

namic center as M rises from 0.9  to 1,'i  and promote forward dis- 

placement of this center during flight at M > 2.0 is to use the 

optimum fixed-in-flight configuration of the airplane.  It is as- 

sumed that one such configuration might be a "tailless" airplane 

with a double-delta wing.  On such a wing (which consists of two 

triangles), the sweep of the root section may range up to 70o-75°, 

wh:'le*the tip section may be swept back at around 60°.  The fuse- 

lages are designed to give increased lift.  To reduce the lift 

Footnote 'ipno^p'i c on page 188. 
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Range of operational ci 

Figure 8.29« Diagram of super- 
sonic airplane with double- 
delta wing. 1) Elevons along 
entire span; 2) outboard and 
midwing eleven sections. 

Figure 8.30. Variation of lon- 
gitudinal-moment coefficient 
m as a function of c of 

<£ y 
double-delta-wing airplane 
model. 

from the wing tip sections, an aerodynamic twist is imparted to 

the wing. This increases the load on the root sections and the 

fuselage, which are more strongly swept and have lower lifting 

properties (c°J).  This results in a more favorable displacement 

of the aerodynamic center in the range M = 0.9-1.1*. 

This wing form is used en the Swedish Draken supersonic 

fighter and on the supersonic transport under development in the 

USA, a diagram of which appears in Fig. 8.29. 

By selecting the proper relation between the area:, of the 

fore and aft deltas and giving an aerodynamic twist to the doubje- 

delta wing, it is possible to obtain not only a small displacement 

of the airplane's aerodynamic center in the range M = 0.9 -1 •J', but 

also good longitudinal normal-acceleration stability at large 

angles of attack.  This i;s fully consistent with what was said in 

§8.2a,  This statement l • also supported by the data given in Fig. 

8.30 for a model of a double-delta airplane,  we see that this air- 

plane suffers no appreciable decrease of normal-acceleration sta- 

bility at large c .  In other words, the so-called "r.poon" does 
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not appear at large c . This Is an advantage of the double-delta 

wing over the conventional swept wing. We see that elevon ef- 

fectiveness Is retained up to large angles of attack (large c ). 

-It is appropriate to ra>ntion that elevons, which act as eleva- 

tors, can be used to .u;t up a controlling moment during takeoff 

such that the angular acceleration in pitch is approximately 13- 
2 

m  deg/s . Statistical data indicate that the pitch angular ae- 
2 

celeration at takeoff may reach 10-12 deg/s for a subsonic jet 

airliner of conventional configuration. 

c) Measures Taken to Ensure the Required Effectiveness of Longi- 
tudinal Control and the Required Stick Forces 

It wan indicated in the preceding section that an elevator 

loses its effectiveness as a longitudinal-control surface when a 

transonic airplane flies at M > M .  This statement also applies r- cr 

to the supersonic airplane. 

Elevator effectiveness also remains low on an increase in 

M above 1» since the aerodynamic load changes only on the deflect- 

ed control surface, i.e., the effect of the elevator does not ex- 

tend to the stabilizer in this case. For this reason, an all-mov- 

ing stabilizer is used for longitudinal control of almost all 

supersonic airplanes of conventional layout (except for the "tail- 

less" configuration). Use of the all-moving stabiliser improves 

the maneuverability of fighters appreciably at supersonic flight 

speeds.  It also reduces the pitchup moment of the aircraft (and 

the surge of the normal acceleration n ) as it decelerates from 

supersonic to subsonic speed with the stick forward (the pitchup 

moment arises as a result of the forward shift of the aerodynamic 

center). This is explained by the fact that the effectiveness of 

the all-moving stabilizer does not vary as much with M as does 

that of the elevator. 

Use of an all-moving stabiliser in longitudinal control re- 

quires the designer to place its pivot axis properly.  This is 

complicated by the fact that the flow around the stabilizer is 

restructured wh/>n t-"r.e Mach number moves from M < 1 to M > 1.  At 
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M > 1, the aerodynamic load is more 

uniformly distributed chordwise over 

the stabilizer.- As a result, the 

point of application of the lift In- 

crement AY. .' of the stabilizer 

(J*ig. 8.31, point 2) lies at about 

50%  aerodynamic chord. In subsonic 

flight, on the other hand, the sta- 

bilizer lift increment AY. t is 

placed at about 25$ chord (Pig. 8.31, 

point I). To reduce the hinge mo- 

ment at supereonic speeds, it would 

be desirable to place the stabilizer axle at 0„ rather than 0,. 

Then, however, the stabilizer would be overcompensated in flight 

at subsonic speeds. Such a stabilizer cannot be controlled manu- 

ally or by means of a reversible hydraulic booster.  In such cases, 

therefore, it is necessary to provide supersonic aircraft with 

irreversible hydraulic boosters capable of taking up all of the 

aerodynamic lead acting on the stabilizer, i.e., the stabilizer 

is controlled not directly by the pilot, but through an irrevers- 

ible booster. 

Figure 8.31. Illustrating 
overcompensation of sta- 
bilizer in subsonic 
flight when the pivot 
axis passes through point 

When the pilot deflects the stick in this case, has to 

overcome only the friction in the control line from the stick to 

the booster, and holding the.stick in a given position requires 

no effort of him.  This is not acceptable, since the pilot cannot 

fly the airplane without "feel" at the controls.  The designer - 

is therefore obliged to insert special loading systems corrected 

■for stick travel, speed (Mach number), and flight altitude into 

the longitudinal-control system.  In other wordr, the use of 

irreversible boosters requires installation of power assists and 

automatic devices that regulate control-lever force in accordance 

with the airplane's flight situation and the physiological capa- 

bilities of the pilot. 
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i Daaplng o     ional and Translational Longl- 

Supersonic airplanes are designed to fly in a broad range of 

tltudes and speeds (Mach numbers). Their static-ceilings may 

mge above 20 km. This means that flight at altitudes of 18-20 kra 

at supersonic speeds Is nothing oat of the ordinary for supersonic 

airplanes.  ■-■-■'"*- """"_. - -—• ■ ■■   ';. '      ■■■■'-■■■ ■■■-■'". 

^n increase In flight alti- 

tude is accompanied by a sharp 

decrease In the density Of the 

air, which results in a decrease 

in the damping moments of the 

airplane in general and the pitch 

damping momentin particular,^  

It is known that a decrease 

in the damping moments of an air- 

plane weakens the damping of its 

angular motions and increases the 

peak values of the airplane's 

angular coordinates (for example, 

its attack and pitch angles) and 

the periou of the oscillations. 

The settling time at new airplane-motion parameters after deflection 

of the stabilizer by a constant amount is then found to be rather 

long. This can be seen from the calculated data shown in Pig. 

8.32 for a hypothetical airplane flying (before-the stabilizer 

deflection) at supersonic speed and an altitude of 20 km. We see 

that the stability and controllability characteristics with re- 

spect to the angles of attack a and pitch 0 are poor. The trans- 

ients of the angles a and 0 can be improved by artificially in- 

creasing the airplane's damping moment. This is usually dene-.by '.;._ 

Installing damping devices (dampers) which, for example, by de- 

flecting the stabilizer in proportion to the pitch angle rate 

d*/dt '» <*)„, -ivti ' ivially increase the damping moment ,.n pitch and 

thereby improve J:hc  angular (rotational) motion of :."K- airplane. 

Figure Ö.32. Variation of-- 
longitudinal-motion param- 
eters of airplane after an 
instantaneous deflection of - 
the stabilizer by a constant 
amount A$ st = -1< 
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(e translational motion'of the airplane (variation of speed V 

and altitude H) is not improved» since there is practically no 

change In its damping« 

Calculations indicate thatcruising supersonic flight of 

a SPJE Airplane at high altitudes will uften involve level-flight 

modes in which the longitudinal stability and controllability of 

the airplane with respect to speed an« altitude are much poorer 

than they are in flight at low and medium altitudes» This Is 

basically because high-altitude flight is accompanied by a sub- 

stantial decrease in the d-mping of the airplane's translational 

motion (speed damping), which is characterized by the quantity 

(8.5) 

where QV     is the partial derivative with respect to speed of 
"»aaconst - -   *"* Y 

the frontal drag calculated for a constant angle of attack a, Pp 

is the partial derivative of the available thrust with respect to 

speed, and m * G/g is the mass of the airplane. 

It is impossible to eliminate the. shortcoming by reconfigu- 

ring the airplane. 

A radical solution to the problem consists in providing the 

airplane with an engine-type flight-speed control (thrust control) 

whose operation is coordinated with that of the automatic pilot. 

To this end, the autopilot must stabilize pilch angle. This thrust 

control Jiust regulate flight speed by varying powerplant thrust 

output. To accomplish this, the engines must have a thrust re- 

serve amounting to about 25-30* of the maximum thrust In the 

given flight situation. 

It is appropriate to note that if the powerplant thrust vec- 

tor passes through or above the airplane's center of macs,  the 

thrust control can.-solve this problem by itself.  If, however, th* . 

placement of the engines on the airpltne causes the thrust vector 

to pass below the center of mass, use of the engine thrust control 

alone causes oscillations of the alrplar.e to build up; hsre, at 
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the beginning of the transient response, the speed and altitude 
08cill»tt'öft8 decrease, but then increase with ^increasing time.« 
This phshomenon is unacceptable.   ln-''thi8^9ft|leL.V'~:^>e^§M)#-^0^8V- 
control (flight-speed control) must work in harmony with an auto- 
matte pilot that stabilises pitch angle,    fh^e a^as^is are suf- 
ficient to ensure good flight-situation stability and normal con- 
trollability of the airplane with good speed and altitude control 
response..- :>.^ 

•) Ensuring the Necessary Directional; StabiMty nr Unj.-^h 
ins, in Flight at M > 1.5 

It is known that acceleration of an airplane fro© subsonic 
speeds to M > 1.5 results in ehahges for the worse in such im- 
portant lateral stability characteristics as the directional 

Figure 3.33« Wach-number curves of 
directional stability ra& of ^hypo- 
thetical airplane with conventional 
tail (solid curve) and with in-flight- 
variable tail (dashed curve)  (aee 
Pig.  8.27). 

,3 stability m*  and the related yaw damping of the airplane. This 

can be seen from f-e data presented in Pig. 8«33 * This figure 
indicates, for example, a typica1 $ach-number variation of the 

directional stability of an airplane without an auxiliary nori- 
Bontal tail at two angles of attack a. We see that increasing 

the angle of attack at supersonic speeds (M > 1.5) causes a sub- 
stantial decrease ir nr. This is because an increase in the angle 

of attack a at this M causes an increase in the croaawash angles 
in the area of the fin atop the fuselage. An increase in the 

crosawash angles at the top fin means a decrease in its true -.lip 
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angles, the lateral force of the vertical tall, and the yawing 

moment generated by this "ores. 

A fin or fence mounted under the fuselage lr in a superior 

.position (as regards crossswash at positive attach angles) than • 

a fin mounted atop the fuselage. 
8 

A decrease in the directional stability nr and the damping 

rav
y with Increasing M (atM > 1.5) implies, among other things, 

that at these Mach numbers the airplane does not ,have a large 

enough static movement of the vertical tall area 13 . * 
■ •■■•-- V.I/ 

S„ 4.L,, ¥/§l and that this tall is not suJ"fiijl&ntly effective. 
Aerodynamic-design measures taken to Improve the directional 

ft v 
stability nr and yaw damping m * are as follows: 

- increasing the area of the vertical tail with little change 

in its aspect ratioj 

- increasing the area and aspect ratio of the vertical tail; 

- increasing the effectiveness of the vertical tail by locat- 

ing it at the optimum position with respect to the horizontal 

tail. 

CZ.^- 
'Tallskid 

Fence 
Ground line with full weight on 
undercarriage wheels at landing 

a) 

-Ventral fin 
retractable into fuse- 

~* 1 age 

b) 

Figure.8.34. Diagram showing mounting of 
ventral fences (a) and fins that retract 
when landing gear is lowered (b). 

The first measure - Increasing the art a oi"  the vertical tail 

with practically no change in Its aspect ratio - Involves parallel 
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mounting öf two and sometimes even three fins, or a fairing fin 

on the segment of fus*. ige between the cabin and the main fin. 

These measures increaae n£ and yaw damping for the most part by 

increasing the area of the vertical tail while leaving its ef- 

fectiveness unchanged. The results are an increase in the lateral 

stability H£, since the planes of the vertical tall are situated 

to one aide of the airplane*a longitudinal axis, (i.e., asymmetri- 

cally). The increase in lateral stability must be regarded as 

undesirable. 

The second measure is to increase thearea and aspect ratio 

of the vertical tail. This is conveniently done by installing 

ventral fences, auxiliary ventral fins that are dropped at landing 

Or retracted into the fuselage when the landing gear is lowered 

(Pig. 8.3*0» or an auxiliary-horizontal tail that becomes an aux- 

iliary i_ at M > 1.5 (sec Fig. 8.27) or by using wingtip sections 

that rotate downward at supersonic speeds to function as ventral 

fins. This last design solution was used on the North American 

B-70 Valkyrie bomber. Figure 8.33 give3 an idea of how the direc- 

tional stability of an air>iane with in-flight-variable tail var- 

ies with Mach number. 

Such aerodynamic-design measures increase the moment-area 

ratio B„ . of the vertical tail and increase its effectiveness 
v. t 

appreciably, since the auxiliary vertical-tall surfaces below 
the fuselage utilize the fuselage also and tnus increase the effec- 

tive aspect ratio of the vertical tail considerably. The latter 

results in a substantial increase in its lifting properties and, a 
consequently, an increase in the directional stability ttr  and yaw 

5 ' 
damping m s'. We note that the measures enumerated above also 

lower the lateral stability tir. This is also a desirable effect. 

Naturally,, such designs produce a substantial increase in 

the weight of the airplane, but this is dictated by the need to 

improve its most important lateral stability and controllability 

characteristics. 
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The third aerodynamic-design measure consists essentially 

in placing the vertical and Horizontal tails relative to one an- 

other in auch a way as to optimize the effectiveness of the ver- 

tical tail. Research has shown that for this pirpose, the hori- 

zontal tail must be placed^oh the fuselage as far as possible be- 

low the airplane's- longitudinal axis, with 1/4 b    aft of 

1/k ba      , i.e., to make the arm L. , longer than L,„ ,.. av.t n.t v.t 

It is alsc possible to place the horizontal tail atop the 

fin. 

The Increase in vertical-tail effectiveness when th^ hori- 

zontal tail is placed in the above positions is due to the plate 

effect. 

We note that in addition to the desirable increase in verti- 

cal-tail effectiveness obtained by mounting the stabilizer high 

(on the fin), there is also an undesirable increase in the air- 

plane's lateral stability m* and a decrease in its effectiveness 

at large attack angles owing to movement into a region of strongly 

stagnated flow. When the horizontal tail is mounted lower on the 

fuselage, the increase in vertical-tail effectiveness is aocom- 

panled by a decrease in nr. For thesu reasons, and also in view 

of the structural difficulties of ensuring rigidity of the tail 

when the horizontal tailplane is placed atop tha fin, it is more 

advantageous to use the lower horizontal-tail position. 

When the lower stabilizer position Iß uaed, the effective- 

ness of the vertical tail can then be increased even further by 

using a large stabilizer negative dihedral. This is because the 

stabilizer produces a plate effect in this: case and increases the 

area and aspect ratio of the vertical tail. Stabilizers of this 

type are used on the modern French supersonic aircraft Trident II 

and Nord 1500 Griffon ani  the American Phantom II. 

The above methods of Increasing directional stability and 

yaw damping do not always ensure the necessary value of these 

characteristics, especially in high-altitude flight. Acceptable 
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chai icteristies can be obtained in all of the air- 

: sit  " .  only by rational selection of the air- 

,.   a v '■: '.  ic confi - - ,tion and by the use of semiautomatic 

_ .*. .,„ •   amps!.-type devices. Here it must be remembered 

that      ,.    eö inherent in automation are also limited. 

f) 22x31 <ttl -  - -    -    onal and Lateral Control of the. Air-, 

. 
It was pc   l out above that control-surface effectiveness 

decreases in flight at supersonic speeds. This applies not only 

to the elevator» but also to elevons, ailerons, and rudders. The 

effectiveness of the control surfaces decreases steadily as M in- 

creases above 1.5. 

Aileron effectiveness depends not only on the forces set up 

on the», but also on wingspan. For wing-wing aircraft, the tran- 

sition to high supersonic flight speeds is accompanied by backward 

rotation of the wing. This results in a substantial reduction of 

the wingspan and the rolling moment from the ailerons. 

To increase directional-control effectiveness at M > 2.0, 

it is advisable to us« all-moving vertical fins with conventional 

profiles. In flight at ¥ > 1, all-moving fins with wedge pro- 

files are quite effective and are used, for example, in the ver- 

tical-tail design of the experimental hypersonic North American 

X-15 aircraft. 

Elevons with blunt trailing edg©3 can be used (for "tailless" 

type aircraft) to increase lateral-control effectiveness at high 

speeds. This measure to improve lateral and longitudinal control- 

lability is used in the Convair P-106, üAAB-35 Draken, and other 

interceptor-type aircraft. 

The lateral-control effectiveness of an airplane of conven- 

tional configuration can also be increased by the use of stipillz- 

•r halves (elevons) capable cf differential deflection. This has 

been done on the P-lll, the North American X-15, the British TSR-2, 

and other aircraft. 
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We note that the differential stabilizer may be inadequate 

as the sole lateral-control component on the airplane at low 

speeds, and especially at landing. In nuch casee, it is neces- 

sary to use combinations of lateral controls on the airplane as 

follows; 

- ailerons together with the differential stabilizer; 

- spoilers together with the differential stabilizer. 

mmmOkaäSiit 



FOOTNOTES 

Page 
No. 

155 

160 

171 

176 

(1) We refer here to wings with sweep angles no larger 
than **50 and profile thickness ratios of the order 
of 8-14$. 

' The spoilers on the Convair 880 can be opened to 
their full deflection of 60° in about 2 seconds. 
The time to retract spoilers is usually shorter 
than the time to deploy them. 

(^Formula (8.3) is valid f*>r a flat, untwisted wing; 
3e? A.A. Badyagin, "The maximum lift/drag ratio 
of an airplane with consideration of trim," Avia- 
tslonnaya tekhnika," No. 1, 1963, "Vysshaya shkola, 

^This tailplane design is used on the American 
Change-Vought or F8U-3 Crusader. 
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Chapter 9 

SELECTION OP GEOMETRY OF TAILPLANES AND WING DIHEDRAL 

§9.1. SELECTION OP GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS OF THE AIRPLANE'S 
HORIZONTAL TAILPLANE ■ 

Generally, the horizontal tailplane of an airplane consists 

of a stabilizer and an elevator, "Tailless" aircraft are an 

exception.  In this type of airplane, the wing performs its own 

functions and those of the stabilizer, while the elevens take over 

the elevator function. 

The, basic requirement made of a horizontal tail is that It 

provide the necessary stability and controllability character- 

istics in all operational flight situations. However, it :1s not 

necessary in the preliminary-design stage to calculate these 

characteristics for all flight regimes.  It is sufficient to esti- 

mate the longitudinal stability and controllability characteris- 

tics in the design flight modes. 

The design regimes chosen are as follows: 

- takeoff; 
- landing with gear down at maximum flap deflection; 

. ..- flight In the regime most characteristic  for the [articular 

airplane; 
- flight at  the 3peed limit or Mach-nurruier Jimit. 
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Ifoe parameters of the horizontal tail must be such as to 
ensure the required trim margin (xp * x    ) and adequate control- 
lability in these regimes«    We note that the ground effect must 
be taken into account in plotting trim diagrams for takeoff (at 
the instant of liftoff) and for landing with gear and flaps down. 

On the basis of the requirements made of the horizontal tail, 
the following parameters of this surface must be selected during 
preliminary design: 

- planform and placement on the airplane} 

- the relative values of the area 3ht * Sht/S and the mo- 

ment-area ratio A h.t Sv. *.*£u *. of the horizontal tail.    A.   ¥ h«t    h. t n. t 
must be such   as to provide the airplane with the necessary nor- 
mal-acceleration stability at low speeds in maximum tailheavy 

trim} 

- the relative elevator area § Je • ^le^h t" the *y?e oi 

elevator compensation» and the maximum elevator deflection angler.. 

The dimensions of the elevator (all-moving stabilizer, ele- 
vons) are considered adequate if they leave an elevator-deflection 
margin of at least 101 of the maximum daflection angle for a nose- 
wheeled airplane trimmed at its land!...„ angle of attack with gear 
and flaps down,    For aircraft with tail skids, this margin munfc be 
Increased to approximately 15—20%.    We note that triir. is checked 
with the airplane in its maximum operational nose-heavy «täte. 

If the airplane has a moving stabilizer and an elevator (ele- 
vons), it is expedient to use the stabilizer to trim the airplane 
and the elevator for finer pitch-angle corrections.    The dimen- 
sions of the stabilizer are then selected for the landing trim of 
the airplane, and those of the elevator (elevons) on the basis of 
the pitch controllability needed in level flight. 

In selecting the planform of the horizontal tail, we h gin 
from the requirement that it is desirable to have a large £h<t " 
m Lu «./*>«, at any given horizuntal-tailplane area.    One way of 

n • v    a accomplishing this is to sweep the tailplar.e back.    The tailplane 
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swaep should be about the same as the wing sweep. For transonic 

aircraft, the sweep angle of the tall is usually adjusted so that 

the Mffp of the tail will be slightly higher than the Mcr of the 

wing, i.e., so that the phenomena associated with the compressi- 

bility of air will appear en the tail after they have appeared on 

the wing. This ensures retention of good controllability of the 

airplane even when its flight speed has reached the value corre- 

sponding to the wing M . If the tail profile thickness ratio 

exceeds 10?, it is recommended that the sweep of the tail be made 

greater than that of the wing by 3°-5°. These considerations 

apply equally to the vertical tailplane-. 

Table 9.1 

Approximate Over-All Parameters of Horisontal Tailplanes 
o f Transonic Aircraft i 

"^xType of 
„    .. ^\. aircraft Parameters^? «-«**■ 

Light turbo- 
jets 

Heavy turbo- 
jets 

f 

Heavy prop-      3 
.jets           i 

Ah.t * \.tLh.t 0.30-0.1(5 0.52-0.76 0.8-1.1        ; 

5h.t * Sh.t/S 
0,12-0.20 c.15-0.25 0.2-0.28        S 

8 , ;* S . /S, ele   ele h.t 
0.25-0.30 0.20-0.30 0.2-0.4 

The taper bi the tailplane can be arrived at on the basis of 

statistical data for existing aircraft of the same type. Usually, 

horisontal tails are tapered in the range n. t =1.5-3.0. 

The position of the horizontal tail was discussed in §8.2a, 

from which It follows, for example, that the horizontal tail of 

a conventionally configurated airplane is placed to ;ivantage, 

other condition;'; the same, on the fuselage below its longitudinal 

axis with the largest possible h^ %.     Aircraft with engines 

mounted on th» fuselage behind tha wing are an exception. 

In first approxlna* Ion, ohe moment-area ratio Aht '■■ ^4t^hit 

of the horizontal tall, as well as §n.t and the relative eleva- 

tor area 3 , « S , /S. *., can be taken from statistical data on 
ele   ele n.t 

e/lsting similar aircraft. 
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An«lysis of the horizontal-tailplane geometries of modern 

aircraft lndieates that they lie for the most part in 

the ranges indicated in Table 9.1. For transonic aircraft, the 

horlsontal-tailplane area Sht includes the center sect ion In the 

fuselage. 

Ködern .supersonic aircraft of normal configuration have the 

following horizontal-tail parameters: 

where S 
h.t, wash 

0,l-4-0.L>s 

is the area of the horizontal tail washed by the 

airstreara. Very often, it is equal to the area of the moving 

stabiliser; L. .    is the distance from 1/4 b/a of the washed 
^'Srash 

part of the horizontal tail to the airplane's center of gravity. 

Calculations indicate that for. "canard•'-type-supersonic 

transports, the relative area of the horizontal foreplane washed 

by the flow, Sh f , depends on the function of the foreplane. If 

the horlsontal foreplane is designed basically to trim the airplane 

(i.e., in the oase in which jontrol of the airplane in pitch is 

the Job of the stabiliser and elevens), then 5h>f\ • 0.02*0.Ok 

and the slevon area 5ey * 2Sey/S « 0.06-0.12. 

If, on the other hand, the horizonta1 foreplane is to avrve 

as a destabillser,i.e., to lower normal-acceleration stability 

(x9 :--50-> ** supersonic flight speeds, its relative area Sh>f^  « 

/S washed by the flow depends on the required decrease in 
h.f.p 

normal-aoceleratlon stability at M > 1.5. It can be assumed for 

approximate calculations that one percent of washed horizontal- 

foreplan« area displaces the longitudinal center forward by 1.7- 

2.Of of wing near aerodynamic chord when the foreplane has .n arm 

**ti0 Vf.p of x"1.'3i 
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on of the planform, profile, and tentative georj. 
..   \ ntal tail and ita deflection angles,  it is neees« 

.   ine-the position of the airplane's longitudinal 
Mvot    . iio center and the maximum tailheavy JL-- and the maximum 
;' =•./" ■•: -.**■ cst > 
noseheavy x(„..    operatlonaJ  trims for the selected tailplane param- 

■ *ffn 
etera..    If it is then found that the range of variation of the air- 
plane's operational trims (3       - 5;_ ) doe» not conform to re- og.fe cgn 

qttireraenta, this maa.js that tho parameters of the tail plane must 

be ©hanged.: 

§9.2.   APPROXIMATE CALCULATION OP LONGITUDINAL AERODYNAMIC CENTER 
POSITION  AND EXTREME TRIMS OP AIRPLANE 

As we »enow,  the point about which the pitching moment is in- 
dependent of attack angle io known as the longitudinal aerodynamic 
center of a ucdy,    The most widely used definition is different: 
the longitudinal  aerodynamic  center is the point of application 
of the Increment  fco the body's  total aerodynamic   force that re- 

aultu  from a change in attack angle. 

Aerodynamic  center 
of airplane 

«V» 
I Aerodynamic j      Aerodynamic center of fuselage 

^■O*^^  center,  • F 

V \. ***«<.pf wing. 

iA e rodynami c _i£ 
center of h.t 

■Zz=X^t.^p- 
■fed: 3s 

—,  - mim ■ ■*■ 

_£i._*i 

Flgur=? 9-1. Diagram for determining aero- 
dynamic center of a turbojet-engined air- 
plane. 

In steady  flight,   the position of,an airplane's  longitudi- 
nal  aerodynamic  cent;  r  '*::, - V''1^  depends on the aerodynamic- 
center positions  and  lifta  of itn  indiviaual parts:  wing,   fuse- 
lage,  engine pods,  horizontal   tail.     Tho  position of an'airplane's 
longitudinal aerodynamic  center is also strongly   influenced by 
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interference of the wing with the fuselage, engine pods, and hori- 
zontal tall.   The engines and flap, tab, and airbrake defleetIons 
»ay also influence the position of the airplane's longitudinal 
aerodynamic senior. 

_    Recommendations will.,be triven below for approximate determin- 
ation of the airplane's aerodynamic center position and those of 
Its component parts on the assumption that landing flaps, tabs, 
and airbrakes are retracted. 

If the positions of the.longitudinal aerodynamic centers are 
known separately for each design component of the airplane, the 
aerodynamic-center coordinate of the airplane as a whole with re- 
spect, for example, to point 0 (Pig.  9.1) can be determined from 
the relation 

* (9.1) 

where AY •« Z^ is the total lift increment for the airplane due to 

the increment in anple of attack, x„ is the coordinate of the 

airplane's longitudinal aerodynamic center relative to point 0. 

Positive values of x_ are reckoned in the direction of flight 
F0 

speed (see Pig. 9.1); AY, is the lift increment of the 1-th de- 

sign component of the airplane due to the attack-angle increment, 

and Xp is the coordinate of the point of application of the lift- 

increment of the i-th design component, i.e., tue  coordinate of 

the center reckoned from the point 0 of the particular des'gn 

component of the airplane. 

As applied to a siigle-turbojet airplane (see Fig. 9.1), ex- 

pression (9.1) is written 

whence we obtain after transformations 

,/»,=■•- 
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m 
\-"- fWÄ- 

where 

JaL'sJi (9.3) 

Q Is the ram pressure, P     is the apecifie thrust, 3 is the wing 
area including the part in the fuselage, c"   is the derivative of 

the fuselage lift coefficient referred to the inldships-section 
area» ?- i« the «t|dahipe»seetion area of the fuselage, <cy    )•» 

^is the derivativ« of the wing lift coefficient with respeot to 
angle of attack with consideration of its interference with the 
fuselage and engine pods, (ej     )« is the derivative of the 

. *h.t '.- 
horizontal-tailplane lift coefficient with respect to attach .»ngle, 
referred to tailplane area with consideration of fuselage inter- 

3,; ,,/S is the relative area of the horizontal tail 
h.t ference,' S^ 

Including the part in the fuselage, AnJ. •» (Sht/S)(L^tA>a) is 

the moment-area ratio of the horizontal tail with the part in the 

fuselage about the selected point 0 (see Pig. 9.1)» Khtt 
is the 

flow-stagnation coefficient at the horizontal tail, e is the down- 

wash at the horizontal tail in the airplane's piano of symmetry, 

and ä « a/b&, 5 ■ b/b , and c - c/ba are, respectively, the arm 

aY„, and AP, ratios of the forces AYwg, oif, -..- —Bp- 

It is evident from (9-2) that in order to determine the coor- 

dinate of the new airplane's longitudinal aerodynamic center, it is 

necessary to know, in addition to its geometrical parameters, the 

position of the center on each design element, the value of c* for 

this element, and, for a horizontal tail placed aft of the wing, 

the downwash gradient de/da (or de/dcy) and the stagnation coef- 

ficient K t in the region of the horizontal tail. Below we pre- 

sent material that can be used as a basis for approximate deter- 

mination of the longitudinal-center po?ition and the lifting prop- 

erties of the airplane*s basic design components. 
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a) Determination of Longitudinal Aerodynamic Center Positions and 
:'l Llfclng Properties of FuselageT'ahd Engine riacellea 

As a rule, the fuselages and engine nacelles of modem air- 

craft and their weapons pods and underwing tanks are given shapes 

closely approaching those of axisymraetrlc solids of revolution. 

In approximate calculations, it is therefore quite acceptable to 

assume that the aerodynamic characteristics of the fuselages and 

engine reelles are identical to those of axlsymmetrie. solida of > 

revolution. --v"~"^~-^-:= 

1,3     2,0     i,0     *,0    5,0 , 

Figure 9.2 Mach-numbör vari- 
ation oC  ths derivative'(O  „ y  ot~0 
of  solids of revolution with 
conic:-.],  nose  sections. 

Figure 9.3.  Slenderne8ä*ratio 
curves of^aerodynamie^eenter 
position XJJ » Xp/d of solids 

of revolution with conical 
nose sections, 

A wide variety of solid-of-rcvolution shapes are used in avia- 

tion.     A simple body  can bo divided  Into two parts:   a forward 

(nor.e)  section  "uni a stern  (tail)  section.     The boundary separ- 

ating the  tall  and nose sections of  a ooiid of revolution is 

the cross  sectiun  with  the.largest  diameter d, which is known as 

the midships-  (maximum-)section diameter.     In general, the tail 

section of the solid of revolution iray  have a curved generatrix 

(in  the  foitn of a parabola),  but  it  i;.;  usually made cylindrical 

or with cylindrical' and conical  segment«,  terminating ;.» a bise 

plane. 



The most common nose-section shapes? are sharp-pointed with 

conical and ogival generatrices. 

f,0 10  M 

Figure 9.4. Maeh-number variation 
of the derivative  (c*)rt„n'for 
axlaymmetrlc soli da of revolu- 
tion with ogival nose sections. 

Figure j.S- Slenderness-ratio 
variation of aerodynamic_cen- 
ter relative coordinate x_ ■ 
» x„/d of solids of revolution 

with ogival nose sections. 

The aerodynami - characteristics of sharp-nosed axisymmetric 

solids of revolution with cylindrical tali auctions are repre- 

sented graphically in Figs. 9.2 and 9.3- These figures give the 

aerodynamic characteristics c*  » f L(M; X) and xp 
;: xp/d ■ fg'M, ^ 

for solids of revolution with conical none sections. The slender- 

ness ratio of the cori.-a'i none section 1.; A -  I  /d - 2.85.  It 

Is assumed that the I'lenderness ratio of the body as a whole is 

changed by changing the slenderness ratio of the cylindrical sec- 

tion. 

a 
Figures 9,k  and 9.5 give the aernvdiiamlc characteristics 

Xp/d = fj,(M, \)   for axisymmetric solids cv * f-,(M, X) and :'.„ - AJ/U - iJ(i 

of revolution with ogival nose sections.  The generatrix radius 

of the ogival none section is R s 8. Ui. 

The experimental results presented in rigs. 9.4 and 9<5 per- 

tain to ax i symmetric, tolids of revolution whose slenderness is 

varied by varying'that »f the cylindrical section, while the 

slenderness of the ogival nose section remains constant at Xn « 

= ln/d  - 2.Ö5. 
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In Fig?.  9.2 and <)•**» Ehe derivative (c°|) is  referred to a 
3 ■■-.*- v      . 

midships-section area oV vd'/k ■ P-. 

11' "the  fuselage or engine nacelle of the vehicle being de- 
signed has a conical or ogival nose section with a slendernes.s 
*    -  3-5, while the tail section consists of 'cylindrical and 
conical segments and the taper angle of the conical segment is 
small,  r-'ie   aerodynamic characteristics of the fuselage or engine 
nacelle wt\l then be closely similar to the solid-of-revolution 

„aerodynamic characteristics given in Figs.  9.2-9.5. 

V    Ti:.?   -'ata ^iven in. the*.? figures  can also'be used as approxi- 
fettiNdi,   fvuHolidp of revolution with paraoolic nose-section 

-genei'v r.:"--:-; ,:■. 

b)  I>, tov-i i nTtt,-;-n_ of Longitudinal Aerodynamic  Center. Posit j on .and 
iJX:Üi"*2; Prop ■■'ft-'es .oi'r. Wl.njg^a 

'">'    !=■-)"! votive  ;:a      for isolated delta wings  can    be deter- 
'     hr. 

mined  /-err. the  diagram in Pip;.   9-6-     The position of the  longi- 

K?k 
4   U^\*~*f"  H-f—K-t-~y--T 

r-   f" T"' 

-1- -r 

?!L-U; t 

01'   '." 

iiVol: T, 

tr I! • ;: 

me a • 

foiL ■V< 

.  —|* ~-      j-.-* 
!pl« f       j 

: -;,!Ti,v.- •  ,/ >H at.ion 
.a 1 

1   ..    i     w 

'■r*t~ra 

ÜÜfeEEsSl 
0,«      5,4      f.?      /.«      £0      t£E 

Figure 0.7.   Plot  cf re<atl">; 
coordinate <>'"" ?-'<:. ror'ynaml ;  cor- 
t,,r  x,-,       --   :'-,/t      0*   ii'o!.ur.ed 

delta wings  airalr.pt  tan  e./"an  u: 
1) wi th-wedfe-s'iape-i •«elng 

i 1 1: 

,,d£»j; ■<?•)   wi if,  elli;    -loal   le' 
lag edge. 

••>.   r- ^11i'•   re.peat   to  ti:»    forward  eni  oi"  the 

.   it;  &<->    \   i.nirwn   'jrpr ixlmtelv   f".>n  the 

• n   l.-c 1 -A: '«   ,: ) ta -wtu«?  fit   v  5    ■ 
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x„  «0*37 -*•'- 0,0IK;, (M> 

»SXn.KP 

Expression 0.4) can be used to determine aerodynamio-oenter 

coordinates for delta wings with aspect ratios of 1.5 to 3-0. 

ho 

0,5 

 L—i   n I i   A M .1. i X.II..J 

Figure 9.8.  The derivative 
(c°J    )    r  

{>°r slrai3ht  (un- 
ywg x 

swept) wing as a function 
of aspect ratio  X   , at M < 
< 0,5 wy 

Figure 9.9.   Mach-number plot of 

the ratio .(c*    )i/(cy    *M<G.5" ywg ywg    - 

-o})*"-t),ot J w 0.1» t,x *.hpt(rx
F(ni 

Figure 9,10. Relative eoor-      Figure 9.11. Plot of the func- 
dlnate of aerodynamic center     tion F(n) against the taper 
x„  s x0A> of Isolated        n of a swept- wing. 
Fwg   b    a 

swept wing a-» a function of 
X  tan xF(n) at n '_  ü.r,. 

' he position of the Longitudinal otrosi;, riamlc center- of an 

Isolated delta wing can be determined tve M > I from the diagram 
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Here, curve 1 pertains to delta wings with wedge- 

-• teed .1    g edges, and cur/e, 2 to wings with elliptical lead- 

ing edges. 

For isolated swept wings, the derivative c   is determined 
•  ywg 

. . ximately from the expression 

(etJi+*^(%\-oV™s*> (9.5) 

Where (c ft    )>Q is the derivative characterizing the lifting prop- 
wg 

-■•ties of the: straight wing. It is determined for 

Fig. 9.8 (where a is in radians)-. 

< 0.5 from 

If '"'She derivative (c  ) of a swept wing is known for small 
ywg 

Mach numbers M < q.", its values for M > 1.0 are easily deter- 

mined from the data of Pig. 9.9« Ihls figure presents a plot of 

>« 

is the derivative for the isolated .wept wing at any M < 3.0 and 

he derivative for .tue  isolated swept wing at small 

the ratio (c° )M/(cJ 
V
M<0.5 

aSaim;t Mach number, where(cj ) 
wg    wg wg 

'y 
M <   0.5. 

(cywg'«io.5 

(tfhu!,a 

i.i   :,ä    Z>   1,6   M 

Figure 9.'12-   Variation nf 
the ratio   i V^j/(x^M<0.5 
with M  for swept wings' 
with sweep  angles  larger 
than 'i1.'' • 

The relative coordinate of the 

longitudinal ae/riynamlc  center  xF   . 

for an isolated swept wing can be de- 
termined Tor small  M  '_ 0.5  from 
Ki«;.   9.10,  where  \t  -.an X'F(ri)   is 

tne abscissa. Herr th-' •ad 

ing-euge  sweep ar.glo of the win^, 

P(n) 'is  determine I  from the  diagram 

in Fig.   9.11,  and n * lc/h^ '*'*'' tUx: 

wi:,*', tap"r vatic. 

The position of the   .wrr ■.vtv.mio 

center of a swept.wing relative  to   the  forward point  of u ;.-< mean 
aerodynamic  chore'  can be  deterrh., "d for M > .1.0  from T'i^.   °.l?  if 

its  po.il-HM   -.i"   :''i':'l   M <_ 0' 5  )*as  been  determined. 
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$     J,t   «*  4# W 

1,9 

0,1 

9,S 

*.* 

H2 

0 

H-i i/L i^g 
L..I, 1 nut    inn«, ,in i    5B3L— 

=P 

Figure 9-13.    Plot of c -o -ot 

wgl 
* (c      )*/c       as a function 

ywg    ywg 
of fuselage relative diameter 
3- - 6^/1. 

*imt ■■■■■*■■ 

Figure 9.11*. Plot of c ywg2 
■ (ca )*V(ca )■ against 

ywg    ywg 
relative diameter of engine 
nacelle d /£. en 

Interference of a wing of any 

planform with the fuselage lowers 

the lifting properties of -She wing 

(c  ) and shifts its longitudinal 
ywg 

aerodynamic center toward the trail- 

ing edge. The extent of this inter« 

ference depends chiefly on the 

ratio of the maximum fuselage dia- 

eter to the wxngppan, i.e., or 

V1- 
If fuel taiks or engine 

nacelles are mounted on tho wing 

tips» their influence on the wing 

reduces to an increase in the derivative c*  and a forward shift 

of the longitudinal aerodynamic center on delta and swept wings. 

This effect of wing tin r.acelles on the wing is manifested in 

the presence and in the absence of a fuselage. The quantitative 

characterlatics of these effects are presented in diagram form in 

Figs. 9.13-9.15. 

Figure 9.15. Influence of 
engine nacelles on posi- 
tion of wing aerodynamic 
center. 
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Pigure 9.13 shows c?  ■ (ej )*/cJ  as a function of fuse- 
yWgl   ywg  ywg 

lags relative diameter for« < 0.5 and M >  1.0. 

Here (c* )• is the derivative of the wing lift coefficient 
- wg 

with respect to angle of attack when the wing is mounted on the 

airplane's fuselage and c®  Is the derivative of the isolated- 
ywg 

wing lift coefficient with respect to angle of attack. 

Theory and experiment have shown that the results given in 

Fig. 913 can be used for delta, trapezoidal, straight, and swept 

wings mounted on a cylindrical airplane fuselage section in the 

Maoh-number range M » 0.2-5.0 and at angles of attack a • 0-6°. 

Figure 9,1* shows c®   * (cj )#i/(c° )• as a function of 
ywg2    ywg    ywg 

the relative diameter dm„/l of the engine nacelle. en 

Here (cj )»* is the derivative of the wing lift coefficient 
ywg 

with respect to angle of attack in the presence of a fuselage and 

wing tip engine nacelles, i.e., whei. the wing with the nacelles 

AS mounted on the fuselage, and (c® )• is the derivative of the 
ywg 

wing lift coefficient witn respect to angle of attack when the 

wing is mounted on the fuselage without the engine nacelles. 

Theory and certain experimental data indicate that the re- 

sults shown graphically In Pig. 9.14 can be used for delta and 

swept wings mounted on a cylindrical fuselage section in such a 

way that their center chords coincide with the fuselage (solid« 

of-revolution) axis, while the axer of the wing tip engine nacelles 

lie in the plane of the wing. These results are valid in the 

Mach-number range from 0.2 to 3,0 if the fuselage relative diam- 

eter is in the range a^/l  ■ 0-0.35. 

Figure 9.15 shows how the longitudinal aerodynamic centers of 

delta and swept wings are shifted as a result of their interfer- 

ence with the fuselage and wing tip engine nacelles at subsonic 

and supersonic speeds. We see that an increase in the fuselage 

relative diameter d^/i increases 5L  - (xp )*§/xp , '.e., 
1 Wg Wg W& 
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shifts the longitudinal center toward the wing trailing edge. 

Here (xp )** is the relative coordinate of the wing longitudinal 
wg 

center with cor-:;!deration of wing interference with the fuselage 

and engine nacelles and xw  is the relative coordinate of the 
wg 

longitudinal aerodynamic center of the isolated wing. 

An increase in the engine-nacelle relative diameter dÄ/7, ■ ■■»'■.. en 
causes a decrease in xp , and this means that placing wing tip 

wg 
engine nacelles on delta and swept wings shift their longitudi- 

nal foci forward. 

We.note that the data given in Figs. 9.13-9.15 were calcu- 

lated, in such a way that fch«* entire effect of mutual interference 

of the wing with the#fuselane and with the w)ng tip fuel tanks 

and engine nacellon would ayply only to the wing;, i,e.s it is un- 

necessary to consider the Influence of the wing in ch'fermining 

the lifting proper«,no„4 ana longitudinal-center positions of the 

fu.ic3age and nacelles. 

c^ Deteni.lnatl^in of Lifting Properties and Volition of Longitudin- 
al Aerodynamic-^        t-ne Horizontal fail 

The coordinate of the longitudinal aerodynaiü <:■  center cf the 
horizontal tail relati ■• from th».forward point of its mean aero- 

dynamic chord must be determined in the same way, as for wl'ngr., . 

with consideration oi'  tue fuselage effect; lui-el'age. diameter, is 

to be measured at the 1/2 b    level of  the horizontal tailplane. 
ah.t 

In determining th.; lifting properties of a.horizontal tail 

mounted aft >f the wing, it is necessary to consider.how tney ere 

influenced rut only by the ce■':tion of fuaelage on which .clif hori- 

zontal tail is mounted, but nlso,by the part of the CupeLf-.e for-, 

ward of the horizontal tail.  It is.-aL'v; necess'sry-..--t> ;a'i low .for 

the influence of the wing -on the lifting propertie; of  the hori- 

zontal täü.  TIKT," :■;>■  v-'o effr-U:; on the 1 3 "M n>\ prr.pert»es of 

the" horizontal tail are taken Into account by eet.'rmm^i.r the down« 

Wbsh gradient at the tail, de/da « o"de/d.:,,, and tv flow s vagr.a- 

,icn coefficient K, t in. the region of the oort:*.on'al tail. 
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Consequently, the lift increment AYht of the horizontal tail due 

to a change in the airplane's angle of attack Is determined with 

consideration of the fuselage and wing effects by the familiar 

expression 

where Aa is the attack-angle increment, (c*  )* is the derivative yh.t 
of the horizontal-tail lift coefficient with respect to attack 
angle. It is determined in the same way as fur the wing, with 

consideration of the fuselage effect} Sft ^  is the area of the 
horizontal tall counting the part in the fuselage, if the hori- 

zontal tail is mounted directly on the latter. 

If the horizontal tail of an airplane with a wing having an 

aspect ratio X ff < 3.0 is mounted oa the fin far above the fuse- 
läge, we can take a Kh t ■ 0.9« If the horizontal tail is in 

the immediate vicinity of the fuselage, Knt * O.85. 

If the airplane has a large wing aspect ratio, i.e., *wg > 

> 3.0, then Kn t is determined by the expression 

*,„=, 0,95-0,4-^*-. ( .7) 

where S, is the area of the horizontal tailplane covered by the 
'h.t 

cr de/dc„, which characterizes the 
'wg 

fuselage. 

The derivative de/da ■ c" —,— 

variation of t^ie downwash at the horizontal tailplane as a func- 

tion of attack angle, is easily determined if de/de is known. 
Por delta-wing aircraft flying at subsonic speeds, this quantity 

can be determined from the formula 

.9.8) 
d« O.ffl 
at, i*f 

KJ(u 

where 
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Kj,=0,96T „, 

T   - 2/r.o 

{ is the wingapan, L, . is the distance between the center of 

gravity and the aerodynamic center of the horizontal tail; 

***l-f5-+fl»5&' 

where y*   ■ 2yh Jl  and y,  is the distance between the wing 

root chordline and the longitudinal aerodynamic center of the 

horizontal tail. 

Table 9,2 

\ 

*>-2 1 

i 1 

0,5 J 

\ 

" 

• 6 4   1     ' 
i 

*. 0.61 0>52 0,43 1 *, 1 Ö.B3 

i 

} 
0,7 j 0,j3 

For Bwept-wlng aircraft,  the derivative de/dey  is  given by 

(9.9) 
M'lTC 

where 

x,- (0,45-U.J2^ 2- —) 

n is the relative i per of the wing, 

»j — U,f •!--£■ _,  i 

»3 -1-0.7(2 — l/r.„)0r.... 

x^l-fO.lSsW/. 
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For supersonic speeds, the derivative de/dc for delta wings 

and trapezoidal wings with straight leading edges can be deter- 

mined from the formula 

iti K. 
dCy "Up 

*l(»--fr..)i 
(9.10) 

where ynt « 
2y
h,t/* 

is che distance(1* of the horizontal tail- 

plane above or below tbs  wing vortex sheet, expressed as a frac- 
tion of wing half-span, K. is a coefficient indicating the depen- 

dence of de/dc on £*n#t (see Table 9.2), and K_ is a coefficient 

indicating the dependence of the derivative de/de„ on the taper 

of a cropped delta wing (see Table 9.2). 

We note that formula (9.10) can also be used to determine 

the downwash behind swept wings with trailing-edge sweep angles 

no greater than 25°. 

Having determined the position of the airplane's longitudinal 

aerodynamic center, we can proceed to determination of the extreme 

trims. 

d) Determination of Extreme Tailheavy and Extreme Noaeheavy Trims 
of the Airplane. ~~   ' ~       —     -»    - 

If the coordinate of the airplane's longitudinal aerodynamic 
center illative to the forward point of the mean aerodynaraie chord 
4P Xp/b^ is known, the maximum tailheavy operational trim of 

the airplane xA_ is easily determined if the maximum permissible 
gt 

normal-acceleration stability at subsonic speeds Is also known. 

The smallest acceptable normal-acceleration stability (*p ~ *cg ' 

depends on the type of airplane. Thus, for interceptors 

(x- - x , - xcgt> . .,«.1, for >«*„, <xp - ,ogt 

for passenger aircraft (x„ - x„_ ) .   _e       cg£ 
The maximum noseheavy trim x 

plane's landing-trim conditions: 

Footnote (1) appea s on page 235. 

C£ 

) «0.01-0.06, and 

0.08-0.10. 

is determined from the air- 
n 
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^^»C, 
(9.11) 

(9.12) 

s the lift of the airplane with landing flaps down and 

iteration of the ground effect; P is powerplant thrust, 

the pitching moment at a ■ * « 6 . » 0, M®* M;, and M 

derivatives of the airplane's pitching moment with re- 

spect to angle of attack and the deflection angles of the sta- 

bilizer and elevator, respectively, K1 is a ^coefficient that takes 

account of the required elevator-deflection margin available at 

landing, $ i3 the stabilize;' deflection angle (a defined quantity), 

5 •,   is the maximum elevator-deflection, ct.';. is the airplane's 
max 

landing angle of attack. It can be assume a in fJr.it approxima- 

tion that a 
ldg m  10°-]2°; M, Py^ is the moment of the thrust 

P, which passes at a distance yp from the airplane's center of 

gravity; M  > 0 if the thrust sets up a pitchup moment. 

After simple transformations, we obtain expressions for the 

maximum noseheavy position x   of the center of gravity and the 
■. ' agn 

lift-trim coefficient to land the airplane with maximum noaeheavy 

trim: < n, '»/, m/i i PI 

(9.13) 

c„    , - <•'«  \-c\i-. c'«K-i<<,    --(pi ■\', .M , ( Q , 1 'I ) 

where'"'f       ",• is   the  thruar. mo merit   coefficient, 

(In  these  expres;?' . ij,   the minus  sign  is   uiuid when   the  tail 
is situated aft of the center of gravity); tu,, cr.tr, be a.-.-umed 

' 0 
equal to zero in first approximation, nt,+ and n.., are the 
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effectiveness coefficient? of the stabilizer and elevator, respec- 
tively; at subsonic speeds, it can be assumed that n - - /5TT75 
wh4le at supersonic speed n el Sel/Sh.t * 5er n st 

el   wel'"h.t' 
is defined 

Similarly* Sn t is the total area of the horizontal tailplane, in- 
cluding the elevator; 

'#-■(%». K\JSr.Q\i    rfoj
A'«-t-% 5 ^ *-r s  ' 

cp - 2P/pV S is tne thrust coefficient, Ac   is the llft-coef- 

ficient Increment due to lowering the landing flaps. This quan- 
tity can be taken from statistical data in first approximation; 
ho is the lift-coefficient increment due to the ground- 

ygrd 
proximity effect.  It can be taken from the statistics in first 
approximation. 

§9-3. SELECTION OP VERTICAL-TAILPLANE PARAMETERS, WING DIHEDRAL 
ANCLE, AND AILERON PARAMETERS 

a) Selection of Vertical-Tallplane Parameters 

The vertical tail of an airplane usually consists of a fin 
(fins) and a rudder. They are subject to the following require- 
ments: 

- they must provide the airplane with the required lateral 
stability and controllability characteristics in all operational 
flight conditions; 

- they must make it possible to trim the airplane in the 
event of failure of one outboard (critical) engine during take- 
off at c * c,   with the flaps ut , 

y   yl/o 
- they must make it possible to trim the airplane in the 

event of failure of two engines on one side In flight in t\-,s  con- 
dition most characteristic for the particular aircraft type; 

- they must r-we  it possible to land the airplane without 
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crabbing in a side wind with a speed of no less than 15 m/s. 

It is possible to conform fully to all these requirements 

made of the vertical tailplane of a modern aircraft only when both 

the vertical tailplane itself and the entire aircraft are properly 

configurated and automatic devices are used. 

During the preliminary-design process, it is necessary to 

select the following vertical-tail parameters: 

- planform and position with respect to the fuselage and 

with respect to the horizontal tailplane; 

- the relative value of the area•§, 'v.t S «78 and the 

moment-area ratio B„ . ■ S„ .L ./SI  of the vertical tailplane; 
V • u     V • u V • w 

- the rudder relative area S d - 3 d/B---.t, the type of 

compensation, and the maximum rudder deflection angles. 

Table 9.3 

Over-All Dimensions of the Vertical  Tailplanes of 
Modern Transonic Aircraft 

" --^Aircraft Light -turbo- 
jets 

Heavy a ireraft 

Parameter ^"*---^.  Turbojet Propjet 

Bv.t*Sv.tLv.t/SZ 
0,06-0.10 o.Otu-i>.065 0.050-0. ;)Pn 

sv.t-av.t/s 
0.15-0.20 0. 1.0-0.17 0.13-0.19 

S  . ■ S  ,/S . rud   ruJ v.t 0.20-0.28 0.22-0.j5 0.28-0.SO 

6r ±(20°-2b°\ ±(2Q<!~25°) i(20°-25°) 
max 

The plan form and profile of the vertical tail are «elected 

on about the same basis  aa the planform and profile of the hori- 

zontal  tail.    The  reader is  referred to §8.3e concerning the posi- 

tion of the vertical   tail  with respect  to the fuselage and hori- 

zontal  tail. 

The  relative  values of the area?. 2 v. and 5    a and  the mo- 

meiifc-area ratio B„ v '>r the  vertical til:  are  taken  in  first 
V a \> 
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approximation from statistl'-al data. 

Analysis of statistics on t* e geo- 

metrical parameters of vertical 

tailplanes as used on modern tran- 

sonic airplanes indicates that S„ *., • v. t 
Bv.t* and ^rud are in the ranSeE in- 
dicated in Table 9.3. 

In determining the parameters 

listed in this table, only the part 

of the fin above the fuselage was 

included in the vertical-tailplane 

area. Ventral-fence areas were not 

included, Figure 9.16 schematizes the determination of the area 

of the vertical tail, the position of its mean aerodynamic chord 

Figure 9.16. Illustrating 
determination of vertical 
tailplane area S„ «. and 

its span V  .. 

etc. 
v.t 

Modem supersonic aircraft have the following vertical-tail- 
plane parameters: 

#..0*0,07 + 0,11; S,,,1ä0,16-+-U.20; 

5p.H-0.yO-H 0,26;  *H(1W)!±25S. 

We note that large values of B„ . are characteristic for 

supersonic interceptors. Analysis of statistical data indicates 

that the effective aspect ratios of the vertical tailplanes of 

modern  personic aircraft lie in the range 1.5 < X„ + < 3.5. 

Here the effective aspect ratio of the vertical tail is a 

relative Tuanti.ty equal to the ratio of the square of  the effec- 

tive span of the vertical tail V„ .  (see Fig. 9.16) to the area 

of the vertical tails 

( '.,,)' 
'•»,» 

The vertical tailplanes of modern transonic and supersonic 

aircraft are tapered in the range 1.5 < nVtt < 3.3. However, 

vertical tails w5th tapers of 2.5-3.0 are most freiuenrjy en- 

countered. 
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The area of the ventral fences used to improve- lateral sta- 

bility and controllability characteristics represent 2-5J5 of wing 

area. The effectiveness of ventral fences per unit of fence area 

is approximately 1.5-1.8 times the effectiveness of the main dor- 

sal tailplane surface. 

Following tentative selection of the vertical-tailplane and 

\idder dimensions, it is necessary to establish the wing dihedral 

and aileron parameters. 

b) Selection of Wing Dihedral and Aileron Geometry 

ß The designer can adjust the lateral stability nr of the air- 

plane by varying the dihedral of its wing. Modern transonic and 

supersonic aircraft with swept and delta wings are given a nega- 

tive dihedral to lower lateral stability, which becomes excessive- 

ly high in flight at large angles of attack (i.e., at large c ). 

Statistical data indicate that modern transonic and supersonic 

aircraft generally have negative wing dihedrals from aero to -"°. 

However, there are also known aircraft configurations with nega- 

tive wine dihedrals of minus ten degrees.  A large wing negativ» 

dihedral results In a substantial decrease in the distance be- 

tween the ground and the wirgtipa.  Thi;: distance must be suf- 

ficient to prevent the airplane from striking its wings on the 

ground during takeoff and landing in cress? winds \ip  to 15 m//.. 

For this purpose, the negative wing dihedral is sometimes Imparted 

not to the entire wing, but only to its tip .sections.  It '0 ap- 

propriate to note thai the airplane's lateral stability can, in 

principle, be lowered by imparting a negative dihedral to the 

horizontal tailplane [and] by placing the wing lower on ehe fuse- 

lage. However, the latter measure lowers the. airplane's 1.1 f'/ 

drag ratio and increases the fuselaj£«--to-ground distance, whi 0 i 

makes it difficult to une, for example, on transport airoianei'. 

It is expedient to begin by assigning a wing dihedral on 

the ba3iy of statistical data, with subsequent hypothetical urn- 

ing and adjustment. 
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Aileron geometry i» arrived at on the basis of lateral- 

control requirements. Basic among the latter are the following: 

- providing for trimming of the airplane at zero slip angle 

in the event of failure of an outboard engine during takeoff with 

CSC 
y  y I/o 

(wing flaps up)} 

- making it possible for the airplane to execute its landing 

glide and landing (gear and flaps down) in a 15-m/s crosswind 

blowing at 90° to the runway; 

- providing for trim of the airplane in the event of in- 

flight failure of two engines on the same side in the flight 

situation most characteristic for the particular airplane; 

- aileron efficiency must be such that when they are fully 

deflected during takeoff and landing at speeds V «(1.1-1.3)V ^ » 

the dlmenslonless steady-state roll angular velocity 3 » 

■ in 1/2V will be greater than or equal to 0.07; 

- the ailerons of maneuverable aircraft must be able to set 

up a roll angular rate of 

1 rad/s <, u»x < 1.6 rad/s 

in flight at the speed limit; 

- the stick effort per unit of roll angular velocity at the 

flight-speed limit muftt not exceed a certain value. 

Statistical data on modern aircraft and calculations indi- 

cate that these requirements can generally be satisfied by uelnn 

conventional ailerons. Their dimensions should be in the follow- 

ing rang*?.: 

- aileron relative area 2S./S a 0.036-0.085; the smaller 
ft 

figure la more pertinent to interceptor-type aircraft, and the 

larger to heavy aircraft; 

- the chord of the ailerons (to the aileron hinge axis) 

should be 20 to 30* of the wing chcrd; 
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- the span of the ailerons Is often limited by the span of 

the landing flaps, usually representing 30-40$ of the wing half- 

span. 

The maximum aileron deflection angle depends on the type of 

balancing employed and, according to statistical data, ranges from 

20? to 30°. We note that the relative span and chord of the aile- 

rons are selected simultaneously with the dimensions of the balanc- 

ing tabs and the maximum aileron deflection angle. 

Having arrived at the geometry of the vertical tallplane, the 

ailerons, and the wing dihedral, it is necessary to make an ap- 

proximate calculation of the airplane's lateral-stability deriva- 

tives and its axial moments of inertia, and then to check the 

selection of the vertical-tallplane and aileron geometries and the 

wing dihedral against them. 

%9.k.   APPROXIMATE CALCULATION OP THE AIRPL/^E'S LATERAL STABILITY 
AND CONTROLLABILITY DERIVATIVES 

a) Calculation of the Airplane's Lateral Stability 

The lateral stability nr of the airplane is determined basic- 
A- 

ally by the wing, the vertical tallplane, and wing-fuselage Inter- 

ference. The lateral stability due to the fuselage, the ^oriaont- 

al tail, and their interference ia usually small and can be dis- 

regarded In preliminary design. On this basis, the airplane'F 

lateral stability can be written 

ml "* "':'•  4" ^m 
KP r"':.„ (<.lr>) 

where m e the lateral stability  due to  the  airplane's  wins, 

Am 0 
wg 

la the lateral-stability increment due to interference 
lint 

the w^ng with the  fuselage,  and m 8 is the   lateral atabUi 
'v.t 

due to the vertical tallplane, 

each term in (9.15)• 

Let us consider the u.vlouLitlqn 

It i3 known that when a sweptback or d?lta wing acquire:, a 

slip angle, the forward half-wing has a smaller effective sweep 
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angle, «fell« the   sweep angle of the other wing half increases by 
the amount of the slip angle 0.    This results in changes of the 
c   of the right and left wings in slip and in the formation of a 
wing rolling moment characterized by its coefficient mjj.    It has 

.A 

been established theoretically and experimentally that the lateral 
stability of a swept (delta) wing with aero dihedral increases as 
the lift coefficient  of the wing increases up to a certain point. 

If a wing of any planferra has a dihedral angle ♦ (formed by 
the chore? planes), the angle of attack of th«  forward wing half 
Increases at a slip angle 6, while it decrea&es on the other half 
of the wing by an amount 

This results in changes in the lift of the left and right wingu 
and the appearance of a wing rolling moment at any angle of atte:k 
a. 

The airplane's lateral stability is strongly influenced by 
the heightwlse position of the wing on the fuselage.    Thus, a 
high wing increases lateral stability as a result of wing-fuse- 
lage interference.   A low wing, on the other hand, lowers lateral 
stability. 

It follows from  the above that the wing lateral stability 
can be determined, without consideration of its interference with 
the fuselage, fron: the formula 

ml  =:(«!» ) -Mm! )., (?.164 

where (n:      )   is   the   lateral stability due to the sweep of the 
Wgft 

wing and (sc   )^   is tine lateral stability due to the wing dihearal 
"8 a g 

angle *.    At small m,  («J    )v and (mj    ).  car. be determined approx- 
WK WK 

imately from formulas (9.17)-(9.22). 

For delta win?*»  with relative tapers » > n >, 5» these deriva- 
tives can be determined from the expressions 
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(«U—o.u»%x.^-J=f«.; 
(9,17) 

V* 
(9-18) 

where n ■ b-/b .  is the wing relative taper and ba is the length 
of the tip chord. 

Table 9.4 

1 5 3 2 1 

Ko 0.73             0,87 1.0 1,2 

For sweptback wings with relative wing tapers n < 5, 

V        KP7'- -^ «     T) + I (v.r.0 

(9.20 

For unswept wings 

KK1)),:-<r 
A',    C,15<| -0.15) om 

where X  is the wing aspect ratio, KQ Is a coefficient: that it 

pends on wing taper (see Table 9.1)» and 

{'' ■ 

Table 9.5 

•p .1 1 

0..» 

1      !      !      !      1      I 2    1 2.1    3.0     1     Is     !  6       «    : i'> 
1       1       1       1       '       1       I 

K>, 0 0,(i 0.W 1 0,7.-,    O.Rfi 1 0,"»"      l.o '    I,' j    ' 
i       ! 
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«* V 
»9.9* 

0.1 
% 

Figure 9.17.  Plot of    rav      /[l +  (c,./h„)1 against 

h»ightwise position of wing on fuselage y.Vh- at 

small M <  O.-b- 

Thr increment to the airplane'? lateral stability due to the 

interference of any wintf planform with the fuselage can be deter- 

mined from the  formula 

•iw: (S.23> 

where cf and ii„ ar: the widtn ar.d height of the fuselage, respec- 

tively,  anrJ ii' ' 

*TD-K-.".*-i.'j-7tj3-7] 

idians. 
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The quantity (AmJ  /[l + (cf/hf)])is taken from the aiagram 
int 

In Fig. 9.17« We note that the results are valla for a wing with 

an aspect ratio of 6. For wings with other aspect ratios, the 

figure obtained from Pig. 9.17 raust be multiplied by a correction 
factor K,. Table 9»5 shows how K* depends 'on wing aspect ratio. 
We note that for a low-wing monoplane, (m^ /{I  + (Cf.Au)]), is 

xint      l    l      1 

taken from Pig. 9.17 with the plus sign, while the minus sign is 

used for a high-wing monoplane. 

We know that use of a vertical tailplane changes the air- 

plane's lateral stability. This is because the total lateral 
force Z„ . that arises from the vertical tailplane in slip is gen- 

erally applied at a certain distance from the longitudinal axis 
of the airplane, thus generating a rolling moment of the aircraft. 

The verticul-tailplane latei-al stability m1 

for small M from the formula 

3 can be determined 
lv.t 

»i L-<Auq(*-|rK*L, (<? 21) 

where c„        is. the  derivative of the  lateral-thruat  coefficient 
z v. t 

of a vertical tail mounted on the fuselage (in the absence c: the 

wing) with respect to the slip angle $, y„ ^ • y„ +/1  iß the arm 
ratio of the vertical-tall lateral force, I  is the wingspan, o 
is the average crosswash angle at the vertical tailplane, K   * 
q ,/q la th? flow-stagnation coefficient, [(1 - &ö/8&)K 13 £+,„,, : 

* Kf+ ■ la a coefficient that takes account of the change U\  tue 
effectiveness of a vertical tailplane mounted on the fuselage due 

to the influence of the wing, the interference of the wing with 
the fuselage, and stagnation of the flow by the wing and fure\ar;e 

With the airplane at a given angle of.attack, o is a practi- 

cally linear function J? the slip angle 8 (for B < 10°), i.e., it 

can be assumed that 

d» 
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At M < 0.5, the derivative 3o/30 

depends on angle of attack and 

the configuration of the air- 

plane. In the preliminary-de- 

sign stage, the dependence of 

do/30 on angle of attack can 

be disi'egarded, using its aver- 

age value in the range o ■ 0- 
0.4. In this case, the deriva- 

tive 3d/88 will depend only on 

the airplane's configuration, 

i.e., on how high the wing is 

placed on the fuselage. As com-, 

pared with the midwing configura- 

tion, a high position of the wing 

on the fuselage increases the 

crosswash at the vertical tall- 

plane, thereby lowering its effectiveness. A low position ~>f the 

wing on the fuselage, on the other hand, reduces the crosswash 

angle cr at the vertical tail, thereby increasing it» effective- 

ness. 

'9,9$ 

-9,91 

chord 
- 

X at>A 
\#k*,s *H 

wm* 
W 

-9j9l 

r '   1 
' 

t -. 
0 * '   4 ■ t ■ X *wt 

Figure 9.18. Derivative c 
v.t 

of vertical tail aß a func- 
tion of its aspect ratio and 
1/4-chord.sweep'at small M < 
< C.5. 

Figure 9.19. Variation of ef- 
fective aspect ra'io coeffic- 
ient 1 j. of -vertical tallplane 
due to its It Jerfertnce with 
the horizontal   uaiV at M'< 0.5. 

FTD-HC-~W!>3-71 
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Figure 9.20. Scheme illustrat- 
ing determination of the coor- 
dinate x„ ,.. h. t 
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The derivativ* c£-  referred to the area of the vertical 
öV.t 

tailplane can be determined from Fig. 9.18» which shows the varia- 

tion of vertlsal-tailplane effectiveness e*   as a function of 
"v.t 

the effective aspect ratio X„ +  ■ (!' . ) /S„, i  for various sweep 
V • v .    V • T>    Til 

angles at 1/^» chord. If a horizontal tailplane is mounted on 

the fin or fuselage, the derivative c"   should also be determined 
V.t 

from Pig. 9.I8 for small M, but for a different vertical-tailplane 

aspect ratio Xf .: 

*;»-*»..>*,<►*. (9.25) 

where K ., i3 a coefficient that takes account of the heightwise 
et v 

position of the horizontal tail on the vertical tail. This coef- 

ficient can be obtained from the diagrams in Fig. 9.19; P is a 

coefficient that takes account of the relative positions of the 

horizontal and vertical tails along the longitudinal axis Ox 

(Fig. 9.20). Table 9.6 shows how R depends on xh t, i.e., on the 

distance of 1/1 b,   from the leading edge ba 
lh.t 

h.t 

Table 9.6 

If 1/1» b a, 
is aft of the forward end of the vertical-ial 

h. t ±':*i. plane mean aerodynamic chord, we have x
h.t/baht 

The quantity  [(1  -  0°/!*> >V t]f+wg " Kf+wg can  DC  rtCtC~" 
mined approximately  fron the  formula 

*♦♦*-«•«--°-6TJ- 
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:..«f 
W*—n in iii 

»re y  is the distance between the plane of the wing chord and 

the fuselage longitudinal axi3. If the wing is above that axis, 

"ifl- > 0; hf is the height of the fuselage (or  Its diameter) at th 
wing 1 /M b. level. 

■■■■■ft 

We note that determination of the coofficient K>>+Wfi, from 
(9.26) rive3 reliable results for aircraft configurations in which 
&f/l • 0.1-0.3 and the coefficient c    does not exceed 0.4. 

The value of the airplane's lateral stability nr with the 
X ■   - 

wing landing flaps down can be determined on the assumption that 

dc not depend directly on flap deflection, but only ra 0 and m 0 
**g 'v.t 

en C .    Since lowering of the wing landing flap3 changes c . this 
means that tt wll.1  also affect the airplane's lateral stability 

V 
Having determined the airplane's lateral stability for small 

M, we can then convert it to other M > 0.5 by the formula 

K>M~(*1)M«IA». (9.27) 

a. 
where (ra^)M<0 * is the airplane's lateral stability at H < 0.5. 
The procedure for detennining it was given above; K . is a cor- 

rectJon  factor.    Table 9.7 shows how it depends on M for conven- 
tionally configurated airplanes;  these, data- can also be used in 
calculating ra* for "tailless" de-signs. 

b)  Ca! culation of Airplane' s Direct < onal fc'tabl 13 ty 

Thv- direct*-in-'il stability or ch;? ai^.-piano   ;an be determined 
in approximation as a sum consisting of the directional stabilities 
of the fusalage,  fuselage-mounted vertical  tailpl-ane, and power- 
plant, I.e., 

ml   m> »if --.*».. ^r»l (9.2B-J 

The fraction of th« directional stability  created by  t,.c 
fuselage at a given M depends on the shape and dimensions of the 
fusel ago and the overhang of its  forward end relative \c the air- 
plane's center cf gravity.    Assuming that the  fusele,-    .ms 
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aerodynamic characteristics similar to those of axisymetric 

solids of revolution, we can write m  « For fuselage: 
's.r 

with shapes closely approaching those of axisymmetric 30lids of 

resolution with parabolic nose and tail sections and having slen- 

derness ratios Xf « 6*12, directional stability can be determined 

from the empirical formula 

(9.29) 

where  (c    h   Is  the derivative of the  fuselage  lateral-force  coef- 

ficient referred to its  lateral-projection area S_n,  g  is expressed I J. 

In degrees, L- is the total fuselage length, x, /Lf is the dis- i c • g i 
tance from the. airplane's center of gravity to the no'e of the 

fuselage, expressed in fractions of its length,' Xr, /L,, Is the 

distance of the fuselage aerodynamic center from the nor.-e of '.r.e 

fuselage, expressed as a function of its length, X„ ■ Ff/d, is 
■the fuselage slenderness ratio, df is the midships-section diam- 

eter, S is the wing area, and I  is the wingapan. 

x„ /L„ can be determined f^viu 

(cl ),-•-0,0063 10.0002 R*, 

For M < 0.5, (c? )T and xp 

ehe formulas 

Ä> -0.021/.*--0,092. (')• Üi 

The fraction of the directional stability due tc the- vcr'.IoaJ 

Uailplane, m»  . depends on its area, aspect ratio, rweep, -nd 
v.t - V.L. 

arm, as well as on the relative positioning of the vert i.o 

horizontal tallplanes and the crosswash at the vertical "ill. 

can be determined from the- formula 

\c.<i 

The quantity T., 
■J . . 

'"'in.,,  ' 'Vo'5'» «A..»*'* .; Kp. 
C-.3^ 

whore E        - L^/i   It,   the  arm of th,   vertical  '.ail,  exPr,,^ 
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as a fraction of wingspan. 

The procedure for determining the derivative cj!   and the 
zv.t 

coefficient Kf   was set forth above (see §9.^8). 

The influence of the powerplant on the directional stability 

of a turbojet-engined airplane can be determined approximately 

from the relation 

'c,v   57,3     1 

whe re fp. ■-■ -— ——--[see (9 • 3) J a x.  is the distance between the 

air intake and the airplane's center of gravity.  For air intakes 

ahead of the. center of gravity, x..  is positive; I  is the w'ng- 

span, and q is the ram pressure. 

For M > 0.5 and c, = 0-0.2, the airplane's directional sta- 
J 

bility :;an be determined approximately from the formula 

ml   K)M<O,,^ • (y-33) 

g 
where (nr )„,„., _ is the airplane "o  directional jtaoility at M < 05'/ 

y I^_J o ~ 
and K „ is a correction factor that de pen dr. on M.  The value of 

my 
this   coefficient  can be taken  from Tab!'.-  '>.',. 

a) Determining the Derivative  c",  of the .A A. rt'l.^1,1?/'-!■:'... Lateral-Force 

Coefficient, with Respect..to ...5J.:-lL..^I:.il,e.. 

Th(■ neri vative of the ai vp]:■ •■ - 
with respect to slip angle car; b< ■ 
suiri of  two  derivatives: 

u 
where   (c )* is  the  fraction • ;   * 

zv.t 
airplane'b  lateral-force  eoef f! d e, 

tailplans.     It   i.-.  r^f^rre I to  ■;1n 

,-.   lateral-force   coefficient 

•fu i'lii* nod   ■fppr'jxiiaately  as   the 

-ar.fle  derivat 

(9.3*0 

*' the 

due   to  the   vertical 

is  th-'. 

the  slip-an-;ic    ier... •. t'tv>  of  t.ie   al .'"plaiie ''.-.   later'.' 

■i   ' 1on of 

.e due  to 

Sjüs&wfe W* 
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fable 9.7 

Var: . ora with M 

M 0.7 
' :   ■'■■ 

0,9 1.0 1,1 1.25 1,3 2,0 2,5 3,0 Kotes 

1 1.07 1,01 1,085 1,00 1.0S Ö.87 
"V 

0.77 0,72 
r„=0-~0,2 

1 i.i 1,12 I.W 1,14 1,05 0,6» 0,% 0,18 for 

^ 
1 1,06 1,1 1,12 1.15 >I2 1,0 0,84 0,74 for 

r„-0 0,2 

* 
I 0,68 0,94 0,89 0.78 0,54 0,3 0,2 0,15 for 

r^o~P,2 
t 1,05 1,03 0,98 0,82 0,112 0,1 0.2S 0,19 

■ 

for 

IBj, 
,1 1,08 1,10 1,12 1,1-1 1.0 0,75 0,82 0,34 for 

cj, , v>-0,4 

the fuselage. It is referred to the area of the airplane's wing. 

At M < 0.5, (cg  )• and c^ can be determined from the 

formulas "v.t      *f 

(9.35) 

(9,36) 

The determination of c\      , (oj )j, and Kf+Wg was given above-. 

The airplane's derivative e* can be determined for M > ü.f> 

and c ■' 0-0 it from the expression 

Table 9.7 shows the dependence of the correction factor K ß or; II. 
z 

5 8 5* ii r r v 
<y)  Determination "f tha Airplane's Derivatives n ' ,  c2   ,  n-x   , mir 
 — f/ 

The approximate effectiveness of conventional ailerons.', ny 
for M < 0.5 and c < 0.1 can be determined from the formula 

FTD-HC-23-753-71 22} 
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ft I 

?'M~- 

mj»e» t<vy^ (9.38) 

sre S1 ia the wing area serviced by ehe aileron. It is deter- 

ned as indicated in Pig. 9.21. b& is the, aileron mean geo- 

metric chord, b Is the mean wing geometric chord on ti.e segment 

serviced by the aileron, za is the coordinate of the center of * 

gravity of the wing area S1  (see Pig. 9.21), and (cj )«• is the 

derivative pharact&Mzlng the lifting properties of the- wing 

with consideration of its interference with the fuselage and 

engine nacelles; its determination w^s given in §9.?b. 

It follows from formula (9.38) 

chat the effectiveness of the aile- 

ron can be varied by varying its 

geometry: S../J, b„/b, and zjl. 

The effectiveness of the ailerons 

at M > O.s can be estimated by 

the formula 

(mV)M (rt»**)M«MA" s 

,CG of area S, x 

m  » 
T 

Figure 9.21. Illustrating 
determination of wing area 
S1 serviced by aileron für 

M < 0.5. 

The airplane's  derivative 

from the express ten 

where   (n/)M<0.5 

(9-39) 

is  the effective- 
ness of the  -ailerons  for M < 0.5, 

and K  5,   is  a "orreetlon  factor 
;n a 

x 
that  depends  on f*;   its  values  are 
given  in  TabZe  9.7. 

c fir M  ••;  0.!i  c;an  L-»  determined 

(9.40) 

where b    is the mean geometric  cliord of tin   rudder, 

mean geometric chord of the entir*   vertical tail.  and  (a ;:e 
use 

)*  is 
v.t 

/determined 1n accordance with  (?,y.^.     It- can lie assume* in the 
preliminary-design  *ätsge that f-r -,ma.j i M ;^0.%  the   Urivative 
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c_r is Independent of the lift coefficient x In the range cy « 8 
• 0-0.5. 

Po 
formula 

For M > 0.5, the derivative o8
r can be determined from the 

<9.^D 

where (^XKO.S U  th® valus of the derivativ«? o/ at M < 0.3 
and K 6   Is a correction coefficient that depends on M (see Table 

9.7). 
Having the airplane's derivative o2

r for any M and the arm 
ratios L    J% and y„ Jl of the vertical tail, it is easy co de- 

V. v        Vtv   *       $ 

(9.J>2) 

termine the derivatives my
r and mx

r from the formulas 

f3.43) 

«„ere c> i. th. *rl«.m of the Ute^-force confident »it, 
respect to rudder deflection angle, referred to the wing area, 
L        is the distance between the center of gravity and the center 
of* the ice an geometric chord of the vertical tailplane, yVtt 1s the 
distance from the x axis to the center of pressure of the vertical 
tall with the rudder deflected, and I is the wingspan. 

wx e) Determining the Rotary Derivative mx    of the Airplane 

The derivative m"* characterizes the damping properties of 
the airplane in rotation aoout the longitudinal axis x.     In ap- 
proximate calculations it is quite admissible to asauwe that  ihii- 
derivative of the airplane is numerically equal  to the sum of V.? 
damping coefficients of the wing m°* ,  the vertical tailplane 

'v.t 
, and the horizontal tailplane m^*  , i.e., 

h, t 

r».«l *\-n 
(<   .'!'!) 
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Roll daaping arises when the wing i& rotated about the air- 

-. .lie's, longit udinal a*ls x as a result of redistribution of the 

il load ovet      .;-pan. lh'iB redistribution takes place 

. ing to the apf . , *ace of additional normal velocities AV that 

Increase from zero at the axis of the alrglane to <*>7/2 at the 

wing tip. At a given M, the derivative m^x denends basically on 
*wg 

ie aspect ratio, sweep, andjjaper of the wing. At M < 0.5 and 

c » 0-0.8, the derivative sr!* can be determined from the diagrams 
y .       - ■ wg - 
ahown in Pig. 9.22, This figure shews the variation of the de- 

rivative m"x  at a function of the aspect ratio X_ for various 
Awg 

1/4-ci.ord sweep angles and three values .of wing taper. These 

data apply for swept, delta, and straight wings. 

. To determine the roll 

damping moment of the vertical 

sailplane, its motion on ro- 

tation of the airplane about 

the longitudinal axis x can 

be xesolve.d into a transla- 

tional motion at a rate V. » 

■ w v . (v . is the- distance 
X* V.t  " V.'t 

from the  x axis  to the  center 
of pressure  of the  vertical 
tailplan■■■■)  and a rotational 

motion about the axis passing 

'.,:,; ough  the  center* of pressure 

of the  ■•vrtieal  tailplane paral- 

lel  to  Ihr  x   iXio.     At  n <_ O.b, 
the vt>rtical-taiiplane center 

of pr-o.--.-a-o  is  then  situated 
'tear t\i3  1,'k  pnir,.   of the   ver- 

tical-tailo"! ane mean ujr^lynam- 

;'. c  chord, 

The ?eIf-damping of the 
vertical  i-ai Iplur.^     ■  It 

Xat 1/4 chord 

Ik chord 

8        * 

Figure 9.V2. Derivatives m '5v 
wgr 

of Isolated,wings as functions 
of their aspect ratio X  at 

M < 0o. 
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rotates about an axis passing through the center of pressure can 

be ,       ,t i.e., it can be assumed that the vertical tail 

has only tr; rtational motion at rate v^ « Vh.f As a re" 
suit, the averaged value of the slip-angle increment appears over 

the entire span of the vertical tailplane: • 

A>^ «Kir.,« 

where 

«r^«* W_ y» 'acJLSig. . 

The slip-angle increment Aß causes an increase in the force 

and moment about the x axis whose coefficient is given by 

It follows from this expression that 

m"/  -2< ~yM. (9-15) 

The determination of the derivative m*   was given above (see 
v. t 

§9.'♦a). 
The following procedure should be used in determining the 

fraction of the torisontal-tailplane roll doping at small M < 

< 0.5: 

- given the sweep xb/„. the aspect ratio *h>fc, the horizon-' 

tal-tailplr,oe taper Vt. and the diagram shown in Pig. o.22, de- 

termlne m A  ; 
wg 

the  value obtained  for m^x    by  the  coefficient  c - 

■ SK ,Kh tUh t/n
2.    The result    will    DP    m*    . 

h. t h • t    n. z n. v 

The airplane's derivative m°* for K > 0,5 can be determine a 

by  the  fomuli 
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a 
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at M < Go  --..-.d X ;x id a correction factor f'hat  depends en M.     • 

>)■ Inäuen-p^ Q^ggo^^ifoxfai1f..$fg^t- :&R Went! gta.b-aiiy: anci 
*i=3Tn«!Ryfii*^»r-'; 

The p jle Influence on 
,, and aileron the lateral :-t ability m'*, 

ir^a .-id rudder m r effecti ve.near.. 

!ng angles of attack 

>n t. ids on the oistance . 

to the (.*r ratio, wing pianform» and the con 

figuration of the airr  ..-. For modern traasonio ord supersonic 

aircraft of conventional configuration» the ground effect at land- 

ing angles of attack (with the flaps down) results In an increase 

of m and a decrease in nr, m r» and m"~.    The increase in the 
x    g       y y     y 

derivative rtr  near the ground is explained b^ the unequal effects 

of the ground on the lift from the left, and right sides of the 

wing at a slip angle. 

It has-been established tha' the larger the-wing aspect ratio, 

the greater the amount by which the proximity of the ground in- 
ß 

greases the derivative ar, and the ::.a:u- sharply does it thereby 

reduce the derivative nra. This applies especially to swept-wing 

aircraft. 

For aircr^ 0_"i 
-   jj *t having sweot vringg■ wl th aspect  ratio«.!  X   .   •   '■. 

the  increase  in the  lateral stability .'^ near the ground  iur ng 
landing with the   flans  down  r.v;:.",--,  to  p-i;$.     Tht   '...aller fl,  -.re 

pertain;.»  to aircraft,  with smaller-aspect-ratio winga and   -he 
larger to aircraft with 'Urger-aspeet-ratiQ winga.     For Uv.se air- 
craft,  the proximity ' f the  r,r;.uad  ] owe r.--   -o leron e;fv Jtlveneer 

m a at  the  landing attack angle;'; oy about 
Mt ! 

.-IG JE.     The 

figure pertains  to ^ arge wing s^c^l 
and m *' ire  then   -';«^wrf bv arv "• ."--x + t.-v.jte 

y 
we.red by apr1 -■■ 

Fhe  derivatives m ß 
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For delta-winged aircraft with aspect ratios Xwg « 2-3, the 

proximity of the ground remits? 

- in an 18-25$ decrease in raj and a*? at the landing attack 
angles;- / " ■• 

-in a 6-12% decrease ins^i 

ra S 
- in a 5-10* increase in the airplane's lateral stability 

The substantial decrease in the directional stability of the 

delta-winged aircraft near the ground is evidently caused by the 

vertical tailplane entering a strongly stagnated flow at large 

angles of attack near the ground, since the wake zone behind the 

delta wing is shifted upward by the ground effect. 

For airplanes having trapezoidal wings with aspect ratios 

X m  2-3, the proximity of the ground causes an increase of about 

4-1*'in the airplane's lateral stability m* and an 8-16* de- 

crease in the aileron effectiveness m*a. In this case, there is 

practically no change in the derivatives my and my
r. 

We see from the above data that the proximity of the ground 

makes lateral balancing of the airplane difficult in -»lip and 

is detrimental to lateral stability characteristics. This eppllfs 

in particular to swept- and delta-wing aircraft. 

g) Approximate Determinatenn of the Airplane's Axial Momenta of 
Inertia 

To determine the dynamic stability and controllability char- 

acteristics of the airplane, it is necessary to knrw Its ^'tal 

moments of inertia lx, Iy, and 1^. 

^::-fe.Ä*'iiÖ 
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Table 0.8 

Coefficients 
Turbojet aircraft weighing 

up to 20,000 kg 
Turbojet aircraft weighing 

more than 20,000 kg 

JL 
0.10-0.12 

0.13-0.15 

K 
JL-. 

0.,?6 

U* u f 

o,i!Po~! 

0.1'''" 
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The moments of inertia of a conventionally configurated air- 

plane with normally loaded wing about the main central axes oan 

be calculated approximately by the empirical formulas 

0 
(9.^7) U-~-(KJK 

L + l  \i / =JL/A' £±i v. 

g 

(9.^8) 

(9.49) 

where G is the weight of the airplane in kg, Z is the wingspan in 

meters, L is the length of the airplane in meters, and K , K„," 
. ■* . y 

and K    are coefficients taken from statistical data. .-       ■ ■ 

■ Table 9,8 gives values of thesjt- coefficients for aircraft 

with normal specific wing loads. 

The moments of inertia of the airplane about coordinate axes 

that deviate by an angle $ from the main central axes of inertia 

can be calculated by the formulas 

T**±/+«&*+U*Wf, (9.5o^ 

/,*=/„ cos2? 4 /^sWf: ;'9.cl) 

/„. *»"'* sin 2c. v9o2) 

§9.6. VERIFYING SELECTION OP TERTICAL-TAIl.'-HNB DIMENSIONS, W1NC1 
DIHEDRAL, AND AILERON I PENSIONS  . 

'■'..In a first approximation., the *f---l-i'Ctlon '■: the dimension,* -.u.>; 

position ol' t'-' '\-ii.icai tail ^.J * thr win.»-, dihedral -;an be checked 

against ' ae par.--rrje.ler < 

of the maximum i-ol I  ahgular ra^c 

yawing motion. Tb- fallowing expivs.-J«.>.» apr-lles Tor thf» param- 

eter tc: 

, which Indieates tiv- ratio 
t:.'iX  " :iax" .  - 

o  '.he maximum angular rate  of 
x ....    y 

»    ~tt 

9.53) 

_ j ...£„   ) Ji„ e.%7 
■     t 1 <t   '     m, 
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where?ffi£ and nr are the airplane's transverse and directional 
stabilities, respectively; I   and I   are the airplane's moments 
of inertia about the axes x and y, respectively;    «C* ~K"^ is 
the roll damping derivative, o, is the ram pressure, S is the wing 

area, and I Is the wingspan. "v"' 

Practice has shown that airplanes with good lateral sta- 
bility    and controllability characteristics have K * 0-3.0.     In 
particular, it is desirable to have K ■'< 3.0 for fast maneuverable 
airplanes and K < 1.0 for heavy airplanes.    The value cf % mu?,t 
be cheeked for takeoff and landing situations and for flight, of 
the airplane near its ceiling at its speed or Maeh-number limit. 

It IS advisable to check the choice of aileron ami rudder 
parameters for steady slip at an angle B » W_/V (where W    ö IS 
m/s) during tne landing glide and landing of a slngle-englned 
airplane.    For multiengined- airplanes,  these parameters musi be 
checked for lateral balancing of the airplane without slip  (ß •= 

* 0)  in two cases: 

- failure of one outboard engine during takeoff at  c 

Wing flaps not deflected; • 

- failure of two anginea en the same side  In  '-'e   fllfj 
tion most characteristic  for the particular airplane. 

The conditions  for lateral  balancing of the  airplane 

written 

:> 1. / o 

ia- 

■■r   :•>'■' 

(.< .5: 

2 ZOT0 

Here M    is  the projection of the morrent onto the y   axlr,  T'    .:. 
the projection of  the r,    .ont  onto the x axis,  and 1 -'r..  the pro 
Jectlon of the  force onto the  z axis,  or the  air-plane* .-•   1 iV• :• . 

force component. 
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aerod ^mio forces and moments are linear 

of -8 and the aileron and rudder deflec- 

, we can m ■ •-.    system of equations (9.5^) in expanded 

.h w ■ w. « 0: 

ZH+^H^*"«. +G cos S.sft v* 0, 
(9.35) 

where 

is the sum of the moments about the y axis due to the un- 
'en 

balanced thrust and additional frontal drag of the nonfunctioning 

engines. 

ittn - S-(P""+a,B>'"*- 

M      ia  the  total  rolling moment due. to  unbalanced positioning, cf 
xü 

the    ionci:   (wit'i  recpf-t   to the  x axlr,)   under the wing,  £     and 6 

are the'aileron and rudder üef 1 .ctlon  ancle?-,  respect!""2y,  S If- 

the  slip angle;  ■ 

<7V'.»»S  !\"-s- /„vSiCY. 

A'   srj'.l  )"0V   inyler.  Y>  «*''  h;<Vc   t<wy   * y-    -To  r»bt •'.*..    ♦ he 

trimming rudder !-'< '  -i* '.cron def]-?  ."on tuiglr-r. anJ tv       „11 angle, 
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it Is convenient to write the system of*      r     is of the airplane's 
lateral steady-state motion in di   » - is  form; 

ff«H-r"S---(*&+«%); ^ Cf«§6) 

Assuming in a first approximation that cg
a ■ m a ■ 0, we obtain the 

following expressions for the rudder and aileron deflections and 

the roll angle that are required to balance the airplanet 

"»*§* 

*»«. 

«„ 

•tu 
!fg. 

-> 

(9.575 

(9.5.8) 

(9.595 

where y i-s in radians. 

It is clear from these expressions that the balancing values 

of the control-surface deflections and the roll angle consist of 

two parts: 

the first part is composed of the control-surface deflections 

and roll *»ngle necessary to balance the airplane in steady slip at 

a constant slip angle ß in the absence of moments produced by un- 

balanced engine thrust and stores that are not symmetrically ar- 

ranged with respect to the x axis; 

the second part is composed of the control-surface deflec- 

tions and roll angle needed to fly the aircraft without slip (ß = 

- 0) when the airplane ii? being acted upon by moments due bo un- 

balanced engine thrust, and wing stören that are positioned asym- 

metrically relative to the x axis. 

The aileron and rudder deflection angle« determined frcm- 

(9.58) and (9.57) should be 3°-5° snaller than their maximum 
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«.ft««™ ,*„.   t,„ is roOT3 ..   ~  ■ ..  • 
* the aileron ana' rudder densctlo-.. 

airplane   are : arger    h »    ;,v..  permi 

s&ry  to change the  control-aurface parWters to value» tha<; 
.. at .sfj   the stated requirement. 

If this measure does not  produce the  desired result,  it will 
also be necessary to adjust  the parameters of the vertical  tail 
arid the wing dir,   ;.•:. 

We       ■■•      at  It is  a.r balancing d   !   ec- 

JÄ; 

-n «p  of the rad 
'bai 

It 

it beat to reduce the ba - an  «   oi    _;.  .. 

by Increasing their effectiveness mV1 and by g the air- 
plane's lateral stability mj.    §9.1 discusses these parameters 
as funotidns of the vertieal-taii and aileron parameters and the 

.wing dihedral. 

ssw. 
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Footnote 

Page 
No. 

206 ^'This distance is measured from the 
passing through the trailing edge 

free 3 ere an. line 
of the wing. 
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Part III 

DETERMINATION OP THE BASIC WEIGHT, GEOMETRICAL, 

AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OP THE NEW AIRCRAFT DESIGN 

Chapter 10 

SELECTION OF THE AIRPLANE'S CONFIGURATION 

§10.1. CONFIGURATION AS AFFECTED BY THE INTENDED USE OF THE AIR- 
PLANE 

The external configuration of an airplane Is characterized by 

the shapes of its alrframe components and their relative posi- 

tions and by the type, number, and placement of x-he engines, as 

well as their air intakes. 

The  intended u*;e of an airplane  Influences  its  configura- 

tion both directly and through the  required  flight-technical and 

taKeoff/landlng properties. 

The direct  influence of the airplanr'r. purpose on  specific 

features  of its  configuration car: be  traced   ' >  ihe decision as 

to the number of engines to be used en  a ras^n; cr aircraft.    One 

of the basic  requirements made of the pavenger airplane  is  safety, 

and this   in  provided,  among other mi^uier .   by mrvKing the ail-plans 

capable of taking off and flying -..ri"v fat i u ;<•  of one  or more  en- 

gines. 

Since   flight  accident: VCri ffit t.'Ug'rr-  failure 

r.   forceJ  1 an ling due involve  forcea landing,   the pronabi 11.V..V 
to engine   failure may be  corns il  red  'n.^tcad  cV the acc^r \   proba- 

bility.     IT the air: lane has  ?. engines,  t:,e   probability  '-hat one 
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of them will fall Is greater the larger the number z, and for 
small tv this probability equals z  • p with sufficient accuracy, 
«htre p is the probability of engine failure. If the total thrust 
of the engines is such that failure of one of them does not leave 
enough thrust to continue flight, the probability z • p of failure 
of one of the z engines will also be the forced-landing proba- 

bility. 

If, on the other hand, the remaining thrust is sufficient to 
sustain flight, flight may be continued. Then the probability of 
failure of one of the remaining (z - 1) engines equals (z - l)p. 
The probability of the first and second engines on the same flight 
equals the product of the failure probabilities of the two, i.e., 

*H£J  P 
*7* z 

10"3 - probability of 
failure of one engine 
- number of engines 

tz —., 
»   — ~  1   ~* 

»-'I I 

z-l 

JÜ2 

2-* 

Thrust margin in  % 
m*do ioso too too       m       too 

nfn—J—*—s   F 
Figure 10.1.  Influence of thrust margin and 
number of engines on forced-landing proba- 
bility. 

This probability becomes the foroert-lai'dtng probability  if 
the thrust remaining after failure of the second engine  Is not 
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enough for continuation of flight.    Thus, given enough total 

thrust in a multiengined airplane» it becomes possible to con- 

tinue flight after failure of the first,  second,  eta. engine. 

This is accompanied by a stepwlse decrease in the  forced-landing 

probability until one engine remains in operation,  at which point 

we obtain  the minimal forced-landing probability. § 

Figure 10.1 shows the forced-landing probability in the 

event of engine failures as a function of tne total thrust of 

all engines for z « 1,  2,  3,  and k engines.    The probability is 

plotted logarithmically, with p ■  10 J taken as  the probability 

of engine failure.    'The total thrust is given in relative form 

P * EP/Fm.   , where Pm.„  is  the minimum thru-t  required to  con- min nun ^ 
tinue flight.     We see  from the  diagram that whon the  total  thrust 

is  sinal1, .an increase  In the number of engine,-,  increases  the 

forced-landing probability. 

For a i?ingle-engined airplane,  the  forced-landing probability 

equals the probability p of engine  failure  and remalnn  &t  this 

value regardless op thrust.     For a twin-engined o'rplane,  Viere 

is  one  step on  the   forced-landing probability   i'^reano  curve at 

P ■ 2  (thrust margin 100K);   for a three -(rf).. Lo.:d a.; rp.l .irn:,  '.here are 

two  such steps,  and three  for  ä four-engin 
the number    of engines*,  the greater the  ■•>.. 

be  attained,  provided that  there   Is   -i .ho, 

the tnrust margin. 

:-t!.rp 1 ;;ne.     ?h»a   larger 

■'•.  of   safety  that  nan 

,u.'.   *0'..n.ase   in 

Thuy,   the  optimum number c('  engine- 

from the standpoint  of maximum f.ligoi-  -J 

engine   failure  is  determined by   the   i !■■"■... 
airplane  as  compared with  thf m! ruin!'.;;,   e- 

In  the event of engine  failure durlm;;  '. o* 

below V.    ,   ,  safety   is  ensured  o,y   chorth trim' 
ping the airplane  to. fore   the e,oi  of   i.ne 

engine  failure at  ^  "peed cbovo v.,   .,..,   t: 

and  the question  of safety  aid  ''hi-  numbe 

on the basis of  ;.v".  diagram  (;.'":' ?i.g.   lo 

■ i,o' .(  v'.-.^fi^ev a* rplan < 
'• . ;    In  the   u 7ent   of 

t   !  •: •:r,-.s   req :j i red  of   the 

;■.■ .   r'0'1 -ed   ^r   night. 

I ■ •     j ''f   :,;' '    ;t   :i   speed 

.,.;   ' :.■.■   takeoff ;■ :d  stop- 

•I'.r*::;;:   in   toe  .--v.' :     ,-f 

,.    !- -Oo.-Mff  :lc?   ou... ..oted 

• of vnglF.es   Is   resulved 
hi:'       P 
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detarmined on the basis of the thrust excess that ensures an "en- 

gine-out takeoff" on the particular runway and not on the basis 

of level flight at aero altitude. 

It should be noted that making s passenger airplane safer by 

increasing the number of engines and their relative thrust as com- 

pared to the minimum requirement results in heavier powerplants. 

In addition to the specific requirements as to the airplane's 

configuration that proceed from its purpose, it must also satisfy 

general requirements that are mandatory for airplanes of its par- 

ticular purpose. Such requirements are drawn up, for example, by 

the State Scientific Peseareh Institute of Civil Aeronautics for 

Soviet civil aircraft. 

Our passenger airplanes must now also conform to ICAO (Inter- 

national Civil Aeronautical Organization) requirements. 

There are also general requirements for other types of air- 

craft. 

§10.2. INFLUENCE OP HE^UIRED SPEED ON CONFIGURATION, ENGINE TYPE, 
AND ENGINE LOCATION 

The basic property that has the strongest influence on selec- 

tion of the airplane's configuration is its speed. The changes in 

aircraft layout that took place during the development of avia- 

tion were at all times prompted by the desire to obtain increased 

speeds. At the same time, the configuration had to guarantee ths 

necessary stability and controllability characteristics in the 

airplane. 

The braced biplane has major advantages when speed require- 

ments are minimal and emphasis is placed on load capacity, takeoff, 

and landing properties, light weight, small dimensions, and low 

cost. In this biplane, the additional drag of the ribbon bracing 

is accepted as the price of the great weight reduction resulting 

from the fact that the entire height of the biplane cell becomes 

the base that takes the cell bending forces. 
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• -        -    confirmed in practical work with such air- 
■ ■ ■■:./ .   

. oraf    ', J  the U-2   iPü-2)  designed by N.M.  Pollkarpov and the An»2 

■-•   .--     * lov.    Wheel fairings are mami^# for a 
modern biplane. 

A, sj n? i  requirements were raised,  the' biplane yielded to 

-    •. "he flight speed at which  the biplane loses lt3 

adve I       •   . rated only in a given particular case after 

ooaparlng the cont   figure?; for the same job  done by the biplane 

and the monoplane.    The semicantilever monoplane may be found 

superior in a comparatively narrow range of required speeds.    In 

thia  case,   the  hlg^-wlng type will be best, ,     .ce  the struts work 

in tension during flight,  the upper surface 01   the wing is free 

of superstructures, and the downward visibility is good.    As in 

the case of the biplane,  the rectangular wing is  found to be 

simpler and cheaper for the semi cantilever monoplane,  and much 

weight is, saved by  virtue of the  name lengthening of the base 

that takes the half-wing bending load;  this can be regarded as 

It principle in which lift is  transferred  from the wing half to 

the fuselage-by the shortest possible rout-  (the strut).    Non- 

retractable .'landing gear with whee.i  fairings   in preferred to 

save useful apace in the  fuselage. 

The thick-profile cantilever monopiam.  will  be advantageous 

with a further increase in the required   "tight speed.    Specific 
calculations are again performed to establish tue preference of 

this configuration in accordant 5   >l ;h  the od npeed,     In 

specifying the profile thickness  ratio,  1 ■-  la necessary  to  re- 

solve a contradiction between the tier. Ire  u)  reduce wing weight 

and increase  its  rigidity on  the.  one hand,  £;;d,  on- the other,  to 

reduce its induced and profile drag,    Tiu.   :,Jirst two  conditions 

dictate a small span-to-maximum-;,hickner,r.  ratio  for the wing,  a 

quantity expressed as  follows  \*\ terms of toe wing's parameters: 

2% 

where 
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This nakes It cle&r that to reduce wing weight, it is necessary 

to reduce X and increase c, but reducing X  and increasing e » 

" Srald^ increases both wing-drag components. In first approxi- 

mation, the problem is resolved by taking l/c -■ X/o from sta- 
tistical data on good airplanes of the same type, and then more 

precisely to minimize the aviation weight of the wing at a given 

flight speed; the general method of optimum-parameter selection 

might also be used. 

The demand for higher flight speeds Influences the airplane's 

configuration especially strongly with the approach to the speed 

of sound. First, the compressibility of the air begins to make 

itself felt, and wher local velocities become supersonic, com- 

pression shocks appear, primarily on the wing, so that wave drag 

must be dealt with. Thinner and M-stable profiles and small 

aspect ratio swept wings are used to reduce wave drag. If shocks 

appear and develop primarily on the thickest profile and the 

fuselage effect promotes their development, it 1.3 advantageous 

to use the so-called "crescent wing," which has a  larger sweep 

angle at the r*oofc and a smaller one toward the tips. To simplify 

the design of extension flaps and increase their effectiveness on 

the swept wing, it is helpful to reduce the sweep of the trailing 

edge at the root, offsetting this with a larger sweep angle at the 

root of the leading edge (a leading-edge "buildup"). All of these 

measures, which shift the wave-drag point to higher speeds (with 

the exception of the reduced aspect ratio), make the wing more 

complicated and heavier. Measures that shift the appearance of 

wave drag to larger Mach numbers also lower the maximum wave drag 

at the transition, to the speed of sound. 

Thus, to break the Hound barrier it is necessary to use a 

wing with even smaller prvflle thickness ratio avA  aspect ratio 

and stronger sweepback. 
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I  -3 requirements arc met'by the delta wing or similar *<lngs 

ds and wings with increased sweep at the root 

" ■    ' gouge. Such vInga are-lighter, have'larger Inter- 

3, and make flap design easier,' The designer is 

same configurations in specifying the shapes of the 

. id vertioal tails. 

The fuselage and .canopy are made as slender as possible to 

reduce w -   - ■ - -g. Observance of the "area rule" helps reduce 

wave drag in the region of the speed of sound. This rule states 

that ti - ->.? of the over-all cross-sectional areas perpendicular 

to the  -    '  longitudinal axis must be as smooth as possible. 

It implies that boilows and bumps on this curve must be smoothed 

out by moving various components of the airplane along this axis 

and slimming down and filling in the corresponding cross sections. 

Configuration requirement a and wing-fm;elage interference 

influence the helghtwise placement of the * ; rig on the fuselage. 

A low. wing reduces structural weight and simplifies retrac- 

tion of the landing gear Into the wing, but it also increase; 

parasite Interference.  The midwing pos.',- ion produce;? less inter- 

ference between the wing and a round--j-.eetu.n 

ters the interior space of the fuselage. 

The high wing gives little interfere-... 

traction of the landing gear into the wing. 

'..i,. el age,  tut  ciut- 

>iit   complicate:.*  re- 

ine  unut.-w It a1.' • e   Interference 

' .*!■'''":   .'»'"■   fuselage  ero33 
Here it must be rememberea to it 

of the  low wing can !:e  corrected bv 

section and providing wing fillets. 

As  concerns the relative positionr. of  Jm wing and toe hori- 

zontal tailplane,  the prevalent  eonf!-~ür »t.j H. will be the  con- 

ventional one with the  tailplane aft of..tue win?, as  lonv  ".s  the 
airplane's speed does not exceed that  of   voün.j.     Such long-.• .own 

configurations as the "frying wing, ■ nt- .at J :• e as"  airplar.f,  and 

the "canard" have been built and  finri i-ru •/  times,  but  they were 

found Inferior to aircraft wit. normal   til 1   des! p» d have 
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not come Into extensive use. 

The main reason for failure of the "canard" to gain accept- 

ance is that it is not as safe In flight owing to the "sticking" 

that occurs whan the attack angle is increased to critical. The 

influence of stability and controllability requirements on the 

relative positions of the wing and stabilizer wan discussed in 

detail in Chapter 8, 

Plight speed influences not only selection of layout, but 

also selection of engine type. Since the development of the 

aviation engine paralleled the development of configurations 

basically under the pressure for increased speeds, it is natural 

that there is a relation between the speed of the airplane and 

the type of engine. At low subsonic speeds, 0 < M < ^0.6, the 

air-cooled piston engine is the optimum, while the propjet be- 

comes more advantageous at higher speeds (*v*0,6 < M < *v0,8). At 

trans- and supersonic speeds, 0.8 < M < *\»3, various types of turbo- 

jet engines are used. 

In turn, the type and number of the engines influence the 

configuration of the airplane. Engines may be placed in the fuse- 

lage, on the fuselage, or on the wing. 

Placing the engines in the fuselage reduce;) the drag on the 

airplane, but it also complicates the -tructure cf the fuselage 

and makes it heavier. If there are an. odd number cf engines, one 

of them must be placed in or on the fuselage; . +be bent plane for 

a propeller engine is the nose of the fuselage, but this Is In- 

evitably detrimental to the pilot's forward vision. For tu-bujet 

engines, the optimum placement is the tall section of the fuse- 

lage because of the short exhaust-gas path that this gives.  As 

for the air intake, it can be either frontal or lateral. With .ne 

intake in tb^ nose of the fuselage, the air passage must be 

split to accommodate t he retracted nose wheel and th>. cockpit. 

Thi3 explains the advantage of having an even rather than an 

odd number of engines. In the case of propeller eng ne?., the 
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nose of the fuselage Is left free and the pilot can see better; 

wlttv turbojets, the tail of the fuselage is unburdened and in 

both cases the fire hasard Is reduced and the nose level is lower- 

ed for passenge:..  An even number of propeller engines Is best 

placed on the wing in such a way that the propwash increases lift 

at takeoff. An even number of jets can be placed either on the 

wing or on the fuselage tall section. Placing the engines on the 

wing gives a distinct weight advantage over the tail mounts on 

the fuselage, because wing weight IS lowered by engine "unloading"' 

of the wing and fuselage weight Is increased by the additional ■. 
load imposed by the engines.  . 

Landing gear can be retracted into the engine nacelles with- 

out greatly increasing their-midships area.. 

When the■engines are mounted on the wings, it is necessary 

to consider reciprocal effects between tne nacelles and the wings. 

This maker, it desirable to place the nae.-lie under the wing, as 

can be done when the- wing is high. 

When the airplane has a high wing, r^t"action of the gear 

into the wing or  engine nacelles is not "-advisible; it is tetter 

to retract it into the fuselage, with ti«; 

tne supporting arm,.; out on the older, of ■ 
them with fairing:-.., as was done in tho A, 

O.K. Antonov. 

i.ncr^HS*?d by   rigging 
f'.u>_ la fee  and. covering 

■. I ip i an e r. f de s i g ne r 

Combining turbojet engines with  mo j.nz, may re advantageous 
whether  the enjir;.^  are placed und t"- < >-,•:   .''. r»-',  (or  pylons or with- 
out  pylons)  or behind  tho wing.     To  reuu:.••• parasite  interference 
and  Improve  obss-rvancf of  the ?,r><i  ;a<i>*- wn^a  t hr:  .-•ri.;ines B.re sus- 
pended ov py 1 t.'.M^.,   j f  is necessary  t<; rocvv.   thon as   far  forward as 
possible; when pylons  are not us-d,   i.; i.'y    .Mist cj moved   forward 
or aft    o  that  the maximum thic; nt^.s.'s  n-/  **-,■■> profile  and  tht-   - 

engine aacelles wij.1  not  coincide, ■ 

Placing  the  or "Ines  bcnirid  <,h-    .il\:~   .; 

preciably.  ■  ;n   t..i.     'as«--,   the  aia •• iu..a.V.r' \. 

■a  lower:-  drag ap- 
.atfv must   hi   run 
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through the spars, and this Increases their weight. The passage 

is run under the wing 1* the latter's profile is thin. In placing 

turbo,1eta on the span of the wing, they can be placed close to 

one another and to the fuselage, fhe possibility of placing turbo- 

jet engines close to the fur-elage makes it possible to reduce the 

moment that eauaes the airplane to yaw on failure of an engine on 

one a?de. It also becomes possible to hang a pair of engines on 

a single underwlng pylon or mount a whole "package" of engines 

flush under the wing. Turbojet engines can also be mounted on 

the tall section of the fuselage on horizontal pylons. This set:; 

up a favorable interference with the fuselage, reduces the fire 

hazard, and lowers the noise level in the passenger cabin. 

Turbojets mounted on the fuselage tail section must not 

blanket the horizontal tailplane at large attack angles. If 

there are an odd number of engines, one of them can be placed 

in the root section of the vertical fin or in the tail section 

of the fuselage. In addition to the weight penalty, placing a 

heavy engine on the tail section of the fuselage stakes it diffi- 

cult to trim the airplane, so that it is necessary to lengthen 

the nose section and accept the associated deterioration of longi- 

tudinal and directional stability. 

§10.3. INFLUENCE OP TAKEOFF AND LANDING REQUIREMENTS ON CONFTnUHA- 
TION 

The configuration selected for the airplane on the basis of 

the required flight speed is often inconsistent with good takeoff 

and landing characteristics. 

In specifying the configuration for the airplane, therefore, 

it is also necessary to take takeoff and landing properties Into 

consideration. 

Three ba^lc trends are now emerging In the aircraft indu.;ry 

In regard to selection f configuration with allowance for znke->IV 

and landing behavior: 

1. Use of the conventional airplane configuration with the 
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pslativs ge       rieal parameters selected to ensure the required 
flight speed and takeoff/landing characteristics, with use cf ef- 
ficient high-lift devices on the wing, 

2. Varying the geometry of the airplane in flight, e.g., u&ing 
a wing with sweep angle variable in flight.- 

3. Use of the engines (sustalner or special) to develop lift. 
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Chapter 11 

DETERMINING THE AIRPLANE'S WEIGHT AND BASIC DIMENSIONS 

§11,1. THE METHOD OP RELATIVE WEIGHTS 

This method is of great importance In preliminary aircraft 

design. It enables us» without imposing additional requirements, 

to determine the takeoff weight and dimensions of the airplane 

quite quieKly and accurately, tc establish whether all items of 

the Technical Specifications are i alistic, and to analyse the In- 

fluence of various factors on takeoff weight and, consequently, 

on the cat of the airplane and the techniesl-economic criteria 

used as a basis for determining the optimum version of the de- 

sign. .   ■   ' 

This method consists essentially in-the following. 

The takeoff weight G is broken uy into four groups of weights: 

1) G ,, the weight of the payloaa. which eamvf ?;tr. of the. 

weights of the crew, equipment, urmamen;,, and cargo; 

2) G , the structure1 weightj 

3) G  , the weight of the powerplant; 
P«P 

1») G« , the weight of the fuel and fuel system. 

The weight-balance equation is  obtained in the form 

«~G„ir»-G,,+ G;t., + GT.(. 
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; :Be ec  --   Stten in fractions of u - ght will 

(IX,1) 

fc be called the "equation, of interreaction of 

properties of the airplane," because, as wc shall see below, 

it links the flight properties of the airplane with one another» 

with the payload, and with other properties and parameters of the 

airplane and its engine. 

The weight G x (ir. kilograms) depends on the purpose of phe 

airplane; it can be established at the very'start of the design 

work and assumed constant for .t given class of airplanes: 

Jp.l const. 

The relative structural weight  50 depends on the design over- 
loads,  configuration, dimensions,  etc.     In first approximation, 
it  can be assumed constant  (Bg - const)  and taken from statistical 

■data for aircraft of the same purpose and similar configuration. 
Working formulas are used for more accurate determinations. 

The  relative weight  of the powerplant  i;j determined  from the, 
fowlas:   ■ 

for prop jet. engines 

for turbojet engines 

v t, (11.2) 

(11.3) 

wnere Ka = Ga/len is the relative weight of pcwerplant accessories 

expressed as a function of angina weigh., The power/weight ratio' 

N/G of a propjet airplane and the thrust/weight ratio P/G of a ■ 
turbojet airplane are. determined 1a ^ccor.Jance with flight data, 

I.e., on the basis'of top speed <u.,-.d flight altitude, ceiling, 

rate of 'climb, or takeoff distance. 

The largest v*u-ue of 5 _  from among those determined for p.p 
each, flight  jrMp.-n-v.   !•;  to'be substituted into  (11.1).    The 
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. u rements for the rest of the properties will then be »ore 

- an satisfied. The weight of the fuel system Is determined from 

the formula 

j: ÖT,«.s=(l-f/fe)G"t, (]/» 

where K   . ■ G   /G„ is the relative Wight of the fuel-system sy        sy    i 
machinery and tanks expressed as a fraction of fuel weight and 
the relative weight of the fuel 5f « Gf/G Is determined from the 
desired flight range or endurance.    To this    end, it i« neces- 
sary to know the engine's fuel-consumption curve and the aero- 
dynamic characteristics of the airplane. 

If the relative weights' \,  5p<p, and 3f>3 are known, the 

relative payload weight can be determined from (11.1): 

k) 

Gn,)-1~(GK4-G,,y + Gt.t). 

Knowing the absolute and relative payload weights, we can 

determine the takeoff weight: 

G = f'll.H 

~\GK ■$-()■,.y H- !?,";c) 
-U1.5) 

Equation (11.5) clearly shows that the higher the strength 

and flight-performance requirements, i.e., the larger Bgt- Gp#p» 

and 3r , the smaller is the fraction remaining for G 1 and the 

larger the airplane's takeoff weight. 

A near-zero remainder from the unity, and the more so a nega- 

tive remainder, indicates that the design is unrealistic because 

the flight-performance: requirements are too high. 

Thus, the equation Interrelating the properties of the air- 

plane enables us to determine the feasibility of meeting the set 

of property requirements and to determine (or approximate) the 

optimum combination of these requirements on the basis of minimum 

takeoff weight. 

We see from (11.5) that a relative error in the- determination 

of the payload G §1 results in an identical relative error in tht 
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takeoff-weight determination, but the absolute error in the lat- 

ter will be larger by a factor 3/ÜL , than the absolute error In 
, P * ■*■ 

Opj) consequently, the payload must be determined as accurately 

as possible the first time to avoid the need to recompute it re- 

peatedly. "•'.., 

§11.2. DETERMINATION OP PAYLOAD 

The payload consists of the crew, equipment, and cargo. Pro- 

ceeding from the intended use of the airplane, it is neeessr.ry to 

determine the composition and weight of the crew, draw up a de- 

tailed list of equipment, and calculate its weight, including 

fasteners, wiring, and plumbing. The special cargo of a military 

aircraft consists of armament, launchers, ammunition, and special 

equipment. For a cargo aircraftj,  the maximum cargo weight can 

be determined as the weight of a single heaviest transportable 

object or even the weight of sever?.! such objects. The maximum 

cargo dimensions determine the dimensions of the cargo bay. 

The situation becomes more complex when the payload of a pass- 

enger airplane Is to be determined.  This is because a given traf- 

fic load on a, given line can be handled during a given per:' od by 

a small number of hauls by larger airplanes or a larger number of 

hauls by small airplanes.  In the former case, the Intervals be- 

tween hauls may be longer, which is inconvenient for passengers, 

but in the latter the airport may be overloaded and the cost of 

compensating the crews may rise. For how many passengers should 

the airplane be designed? 

The optimum payload can be determined from the minimum value 

of a genera' criterion.  A tentative answer can be obtained from 

such considerations. 

In the finished airplane, the maximum sum of payload and 

fuel weights Is determined by takeoff conditions and strength, 

and can be assumed constant: 

CBfl+0T-consi. (11. C) 
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The opiimuro range L will be that at which the payable "work" 
- done by the airplaife ia maximized.    Since L is approxi- 

mately proportional to 0f, we can write in approximation that 

CaaOt—max. 

f n 

(11,7) 

corresponds to the condition-'(0-   jk)_aX* 

It follows from (11.6) and (11.7) that the airplane will be 

optin.sl if 

Gnji = Gt. 

The aew aircraft design will be near-optimum if 

where G_  is the weight of the fuel consumed. 
1 t w 

Since the weight G ö of the passenger equipment stands in 
p • U 

about the. same relation  to  the payload weight a:;  the weight  cf 
the navigational  fuel  reserve  and the weight of the dry  fuel sys- 
tem have to the weight of the  fuel con?utn=a  (^25-30$),  the  la-^t 
equation can be replaced by 

Giifl-f OB. I= 'G't.r.i 

where Qf  is the weight of the fuel system with a full fuel load 

G*. as determined from the technical range L..  In this case» 

takeoff weight is determined as follows: 

< ■ G» tt n i o . (j » J_ ...— {  ! ) . i^J 

where G   is the weight of the crew and equipment (without the 
c. e 

passenger equipment). 

§11.3. DETERMINATION OF RELATIVE STRUCTURAL WEIGHT 

The structural weight is composed of ihr- we.^hta of the win, 

fuselage, landing gear, and control sydtems.  Weight formula:; mm 

be used to determine the weights of these parts of the airplane 

with satisfactory accuracy as functions of their parameters. 
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a) fhecffefeJQal Formula for the Weight of -a Trapezoidal Wing with 

The weight 0     of the wing consist«* of the weight of the wg 
spar flanges (or the carry-through structure In general) GL £» 
the weight of the spar webs aa M» the weight of the rib flanges 

V.f! the weight of the rib webs G r.w1 the weight of the skin 

"on the leading and trailing parts of the wing Qsk» and the weight 

of the ailerons and flaps Qa r: 

The weight of the spar flanges is [12]: 

(11.9) 

(11.10) 

Here C - is an empirical coefficient, n. is the computed ulti- 

mate overload for case A, 0 is the takeoff weight of the airplane 

in kg, Y it. the specific gravity of the material in g/cm , f ■ 
» 0.82 Is the ratio of the average stress in the flange to the 

maximum stress In the same cross section, * is the ratio of the 

arm of the force couple acting on the upper and lower flanges 

(panels) to the wing profile thickness, a  is the stress at an 

•irtWrctr'point on the flange at the moment of failure, i.e., with- 

out consideration of stress concentration in the weakened cross 

section, in kgf/Mn2, x is the sweep angle of the wing on the 

line of maximum profile thickness, X is the wing aspect ratio, 

c la the wing mean profile thickness ratio, arid I  is the wingspan 

in meters. The numeral 1000 takes account of the dimensions in- 

dicated above for the quantities G. y, c,  and I, 

The coefficient Ks f allows for the lighter weight of the 

spar flanges in the trapezoidal wing due to unloading as compared 

with the flange weight in the rectangular wing with spanwise- 

constant thickness and load per unit length and without considera- 

tion of unloading. It is determined from the formula 

K,B..l-*i*ir~ÄiKt»^«T'~ ■ktxRi~-k\rp(*Tp (11.11) 

Here the coefficient k±  depends on  the wing tapers nb * 
b
max

/b
min 
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In plan and n0 • 
emax^°min w^d8h^Ps» A**

0
 expresses the decrease 

in She flange weight of the unrelieved trapezoidal wing as com- 

pared with the constant-profil« rectangular wing; kir is a cor- 

rection factor that reflects the influence of the spanwise dis- 

tribution of the circulation f as compared with the distribution 

according to the law of chords• 

The remaining coefficients express the influence of unloading 

due to the weight Q  of the wing Itself» the weight Qf of the 

fuel» which is distributed over the eftt'.re span of the wing, and 

the weight of concentrated loads Qld» These concentrated loads 

may be engine nacelles with engines, landing-gear housings with 

landing gear, tank3 with fuel if they occupy a small fraction of 

the span, etc. 

These coefficients are determined from the following for- 

mulas: 
k      (*+U[»(iic---.)-<Hi-t)l f du-Ufn»-')  ' 

4~~ 4-'-.-. L   inn,]; 
%—i (% 

*,r--1.04-0,0^4--•),{», 

(11.12) 

"(11.13) 

when n > *»» k,r ■ 1.04; klw, is determined from (11.12), where 
r\.   is replaced by nQ 

lwg 
* »or n, %\ 

; k,». can also be> determined 

from (11.12), where nb is replaced by 

nT— 
(*6*«Wn 

where (btct)max and (ötöt)min are the cross-sectional areas of 
the fuel tanks at the root and tip of the wing; 

*!••>=* 3->-4 !:„ l*(n,-i)-li-H*i«-i)x 

2L x(l-~e)]ln 
i + (nc_,j)(i^;) r 

(11.14) 

where e « e/U/2) and e is the arm of the load measured from the 

airplane's plane of symmetry. 
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ht of the spar webs from the formula 

**■*    4-IOOÖtrenV   "-1 111.15; 

wher. is an empirical coefficient, 0 is taken in kg» Y in . W p 
.1 T in kgf/mm . 

Here tl  coefficient K„ _ takes account of the decrease in 
■ > .   : ■  ■■     . s»*r 

web weight in the trape-aoidal wing due to unloading as compared 

with web weight in a rectangular wing with spanwise constant thick- 

ness and load per unit length. 

It is determined from the formula 

rosy. Kna- ■  (11.16) 

Here the coefficients k-, k,r, k-, . k,„, and k51/, are analogous 

to the coefficients K1, k1F, k.,w , klf, and k^. The term 

(c/cos x)Ka r takes account of the unloading of the webs by forces 

acting along the .-.par flanges. 
* ... 2 n„ : 2 , 

3 1» H ' 

A8r -1.03-0.013H ~-i|,)». 

(11.17) 

(11.18) 

if ^h — ^» we *iave ^r Ä ^■•^3- 

k-,      is  determined from  (11.17)  after replacing nh by nr. 3wg D u 
]bnc;  k3f 

or n-, •  nKn,,;  k,P is  determined from  (11.1?),   taking instead of 

|i        \-n •r'fnia» 

c 
,1? 

K     .,  ! a  '-•* e t o ra i ne d  f rom  (11.11) 
s. i 

(11.19) 

wciK'ut  of the  rib  flanger,: 

'11.20) 

The weight of the  rib webs: 
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The weight of the skin on the leading and twilling parts of the. 

wing? 

Go««Co<rS.      ■•'■   :    ~'   (11.22) 

The weight of the ailerons and takeoff /landing flaps:   :> 

Q^CM+SM)*}. r;      (11.23) 

Substituting all of these weights into (R.9) and dividing 
both sides of the equation by the takeoff weight (lr we obtain an 
eqmtion for determination of the wing relative weighte §Wg« 

Solving this equation for 8W , we obtain a formula for the 

relative weight of the wing: 

0 Kf 

A~ir-BC 
' e mm •*» A '"'■■' 

(*,*ll—*ITO'T — *irpÜrp) -f  (k^®'"• -*St6\ 

.      .),       «—>       ,      ^H.p-1 «AW     I     god      ; 

P 

y. 
■BC 

14- 
toiSt ■*u,4- 

fi 
-*. 

ros/.    S|C|7   1000 

-l 

(11.2D) 

Here a denominator larger than 1 reflects the decrease in wing 

weight due to t.*lf-unloading. 

(11.25) a IS/? 

It (11.26) 

J_ v.-! 
3?  r|c 4. I 

(11.??, 

The following numerical values of the coefficients can be 

taken for the calculation: 
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i'   1 

■c». f "  A * 3"a *li * 

c    '     fit 
S.W   ' 3,3-3.4; 

c    » * r.f 0;7S~0.90; 

0      ■■. ** r,w 1.5-1.9; 

").013; 

ca.f * 0,086-0.088; 

f » $ « * 0.82, 

Y ■ 2.85 S/cm-3; 

c * ^ kgf/nan2; 

t ■ 20 kgf/rara2. 

For duralumin 

; If a-11 available space inside the wing is used to hold fuel, 
the weight of the fuel in the wing can be assumed proportional to 
the external volume of the wing*. . 

OTKP^IOWW.WY*. (l-l*-28) 

where Yf is  the specific gravity of the  fuelj, wf is the  ratio of 
fuel volume to wing volume, w is the volume of the wing in m    and 

is  determined by the  formula 

w   0,44/f-L.s*'», 

where 

VI 

0i. + h(%+~n 

(11.29) 

lf nK 
s nrt.« n, we have   *-"-'-'-7rri 

K »  2. 
(«1+1)2 

(11.30) 

and if n ■ «t we have 

Formula  (11.?h)  holds  for wings with aspect ratios X > *l;  the 
same  formula can be used for wings of smaller aspect ratio if the 
influence of that part of the wing area and span taken up by the 

fuselage is allowed for.    This  can be done in approximation by 

reducing the coefficients  e    - and c, „   in the ratio  {I - Vr)/l 
P • 8.1 S . W I 

and the coefficients c„ ~ and c    „ in the  ratio  (S - S      r)/S. 
r. i     r. w **s» * 

For a variable-sweep wing» the wing weight calculated by 

(11.2*0 at:minimum-sweep must be increased by the weight of the 

swing-wing mechanism and hinges, which makes up about 35$ of the 

weight of the winij '",•■■ 
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There are also other formulas for wing weight 

Table II.1 

. 

Material ■';"'■'J 
Temperature', *C 

100 150 200 

Duralumin (Dl6) 1.03 1.06 1.1* 

Refraetory duralumin * 1.015 1.03 1.10 

For a small-aspect-ratio delta wing for a supersonic airplane, 

A.A. Badyagin [22] proposes the formula 

^*M^"/lx+^L)'fT+0,015]'     (n-31) 

where * is the unloading factor; * - 0.55-0.75, nc Is the cal- 

culated unloading factor, KL is a coefficient that takes account 

of aerodynamic heating and is taken from Table 11.1, I  is the 

wingspan and p is the specific load on the wing. 

The approximate formulas of Driggs can be used for the wing 

weights of subsonic airplanes. 

These formulas are much simpler than (11.24) but less exact. 

They appear for the first time in this book and are converted to 

the metric system, with the o « f(G) and o -f(o) graphs replaced 

by formulas, To brii.g out more clearly the analogy between the 

Driggs formula and formula (11.24), we replace the ratio S/cmax by 

the expression L  2t±J , which is equal to it. Then we have for 

the straight wing 

ff*-l^[8+r^r|rM' (11.32) 

For a swept wing 

KS      !0»«rosx [ c      «%r0U '*»■ 

(11.33) 

Here 

K00,22 is in kgf/mm2 (11.34) 
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arid Ö is expressed In tons. 

Given good design, amall cutouts» and extensive unloading, 

K = 13. • 

Under average conditions, K * 10. 

In the case of poor design, numerous  cutouts, and little un- 

loading, K ■  8; 
FW^sliskdm. 

/(a)=0,007 + 
19+2,9 fa 

/(4) -0,0567 • 
30+2,9^1 

0 = 1-^5-; 

If nb - nc. ■ Hi a * a, 

/•(«.?) -/«?)=-0,05674 
10- 

2,0 

(11.35) 

(11.36) 

b)  Relative Weight; of .-Fuselage 

The weight of the  fuselage is  composuJ of the weight of the 

stringers,  skin, bulkheads,  flooring,  canooy, windows and glazing, 

doors and doorframes,  and assembly hardv,fare. 

1'«  Mslgjit„,of^stri^e^rs^and^^che^.sjcjn ....'' 

Taking case  A'  or E'   as  the  design  ca;;e  for the fuselage in 

accordance with the larger uf the design overloads nftf  of aE,, we 

shall  consider  the  fu:-,e: age   a-   :*. beam rating  on  two supports  - 

the  front and rear wing spars.    We shall disregard the aerodynamic 

forces  and the  inertial  forces  due to  nigular   icceleratlon.    The 

fuselage is replaced by a cylinder with" wall  tMcknesa 6  constant 

around the crosa-sectionai contour ;*nd a  radius  R.    The section 

moment of Inertia or uueb a (!,y linder  i:; 

PTD-HC-P3-753-71 ?5ß 
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and its »all thickness 

where nAf]gl is the larger of the overloads nA, and nE,  and only 
the moment due to wetghc forces is considered. 

The annular-section area 

/=2R/?»= 
Mn lA-e- 

*u 

Figure 11.1. Two methods of simplifying moment 
diagram. 

The weight of the carry-through structure is 

««»P til.37) 

Here c cts 1.2 if a correction factor that reflects the con- 

version from the theoretical weight of. the carry-through structure 

to its real weight and is obtained from weight statistics and o 
v      2 - ^r 

■ 26 kgf/mm . The diameter D of the fuselage is taken out of the 

integrand, since we disregard the variation of diameter over the 

length of the fuselage. However, this circumstance can he taken 

into account by an appropriate increase in the moments with re- 

spect to the ends of the fuselage. \ Mdx—    is the area of th« 

bending-moment diagram over the fuselage length (Pig. 11.1a). The 

wing spars are located at points a and b. By drawing straight 

lines from the apex of the moment diagram to the front and rear 
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points of the fuselage axis, we obtain a triangle of area larger 

than the äiea of the moment diagram: 

(11.38) 

If the locations of the wing loads and spars are not known, 
Mmax oan be used» as in tne case of a beam under uniform load 

(°ld.f + Gf) and supported at the center; 

/W_-,» (Orpt+Otftt 

I W 

(n.39) 

{11.40} 

If the  load and spar position» are known,  the resulting mo- 
ment  diagram can be  simplified by substituting a broken line 

jl rawn through  the moment point;:,  at the  front  and rear spar  (see 
Fig.   11.1b).    • ■-■■ 

This results In a .slight increase in .the area -of the moment 

diagram, but do*, • not exaggerate the weight, since the formula Is 

correct'. 1 by the factor c . . 
cts 

In this case   _■■■      ■ 

j' Mtix -J-- [Mjii,, f BH)4 Mjlm4-8h)l 
(11.41) 

The nose moment M about the front spar is determined as the 

sum. öf the moments from loads that can be regarded as lumped and 

from ■■distribute i loads, which are assumed uniform: 

=2^}+S(T-<) 
Here ö and x. are the concentrated forces fror,; the wing front 

spar and their arms and q and x are the distributed loads per 

unit length and the arms of the forward ends. The moment of the 

tail section at the r^;ir spar is -determined similarly. 

2. Weight of bulkheads 

•■ The fra-n«a»;. .!>ul:.meads are-designed to maintain ' the sectional 

P'fi)-HCr-23-VS5-?l .'fiu 
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shape of the fuselage when it bends and twists, and unless an 

additional local for        d to a t  send, the design case 

corresponding to it is bending of the fuselage. 

In this case, the bulkhead is compressed by opposing forces 

and the maximum moment In two opposite bulkhead sections is deter- 

mined from the formula 

Mmt em m&^m*ifi?> (11.12) 

where R is the radius of the bulkhead, which can be assumed equal 

to the fuselage cross-section redius and Qmax 
is tlne maximum load 

per unit length, >—»pressing the bulkhead as a result of fuselage 

bendingj it is determined from the formula 

*te m ' (11.13) 

Here 6 is the relative thickness of the skin in the annular fuse- 

lage section, M is the bending moment in the particular fuselage 

cross section, I is the moment of inertia of the fuselage cross 

section, E is the elastic modulus, and a is the distance between 

bulkheads. Substituting the expressions 

as '»'■■. I. §, 

ft -jr*f"*v 

into  (11.13>, we get 

;*8as. M 
"»  a0»£» 

-8fli 
M 

«f> •tO'fi 
(ii.it) 

We substitute the resulting expression for qmax  into (11.12)  and 

obtain 

^m«i 
*««§>      M 

2      ED* 

Assuming that the bulkhead has a Z- or channel cross section with 
height h, we determine the cross-sectional area of its two  flange- 

2/«2 -S»fe-»-—  :-—- . - 

where 

D 
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:   of one bulkhead, not counting It3 vertical members, is 

Substituting the element dx of fuseläge'length for a, we ob* 

tain the weight of the bulkheads on : rich element dx of fuselage 

length; integrating over the entire length, we obtain the weight 
of all  bulkheads«  ■"" ■./-.' 

G  'W ■urn ™'"ma *—— 7—^—- \   flh/X, 
we*mj>D     i (11.45) 

.Here the;multiplier (l. * kh) takes account of the fact that 
the 3t.vesB fror, the compress!ve force P * q«avD-is added'to the- 
stress  from the moment VL      » q      D*yi6 in the bulkhead &f>oi$s aec- max 'max 
tion i ocr ■ m 2$, kgi/miih - is the cri.. icäl strt :^s in the ■carry-through 
structure,  and-fc^, ='o.-,   ~ 26 kgf'rmir are the stresses in the 

■carry-through structure and bulkheads. '       ,.-''■    .,;.".• 

The' statistical  coefficient c. .   **./-,zi takes account-of the 
Of* 

weight of  the bulkhead vertical members and the conversion to''the 
real weights. ..--'"■      _. •■ -.. '^;: ■   . _     '"•   ]■'/• 

This' large .c^.   Is. explained by  the  fact that it alfio includes 
the weight-of the reinforced bulkhead.? ».. whi ch Is threeitlwes the 
weight -of the z tan da ret bulkheads.     The im .sgril expreasesthe   '- 
area, .of the -fuselage-bending moment ding ran» considered' earlier..; 

' Combining the weights of the stringers,  tle^ltttached skin, 
and trie bulkhead,;.   ;.i;ev  (11.3?) -and ilL. *»5i 1,-we-g#t---—--=--.-.-.      ■■-—■■ 

'ist* 

■ft 

■111 

II 

(ll-.*6> 

in  formulae  (Jl.37)  ami (Jliftg),   c .     * 1.2 and c..   * 23. 
Btb ■     »  ■   ■ on       - ■ - ■ In 

addition,  it was a unwed that cr ., - .*•£ kgiVram  , ohh.».26 kg-f/nun- , 
■ -»    -w 1 Mil      . 

cr ™    ■:;   Kgiyrar       "       " -" ~ 

h « 0,03,  and E *   7030 kgr/mra''. 

The  one f ft '„-I.e. it.  id    in introduced so that t can be substi- 
tuted J-nt'-- the  ro.-n.i'.l-i In g/cm .,_o and E in kgf/Wpf~,  and~the.: /. 
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!. ,g quantities in meters and kilograms. 

;■-  irge value of the coefficient cfeh indicates that there Is 

e room for reducing the weight of the bulkheads and a 

r an IndJvLd! alized approach to the design of yach bulkhead 

„ ;e f» .-irfance for its effective forces. 

Formula (11.^6) shows that the area of the bending-moment 

diagram appears as a common multiplier in the weights of the carry- 

through structure and the bulkheads. Let us now examine how the 

~ep angle will influence the area of the moment diagram 

ü this weight. , > 

If the wing sweep angle is changed, the aerodynamic center of 

the wing and its mean aerodynamic chord must remain In  the same 

positions to preserve the trim of the airplane; if the wingtips 

ar* shifted aft» the wing,root chords and the wing spars in the 

fuselage will be shifted forward. 

We plot the stationary wing aerodynamic center, i.e., the 

-olnt at 25? of mean aerodynamic chord (Fig. 11.2) from the wing 

leading edge, on the fuselage axis. If it Is assumed that the 

forward spar runs through the line of centers, then for a given 

sweep angle x, the forward spar passes through the fuselage at 

a distance (see Pig. 11.2) 

where z is the coordinate of the wing area center of gravity and 

Df is the width of the fuselage. 

Having plotted the diagrams of the nose and tail bending 

moments to the point at which they int2rsect, we lay off the dis- 

tance x from the aerodynamic center in the direction of the nose 

for the particular angle X» obtain the position of the front spar, 

and obtain the position of tha rear spar by laying off th- wJdth 

b of the wing box from the front spar in the direction to the 

tail. 

I 

If 
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Figure 11,2, lni'3 
sweep on - fuselage 
gram. 

nonce of wing 
momc.it dia- : 

Thmr we have c 
all data for calculation of 
the moment-diagram area from 

(11.Ml) as a function ef x^- 

If the nose- and tall- 
moment curves are extended to 
the point where they meet, the 

intersection will indicate the 

■ position of the fuselage-load ; 
center of gravity arid» in ap- 

proximation, that of the fuse- 
lage itself.. We see from .this; 
construction of the »oment dia- 
gram that the smallest value 

°? ^L„„ will hold when M„ * max ji 
s  M*.T s ML-„-and these values tl   max. 

of the moments M and M,,.will be the smaller the greater the n    tx 
distance between the wing spars. Consequently, the minimum weight 
will oe obtained for the carry-through structure and bulkheads 
when the fuselage and its- loads are suspended at their center of 
gravity approximately midway between the spars and the weight of 
the fuselage framing will be smaller the larger the distance be- 
tween trie wing spars at the fuselage. 

3. Weight of skin on pressurized section of fuselage 

Part of the weight of this skin was included, &s its attached 

width, in ';he wei£nt of the carry-through structure. The remainder 
Is determined as the weight of the wall of a cylindrical container 
with an excess pressure p   inside it. The maximum stress in the exc 
skin is p.  section along the generatrix of the cylinder is 

g Ps^y.t. 
'■'" ' ?»7r" 

whence the thickness of the skin Is 

- ■*. ^ 
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Trie   weight of the preesurised part of the akin is 

st   • _ n a JW »Ö.aa,iyi>s/r 
■■'......-■■  ■ .     -.. Vr.»«■"ii«©-**—~>— ,   -.- (11.17) 

where the number 10.33 has been introduced so that Y can be sub- 
stituted in g/cm5 and pexe and ab In fcgf/np .    Here Y * 2.85 
g/cnr, p       ■ 0.25-0.6 atra depending on the altitude capability ö  -  exe ■ : 2 
of the airplane, and o^ » 8 kgt/mm   (taken from the fatigue 
calculation). 

The coefficient 0.8 allows only for that part of the skin 
not included in the width attached to the stringers. 

1• Weight of pressurized end wall 

If the end wall has the form of a spherical segment» it will 
work under tension when the excess pressure is applied, and the 
bulkhead bracing it will be compressed by a uniform load directed 
toward the center of the bulkhead. The weight of these two parts 
of the, end wall can be expressed by the formula 

io, 
Ci   •   —c 

),33ypM«a£»|(l + 7^ l t'W
8)]        . (n ^ 

16   L 2/*'P   /9c J" 

Here ? » f/R ■ 2f/D is the relative depth of the end wall. The 
first term in the square brackets takes account of the weight of 
the shell and the second the weight of the framing bulkhead.  It 
is easily shown that the minimum of the expression in the brackets 
and, consequently, the weight minimum of the end wall and bulk- 

head will occur at 

(li.iy) 

0v ■ oa, we have ? t » 1,  which is not accept- Even if we assume cb ■ og 
able in practice. 

We convert (11.18) to the form 

10.33 A»vy.iD^ n       -=e 

He™ cew.bh S 2'5 and 
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For a lattice-reinforced flat end wall, we can assume a » ft, 
8 kgf/mm ,. and a * 16 kgf/mm . 

5. Weight of skin on unpressurized section of fuselage 

With the exception of the part already considered with the 

carry-through structure, this skin works In-shear under the fuse- 

lage shearing and twisting forces. 

The maximum tangential stress in the fuselage section at the 
base of.Its unpressurized part due to the shearing force Q is de- 

termined' fj-om the formula 

If, in addition to the vertical shearing force Q, the verti- 

cal tailplane Is also acted upon by a horizontal lorce Y ., these 
forces must be replaced by their resultant /Q" + Y . and in- 
created by the stress x,    from the torsional moment M * Y„ . * h', tors v.t 
where h' is th0 arm of the force Y  . with respect to the fuse- 

läge axis.  Then 

rK|l>H •2F>        2nR2     % 

t re 3 r? 

T                 t      -l-.T ti'&WC-r. h' 

From  tliln  >;o  determine  the   :iK'>n   hnicknese: 

(11.51) 

Practice, gives ü-' the following n! rr.pl e dependence of the critical 

stress on the thlci'.nert;; of tht r.hcot metal: 

;crlt * S  t^r/i^j. 

From itU- we obtain 

'"■*■■'    V s "-":'.'~ mm. (11.52) 
I i ^ »«... 1 ' /; »V»ff/^„ 

■ PTb-HC-."?3--'53-71 
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Instead oi  the  t tselage diameter, the diameter of the pressurized 

•wall ai        ils formula because the end of the pressur- 

"••■•. f the fuselage «ay be aft of the end of its cylin- 

ion. 

Knowing the thickness of the skin, we determine its Weight:: 

ere y is In g/cm3 and the remaining dimensions are in meters. ' 

The coefficient C6k   - 1.05. Dav is the average diameter of 

the   .essurlssed section. 

For aircraft in which the pressurized part occupies less 

than half the length of the fuselage, 

QsBttA'g T* 
For passenger aircraft with short unpresaurlzed tail sections, 

it can be considered only for the forcea Yvt  and 6tlnAi- 

We combine the weights of the entire skin and the pressurised 

end wall in the single formula 

C-.,+0„+0*w-(a«r+^Da )J»^ + 
+ l,05*D<fJwm. 

Here 

. J0 + 7V .„ 1-7« 1 7    f 

for 6, see (11.52). 

The sum of ail loads in the unpressurized part of the fuse- 

lage with overloading nA, should be taken as the shearing force Q; 

for military aircraft 

for passenger aircraft 

Q«rtA'0„n. 
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if.. 
—m-MMA— 

the remaining partr of the  fuselage ars* .'ora- 

formula-s derived 05- V.A.  Mseiev by prae- 

■•u- 

fleet the theoretical relatlon- 

«»«**" '53^/3^1 f/W- (11.53)^ 

py» Kpari - l.i for pilot and r.aviga- rsan 
nifles that the canopy has a 

M. 

t'; -hi proportional to the length ?wd of the part of 

» with windows and dependr. on I he moments bending the 
:..'di section of the fuselage :&M the excess pressure pexc in the 

abin: . ; 

(11.5*0 

IV  the length of the row of windows and the length of the 

fuselage tail section are still unknown, It can be assumed for 

passenger aircraft that 

11 i 4 

8. JM£ht..ej^^ 

0M-14,9D»(l+pll.Hii. 

9 • WeJ^hj._.p£_ nioor 

(11.55) 

This weight Is proportion .1 to the length I     of the pres- 

surised part 'of t.he fuselage and to its diameter: 

G„M~-0.7.!Df,. •  (11.56) 

10. Weight -of :aj;:-gjnüljL.c;-..ipqneiiT-- 

Thls   Include:'   the  '«eight1-  of    iv-  w,.j,, vtitr.   u:-ed  to  Join 

the  f unM ..igt'  *o  •■'-.- win»:,   tall,    indci- arrUi'e,   und engines-,  count- 
ing the weight r   .; r  the elenent..   h-.,, o-lvcv   uid the   reinforcement® 

KPD-HC-:>*. -7r>-'/ /1 
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applied to the oorresponding fuselage-!ra/nlng:elements: 

(11.57) 

Here k, »^Tfor a low-wing monoplane -and k* * 7 for ä high-wing 
monoplane! CUi f+f is the weight of the loads in the fuselage plus 
the fuselage itself} k« « 5» Qtl is the weight of the tailplanes, 
k-s " 7» k* * 0 if the engines are wing-moused^ :-~G      "is "the weight 

3 3 p.p 
of" the powerplant» k^ » 0.1 (counting the nose-wheel attachment), 

k(. « 0.3 if the main undercarriage is mounted to the fuselage, 

k_ » 0 if the main undercarriage is mounted to. the wing, and G 1s 

the takeoff weight. 

11. Weight formula for fuselage 

We can now write a formula for the fuselage relative weight, 

having sele-ted its dimensions and the excess pressure, pt\,;, in the 

cabin and knowing the weights of all load3 carried in thr fuselage 

with the weight of those parts of the airplane mounted on the f;u,; 

läge given as fractions of takeoff weight. We adopt the follow- 

ing simplifying assumptions for this purpose. The weight.:. vi" V 

pressurized akin, end wa31, canopies, windows, aoors, ar.J n 

can be computed from (11.47.) am. (11.50)-(11.56) in kiK. .•....»;.. 

and compose a -constant sum Gf oonst 
in kilograms. 

To determine the thickness 6 of the unpressurized 

skin, we assume Y„ .   - 0 in (11.52) and substitute a Uu ■:..•■■■ ■ ■.-. 

tion for the parabolic one. We then obtain the approxliiu *.-..* r,>.- 

mu.. a 

1-1,7 + nim-m (Grp.* + C*)< 

where Kgk ■ ■ 1 for a military airplane and K,w<up » 
!- 

passenger airplane. 

Now the weight.of tae unpressurized part of the s*. 

broker up into two terms: 
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(11.58) 

'   311 appears in the sum G„ _      W* 
..*:■ ■ '       ■ , . I const. 

a (11.39) into (11.46) foi« the weight of the 

.ids: 7 : 

(11.59) ♦+G*). 

•j?el&ge Is now connected by the equa- 
tion ■    .,.     ;. "       v '       ' 

i + iO-2(*;,G0!, -f *,(T,..y 4- A4 -f. ks). 

Here, for Military and civil  aircraft 

(11,60) 

f or-- ml1 it ary air craft 

"Up a J   103,4/?   * 

-   ■  ■ A« ids 

for civil aircraft B » 0 and 

"♦ cant" 

where  0» ^  is  the  S'irr- of thv  ■ 

■t'$'*on»t 

ichts, 

The values. taKen for the coefficient k^-k- are the same as 

.for formula (113?)..   r" ' -■' 

The weight of the fuselage appears in the first three.term» 

of (11,60).. We might derive from this-'a formula for the weight 

of the fuselage as ar explicit function of all the other quanti- 

ties, an-we did for. the weight of the wing. Remembering» how* 

ever» thatsi :apli fyir.K assumpti<: is have already been made», we 

introduce yet ar.o'.i;«.' . We .subftitute the expression ■ 
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into {11.60) and obtain 

!?♦«<! - /f^W-4 + fl + *,»„,♦ ~'-G* C0Mt+A2G0, -- *,G,, + (11.61) 

Here ^d - is composed of the relative weights of the crew, equip- 

ment, payload, tailplanes, powerplant» and landing gear If the 

latter are attached to the fuselage. 

If the main undercarriage struts are secured to the wings» 

we have k,- ■ 0. 

if the engines are mounted on the wings» the torras with 5p p 

are dropped. '.• 

As we see iroro (11.61), the relative weight of the fuselage 

has been distributed over the weights of "the fuselage loads in 

such a way that each part of the fuselage weight represents a 

certain fraction of the load carried in It. This distribution of 

the fuselage weight and the weight formula can be derived more 

accurately if the area of the moment diagram is determined from 

the two moments M and Mtl [see (11.41)]: this will take account 

not only of the influence of each load, but also of its position 

along the length of the fuselage. 

The weight of the fuselage can be determined approximately 

from the formula 

G^KQG^, (11.62) 

where a,. f Is the sum of all fuselage load.-,. 

Such loads are the crew, equipment, commercial or bomb cargo 

and the equipment necessary to handle it, the tailplanes, most 

of the controls and posuibiy the fuel, landing gear, and engine? 

if these loads are aceonwodated in whole or in part In the fuse- 

lage.     "   ■. ■''.'• :'■'■•■ 

Statistic! data indicate" the following average values for 

the coefficient K„ expressed as a.fraction of the weight of 
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.tge load.   ne heaviest fuselages are obtained for subsonic 

passenger aircreft with the engines on the wings: 

Kf « 0.33. 

if the engine of a passenger aircraft is mounted on the fuselage» 

This decrease is explained-not only by the fact th&t the 

weight of the fuselage is referred co ti.e weight of the loads 

increased by the weight of ♦--he engines» but also by ths fact that 

an increase in the longitudinal frrces from bending of '"he fuse- 

lage maker, it necessary to thicken the skin, stringers, and spars, 

with trie result that the critical Duckling stresses are  larger. 

If the fuselages are to accommodate loads of the same weight 

as passengers, but these loads are less bulky» is is the ease, 

for example, for military aircraft, the fuselage diameter can be 

reduced considerably, and then the stresses in the material may 

be Increased even further.      "'.-..   ' 

This fact, together with the reduction"of the fuselage's 

surface area, make::., the K„ of a military aircraft even smaller, 

and tiie coefficients asaume~"the following values: 

For aircraft with engines in-the wing K- » Q..20. 

■    For aircraft with, engines on-the fuselage tail section, K^, ■ 

=0.16. '■. /-■:;. 

There may be deviations In either direction from these aver- 

age values , by *.o,'.) 

For supei .sonic iiLrpiane.s, K. ild be selected on the basis 

of the'upper 11mlt. ' ;y     ■',.'.'• 

Applying (ll.i>,;, we can distribute the fuselage weight ap- . 

proximo t-->ly In prop rtlon to the twoi'c^  loads, multiplying the. 

weight of each load by (1 + Kf)_, i ..e. , :adding:. the appropriate frac- 

tion of fuselage, weight to ten   ic:-i< 
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*tee «eight of the landing gear is prjpopt'.onal tc the take- 

tßiß. 

3a,»0,04^-0,06. 

More precisely, thus coefficient decreases slightly with" increas-^ 

ing takeoff weight, 

V.M. Sheynin [2*4] gives the statistical dependence of <3 on 

takeoff weight in d ügra? form. This dependence can also be ex- 
pressed by the following formulas: . 

:*or passenger aircraft 

for military aircraft 

G|i| — 3.* o (i-f 352 0 + 2« 

(11.63) 

(11.CO 

where Q is the takeoff weight in tons and jL is in K. 

d) Weight of Tallplanes 

The weight formula for the wing can be xxreä  to comput« the 

absolute weight of the horizontal tail, but the.calculation is 

simpler because there is no unloading at trie tail.and we can. as- 

sume k. 1 and Hi nc - n lir  ^r  J- a-    "b 
The largest -value from among all the cases listed by the 

Strength Norms is taken as the design load. The same procedure 
can also be used to compute the weight of the vertical tailpUne, 

regarding it as half of a wing with span I  * 21^ t and aspect 
ration X - 2X t, Sinee the weight of the tail represents a 
small fraction of the takeoff weight >2S),.its weight can be 
considered in simpler fashion, although fejor errors are undesir- 

able even in this calculation owing to the possibility oj^ub^ 

stantial trim deviations. 
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-■  -The approximate weights of the horizontal and vertical tall- 

j.nec can be determined thus: 

(11.65) 

where p, . and p , are the heights of one square meter of hori- 

ssontal and vertical tailplane. For subsonic airplanes, these 

weightb are determint1 as functions of the area of the correspond- 

ing tallpiaiie, using the formula 

Pr.o»7+0.225rq (11.66) 

with PV t defined by the corresponding formula. For supersonic 

aircraft, the weight .per--square meter of tail surfaces must be 

taken from statistical data on similar, aircraft types. 

e) Weight^X-1'-jintre 1 g 

The weight of the airplane's control consists of the weight 

of the control station with all its auxiliary devices and the.con- 

trol lines in the fuselage and wing; also, the hydraulic boosters 

in the control systems of fast aircraft. The weight of the con- 

trol, lines In. the fuselage is propnrtio .al to their length, and 

the weight of thoje in the wing to its "span. The weight of ti. 

control station can be assumed constant. The weight .of the en- 

tire control system can be determined.thus: 

6ynp~G;i.y«p4*8^t>~ *'< .(IA. 6.7) 

■where the weight of the control station G t,  ,,  * 125 kg'for one 
pilot and Qnt. 1      »■■200 kg for* .two pilots.-    ■ ..-•-■.• 

; If boosters :are used,  their weight must beinsluded in-the 
first  term of (11.C7).   ' .'-.-.■".■' ..-•■.'. 

-S11-.4. . DETERMIN ATI UN OF RELATIVE WalGHT :)F FUEL SYSTEM AND POWER- " 
PLANE 

a^ Relative Weight of Fuel : '■ 

■; For turbojet aircraft of which long; range Is required, the 

relative weight--of the fuel fan be obtained from the familiar 
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logarithmic formula for flight range; 

CrJt Q '«•* 

This formula can be written 

(11.68) 

(11.69) 

where.3«  Is the relative final weight and 

^Wi«—£—. (11-70) 

Here T - L/3.6V is the flight time in hours and the aerodynamic 
efficiency K is expressed as the ratio of the initial weight 0 to 
the initial thrust P... Formula (11.70) brings out the physical 
significance of l/A: it is the relative weight of fuel that would 
be needed if the thrust remained equal to Plnl for T hours. For- 

mula (11.71) can also be written 

1-9» 
= <? 

whence 
2_   - - 

Formula (11,71) can be replaced by the simpler formula 

C,> i.fti 

(11.71) 

(11.72) 

Calculations by  this    formula yield results with errors no greater 

than 1* in    the range 9f «0.5-0.3. 

If the amount of fuel is small, It can be determined by con- 
sidering the consumption rate to be constant and tc correspond to 

the average weight of the airplane; 

0. G-3. 

then 

St= _i  
^4 +0.5 

(11.73) 
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The relative weights of the fuel aboard airplanes with pis- 

ton and. prop jet engines can be determined by the Bam&torm\xl%ß 

till.71),   (11.72), and  (11.73)], but the specific fuel consumption 
C      is now referred to 1 hp,. requiring inclusion of a, factor ?5n/V 

in the expression for A.    The result: ."-■" ,   -r 

Here K - K'      . n = 0.75, and c      is found from the fuel-consump- Tnax sp __ 
tion curve of the particular engine  type'. 

A=1!&£*&~™&,    — . (11.n) 

b)    fielat 1 ye Weight of _Powerplant"     -■ 
The following formula can be. written for relative-power- 

plant  weighl:: -        ,, , „   "p   "      ,, . „ .       " ..'.-■ •■■''   ■ 
^r^-f^Va-ii + ^v» (11,75) 

whereby * .P/G is  the  th'rust/weighCratia of the airplane. 

."■■,,.   in level  flight, at .constant speed,  u -■ 1/K.     Por near-ceiling 

altitudes,  K =  K    . ,   and y      must be  referred" to the thrust P at 
■ ■■":'•>-■.• nidt.i. en ■ ...... 
thit. altitude.    Olnee thrust  is proportional to the -atmospheric. 

pressure" p    above  II  km,  we  have . a -    . 
•~~ ■-■ . la» ".I tB.i 

/'.; an 

.and 

(11.76) 

The thruGt/welghv   ratio must  aiao !><;• determined from other 

required flight prvpertier., e.g.,  cru!;;lng altitude and speed, 

takeoff distant,  etc.,  and the re.iaMve powerplant weight roust 

be taken for the  flight  property   ihat   requires  the  largest  value. 

If the-airplane must have a .-hurt  takeoff run L^,  the rela- 

tive powerplant weight-  is  determined on the basis of the static-;  - 

zero-altitude- thruo't/weight  rat-K-  M(; -  ?V'n: . "'  - 

P    can he deterfi>i>'-.. with  the   fotcftft 
■J 
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o^X^-f) (11.77) 

whence 

7>  — f  ! J* r'o—J-V"  
*otp 

*<>.* *,*•«»» (11.78) 

t-< 

or, from the series expansion of the natural logarithm 

8£ 1    _____ 
/»•«/■ 

£C<W£PM 
} — 

S^.f 
'pas 

(11.79) 
\6p 

Here f ■ 0.02 on concrete, f■» 0.06 on hard dirt, c  is the x0 
frontal-drag coefficient during the runup with consideration of 

the landing-gear and wing-flap effects; 
Cu   =0,8^   . 
*otp »mas 

For piston and prop-jet aircraft, the relative powerplant 

weight is determined from a similar formula: 

AT 5a.y=0+ *_.>-£ Y» (11.80) 

Here y      is taken for the specific engine and the specific alti- 

tude. 

As we see, the relative powerplant weight is now determined 

for the power/weight ratio N/G. 

To determine the power/weight ratio for ä given top speed, 

we use the top-speed formula from [28], which is valid for alti- 

tudes below the celling: 
Y"l2ö5n~Af  o _" TjT     7       n'"'~ 

Raising both sides to the third power, we obtain a quadratic 

equation in N/G, from which 
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If the cruising speed vcr,uise for a gi'yen altitude is stated, 

we substitute V  Into (11.8l) to obtain, ^twitead of V „, the 
^■* max 

cruising power/weight ratio N  .  /G; then 
cruise - 

AT, 
^rfH^y, (11.82) 

where v « 0.7 is the fraction of the power used In cruising flight. 

The following relations are used, to determine 5-   for a 
P'«P 

given  runup distance: 

NQ/G = uG for piston engines; 

NQ/G « 1.4u„ for propjet engines. 

§11.5. LETERMINATION OF BASIC DIMENSIONS OP AIRPLANE AND ENGINE 

When the airplane's takeoff weight can be determined, its 

basic dimensions, areas, spans, characteristic wing and tailplane 

chords-, fuselage diameter and length, and engine basic dimensions 

(diameter and length) can be computed. 

The areas are determined from the formulas 

p 

where p is the specific load on the wing, 

sP.0-Sros, 

The  wing and  tail spans  are  compiiteu as 

Vo        r   Vo'-Vo- 

The   formula:'   for J-termining  the  root,   tip,   and mean  aerodynamic 

chords   take  the   form 
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T(14-T) 
b„._=. 

An/,,1 i+ —} 

b ~JU - fl 
* 3 Mpu[  +nd+n). 

The diameter and length of the fuselage can be evaluated from 

relations of the type 

where p * is the specific load on the fuselage midsection, and 
Jm.f 

l$ — kf Df, 

where Xf is the fuselage slenderness ratio. 

Engine diameter is estimated from the formulas: 

For turbojet engines 

U»-y    nP,  ' 

where P  Is the thrust of the engine and Pp is its specific 

frontal thrust. 

For propjet engines 

D    _l/i^JL 

where N  is the engine's power output and N„ is its specific fronl 

al power. The engine's thrust or power is determined as follows: 

where up is the available thrust/weight ratio, u„ is the avail- 

able power/weight ratio, and z is the number of engines on the 

airplane. 

Engine length can be estimated from the relation 
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where  X       is  the slenderoess  ratio of the engine, 
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Chapter 12 

PRINCIPLES OF STRUCTURE-DIAGRAM ELABORATION 

§12 1. THE PRINCIPLE OF SHORTEST FORCE-FLOW ROUTE 

Force flows are transmitted through the elements of a struc- 

ture. 

The shorteat path of the basic force flow (shortening the 

principal structural elements) endows the structure with the 

lowest weight.  The straight rod in tension or compression may 

serve as an example. 

The extreme case is that in which the force is not trans- 

mitted anywhere, but is taken up directly at its point of appli- 

cation.  Forty years ago, at one of the Central Aerohydrodynamies 

Institute conferences, A.N. Tupolev put It this way: "A force tust 

be caught where it has appeared." This is the gist of the re- 

lieving or unloading principle as a particular case of the short- 

est-path principle for force-flow transmission.  On the airplane, 

this principle is embodied, for example, in the wing, '"here part 

of the aerodynamic load is offset by the weight of the vir.g and 

the loads accommodated in it. 

The unloading principle was first used by I.I. Slkorskiy in 

the "Russkiy Vityaz'" airplane (Fig. 12.1), where the engines were 

carried outboard in the biplane cell,.helping make it possible to 

build a large-aspect-ratio wing. The unloading principle is also 
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Figure   12.1.   I.I.   Sikorskiy's   "Eusskiy Vityaz'" 
air-plane. 

used in placing the undercarriage u^der the engines.  It is used 

in more complete form in large "Flying Wing" air-craft (Fig. 12.2). 
0 

Another particular case of the  sh.-rtest-route  principle  In 

the  transmission  of  force  flow is  found in  the  principle of clo- 

sure  of the  force   circuit by means  of auxiliary  structural  ele- 

ments . 

If some  auxiliary  structure  sets  up  large  reaction  forces  In 

the  main  structure,   it  is  advisable  in many  cases   to add closing 

structural   member-a   for complete  or partial  mutual  cancellation of 

these   reactions,   thus   relieving  the  main  structure.     This   is   il- 

lustrated  by  Pi--.   12.3,  where  rod  CD relkves  the basic   frame  com- 

pletely  of  the-   force   2P,   and by  Pig.   12.4,   where  rod AB,  which 

joins   the  upper ninges  of the  shock  abrorber and the  skid knee 

action,   relieves  the  air frame  of seme  of  the  horizontal  forces. 

It   is   sometimes   necessary   4:o   reroutt;   a  force   flow   (forces) 

or  shift  thorn parallel  to  their original   direction.     This  requires 

additional   'd la-tural   elements.     Examples  of elements   that  change 

the  direction of a  r'o .-ce  are  the  roller in  the   control-cable  run 
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Figure 12.3.  Straight twin-arm control  conkers, 

Figure 12.4.  Cargo-aircraft skid. 

»llcrank in the  rigid-rod control run  (F^g. 
(Fig. 12.5) and the be] 

12.6a). 

A change in the direction of a force sets up a reaction force, 

while shifting a force parallel to itself sets up a bending moment 

and shear. 
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Figure 12.5, Control pulley. 

Pi sure 3 2.6. Bellcranks 

Figure 2 2.7. Torque tub 

Figure 12.8. Case of favorable influence of 
eccentricity. 

In ti:t:£ie '•■".?.«%•-, it is rioce.ssa.'y to give thought to taking up 

the react \ t n fore*:, >.•>., seaurrr.,;; the pullt-y or bei1 crank axle, 
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and not only from the standpoint of strength, but also froir. the 

standpoint of the rigidity of the element to which the pulley or 

bellcrank is. secured; otherwise, additional elastic lash will 

appear in the control link* All of these measures require an 

increase in weight; this is the "penalty" for changing the direc- 

tion of the force. Using the force-closure principle, it is 

necessary to connect the ends of the bellcrank with a tension 

rod (see Pig. 12.6b), i.e., to make :.t triangular and thereby 

relieve it of bending strains. 

An example of shifting a force parallel to itself with re- 

versal of its direction can be found in the straight-armed rocker 

used in control rods (see Fig. 12.3).  The "price" of this shift 

is still higher, since in this case, in addition to a reaction 

equal to twice the force P acting through the rods and all of the 

associated weight penalties, there is also part AB, which works 

in bending, i.e., with definitely superfluous poorly utilized 

material. 

. Shifting a bending moment into another bending plane paral- 

lel to the original one calls for a member working in torsion, 

i.e., it results in additional strain and extra weight. The tor- 

sion tube (Pig. 12.7) is an example of such a parallel transfer 

of a bending moment in a control line. 

Eccentricities should be avoided in order to reduce bending 

moments. 

Sometimes the detrimental effect of eccentricities (Fig. 

12.8a) can be eliminated by use of another eccentricity, as indi- 

cated in Fig. 12.8b, which shows the lower flange of a trussed 

spar. 

§12.2. PRINCIPLE OF FORCE-FLOW SMOOTHNESS 

Obstacles may be encountered on *he path of a force flow. 

Elbows, notches, holes, and the like (Fig. 12.9) are ohstacles to 

the flow of forces-  Bending moments and stress concentrations 

arise when the force flow is diverted around such obstacles, To 
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Mitigate this effect, the force flow should be aimed as close as 

possible -to the cutout or hole, i.e., a major part of the material 

must be placed at the points of stress concentration (Pig. J2.10), 

and the force flow must be smoothed. 

min 

Figure 12,Q, Obstacles to 
force flow. 

Figure 12.10. Reinforcement 
around hole. 

Figure 12.11.. Non- 
smooth force flow.. 

Violation of this principle in the 

force flow results in nonuniform distribu- 

tion of stresses and lowered strength or 

additional weight.  Such a violation is 

illustrated clearly by Fig. 12.9 and by 

the plate working in tension with two 

slots (Fig- 12.11).  Using this plate as 

an example, ,*>re 3hall set forth the pro- . 

eedure for observant öf the force-flow 

smoothness principle. 

Stress concentration - occurs at the 

internal angles of the 3lots at points B, 

C}. D, and E and 1:- rcr:ponsIbi. for the lew strength of this par- 

ticular specimen.  Rounuir.;.; the -:omerr. -with-small radii reduces 

this concentration. ~ 

After elimination of stream concentration, the maximum 

stresses occur in the neck region 3, C, D, E, and when the speci- 

men fails through the neck, the stresses in its remaining sections 

are ;ti i 1 far '->?•"' '">v 

parti cuiari;/ .'.J- 
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absorbed basically by the material in the volume of the neck and 

only a small fraction of work falls to the rest of the volume. 

The stresses are practically zero in zones A at the external 

angles of the slots. Such corners, which are useless for handling 

forces, must always be cut off. 

Any nonuniforraity in the distribution of stresses lowers the 

static, impact, and fatigue strengths of the design. When external 

ends are cut off and internal angles are rounded, the force flow 

created in the specimen is smoother, with uniform stress distribu- 

tion in each cross section, but the stresses become nonuniform 

along the flow. By cutting off,all excess material to constant 

width equal to the neck width,: we also obtain uniform stressing 

over the length of the specimen. This equal-strength ribbon will 

have static strength equal to that of the previous smooth specimen 

and its dynamic strength will be higher. The equal-strength rib- 

bon will be lighter than the original componentj for this reason, 

it is always desirable to aim for equal strength in structural 

members and the design as a whole. 

In addition to acute angles, slots, and holes, stress con- 

centration may also result from defects in material and technology 

-welding nonpenetratlon, cracks, gouges, and scratches. A con- 

tact stress that arises, for example, from the pressure of a 

structural rivet or bolt on the internal surface of the material 

in a hole may also amplify or initiate concentration. 

Stress concentration should be eliminated by eliminating its 

causes or by reinforcing the place in question by increasing the 

thickness of the material or adding a reinforcing plate. 

§12.3. ADVANTAGES OP TENSION AND COMPRESSION OVER BENDING 

It is known that the distribution of stresses over the cross 

section of a member working in bending and, consequently, also 

the utilization of its material, are nonuniform. Figure 12,12a 

shows the distribution of normal and tangential stresses in a 

rectangular-section beam, and Fig. 12.12b the distribution of 
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Figure 12.12. Stresses in rectangular (a) 
and I- (b) beams. 

these stresses in an I-beam made from the same material and with 

the same section height, but with a wider flange. When the two 

beams are subjected to equal maximum normal stresses, the dis- 

tribution of the normal stresses over the section height remains 

the same in the 1 beam, but stresses close to the maximum act on 

a larger area (owing to the wide" flanges).  These stresses can 

be regarded as heightwise-eonstant stresses from the pure tension 

and compression of the flanger, and the small bending moments act- 

ing on each flange will redistribute the stresses in the height- 

wise direction. 

The tangential-stress distribution obtained in the I-beam is 

also more advantageous, since the larger;.!, strops (at the neutral 

layer) is larger and, consequently, the wall material is better 

utlli-zed. 

Thus, structure:-; designed to take up tending moments must 

be made in such a way that the elements of the structure are loaded 

to the maximum by ten."ion, compression, ana shear. 

The effort to reduce bending "tresses and oDtain more uni- 

form stress distribution has leu to the practice of covering each 

"frame" of a frame-type spar witn a sheet, thereby converting to 

a "webbed" structure., or inser'iin,;; diagonal rods into the irames 

to ob'.ain a "tnis:?0'!'1 construction. 
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In a.strutted wing, the Koaient bending the spars is reduced 

by aakintg the strut work in tension or compression. 

§12.%* USE OF THE LONGEST BENDING BASELINE 

In certain strue-urea, it is necessary, to transmit a force 

P by transferring it parallel to itself over a distance I  into a 

different plme (Fig. 12.13), in which the height h avail- 

Figure 12.13. Use of the long- 
est bending baseline. 

Figure 12.1*1. Use of the long- 
est bending baseline and long- 
est -ontour in torsion. 

able is substantially shorter than I.    This is done using a girder 

or beam with full advantage taken of the base height. This mini- 

mizes the weight of the girder or beam. 

The same principle obliges us to select a spar-flange cross 

section such that the material is situated as close as possible to 

the skin of the wing and the spars themselves are as close as 

possible to the maximum wing cross-sectional thickness (Pig. 

12.I1») and to design the jointing elements in such a way that 

they will transmit the forces acting along the flanges as close 

a3 possible to the wing surface without projecting from the wing. 

§12.b-   ADVANTAGES OF A MAXIMUM-AREA CLOSED CONTOUR IN TCRSION AND 
A ROUND TUBE IN LONGITUDINAL BENDING 

In some design cases, structural parts of an airplane are 

loaded by twisting moments. 

Solid-section rods work poorly In torsion because the tan- 

gential stresses are distributed nonuniformly over the cross sec- 

tion.  In a circular cross section, the maximum tangential 

stresses occur along the entire outer surface (Fig. 12.15a), while 

in a square cros? ö«ct?on (Flg. 12.15b), the maximum stresses are 

i 
1 

i    ■■ 

1 
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Figure 12,15. Cross sections of rods 
working In torsion.. 

ft, 

IM 

Figure 12.16. Cross sec- 
tion of beam equivalent 
to section of round tube. 

obtained at points a, b, c, and d. 

These stresses will be larger for 

a given twisting moment in e square 

cross section of the same area as 

the round section.  In an ob3ong 

rectangular- cross section (see Pig. 

12.15c), the maximum tangential 

stresses due to torsion are obtained 

at points a and c, and, other condi- 

tions the same, become even larger, and a.; the section is length- 

ened further (see Pig. 12.15d), they continue to increase. The 

stress does not change if this thin piate (Fig. 12.153) is rolled 

up into a tube (see Fig, 12.15e) -without joining the contacting 

edges. However, the picture changes abruptly if the edges are 

joined to one  another, e.g., by welding (nee Fig. 12.15?).  In 

this case, the stresses decrease abruptly, are identically 

directed, and uniform along the contour, and practically constant 

in the direction across the wall.  Tubes f and g can take much 

larger twisting moments and will twist through smaller angles 

than the solid rods a and b at the same material cross-sectional 

area. The round tube will be stronger and more rigid than the 

square one (Fig. 12.15g), because its contour encompasses a larger 

area for a given perimeter-.  In addition, the walls of round tubes 
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buckle under larger stresses than the flat walls of square tubes. 

Hound (solid) quid annular-cross sections are" In general the 

optimum for rods working in torsion. For a given weight» it Is 

expedient■to increase the diameter of the pipe and the area inside 

the cross-section contour up to a certain point, even though the 

wall thickness will be reduced. 

The principle of increased contour-section area holds for 

any form of closed contour. For example, in designing the struc- 

tural contour of a wing cross section working in torsion (Pig. 

12.lt), It-is advantageous to utilize the entire wing-pro file 

contour unless it is broken by flaps or leading-edge slats. 

The principle of utilising tue longest contour in tors- 

does not apply when the contour is too long for the moment in- 

volved, since in this case the nails of the contour become so 

thin that they lose stability due to warping. 

The round tube is  the optimum design not only in the case of 

torsion, but also for longitudinal bending, because the moment of 

inertia of the round annular cross section l.s the same for bend- 

ing in any direction and will be greater than the smallest moment; 

of inertia of any other cross section for a given amount of 

material, e.g., that of the square tube (Pig. 12.15g). We nets 

in passing that the round annular section will be the optimum "or 

a revolving shaft under a transverse bending load imposed by a 

force of constant direction.  In all other cases of transverse 

bending, the round tube will no longer be optimal.  However, flu- 

tube does not work badly in bending: for example, it Ii' stronger 

and more rigid than a square tube of the same weight.  By shift- 

ing material along the neutral layer x toward the y axis in the 

annular section (Pig. 12.16), we obtain a section whose moment of 

inertia and modulus of strength approach those of the I-beam. 

§12.o. CONCENTRATION OF FORCES IN MEMBERS THAT BUCKLE 

Structural elements working in shear :md compression may 

buckle. 
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"Figure 12.17- Advantage of 
transmitting bending through 
a single beam. 

Figure 12.18. Advantage of 
transmitting compression through 
a single tube.  • > '■"'---'■   y-- 

in all cases of such loading, it is advantageous to.trans- 

mit the force through a single structural member rather fitsan dis- 

tributing it among several members working-on parallel.  Sy way 

of example, the right side of Pig. 12.17 shows thre;? beams working 

together in bending under the action jof. a force P. ... If the ten- 

sion flanges ere strong enough, the compression flanges or the 

webs, which work in shear, may buckle as -h*..- force P is increased. 

In a single beam of the same heigut but with cross-sectional di- 

mensions three tirnes larger, the stresses - normal and tangential 

- will remain the same-, but the stability of the flange and web 

will be more than three times greater. .Consequently, the strength 

of the design is increased at the same weight or.its weight has 

been reduced with no loss of strength. 

Transmission or a compressive farce through a single round 

tube (Fig. I?.l8) of a given length will be more advantageous 

than transmitting 't through several parallel tubes of the same 

length made with the name amount of material and with the same 

ratio of wall thickness to diameter, since the moment of inertia 

of the tube cross .motion and, consequently, the critical- force 

are proportional to the fourth power of the diameter, and the 

cross-sectional area of the tube to the square of diameter.  Given 

equal weights, one tube will carry more, and given equal strength, 

it will weigh less than several tubes. 
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|12.7. INCREASING THE LOCAL STABILITY OF THIN WALLS 

As we know, thin walls may buckle In compression and shear. 

Unsupported edges and flat wall areas buckle most readily; 

for this reason» the vertical members of an open profile do not 

Steel spar of 
British Bulldog 
airplane 

Steel stringers 

Figure 12.19. Cross sections 
of steel spar and stringers. 

Figure 12.20. Cross section 
of spar of "Stal'-2H airplane. 

perform as well in compression as those of a closed profile.  Open 

profiles in structures that work in compression should be closed 

by use of an  additional member.  If unsupported edges remain, tney 

should be reinforced to increase their stability by beading or 

rolling. Flat areas should be avoided or made as narrow as pos- 

sible and bounded on both sides with small-radius foldovers. The 

latter serve as supports for the flat area. 

Figure 12.21. Thin-walled 
construction with corru- 
gated reinforcement. 

a) ^E^l^^S 
b)Fgg^^2^E2J 

Figure 12.2k.  Sandwich-panel 
construction. 
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.  .The smaller the curvature of the wall, the lsss stable will 

it be; compressed walls of sraaZl curvature and broad flat areas 

must therefore be reinforced by..rolling grooves ("beads") into 

'them or reinforcing them with section raembeis or corrugate'? metal. 

'  Figure 12.19.shows a cross section through .a steel spar and 

stringers used on the British Bristol Bulldog airplane. '"Figure 

-12,20- shows a cross section through the spar of the "Sta.V-2" 

airplane designed by A.I. Puiilov, and Pig. 12.21 the cross sec- 

tion of a hypothetical wing in .which the entire structural con- 

tour is formed'by two sheets of skin with corrugated metil between 
■ them. 

These last two designs, which are built up from a series of 

adjacent ceils, ma? be refer red to as "honeycomb" designs.  The 

spaces between the two sheets are now filled with a honeycomb 

structure that resembles the combs of bees, except that the axes 

of the hexaheclral cells are directed normal to the skin instead of 

along the skin. 

Finally, theie is one more effective way to reinforce a thin 

wall for stability: reinforcing the sheet of metal with a layer of 

porous material, e.g., a foamed plastic.  Figure 12.22 shows 

single-laminated (a) and sandwich (b) structures of this type. 

§12.8. THE PRINCIPLE OF EQUAL STABILITY 

We observed In §12.6, that when the diameter of a tubular 

strut working in.longitudinal compression is increased with no 

change In length or weight, the vhichness of the wall decreases, 

bat the total stability of the iHrut increases until the wall 

buckles locally.  On further Increa.^ in the diameter and de- 

crease in the wall thickness, only local buckling occurs, with a 

decrease In local"staoility (Fig. 1,'M'j),  Obviously, a design 

such that general and local buckling are equally possible will 

stand up under the largest force,  '"nis design will have th- low- 

est weight for a given compress:! ve force. 
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a) b) 

Figure 12.23- Buckling of compressed round 
tube: general (a) and local (b). 

"Bf 

£/, "? 5/ 

Figure 12.2**. Local..and gen- 
eral buckling on bending of 
fuselage. 

Figure 12.25- Monolithic panel 
with T-sections. 

Another illustration of use 

of the equal-stability principle 

is the circular-section fuselage 

working in bending [12].  Let us 

assume that with a given ikin and 

skin-su.oporting stringers and 

with a given interval between 

bulkheads, the rigidity (El) of 

the bulkhead cross section is 

inadequate and the fuselage ljses 

general stability ac a certain bending-mcment value, i.e., the 

skin buckles inward together with the stringers and bulkhead**. 

On an Increase in the rigidity El of the bulkheads, this buckling 

will occur at a larger tending moment and a larger OQJ>  in the skin 

(Fig. 12.24, curve AA).  At some critical value of El, local 

buckling of the compressed panel between bulkheads will occur» 

Figure 12.26. Ribbed mono- 
lithic panel. 
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I.e.» the skin will buckle-with the stringers, but the bulkheads 

will remain intact. 

■On "a further increase In bulkhead rigid.ty, only local buck- 
ling of the panel will occur, and the moments and a      will stop 

er       F 

increasing (line BB).j consequently, an increase in El will only 

increase the weight of the bulkheads.  The value El  will be 
cr 

the optimum. 

Yet another example of use t f  the equal-stability principle 

can be found in the monolithic panel with stiffening ribs in the 

form of' T-sections (Pig. 12.25), work'ng in compression.  This 

panel can be made by extrusion; it .nay be subject to general 

loss of stability.of the entire panex or local stability loss of 

the skin between the ribs.  The panel shown in Pig. 12.25 is 

not the optimum and is usually subject to local skin buckling, 

but it can be optimized by: 

1) shortening the spacing between ribs and thereby increas- 

ing the stability of the skin; 

2) lowering the stability of the ribs by making the T-see- 

tiono smaller or going over-to simple ribs without the T.  The 

latter approach also simplifies manufacture- (Fig. 12.26). 

§12.9. CONTRADICTIONS'BETWEEN PRINCIPLES 

lach of the principles set forth above is valid within its 

own limits, and they may contradict one another.  In this case, 

it is necessary to find a solu- 

tion such that the weight of the 

structure is minimized with im- 

perfect satisfaction of each of 

the mutually contradictory prin- 

ciple!--. 

Figure 12.27. Optimum rieight 
of spar inside fuselage. 

We consider the following 

problem as an example: it Is 

necessary to run a wing spar 

through th>! fuselage of. a'single- 
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Figure 12.28. Transmission of 
moment through truss. 

Figure 12.29. Transmission of 
moment across annular bulkhead. 

engined airplane (Fig. 12.2?), or» stated differently, it is 

necessary to compensate the right-wing moment M with an identical 

moment from the left wing working through a fuselage bulkhead. 

The principle of shortest force path calls for joining the star- 

board fasteners of the spar flanges to the port elements vith 

rods working in compression and tension, i.e. ,^3^56rting into the 

bulkhead a segment of spar with the same structuraln«4ght h as 

in the outer wing sections.  On the other hand, the princ^ie of 

the longest bending base requires that the structural height H "oT 

this spar segment be increased to the extent permitted by avail- 

able space in the fuselage. The problem can be solved approxi- 

mately as follows: we place vertical members that work in bending 

and have a constant structural height e along the sides of the 

bulkhead and join the ends of these members by rods working in 

compression and tension.  The expression for the weight of the 

entire frame for a given moment M as a function of frame height 

H is 

3 a - n 
a [H       2   e 

(12.1) 

where 

tt h h 

und is used to find the minimum of the resulting expression with 

respect to H. 
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The minimum weight for the framework as a whole is obtained 

with 

»--/T^-TI/T«0*'- (12.2) 

i.e., at a H > h, despite use of the vertical members that work In 

bending. This will be the optimum solution for this particular 
fl) 

example.    It is also necessary to consider the case of un- 

balanced loads, e.g., from deflected ailerons.  It will obviously 

be necessary to abandon the hinges and make the frame rigid; it 

wi3 1 also be necessary to cover the bulkhead with sheetmetal 

beyond the limits of the frame if a passage must be left in the 

frame to conduct air to a turbojet engine.  Depending on the 

required area'of the cutout in the bulkhead, some other design 

may be optimal.  For small cutouts, for example, it is better to 

replace the vertical girders by trusses (Fig. 12.28), and, con- 

versely, if a large passage area is required, it Is advantageous 

-o use the entire bulkhead a^ an annular beam working in bending 

(Pig. 12.29). 

§12.10. COMBINATION OF FUNCTIONS 

A:J applied to Stressed, structural elements-, the principle of 

combin>3sJ\incti -ms -jonolsts In using the s,,me structural element 

\ 

('■'■ 
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 _ _.  _.„  . . 
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'ijrure 12.30. Shell wing. 

to hake several different loads. 

An example of combination of functions can bs- found In a 

fuselage In which the external structural elements work with 

bending and torsion of the fuselage in all directions and accept 

Footnote (1) apj'c^-'G on page jUO, 

1 
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aerodynamic loads from the external alrstrearo, while the pressur- 

ized section of the fuselage is loaded by an Internal excess air 

pressure. Another example is the shell wing section (Fig. 12.30), 

which, like the fuselage, works in bending and torsion with its 

panels accepting, aerodynamic loads and the shell, if it is made 

airtight, also serves as a fuel tank. Such designs are widely 

used In modern aircraft, and if they have not displaced other 

constructions entirely, this is only because of the need to pro- 

vide access to the inside of the wing and accommodate various 

other «aiemblies in it. 

It should be noted that combination of stress-bearing func- 

tions usually results in a statically indeterminate structure. 

Damage to some elements of such a structure will not render it 

unserviceable, and this is yet another advantage. Like the 

other principles, the function-combining principle is not uni- 

versal. There will always be structural elements with narrow 

special functions. 
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Page- 
No. 

298 (I) The solution pi-esented here Is a typical' example 
of the mathematical design technique. 
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Chapter 13 

BALANCE AND LAYOUT OP THE AIRPLANE 

§13-1. GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF LAYOUT AND BALANCE 

The layout of an airplane Is related to the development of 

its external configuration and consists in accommodating the crew, 

equipment, and loads; it is accompanied by repeated determinations 

of the airplane's center of gravity. Layout culminates in elabora- 

ton of a layout drawing in two projections with explanatory cross 

sections, with indication of the basic airframe elements and the 

center-of-gravlty positions for characteristic loading cases. 

To reduce errors in balancing the aircraft from the very 

Outset, layout should begin with the wing, on which the designer . 

plots the mean aerodynamic chord and marks the required CG posi- 

tion with respect to the airplane's aerodynamic center to obtain 

the required static stability. The other parts of the airplane 

and its loads are positioned relative to the wing in such a way 

that the airplane's center of gravity coincides with the position 

selected for it. It is desirable to place variable leads and 

loads produced in flight as close as possible to the airplane's 

center of gravity to minimize their effects on balance. Then the 

basic elements of the fuselage, wing, and tailplaae frames are 

entered on the layout drawing, for the tiste being on axial lines, 

loads and machln ry are accommodated and their centers of gravity 

marked; to begin, a common center of gravity can be used for 
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: mm. 
. iipment» A table of balances, is drawn up and' the airplane's 

.-".ät.er of gravity determined.  To bring the CG position Into coin- 

I denes with the position stated for it on the mean aerodyn-imic 

ord, loads, machines,, and equipment are at first shifted 

. --::-.■■,hir» the limits of the volumes available "-inside the airplane, 
i  if this is not enough, the various parts of the airplane are 

. tfted and their volumes adjusted, and the external shapes of 

•th i airplane may even be changed. 

mm 
■v:m 

'The heavier tlr load to be moved, the smaller the shift re- 

ared to bring the airplane's CM to the required point. 

It may be advantageous, -for example, to shift the engine 

stallations or the pilot's cabin with ail of its weights along 

the x axis.  If this-requires lengthening the engine nacelles or 

the nose of the fuselage, the destabilizing moment is increased 

and" it i.' necessary to increase the- arm or area of the tailplar.es. 

All of this will increase structural weight, and require correction 

of the summary of-weights and trims. 

In this adjustment process, balancing should be done only 

.with respect to the x axis. So that all arms x will be of the 

same sign, the nose 'of the fuselage is taken as the coordinate 

origin and the CG position x  is recomputed each time with re- 

spect to the forward point of the mean aerodynamic chord and as 

a fraction of its length. Only toward th md of the-basic re- 

conciliation is the positionof the CG als- determined with re- 

spect to the vertical (y ), .eg . 

s • 
G+Cr 

a) 

Figure  l'rj.l.   Shift  of e'voiane's  center 
of grj/ity  due  to a new  load   fa)   and 
af"';er shifting of a load  (h). ' 

IMMMM ft 
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?Phe following simple rules are used to determine the CO 

position: 

1. Loading an airplane of weight 0 with a load G^  applied 

at point Ä shifts the airplane*s center of gravity 0 toward point 

A by a distance (Pig. 13-la) 

G + ü„ 

2. Shifting the load 0,.  from point A to point B on an air- 

plane having a weight G shifts the airplane's center of gravity 

0 parallel to segment AB by a distance (Pig. 13.1b) 

a 

An effective method of correcting the balance consists in 

shifting the mean aerodynamic chord itself by moving the wing 

along the x axis. 

This leaves fuselage layout unchanged, and if the sweep of 

the wing is changed Instead of its attachment point, the struc- 

tural frames to which the wing spars are attached will retain 

their positions in the fuselage. However, the mean aerodynamic 

chord can only be shifted through a small distance, since the 

aerodynamic centers of the fuselage and tail move with them and 

the center of the entire airplane is shifted In the same direc- 

tion.  If the center is moved forward, the airplane's stability 

margin is reduced and may drop below the required level.  Further- 

more , disposable and variable loads may prove to be too far f"om 

the airplane's center of gravity.  If, in such cases, the main 

undercarriage is mounted to the fuselage, there will be a change 

in its longitudinal arm relative to the airplane's CG, which has 

been arrived at on the basis of takeoff and landing conditions. 

Finally, the new wing sweep may differ substantially from the 

optimum value selected. 

Adjustment to the positions of machinery, structures, and 

loads are inevitable, and the weight and CG position of the air- 

plane must be watched constantly to minimize the time required 
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.for la>ouc :Anä  balancing- If possible, any deviation should be 

corrected Ijssedlately by  appropriate measures, -and the-change 

notetf In the tables of weights and trends. 

pie. la;out must provide space for compressed-air* hydraulic, 

electrical, fuel, and gas lines. 

J13-2. LAYOUT OP FUSELAGE 

The fuselage accommodates the largest numbers of i^ehines, 

loads, and elements of equipment. 

•"' In aoeoamodating loads along the fuselage» it must be remem- 

bered..that they .are three-dimensional forms and that their posi- 

tions must be considered not only along the length and up tbc- 

height of the fuselage, but also across its width to give them 

the optimum positions from the standpoint of their performance» 

access to them, and passage between thsm; to this end, trans- 

verse sections must be indicated at the appropriate places in 

addition to the lateral projection. 

fundamental attention must be given to the layout of the 

flight deck.  Good v._si^n  for the pilots must-be guaranteed pri- 

marily forward and downward so that the horizon and the runway in 

front of tne airplane will be visible.  The requirement of good 

visibility is incompatible with aerodynamic requirements, since 

it.is necessary to make a step in the fuselage i'or the canopy or 

provide a streamlined superstructure and bend down the upper 

line of the lateral contour in front of the canopy,  As flight 

speed increases, the juperstructiu-al canopy roust be made longer 

and the notch smoother.  In ;<:od;r-u supersonic aircraft, the long 

tapered nose nay interfere with vision to such an extent that it. 

is necessary to provide for deflecting the nose section downward 

at takeoff and landing. 

Lateral vision is checked on a crc-s pec^ion through tne 

flight deck.  Tne Instrument panel and instruments must be posi- 

tioned so that thf> pilot can sec them and they are well lighted. 
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•1  column and pedals must be in the most convenient 

« All levers and knobs of other controls must be easily 

e crew member In question and located in their custora- 

l   . ns. The position of the hose gear arid its retracting 

mechanism is adjusted. Here the designer should be guided by the 

principles of structural-diagram elaboration. It Is desirable, to 

place the main nose wheel strut assembly in the plane of a bulk- 

he a and to make certain in.the cross section that the moment from 

the lateral force applied to the wheel is transmitted to the later- 

al Böhes Of the bulkhead with the minimum weight penalty. The 

regaining structural components of the nose wheel to fuselage 

attachment should be placed as close as possible to the fuselage 

framing components; for this purpose, it is also necessary to 

adapt the fuselage structure. 

For a military aircraft, all utility compartments, the en- 

trance to the cockpit, and the position of the aft pressurized 

bulkhead must appear on the drawing. There may be a similar- 

bulkhead forward if the nose section of the fuselage is unpres- 

surized, e.g., if it accommodates the antenna and components of 

a radar. The bay for disposable loads is located near the air- 

plane's center of gravity and various load configurations are laid 

out. Loads dropped in various flight situations must not strike 

anything on encountering the slipstream. Equipment that can be 

installed outside the pressurize! cabin is also placed here. The 

special equipment of the military airplane, which depends on  its 

mission, is accommodated in the unpressurized part of the fuse- 

lage, and the small wing volume of the modern military airplane 

makes it necessary to use the space In the fuselage around the 

airplane's center of gravity to accommodate much of the fuel as 

well. 

In a passenger airplane, the passenger cabin and all other 

utility spaces are located aft of the flight deck.  The width of 

the passenger cabin is determined by the number of seats abreast, 

and by the width of the seats and the aisle; here it can be 
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. sa sued that the armrests are on the level of the horizontal diam- 

„•■cer of the cross section. Gelling height should be sufficient 

to permit a nan to- stand in the aisle at full height without bump- 

ing anything with his head or shoulders. 

The length of the passenger <*aoin is determined by the nmaher 

of rows of seats and the interval between rows. Here it is neces- 

sary tö know the niaximui» number of passw.gers and the longitudi- 

nal spacing that ensures an acceptable minimum of comfort. A 

smaller number of seats will make it possible to increase this 

Intervall the seats must therefore be removable, with provision 

for attaching them to the floor at .any longitudinal interval. It 

is desirable to have the window spacing coincide with the seat 

spacing for the passenger-load version taken as the basic one. 

Th^ spacing of framers is also determined by the window spacing. 

The space under the.floor is used for baggage.  Its inclu- 

sion in the pressurized compartment of the fuselage also simpli- 

fies the design ana lightens its weight. However, loading and 

unloading passenger baggage from a long low space through one or 

even two small pressure-tight hatches will be difficult, and It 

may be found advantageous, even at the cost of increasing the .de- 

sign weight, to partition off all heavy-baggage compartments from 

the pressurized section.  The optimum solution can be found for 

each particular case by an economy calculation- in which the man- 

hours saved in loading and unloading and the reduction of passen- 

ger waiting time are compared with the loss of commercial load 

resulting from the increased design weicht»  The wing shell In 

the fuselage is usually separated from the pressurized cabin by 

pressure-tight.walls. 

Control runs through the pressurized part of the fuse- 

lage mu~t be separated from the baggage and passengers 

by rigid walls, but it is also necessary to provide access'to 

places at which inspection and servicing are required.  Space for 

the stewardesses,' wardrobe, hand-baggage compartment, galley, 

and I . ,-atoriee must be provided within the■'pressurized part of 
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Figure 13.2. Tail 
bulkhead with aisle 
and pylons. 

fuselage. Duets for uniform distribu- 

tion of conditioned air are run longi- 

tudinally through all areas. 

The pressurized part of the fuse- 

lage is separated from the unpressur- 

izea tail section by a pressure-tight 

bulkhead. • This bulkliead will be 

lighter if it is made in the form of 

a spherical segment, but if a door is 

necessary or if engine or tall mounts 

are secured to the bulkhead's flanges and reinforcing rods and 

other members are added In the plane of the bulkhead, It is 

simpler to provide pressurization by covering the bulkhead with 

flat reinforced sheets. The space in the unpressurized tail 

section can be used for passenger baggage and other cargo. In 

arriving at the contours for the fuselage tall section, the de- 

signer is again confronted with contradictions, as he was in 

selecting those of the nose section. 

Prom the aerodynamic standpoint, the tail section should be 

oriented in the direction of the wing downwash, i.e., it should 

be moved downward, but in order to obtain a la: c,e enough angle of 

attack at liftoff from the ground and during landing without an 

excessive increase in undercarriage height, it is necessary to 

bend the tail section of the fuselage, or at least the bottom 

line of its lateral contour, upward. The vertical tailplane is 

mounted on the fuselage tail section aft of the pressure wall, 

while the horizontal tail may be mounted on either the fin or the 

fuselage. Engine pyicns are also attached here if the engines 

are carried on the fuselage tail section. 

The general principle observed in designing all these attach- 

ments is that of transmitting the forces by the shortest possible 

route through the bulkheads into the skin of the fuselage, and 

the toraue from the vertical tail also through the bulkheads, but 

into the entire fuselage contour. 
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. If the' horizontal tail is to be mounted on t:ie fuselage, the. 

pnoblem is similar to that of the wing attachment. The same prob- 

l arises when engines are mounted on horizontal pylons on the 

fuselage tail section. If, at the same time, a passenger hatch and 

boarding ramp are i > be provided in the tail section, the pylon 

spars nay be made integral with fuselage bulkheads, and the bulk- 

heads may be either annular or with a passageway as shown in Pig. 

13.2. 

.- Fuselage layout for modern passenger aircraft is discussed 

in greater detail in the book by S.M. feger' [30], 

..SI3.3. LAYOUT 05' ENGINE NACELLES AND LANDING GEAR 

The layout drawing of the engine nacelle is made In the form 

of a lateral projection and a plan view with several cross sec- 

tions. The outline of the engine and its accessories is indi- 

cated on the drawing and its attachment to the wing is developed. 

We recall that this attachment must transmit the maximum thrust 

to the wing with consideration of a strength margin, the weight 

of the engine plus normal acceleration, the engine's lateral in- 

ertial forces, and the reaction torque from the propeller in the 

case of piston and propjet engines.  It may be found helpful from 

the standpoint of weight economy to attach the engine nacelle 

directly to spars Instead of to ribs; this may require special 

superstructures on the wing.  In accommodating the piston engine, 

the air intake is pointed directly upstream and the exhaust pipes 

as nearly as possible downstream in order to take advantage of 

the ram pressure and exhaust-gas reaction.  If the elbows of the 

exhaust pipes are extended and combined into a manifold, it must; 

be remembered that thlr, will Increase weight and that the back 

pressure will lower engine power output. 

In laying out a turbojet engine nacelle, special attention 

must be given to the design of the inlet diffuser and exhauut 

nozzle.  The intake ünculd be designed in ouch a way as to have 

the minimal lc."~e3 in all speed and altitude conditions during 

flight.  Darin?;' the standing start, air is drawn in by the Intake 
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ssction from all directions, with some of the filaments even 

aspirated fi"om the rear; as they round the leading edge of the 

intake, they aay separate from the inlet-diffuser walls and 

reduce the air throughput through the Intake. This must be 

taken into account in laying out the engine,. 

The entrance edge of the dlffussr must provide smooth separa- 

tion between the jet entering the engine, which supplies it with 

the necessary amount of air, and the free stream; obviously, lower 

altitudes and higher speeds will require smaller intake-stream 

and intake eross-scctiunal areas. 

Regulation of Intake area is unnecessary for subsonic air- 

craft, since the suction or pressure effect of the Intake on the 

free stream regulates it automatically, causing it to contract 

or expand with the approach to the intake. 

To prevent separation of the inlet stream from the leading 

edge on either the inside or outside, the edge must be thick and 

rounded. At supersonic speeds, a normal shock forms in front of 

a blunt edge, causing large losses ac the intake; the edge must 

therefore be sharpened. 

At low speeds, a sharp edge causes flow detachment at the 

intake, which results in large thrust losses. This contradiction 

is resolved by installing auxiliary doors behind the Intake and 

opening them during takeoff. 

Air must enter the compressor at supersonic speed; in "light 

at high supersonic speeds, therefore, the velocity of air must 

be reduced to subsonic with minimal losses.  This can be done by 

setting up a system of shocks ahead of the intake or even inside 

the diffuser. For this purpose, a specially shaped cone is placed 

on the axis of a round intake or a wedge in a rectangular-section 

intake. To control this system of shocks and the intake area in 

accordance with changes in  flight situation, the cone of wedge is 

relocated in flight along the axis of the intake stream, and in 

the case of the rectangular diffuser, its leading edges can also 
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be raade to deflect. ',  '    " 

:"r';.''-"';-f. • As we see» tfee requJrements made of the. Intake by various 
flight situations are strongly contradictory "and the problem must 

, be solved as follows. The optimum intake is designed for the air- 

j.V.ne's basic flight regime and then ,,spoile'd,l slightly in favor 
the otrter necessary regimes by changing the  dimension» and in- 

troducing auxiliary controlling devices. 

;  , Still regarding the intake, ;,e should add that it is abso- 
lutely necessary to heat a rounded entrance edge to prevent icing. 

Contradictions are again encountered in the design and lay- 
out of the exhaust nozzle. 'The nozzle must therefore be variable 
to obtain maximum efficiency in the various flight situations. 
Nuzzles are made reversible for deceleration during landing; this 

is a particularly important safety feature for heavy passenger 
aircraft. 

In designing and mounting a reversible nozzle, measures must 
be taken to prevent structural damage from the high temperature 

of the reversed gas Jet. Finally, heavy passenger aircraft are 

now required-to have noise-abatement devices., which inevitably 
result in thrust losses.  Sound-deadening devices are used on the 
engine mounts to muffle engine noise penetrating into the passen- 
ger cabin through the metallic structure. 

Hot zones on the engine surface are cooled by air blown into 
the space between the skin of the nacelle and the surface of the 
engine. 

The main landing-gear struts may be accommodated in the en- 
gine nacelle, in a separate nacelle, or in the fuselage. 

Main landing-gear struts av,e accommodated well in the nacelles 
■of propeller engines whose exhaust gases are diverted laterally. 

Here the'main hinge of the strut should be located as close as 

possible to the wing spar.  As in the case of the engine installa- 
tion , the undercarriage suspension may require an auxiliary load- 

J        ■' 
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bearing superstructure to transadt forces fron the landing gear 

to tne wing; It is usually more convenient to retract the gear 

backward. The simplest system results when a strut with one or 

two wheels must be retracted; in this case, the lowered strut is 

positioner; bv its own hydraulic Jack or a folding brace. To pre- 

vent the brace from folding of itself under compression, the axis 

of its middle hinge is offset from the axis of the brace. The 

brace upper hinge must be secured to the wing spar or the struc- 

tural frame of the nacelle. The gear is usually retracted by a 

hydraulic Ja ale, whose upper end must be rigidly supported. The 

lateral force on the wheel ig taken up by bending of the strut, 

and the moment from this force by the force couple at its upper 

transverse attachment base; the twisting moment from the lateral 

force is transmitted to the strut through a torque-arm"system and 

taken up by the same transverse base. The gear must be firmly 

locked in it.* lowered and retracted positions. The landing-gear 

doors are either operated by their own jacks or driven off the 

retracting mechanism. 

wmr 

Figure 13.3. Jointed landing-g-^ar strut. 

If the landing-gear struts are long, but must be made as 

jhort as possible when retracted to reduce the shift of the cen- 

ter of gravity and to shorten the engine nacelle, the struts are 

made to "fold" by addinz an additional element: on retraction, 

this link is folded forward and the strut itself backward. This 

scheme requires installation of additional mechanical links or 

an additional hydraulic jack. The two hinges of the link must 
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Figure 13.4. Retraction of 
"truelc without tilting. 

Figure 13.5. Retraction of 
truck with tilting. 

have spatially separated transverse bases, and the link Itself 

must be adapted to transmit the lateral force applied to the wheel 

(Pig. 13.3). 

The undercarriage design is more complicated if it has a two- 

axle truck, since the truck must be attached to the strut on a 

hinge because otherwise the front and rear wheels would not touch 

down simultaneously at landing; the new hinge «alls for the addi- 

tion of new mechanical links or a new jack. 

To accommodate the truck easily in the nacelle, it must take 

a horizontal position.  Let us consider two schemes by which ■<:<. 

four-wheeled truck can be retracted. 

1, During retraction, the truck's motion is translational and 

it retains its horizontal position.  To reduce the height of the 

lending gear in the retracted position, the truck must be made 

wider so that the etrut can fit into the split forward end of the 

frame in the retracted position as it Is deflected through more 

than 90° from its initial vertical position (Fig. 13.4). 

2. On retraction, the truck is tilted through 180° and pulled 

into the nacelle wheels-up.  Then the retracted strut will occupy 

a position between the wheels underneath the truck frame, and it 

will not be nec').'■;-a,■■,>' t.o increase the wheel track (Pig. 13-5) • 
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Figure 13.6. Transmission of braking tor- 
0   que to strut.   c 

In either case, the corresponding motion of the truck during 

retraction can be obtained by use of additional mechanical links 

or additional hydraulic jacks. 

In the second variant, the truck is simpler and lighter, but 

tilting It complicates the retraction mechanism. 

In the first variant, it is also possible so lighten the 

weight of the truck by lengthening the strut and raising its up- 

per hinge enough to prevent the retracted strut from rssting 

against the truck frame, but the longer strut will require a long- 

er nacelle. 

The choice among these three variants can be made on the 

basis of calculation of the weight of each of them. 

Figure 13.7. Retraction of landing gear into 
st?aight3wing a) In leading-edge section; b) 
in central section. 
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Figure 13.8. Layout of 
swept wing. 

The landing-gear strut with 

hinged truck presents one more compli- 

cation involving the operation of the 

brakes. In a braked wheel, one part 

of the braking.device revolves with the 

wheels, while the n>ther must be se- 

cured in a fixed position. If this 

part is mounted on the truck, the 

braking torque from the wheels will 

be transmitted to the truck and cause 

it to turn in the direction of wheel 

rotation. This moment will impose an 

additional load on the front wheels and take load off the rear 

wheels, causing uneven tire wear. To prevent this, it is neces- 

sary to transmit the braking torque not to the truck, buc to the 

landing-gear strut. This is done by a system of rods that connects 

the stationary brake disks directly to the strut; these rods must 

not interfere with retraction of the gear (Pig. 13.6). 

The above main-undercarriage-strut designs are also used for 

retraction into special nacelles placed behind the structural 

shell of the wing. 

If wing dimensions permit, the main gear is retracted into 

the wing. 

Retraction of the main-gear wheel into the root section of 

the wing or the bottom of the fuselage is convenient if the under- 

carriage uses a tail wheel (Pig. 13-7).  However, if the main 

undercarriage strut is located aft of the airplane's center of 

gravity, it can be retracted conveniently only into a swept wing; 

in this case, the wheel is fitted into the triangle formed by the 

aft oblique and auxiliary straight spars (Pig. 13.8). 

We have been nuneerned with method" of retracting struts with 

single wheels.  The same methods are also applicable for retraction 

of multiwheel tv-'cks.  Here it raust be made certain that the truck 

is accommodat^l with maximum convenience in the space allotted for 
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Figure 13.9. Retraction of undercarriage truck 
into fuselage. 

It, if necessary by rotating it around the strut. Figure 13.9 

shows one possible way of retracting a multlwheel truck into the 

fuselage of a subsonic passenger airplane. 

This scheme makes it possible to dispense with the landing- 

gear nacelles at the cost of a slight increase in the diameter and 

weight of the fuselage. Any advantage of this scheme over those 

using landing-gear nacelles can be brought out only by compara- 

tive calculations of the weights and frontal drags. 

$13.*. LAYOUT OF WING 

The basic problems involved in laying out the wing are selec- 

tion of the wing profiles and accommodation of structural ele-   ■ 
ments. As concerns accommodation of loads and machinery in the 

wing, this problem is solved on the basis of the same principles ^ 

that prevailed in fuselage layout. 

Footnote (1) appears on page 321. 
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tion of proasure on a 

. B »».  '? file. 

In selecting the profiles, it 

tiiuat be remembered that there are two 

lapderm profile types: laminar and fi- 

st able. The laminar profile has low 

frictional resistance. This is achieved 

by moving the point P-*n  (the point of 

transition fron» the lasinar to the tur- 

bulent boundary layer) as far as pos- 

sible from.- the profile leading artige 

(Fig. 13,lOj, since turbullzation of 

the boundary layer is inevitable aft 

of this point» in the zone of positive 

pressure gradient (dp/dx >G). The negative gradient forward of 

the point p., which helps' preserve laminar flow, decreases with 

•increasing c ,'_ and,-the value dp/dx = 0 corresponds to the upper 

limit in c of the laminar segment on the polar curve. At this 

upper limit of laminar flow>r the point P,nln and, consequently, 

also the transltio-  int x. are located near skin convexities. 

The same.;-effect results "_from- surface -roughness,-and. for this rea- 

son the okln.on the -laminar segment must be thick and polished 

until-the continuous-roughness high-spots are reduced to 3-1* U. 

The -iaminar' profile'.is almost ineffective when the wing." is in' 

propwash and when there are sheet-met a ^.joints at the leading edge 

with chinks and even flush rivets that have not been filled and 

..ground, down. -"•_'••'' 

?>:■?:■ 

.Figure  13.II, 
tion of press 
stable profit 

■ 1 b u- 

M- 

In thp M~ stable profile, the on- 

set of Wave drag is shifted to a large 

M;ien number.  The principle embodied 

here Is that at a given c  t  as expressed 

by the:shaded area (Pig. 13.11)« the 

maximum local velocity should differ 

as little as possible from the flight 

speed, i.e., Pmln should be as small 

as possible. 
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The basic requirement made of the skin on the M-stable pro- 

file is rigidity, since increased rippling in the minimum-vacuum 

zone increases jL*«. 

It is not yet possible to use purely supersonic profiles 

(wedge, rhomboid, trapezoidal, etc.) for supersonic airplanes be- 

cause they are characterized by small c Even the thin syra- 
'w\x 

metrical profiles that are in use have rather sharp leading edges 

and do not give- large c . To increase c„, the detrimental ef- 

fect of the shf.rp lecain? edge is compensated by deflecting it 

downward at takeoff and landing snd by the use of stronger high- 

lift devices on the trailing edge. In paying out the shape of  a 

supersonic wing, uae Is also made of what is known as "conical 

twist" of the leading edge. 

This leading-edge form sets up conical supersonic flow over 

the leading edge, with increasing vacuum toward the wingtips and 

at the wingtips, forward-directed force components that reduce 

frontal drag. 

Regarding the positioning of the main structural elements of 

the wing, two possible schemes are of interest: 

1) the wing of large aspect ratio and small taper for rub- 

sonic speeds and 2) the wing with small aspect ratio and large 

taper for supersonic speeds.  In the first wing layout, there are 

usually two spars running on either side of the "line of maximum 

thickness and joined by upper and lower panels. They form a 

structural shell that accepts bending and twisting moments. 

For strongly swept and large aspect ratio wings, it is better 

to place the ribs perpendicular to one of the spars so th.-t the 

«lbs can be shorter. Fuel is usually carried in the shell, and 

the best utilization of volume and minimum fuel-system weight will 

be obtained if the fuel is put directly into the pressure-tight 

shell.  If insert tanks are used, part of the lower panel mutt be 

made removable. 
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It Is desirable to avoid transverse assembly Joints in the 

wing, and the paneis mast be made long for this pu^K*e. 

Panels-are made from thick skin, which is reinforced by the' 

stringers» and, If heavily loaded, they are wade monolithic with 

T- and'simple ribs. Deicing heat and slata may be called for at 

the leading- edge; passages for the heating gates and boundary- 

•layer blowing are also accommodated here. The ailerons and main 

flaps are suspended on the trailing edge; the control runs usually 

«2£is In front of and cehlnd the shell. 

In the second wing design, the number of spars is increased 

and the- spars are placed perpendicular to the fuselage axis. In 

this case,'the part of the wing between the spars is used to hold 

fuel,, for which pu-pose some of the compartments are sealed. Skin 

panels are .monolithic without transverse joints and, consequently, 

for the most part extruded with parallel simple ribs; their thick- 

ness can be reduced smoothly toward the wingtips fr»r spanwise- 

equal strength* e.g., by silling. To place the ribs as close as 

possible .to the straight lines of the ruled surface of the wing, 

it is better to extrude narrow panels and, for example, lay one 

narrow panel of constant width along the line of maximum profile 

thickness and cut one edge, together with the ribs, diagonally 

off the others; these trapezoidal panels are laid on the wing with 

their uncut edges closest to the line of ma."'.num profile thick- 

nesses. Narrow panels of this type are easily bent lengthwise 

and crosswise a.id ear be shaped even to an unruled wing surface. 

§13.5- LAYOUT O TAIL 

The relative positions of the horizontal and vertical tall- 

planes must be such that they blanket one another as little as 

possible at the various combination of attack angle a and slip 

angle 0, i.e., it is desirable to have them at different longi- 

tudinal coordinates on the fuselage, but then one of the ta'.l- 

planes will have a much shorter arm from the airplane's center of 

gravity and requ're an increase In area.  If the horizontal tail- 

plane is mounted •>•:•   the vertical tail or near Its top, the sweeps 
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of the two tails will move them away from er.« another and» l.i 

addition» Increase their arms with respect to the airplane's cen- 

ter of gravity. However, when the horizontal tall Is mounted this 

high, the loads or« the vertical tall are increased and it becomes 

heavier. The. I jrizontal tall can also be placed on the" tall sec- 

tion cf the fuselage if this section dois not carry engines. 

POT flight with sideslip, the flow past the round fuselage 

may be regarded as composed of two flows: lot.gitudlnal and trans- 

verse; in the transverse flow around the cylinders, the ma'xlnuin 

velocities are obtained on the upper and lower fuselage genera- 

trices. These crossflows increase the local skewness of >he fila- 

ment»* and cause premature separation at the leading edge of the 

fin root section. To blanket this detachment out at large angles 

g, a fence whose height decreases toward the front of the fuse- 

lage is placed in front of the fin. This fence directs the local- 

flow along the fuselage and also puts part of the lateral projec- 

tion area of the fuselage to work, permitting a slight reduction 

in the area of the vertical tailplane. 

Moving the vertical tailplane back lowers the height cf the 

airplane, which is important for hangar storage of the airplane, 

reduces the mutual blanketing of the tail surfaces and increar.es 

the effectiveness of the horizontal tail, though at the same «^ 

increasing its weight. 

With increasing speed, the planform or" the t?>ll surfaces and 

their profiles change in the same way ar. those of the King.  4t 

subsonic speeds, a slightly sv.-ept and rounded leading edge- may ice 

up, so that deicing heat must be supplied to the fin and stabi- 

liser leading edges. 

The control surfaces of large fast airplanes must have aero- 

dynamic and gravity compensation.  Axial aerodynamic compensation 

has an advantage over r'-ie servo tab in that the compensating 

weights can be distributed uniformly. 
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There .are certain analogies between the structural diagram 

.and design of the tall and those of the wing. For large fast all 
;planes, extruded, stamped» etched, and milled panels can be used 

on the stabilizer and fin» with excess weight removed. The con- 

trol .surfaces are required to be very light, so that the weight 

of the trimmers can be reduced. . Honeycomb designs may be found 

advantageous for these surfaces. 
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FOOTNOTE 

Page 
No. 

315 ^This scheme was proposed by Engineer A.I. Glad- 
kov. 
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Chapter Ik 

EXAMPLE OP AFPLICÄT1GM OF THE PRINCIPLES OP 

PRELIMINARY DESIGN 

§14.1. CONTRADICTIONS ENCOUNTERED IN MEETING PERFORMANCE REQUIRE- 
MENTS FOR THE AIRPLANE AND METHODS OF OVERCOMING THEM. THE 
VARIABLE-SWEEP WING 

As we noted in Chapter- 1, many of the design measures that 

improve one of the flight characteristics are at the same time 

detrimental to another.  We ci.ce a few typical examples. 

To attain high supersonic speeds, use of wings with very 

thin pro fa f.es Is mandatory.  When the profile becomes very thin, 

however, the wing cannot be given a large aspect ratio, since It 

becomes verv heavy ana sags badly.  On x.h-.-  cthar hand, reducing 

it:, aspect ra&lo ]ower3 the maximum lift/drag ratio at subsonic 

flight speeds, Ki\'< '.he result that the maximum subsonic flight 

range is .v'iortf. udd. 

H-:ducing the thickness of the profile and increasing the 

wing's d;5pect ratio lowers c 
Idg 

and, consequently, Increases 

landing jpeed and rollout distance.  Thus, oy taking design meas- 

ures; that increase supersonic top speed, the designer sacrifices 

maximum range and lower» the takeoff and especially the la. ting 

properties of the a'.rplane. 

Tne demand for- Higher top speeds from subsonic aircraft, also 

shortens riax!;,iutü r;-ge if the requirement is met by '.icreasing 
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available engine thrust mid, consequently, engine weight» since 

these measures Increase the relative weight of the powerplant and 

lower the vels* \ve weight of the fuel If the relative weights of 

the payload and structure remain constant. 

The requirement for higher ceiling, which Is «et by increas- 

ing the thrust/weight ratio P/G or by reducing the load per square 

meter ef King by increasing Its area (see §5.3)f also shortens 

subsonic and supersonic flight ranges, sine« the relative weight 

o.** the fuel is reduced. 

If the requirement for a higher ceiling at supersonic speeds 

is Biet by increasing aspect ratio» the contradiction vanishes, 

since the Increase in maximum lift-drag ratio is advantageous: for 

bevh ceiling altitude and subsonic range. Ät the same time, in- 

creasing the wing aspect ratio requires a thicker wing profile, 

and this results either In a lower top speed or, if V   is un- 

changed, an increase in engine thrust, engine relative weight, 

and, In the final analysis, a decrease in the relative weight of 

the fuel with the consequent shorter flight range.  If ceiling 

altitude is Increased by Increasing engine thrust, there Is an 

attendant increase in subsonic or transonic top speed. If, an 

the ether hand, the ceiling is raised by increasing the area of 

the wing, the airplane will have a lower top speed. We stress 

that increasing M,.  and, consequently, the permissible speed 

limit simultaneously increases ceiling altitude (see §5-3) and 

supersonic range (see §6.3)• 

General methods of resolving specification contradiction:; 

were set forth in Chapter 1.  In this ease, the most correct pro- 

cedures for overcoming the above contradictions are: a) use of 

improvements and design measures* that improve one flight property 

of the airplane without detriment to the others; b) proper selec- 

tion of design solution-, with which an improvement of one indi- 

cator is minimally detrimental to the other; c) use of compromise; 

that satisfy the requirements as to the basic flight qualities 

at the cost of some impairment of other, less important qualities 
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of the airplane. For example, by deflecting the wing leading 

edge and blowing the boundary layer off the leading edge and off 

the flaps to Improve c   , we Improve the takeoff/landing prop- 
yldg 

ertles of the airplane at the cost of a small decrease in flight 

range du-" to ehe slight increase in the teslgn weight of the wing. 

Obviously, ail measures that improve maximum lift/drag ratlc 

are desirable if they are not accompanied by any marked decrease 

or Increase In the structural weight of toe wing» as are in c. 
'lig 

mear.ures that reduce design weight with no change In strength and 

rigidity. 

Figure 14.1. McDonnell F-4E Phanf ,~>  multi- 
purpose fighter-bomber.  G - 20,8'"0 kg, S - 
= ill. 2 m2} Pn - 15,100 kgf, M1]rn - 2.:, im 

clg 17,800 IB. 

Let u? present an example of proper selection of a design 

measure that aids in revolving contradictions among several prop- 

erties.  Let us assume that It is necessary to obtain a higher 

supersonic ceiling.  This can be  done by increasing either thrust 

or wing area.  Using high-lift devices on the wing to obtal'. the 

large c    that ensures the required landing speed, it is more 
yldg 

advantageous to ro  to increased thrust, since a larger P = 
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{see §6.5), lowers the per-klloseter fuel consumption rate at 

supersonic speeds, Increases the airplane's throttle response, 

and makes ceiling less dependent on temperature in the strato- 

sphere. 

Another example of a correct solution can be found in estab- 

lishment of the wing speed angle for modern multipurpose super- 

sonic aircraft. A delta wing with sweep equal to or greater tnan 

60° has the least frontal drag and lightest weight. However, 

the subsonic maximum lift/drag ratio and c    are lowered when 
yldg 

, there- this wing is used. In order to increase K max and sy ldg 
fore, the last series-produced American multipurpose airplane, 

the P-4E Phantom (Fig. 1^.1) has a near-delta wing with clipped 

tipr. and a sweep of only 45° (at quarter-chord}. 

Figure 14.2. Dynamics Grumman F-111A multi- 
purpose fighter-bomber. G ■ 32,000 kg, 3 ■ 
= 57-64 a2, P11 * 24,400 kgf, Mlim - 2.5, 

H ,  = 18,000-19,000 m. 
clg 

A highly advantageous design measure, and one that eliminatef 

a wholp. series of the contradictions spoken of above, is the use 

of the variable-sweep wing on supersonic aircraft. 

Figure 14.2 and 14.3 show modifications of the American F-12.1 

multipurpose airplane, which has such a wing.  As the sweep is 
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Figure  ik.y.   Dynamics Grumman F-111B multi- 
purpose  fighter-Interceptor. 

increased,  the wing profile thickness  ratio parallel to the stream 

decreases,   and  this  reduces  the  frontal drag in supersonic  flight. 

The  very alight  or nonexistent wing sweer   at  takeoff and landing, 

together with   the  use of modern high-lift  devices on  the wing, 

makes  it possible  T;O  increase  the  c of  such an airplane   (see 
yld£ 

57.2)  by 2-3 times over the c of an  airplane with a strongly 
'lag 

swept wing.     As  a  result,   the wing area  ^f a swing-wing aircraft 

can be  reduced,  with  the effect of increasing supersonic  range 
and  zero-altitude  range  at M >  0.8-0.*   w!t,h nc   -hange  in super- 

Sur.ic-ceili.ng altitude. 

v.'.en  su^h   an  airplane   fly:   at  M =   0.85-0.90 with  a  35&-i«50 

wing sweep,   tm;   geometrical  aspect  ratio  of the  wing  is   increased 

over that  of a wing swept  60-70°,  with  tre  result  that  the  air- 

plane's   K and Maximum transonic  range   increase»     The  increase 

in range occurs  despite a slight   increase  in   the  structural weight 

of  the   wing.     A disadvantage  of  tar   v? -lal, Je-rweep wing is   the 

complication  of   the  wing's   design  aad  the   resultant higher cost 

of  the  airplane.     However,  a sw!ng--v;ing airplane  is  capable  of 

more  successful  performance of various  tactical missions with 

changes  in arm a ren ■   ,a"d  certain  items  of equipment.     ?>t:  the  other 

Translate;' <s lote: 
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«and, supplying the air force with multipurpose aircraft that 

require only changes in armament and equipment to perform a 

variety of tactical missions reduces the number of aircraft types 

in scries production and thereby increases the numbe:* of air- 

craft of the same type that are ordered. This increase in the 

number of similar aircraft sold makes possible a substantial 

reduction of their cost. 

This is why complicating the design of an airplane does not 

always make it more expensive. 

§14.2. SELECTION OF PQWERPLANT TYPE AND LAYOUT OP SUPERSONIC AIR- 
CRAFT 

At the present stage in the development of aviation engines, 

it is convenient to power supersonic aircraft either with after- 

burner-equipped turbojet engines or ducted-fan turbojets with 

afterburning in the fan and duct strea.ns. The ducted-fan engine 

with fuel afterburning in both streams has a lower specific weight 

at M -  M,* and is shorter than the turbojet engine. However, it 

develops much less thrust per unit frontal area of the engine and 

consequently develops the same thrust as a turbojet only with air- 

intake duets of larger frontal area. This increases powerplant 

weight and, if the engines are housed in tucelles and not in the 

fuselage, which has a midships section larger than that of the 

engine, also increases the frontal drag of the airplane.  As com- 

pared with turbojets, ducted, fans have lower specific fuel con- 

sumption rates at transonic speeds. 

If a supersonic airplane must have a longer transonic flight 

range (at M » O.85-O.9) and a longer range in zero-altitude flight, 

the fanjet may obviously have the advantage over the turbojet. 

If the midships cross section of the engine nacelles or the fuse- 

lage is determined by the engine midships section and the airplane 

will fly basically at <!gh altitudes and M s \lm»  preference must 

be given to the turbojet. 

Looking farther ahead in time, when increases in the tem- 

perature ahead of the turbine have made it possible to increase 
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the thrust of the' turbojet without after-burning and to fly at 

*t a Mxim without afterburning, use of turbojets with low compres- 

sor pressure ratios will be advantageous for aircraft from which 

it is important to secure longer supersonic flight ranges. 

Selecting the airplane's configuration is the first step in 

preliminary design. The"designer selects it even.though he does 

not yet know the weight of the airplane, its dimensions, or, in 

many cases, even the amount of engine thrust.  However, by deter- 

mining the payload weight from the technical specifications for 

the airplane and knowing the range requirement, the designer can 

always use statistical material for a rough estimate of the air- 

plane's weight. This estimate is necessary because the optimum 

configuration of th»~ airplane depends on its size. 

■■ We shall he concerned, primarily with supersonic aircraft 

whose normal takeoff weights do not exceed 30,000-^10,000 kg.  Let 

us stipulate at the outlet that by supersonic we mean fully super- 

sonic (see §5-3), i.e., not only the top speed, but also the spe^d 

of flight at the ceiling are supersonic. 

Thus far, such aircraft have been built, only v<Lth swept; or 

delta wings and tails situated aft of the wing, or in the form of 

a flying delta wing with 60° leading-edge sweep (Mirage III, 

Mirage IV, .P-106).  An exception is the well-known Lockheed F-1Q4, 

whieh has a straight thin-profile trapezoidal wing.  Analysis of 

the flight-performance characteristics 01" the aircraft that have- 

been built has eho-i that fl.ving-wing tvpo-s have very small c 
yldg 

To lower their landing speeds, therefore, the designers *'ere ob- 

liged to reduce the Load per. squ'U'e met or of wing considerably 

and lower the values of rV^/S and P - P., -j/2Q01 ^ •     As a result, the 

performance characteristics of .---vu ~*iroraft came to depend heav- 

ily on stratosphere ai" temperature, their per-kilometer fuel- 

consumption rates at supersonic speed were found to be very  high, 

and their interception radii shorter. 
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Figure 14.4.   Carrier-based North American 
ViKiTant reconnaissance bomber.  G = dd^iu 
kg? i" - 65 m*. Pn - 15,«00 kgf,  Mljm » 

2.1,   Hclg 
18,200 m. 

On the whole, comparative flight-performance analyses oi' 

aircraft have shown that the flying-wing configuration is not 

justified for aircraft weighing less than 40-50 tons. 

The configuration with trapezoidal unswept wings and con- 

ventional horizontal-tail position used in the F-104 has not been 

repeated. Such a wing must be very thin and will have acceptable 

weight only with a small aspect ratio (<2.5).  Under these cor"4- 

•cions, it has no .advan cages over the 450-f5ü° swept wing.  And the 

capacity of the straight wing is smaller than that of a cielu.. \:\ ■>•<?, 

with clipped ends, as used, for example, on the Phantom fi^htt. ' 

(Pig. 14.1).  Among other things, it becomes impossible to retract. 

the wheels into the wing. The optimum wing for multipurpose air- 

craft with fixed-sweep wings is the delta with clipped tic: an 1 

a 40-45° sweep angle, like those of the Phantom and the America.' 

Vigilant carrier-based reconnaissance bomber (Fig. 14.4).  An 

aspect ratio of 3-4 can be obtained witn such thin-profile win f.- 

and this greatly increase:- the maximum lift/drag ratio at tran- 

sonic speeds. 
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If high performance in supersonic flight, is all that is im- 

portant for the airplane, it may fee foundadvantageous to use 

delta wings with a 60° or greater leading-edge sweep. This In 

spite of the fact that a wing of this type w'th an aspect ratio 

of about two will have a smaller c. 
ldg 

even with improved high- 

lift devices, than the wings of the aircraft shown 1' 

and 14.4. 

Figs. lft.1 

Pull-span flaps are used on such foreign aircraft af the 

P-111A (Pig. 14.2), the Vigilant (Fig. 14.4), and the experiment- 

al British TSR-2 in order to increase c   , and rolling moments 
yldg 

are set-up not with ailerons but with the stabilizers, whose 

halves can be deflected in opposite directions, and with spoilers, 
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In almosc all aircraft in the previously mentioned weight 

range, the engines are housed In the tail section of the fuselage 

or beside it.  The air intakes usually run along the fl ik of the 
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fuselige and are not placed In Its nose section; thiü shortena  the 

air passages and Is advantageous from the standpoint of accommo- 

dating radar equipment. 

c   As we have noted, the swing-wing airplane Is a highly advan- 

tageous configuration. Table 1*1.1 shows how the geometrical and 

aerodynamic characteristics of the F-111A multipurpose fighter- 

bomber depend on wing sweep. Some of the figures given in the 

table were calculated. We see that this combination of figures 

is clearly unattainable with an aircraft having a fixed-sweep 

wing. It may be assumed that the variable-sweep wing will soon 

come into very widespread use. 

We turn not:  to the problem of the r.'lntlve positioning of 

the wing and fuselage. Supersonic-airc.s.  engineering practice 

shows that the mid-, low-, and high-wing arrangements are used 

with equal frequency on aircrafc with their horizontal empennages 

behind the win':. 

In the low-wing scheme, the wing is closer to the ground, 

and this increases cu  , improves lateral stability, and makes 
yldg 

it possible to retract the wheels into tba wing Instead of the 

fuselage, thus simplifying and lightening landing-gear design. 

In the high-wing modification, it is easier to use fuselage space 

to accommodate weapons. This position is also convenient for 

the variable-sweep wing. Interference between the wing and fuse- 

lage is minimal for the mid-fuselage position of the wing, but 

utilization cf fuselage capacity is least convenient. 

If high performance at subsonic speeds is not required of 

the airplane, but a very high supersonic celling Is needed, a 

flying delta-wing layout with a small G/S but with the parameters 

Pi:,/G and P * 
pii/2%n near or greater than unity without fall 

may be found rational for this special-purpose high-altitude 

supersonic airplane. In this case, the flying-wing configura- 

tion is expedient because the landing-s^eed requirements are 

satisfied by the small G/S and a flying wing of large area has 
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a small e^  .    The taportaut point is that with the large w'ng 

area,- all s^asures that reduce e      are vital, since a decrease- 

in the product c   S asakes It possible to reduce tiw throe 1 out- 

put of the turbojets and,  consequently, poverpi'jnt weight. 

Figure 14.5. LocKheed SR-71 stra- 
tegic reconnaissance aircraft. 
G ■ 61,700 kg; S m  186 in2; P  » 

*  50,000 legf,  M]lm «  3,  Hcig t 

» 22,000-23,000 r. 

In choosing a configuration for a super;-or.ic airplane wJth 
2 a wing area greater than 100-150 m  , the designer encounters dif- 

ficulty in obtaining the necessary wing angle of attack without- 

excessive  lengthening of the  landing gear.     Whsn  t-.-.e empennage   is 

aft  of the wing,  the  distance  from the  airplane's  -»enter  of 

gravity  to the  fuselage  tail support becomes  GO  :■ on± t-iat  a  land- 

ing angle of ID0-!^1   can be obtained only with an  unacftptabl.v 

high undercarriage. 

Figure  1^.5 shows  a diagram of ihe Lockheed SR-71   (.A-i.'J   »r.d 

Pig.   1^.6 a diagram of the B--70 experimental strategic  re" ^. a* <~- 

sance  aircraft.     Figure  14.7 presents  diagrams of supersonic  trans- 

ports  -A.N.   Tupolev's Tu-l^4*  and the  designs   for the  American 

Lockheed 2GC'J and the  Anglo-French Concorde.     We  see  *   j>t  of these 
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Figur« 14.6. Mortü American B~70 Valkyrie' 
strategic reconnaissance aircraft. G » 
- 230,000 kg, S - 585 m2, *Um » 3- 

aircraft, four are of the flylng-wlng configuration and one (the 

B-70) Is a canard. 

This points up the aforementioned difficulties cf deslgui; ;■: 
landing gear for heavy supersonic aircraft with the convent Ion a1 

tail-behind-wing position. In addition» it is important to nave 

high values of such performance characteristics as range and r-„:: 

ing at M* M,,m for the single-regime supersonic aircraft ! t(,i 

types shown in Pig. Ik.f. As we pointed oat earlier» tie f'ylr:?- 

wing configuration, which lowers c and increases the supersonic 

K
m«vf 

ls advantageous in this case. The aircraft under discuar-ioi. 
max 

1 .i. "*: were designed for takeoff and landing from long runways 

landing speeds are therefore acceptable. 

Ail of the flying-wing aircraft have the sweep of th *:ng 

variable long the span.  In the A-ll, the fuselage behinu the 

pllot*s cabin is designed as a lifting wing of very suall a.sy-^- 

ratio. Like varying the wing sweep along the span, thia mea."ii;v 

reduces the aft shift of the aerodynamic center on the transiiif, 

to supersonic flight, .v.* was pointed out in §8.3. We note tv.t, 

the flat bottom of the fuselage on such aircraft as t>« F -:""•" 

and Vigilant serves the same purpose (Figs. 14.2 and l^.'O. 
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Figure  14.7.   Diagram;*   of supersonic 
transports,   a)  '2:e Tupolev 'T-x-iAk 
(USSR);   b)   the  Lockheed 2000   (USA); 
c)   the  Concorde   (Prance.  England). 

The  flying-wing configuration  has  been  thoroughly mastered 

for supersonic  aircraft.     If we  compare   tlv:-   ,-anard with   ?'h<.   i'l^ini^ 

wing,   it becomes  obvious  that  the   flying wing rauet have  a smaller 

c than  the   canard,   in which    a pitchup  noiiient  is   -I^veloped not 
yldg 
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only by the elevens, but alsc by the rotating forward tail. Or* 

the other hand, the flying wing gives a somewhat smaller c . 
-0 

The canard's fuselage is loaded by aerodynamic forces fron the 

empennage and will therefore be heavier than the fuselage of an 

airplane with ?.?  horlzor.ta" tail surface. 

With the rather wide variety of powerplant positions, it is 

typical that the engines are mounted closer to the airplane's 

tail In all cases to shorten the distance from the center of 

gravity to the tip of the fuselage tail section, although this 

lengthens the passages supplying air to the engines.  It is also 

characteristic that In most cases the engines are mounted in pairs 

and not in nacelles (with one engine In each nacelle). All h^avy 

supersonic aircraft are designed as low-wing monoplanes. 

$1*1.3. SELECTION OP POWERPLANE TYPE AND LAYOUT FOR TRANS- AND TUB- 
SONIC AIRPLANES 

At the present stage in engine development,  the  ducted-fan 
and turboprop engines, wnicn are more economical than turtr^et, 
are most advantageous  for the majority of subsonic and transonic 
airplanes.     Only for aircraft that must reach speeds just below 
Mach one and need only moderate range will the turbojet and ducted 
fan compete with one another. 

The ducted-fan engine with high compounding ratio  is nearly 
as economical as  the propjet.     It is  simpler in design than the 
propjet,    but gives no increase in c 

'I/o 
owing to the absence >f 

propwash over the wing. 

If the airplane is transonic and must cruise at M - G.8-0.9, 

preference must be given to the ducted fan.  Lower cruising speeds 

require a more profound comparative analysis of the advantages 

and disadvantages of the ducted fan and propjet based on  the 

specific characteristics of the engines being compared. 

The basic transonic and subsonic military aircraft types, 

leading trainer and liaison aircraft aside, are now ground- anj 

carrier-based, asault aircraft, transports, which are also used 
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by airborne troops, and special-purpose aircraft. 

Transonic attack aircraft are still built, not only In serle? 

production, but also as prototypes, despite the fact t-iiat multi- 

purpose supersonic aircraft can operate successfully again.« t 

ground targets. The reason for this Is as follows. 

As a rule, attack missions »re carried out from low altitudes, 

Low-altitude "flight is highly, desirable from the standpoint of 

avoiding antiaircraft fire. For this reason, the attainment of 

high flight performance at high altitudes is not particularly 

Important for the attack plane. 

Figure 1*1.8. A-7A Corsair attack bomber, 
which Is both carrier-based arid used by 
the USAF. G -  14,750 kg, S - 34. B m?, 
V max 930 km/h. 

In flig'st with afterburners, modern supersonic multipurpose 

aircraft are capable of reaching M ~ 1.2  at the ground.  However, 

their fuel consumption rates are very high at this speed.  Flight 

at M.s 1.2 shortens range to about one-third of the range avail- 

able at F s 0.9.  Flying very fest near the ground makes it dif- 

ficult to find and attack targets.  At the same time, if the at- 

tack airplane doe? not need to fly .it a maximum M greater  «an 

0-85-0.9 (i.e., Vpo . > 1,040-1.100 kg/h) at zero altitude, this 

Mach number can IK -.ttained eve i without afterburning 'ird, 
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consequently, will not he accompanied by excessive fuel consump- 

tion. The transonic attack airplane roust be designed with the 

object of minimizing the cost of building both the airplane and 

Its equipment. For an airplane of this type, low cost is the 

wost Important factor and that which Justifies building It. For 

a given range and payloaa weight, it is desirable to minimize the 

weight of the airplane, since lower weight ibeans lower cost.  In- 

creasing the sweep of the wing beyond 35°-4ö° does not greatly 

increase M* , but it does shorten range drastically. It Is there- cr 
fare not advantageous to use a strongly swept wing on a transonic 

attack aircraft. It is; desirable to keep the wing aspect ratio 

at three or more. Strong high-lift devices on the wing are impor- 

tant for the attack plane, since it must have high takeoff and 

landing characteristics, and these should not be obtained at the 

cost of a small load per square meter of wing, since increasing 

the wing area increases per-kilosneier fuel consumption sharpy at 

speeds near the top. The Ling-Temeo-Vought A-7A Corsair II it'afr 

airplane shown in Fig. 1'*.3 is the most recent aircraft of thl : 

type to go into production. We see that the ai "plane has tne 

conventional configuration for transonic fighters. The high win«- 

was apparently chosen to facilitate accommodation of armaments. 

111. 9. Breguet Atlantique antisubmarine 
le. G = 43,500 kg, S ■ 120 m% H,lR ■ 

Figure 
airplane. -   ..,.,„_ „0, _  __. ... , - 
a 9,100 m. Maximum endurance 18 h. 
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In designing a military transport, the designer will be  con- 

cerned primarily with: 

a) low fuel eonsuwption, since the lower the minimum per- 

kllometer fuel consumption, the lower «fill be the airplane's 

takeoff weight; 

b) convenience in loading and unloading ordnance and per- 

sonnel and accommodating then» in the fuselage; 

c) good takeoff and lauding characteristics. 

Me turn now to the configuration of two subsonic special- 

purpose military aircraft. As we pointed out in §5« 3, reducing 

the load ..per square meter of wing, combined with the highest 

possible thrust/weight ratio, is an important measure toward in- 

creasing subsonic ceiling. On such an airplane, a large-area 

trapezoidal wing must have a rather large aspect ratio, since an 

increase in aspect ratio Increase? c. and lowers the optimum 
'opt 

speed, and to raise the ceiling of such an airplane It is impor- 

tant that flight at near-optimum speeds occur without wave drag 

at high altitudes. The fuselage of the aim lane raust be designed 

to accommodate reconnaissance equipment. 

Antisubmarine warfare calls for airplanes capable of patrol- 

ling for many hours at a time.  Use of prophet engines is advan- 

tageous . 

Since patrolling is done at a speed near the  economy speed 

and, consequently, with a large c , it Is Important to provide 

the wing with devices that prevent flow separation. 

Pi^tre 14.9 shows a diagiam cf a Ereguet antisubmarine air- 

craft. 

$14 Jl. FIRST-APPROXIMATION DETERMINATION OP TAKEOFF WEIGHT, WING 
AREA, AND ENGINE THRUST FOR A SUPERSONIC AIRPLANE 

Having elaborated the airplane's configuration and selected 

the type of ensin^  In the preliminary-design process, the designer 

proceeds to determine rational values of the airplane's takeoff 
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weight, wing area» and engine thrust, values with which the- flight- 

performance data of the airplane will confor« to the requirements 

made of- it. It. was pointed out above that for a given pay load G 
y <a> y 

determined by the specifications for the airplane, the weight of 

the airplane will be m3*iimlzed if the sum ®f the relative struc- 

tural weight oi* the airplane, powerplant weight, and fuel weight 

(8_ + ?L „ + CL) is minimized, s   p.p   r 

The specifications for a supersonic airplane, and for n 

transport in particular, always state the highest flight Mach 

number, and for fully superaonic aircraft this is the maximum 

permissible M (M., ) (see §5.2).  The specifications also ind.i- 
i im 

cate the maximum supersonic flight range or, for an intereepto-, 

ths radius of interception.  In determining the takeoff weight of 

an airplane, it is highly inconvenient to proceed from the inter- 

ception radius, since the airplane may be flown to the inter- 

ception point at various speeds and various engine settings. If 

the afterburner is used on an interception up to the time of at - 

tack and attack is from the rear hemisphere, it can be assumed 

in approximation that the supersonic range L is related to the 

Interception radius as R,  = KL, where, as the calculation? show, 

K ■ 0.^5-0.55 for attack from the rear hemisphere.  If the a v.-a <-'<;. 

is head-on, we have K = 0.55-0.65-  For Mliffi -  2, the larger- 

value of K pertains to R = 200 Km, an! the smaller value to ft = 

■ 400 km.  For M,.  -2.5 and 3, the larger K corresponds to R - 
i. x ID 

-  500 km and the  smaller to  R -  1,000 kr.i.     These  relationship" 

can be  used to  change over  from the  interception-radius  re'riire- 

ment to supersonic range. 

In most cases, the specifications for a supersonic airplane 

indicate its ceiling or state a requirement as to cruising alti- 

tude. 

For a supersonic  .i"-plane,   takeoff and landing performance 

is  characterized primarily  by  the  length of the  airplane's  land- 

ing roll,  because  in most  cases  the  takeoff run  is  shorter  thar 
the rollout  and can always be  shortened by use of booster rocke'. 
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Using the relationships given in i?.2, it Is always possible to 

convert from rollout requirements to landing-speed requirements. 

We shall therefore assume that the specification as to the air- 

plane's takeoff and landing performance is determined by the speed 

at which the airplane must land. 

To summarize, we shall assume that the tactical-technical 

specifications are stated: payload weight, ML. » maximum super- 

sonic flight range L» ceiling altitude H , , and landing speed 

V\ . . Me are required to determine wing area and engine thrust, 

the latter characterized by its value at an altitude of 11,000 m 

and ?■• * Hiira» with which tne takeoff weight of the airplane will 

be minimized. 

Even  before engine thrust is determined, it is necessary to 

consider a family of engines that have the same C  and differ 

only in midships area, which is proportional to the thrust of a 

turbojet engine and approximately proportional to its weight. 

The following quantities must be obtained as starting data 

from the characteristics of the engine family: 

a) the specific weight Yen of the engine at M = Mllm, H = 

■ 11,000 m, and maximum afterburning: 

V Pn • 

b) the specific  fuel  consumption C*     at  11,000-m altitude  and 
K =  M,.     with  full-flow  fuel delivery; lim 

c) +ne value of C  = C /C  at H = W,.  and 0.6 of maximum sp   sp sp       lim 
thrust (P/P' = 0.6). 

All of these characteristics are to be determined for the 

effective thrust of the engine on the airplane with consideration 

of losses in the intake defuser, air passages, and exhaust nozzle. 

It can be assumed in firrt approximation that at M * w,^ and 

with a correctly determined defuser pressure recovery factor, the 

thrust r „ will be ?-H%  smaller than P and C*   will be larger 
„-i -Pef 

by  the  sar:-  pti^enta^c.     In  addition to  the  above  nvnr. titles,   it 
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is necessary to find from statistical data 

I i 

K   -2 
«a 

and It       ?*"5 

where 6   is the weight of the engine, accessories, mounts, etc., 

and G- _ is the weight of the fuel, tanks,'and fuel system. 

Me shall consider first the procedure for solution of the 

problem when the wing hlgh-llft devices and, consequently, c.. 
yldg 

have not yet been selected. In this case, c„  , like the weight 
yldg 

G of the airplane, its wing area S, and the thrust J?^ of its 

turbojet engines, will be unknowns. 

To solve the problem in first approximation, it is necessary 

to assign, on the basis of statistical data, the airplane's rela- 

Qa/Q),  the maximum lift/drag ratio tive structural weight (H 

(Kmax) in flight at M « Hl1m, and the quantity A, which is char- 11m1 

acterlzed by   cXl lA=s ^ vm-\ ■) and K- „ in addition to the character- 

istlcs Indicated above, which are engine-related <Yen» \  p» Ggp» 

V- 
We first discuss determination of the relative powerplant 

weight 5   9  o  /G. For this purpose, we introduce K   into 
p.p   p.p maA 

the expression for the pressure at the ceiling altitude. If we 

denote the ratio of Kclg to Kmax by Rclg> we have 

PH 
P\\G P»G 

"0T      PnKuor     Pi\Kt«nKm* 
(14.1) 

Since G en 
«Y    P-.   and G_ _ 'en 11 p.p p.p en* 

*°u 
GJI.! 

fCj.yY.i 
and PHn„ 

KnoiKmyG*,y 

whence we obtain 

7     --{?*v—**•*        V«»/,ii 
i,y      G      K„„r    KmxPMBg 

(14.2) 

In this expression, pH   is the pressure at the airplane's 
clg 
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im 
b) 

ms l\M 

Figure 14.10. a) Ratio of weight of 
airplane at target to takeoff weight 
as a function of subsonic flight range; 
b)  ratio of weight of aircraft at tar- 
get to takeoff weight as a function of 
supersonic flight range. 

ceiling altitude for the takeoff weight G. When the influence of 

the decrease in the airplane's weigl.t that results from burning 

of fuel is taken into account, S_ _ will be expressed as follows 
P« P 

for the ceiling altitude: 

*'* KmxKmu[Pfin,>r 
(U.3) 

If the ceiling altitude is stated for a distance equal to half 

; be replaced by the coef- 

is stated by the tactical- 

the range,   the  1-G 

ficient K   (Pig.  14.10).     Since p. 

in   (14.3)  must be  replaced by  the  coef- 
clb 

Hclg 
technical requirements,  the only unknown remaining in  (14.j)  is 

clg 
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As we showed In S6.6, the "cruising climb" range is 

*«,■»» ln- o, np 

<»-«W° 
(14.4) 

Consequently, 

ln>tcn \cy*!Kifmt» 

«I 
(14.5) 

rop 

whence we obtain 

Ürn=V-Gra0A) 

C-^,) 

1 

(14.6) 

The tactical-technical requirements state the total flight range 

L including the climbing, accelerating, and descent paths. Thus 
the range L, . that appears in (14.6) is related to the range L 

given by the tactical-technical requirements by Llvl ■ L - (^clb  + 

+ L. ). According to (6.12), 

The descent distance 

^«lüff^Ä 

LCH—H»*0J( »»*<*' 
(11.7) 

K4 is a function of P - PU/2Q011 and is taken from the diagram 
of Pig. 6.16 (see §6.5); we obtain K^  from Pig. 6.17, assuming as 

a convention that P,-,/G a 1. 

The relative amount of fuel burned In climbing, Bf  , will 
clb 

be determined    from the expression 

=G, K\KtKt Tn0.t      "Tno».»cx" 
(14.8) 

and the diagrams of Figs. 6.13-6.15. Let us assume that Pn/G 
equals unity. We ultimately obtain the following expression for 

G   : 
xlvl 
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X 

Ot HI— Gt       K'.KtKa\X rrop   '      T»M.Ui:K  *  *  » /' 

1 

(4—ä.2«,  *, 
*K0» 

»•*«Mrp«*wM 

(11.9) 

In (14.9), I and M,, and specified by the tactical-technical lim 
specifications and 

vi 
I'm       —  »KB»    •!. 

Hf.  Is 2-3 km higher than the altitude at; the beginning of the 

flight.  up      is a function of H    (see Fig. 6.13). 
clb.ini fin 

The quantity ^3p/
K
q)min» Kßl  and the coefficients Kx and 

Kjj are .unctions of P = P-T/2Q0II (see Figs, 5.10, 6.9, 6.14, and 

6.16). Thus, if P is given, we can determine 5  , 5_  , and 
p,p  fclb 

G 
Jlvl 

The relative weight of the fuel consumed in descent, G-,  , 
xds 

can be assuaec equal to 0.01.  Since the weight of the fuel and 

fuel system is larger by a factor K„  than the weight cf the 

fuel, we enviously have 

GTC=/CT,G,~Kr e{G.    -f-G. -f-GT I. (14.10) 

, we can find the weight G of the airplane. We find from 

Knowing the payload weight and the relative weights 3 , G  , and s  p. p 

f. s 
(5-7) that 

/>„ = ̂
noT^m«/'//It0f (14.11) 

As in (14.3) and (14.9), the only unknown In expression (14.11) 

for P,, is K , , which depends on P. 
X X C J-g 

Since P  * 2Q011^ * 1.4cx Sp-^M^P, the wing area S will 

be 

5= 
XM^-PllKpe,? 
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Since- K^^m V l&A. we hawee^*»—i—.Taking this into considera- 
tion, .        '- "*** 

«rnm^i 
».»^HJ^F 

(1Ü.12) 

AssuBing on ehe basis of expression (7>12) for Vld that 80S of 

the fuel-has been burned when the airplane lands and that G-,. = 

• (1.- 0.8Gf)G, us find that 

**«—~ »t,  (14.13) 

Gltlaately, w® obtain the following system of nlns equations  for 

determination of Q, S, Pn_, and c for the given M,.   , H ,r, 
yldg liBJ     clfe 

Ls and V. ldg* 
^■«R-^W,^);  (CM. pHC. 5. 10) 

<?»/*•)-»-tiW*f )«>(?); («• PBc 6.9) 

ow-0-^-.) *»«*> 

c,.,. 

 &a  

%ä — j 

i - [ö, + 8«., + Kr, (\- + oriuii + eTJ] 

JUil •;] 

lft-0,9(l—0,8(jr)f/ 

II 

III 

TV 

V 

VI 

VI1 

VI IT. 

IX 

It is convenient to determine the G, S, ?-,-,> and c 1n which 

we are interested by using equation system (I-IX)  because  it  5 ü 

evident at once whether values can be found for them that wi11 
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satisfy all of the requireacnta state« Mid wftethee the »«aber of 
unknowns corresponds to the number of equation». 

Since ue have assigned the quantities K_    ,  Yen, c*  , K^^, 

T.ss and 9 
fds* 

-tec unknoms xwain in thfe nine equations 

given- afeove, üa*tly: I rt-A). clg»  *Msp**V»in' Sp.p» Sf^,^* S* Cf, lclb Ivl 
, P, 

,,       **   The coefficients K,, K~,Kj.t K-, and d« yidg x      Z    •»    ~5 rclb.inl 
P.,,, 5, and c„ 

are determined fro« the graphs. Me can therefore assign one un- 

known arbitrarily. It is convenient to assign P» since it deter- 

mine? K/K„_ in cruisin«:-eli»b fllfcht and (B /!).'. Mot know- _ K/KmK in criiislng-eliafc flight and C5 /f )ffiln- 

ing P„ we cannot find. P,, for a given ceiling, or find H 11 -   ana, 
rlvl 

consequently., the airplane's takeoff weight for a given range. 

. Jicdem series-produced supersonic aircraft have P in the range 

from 0.6 to 0.95» while for prototypes It ranges from 0,9 to 1.35- 

In t.ie first-approximation calculation, it is recommended that P 

be taken in the range from"0.9 to 1.3. The larger P, the smaller 

the wing area obtained and the larger the required c In most 
Idg 

cases, an increase in P will be accompanied by a decrease in the 

airplane's takeoff weight.  In this case, if the resulting re- 

ouired c    is attainable, it Is recommended that P be taken 
yidg 

equal to 1.1-1.2 (we shall discuss P_„ below). max 

The decrease in K „ with de- ma x 

Figure 14.11. Nature of 
the dependence of c   s 

_ /ldg 
G, S, and P,} on F for 

«^5 Mlim' " 
and Vldg. 

c:.g- 

creasing wing area *s left out of 

account in the first approximation. 

As a result, the decrease  In the air- 

plane's takeoff weight with increas- 

ing ? is sligntly exaggerated. 

It is convenient to solve the 

syste.-r. of equations (I-IX) in the 

order in which the equations a re- 

listed. 

If the designer has determined 

the available c 
Idg 

before   calculating 
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Q, nine unknowns remains in the above nine equations, to this case» 

It is eapediejit"to assipi three values t© f» to find ®, *;Q»"S» ^^ 

c   .for each of the«, and plot their dependence on f.    Having de- 

temined which P corresponds to the required «   , we find, the 

unknown 0, P-»-,. and S for this f  (Pig. l«l.li). 
'ld£ 

'11* 
r   In certain cases» *llm,  Gg, L, and ¥ldg, but not the celling, 

»ay be stated in the specifications for the airplane, With these 

initial data, it Is necessary to determine the cei1 ir,g altitude as 

a function of P. 

Me obtain from Eqs. (14.11) 

ÖL 
6   KK^PH^ s 

MfrnM^J.. 
**»A 

I 

Consequently» 

sa      s (1-K.A) m.ik) 

On the other hand, according to (14.13) 

'   16 0,9(1 ~0,80t) 

Equating the resulting expressions for G/S to one another, we find 

that 

PH.OT 
'jb&Mt-KJ 

16.0,9.0,35(1 ~n,W-)^i^sPK (14.15) 

To determine pH  , it is necessary to assign P and the quantity 
Hclg 

(1 - 0.80f). Equation (14.15) Is the tenth equation in the system 

given above, in which, If the tactical-specifications do not state 

the ceiling but state only Mlim, Gp>1, L, and vldg, there are 11 un- 

knowns.  Assigning P, we find Kclg, compute Gf^, determine pR^ 

from (14.15), and then, solving the equation system as describe! 

above, we find the unknowns G, S, and P^. 
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r 
Assigning several f end plotting Q, S, Pn, and Hfilw as fi«nc-        j 

tlons of P9 Me find the f-with which the required flight range is J 

attained at alninal aircraft weight. . , j 

/ We regard the above calculation as a first approximation for        j 
i . - . i 

the following reasons. It did not take account of the dependence j 
of- K   and the airplane's structural weight on wing area. At the * j 

- sane time, the larger the wing area» the larger must be  the air- -.  j 
plane's maximum lift/drag ratio and, at the saae time, the heavier , | 
must.-be the wlngi this results in increased relative structural j 

weight of the -airplane.' 
! Trie larger the P that we have assigned, the smaller Is the 

wing area that we obtain. We must therefore slightly reduce Kfflax 
by Increasing P and at the same time also reduce the relative 
..structural weight.  This is why the first approximation results in 

only a tentative determination of wing area. 

However, such a calculation must be performed, since, without 
knowing the dimensions of the wing at least roughly, we cannot com- 
pute the al »»Diane's c  . Rough knowledge of the weight of the air- 

plane and the wing area S also makes it easier to determine the 
fuselage area and midships section, which are needed to calculate 

Its frontal drag. 

§1H.;-'.. SECOND-APPROXIMATION DETERMINATION OF TAKEOFF WEIGHT, WING 
AREA, AND ENGINE THRUST FOR A SUPERSONIC AIRPLANE 

In the second-approximation calculation of the supersonic 

airplane*;: weight, wing area, TJE thrust3 and required c   , the yldg 
influence of wing area on the air-plane's maximum L/D and its rela- 
tive structural weight will be taken into account.  This requires 
derivation of an equation system that differs from (I-IX) given 

above, in solution of which the wing area was? determined last. 
When the dependence of Kav and ^ on the wing S is taken into ac- 

count, this cannot be ione. 

The coefficient of the airplane's profile and parasitic drag 

c  can be *r' vrn 
y0 
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sr< s 

In*(11.16), c. 

(1Ü.16) 

18 the p»ofile drag coefficient of the wing 
wwg.tl 

with the profile drag coefficient of the tail referred to it: 

**L- ■ --cjr». - + —-M  CIS«.17) 

and Jcx
s
m 

is *he sum of the products of the frontal-drag coeffi- 
cients of the fuselage, fu-vläge canopy, and unretracted landing 

gear by their midships-section areas. Below we shall indicate 
how the drag of the engine nacelles is to be taken into account 
if they are Situated en the wing. 

In preparing to perform the second-approximation calculation, 
the designer must assign the profile thicknesses, aspect ratios, 
sweeps, and tapera of the wing and tail and the ratio of their 
areas. This enaoles him to calculate c for M » Mlim ana H « 

i/g.tl 
■ 11,000 m and to determine the quantity A, which characterises 
Induced drag. 

The fuselage midships area can be estimate'! and Ec 3 Cc.lr-.u- . x m 
lated on the basis of the tactical-technical specifications for the 
airplane and the results of the first-approximation calculations. 

Knowing c     and 2JC S and applying (14.16), we car; find xQ X m 
uwg.tl 

c  for any wing-area value and then compute the maximum L/D: 
x0 

2 V    W 

According to (5-6), the pressure p H. at ceiling altitude in filyrt 

at M - M,. is lim 

P«n 

clg 

PnKnor KwnKmJPQmi 

Ci ';.:■;.<) 
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Hera G , is the weight of the airplane at Its celling and 2L 

1» the relative amount of fuel consumed during clinging and ac- 

celeration; . 

From (1*».18>, we obtain an expression for the airplane's takeoff 

.weight: 

(14.19) 

We ;ee frcin  (1*1.19)  that Gfc .    depends on flight altitude, Q0, 

K        and P.     If the ceiling altitude is  stated for the halfway 
max 
point of the flight range, then the coefficient K  (see Pig. I1». 10) 

should be substituted for (1 = C 

be assigned In terms of P and Qf 

should be substituted for (1 = 3f  ). The thrust of the TJE car. 
xclb 

'Oil* 

J>U-»P2QHI. 

whence proceeds the following expression for powerplant weight: 

»'ay « *"a.y <*»=KvrtrnPl I=Ä*TY«»WQM l • 

Consequently, 

G,., = Mfc,M^/*SA t.,Vej>. (1Ü . 20) 

Ex-Dression (14.20) implies that Gn  is a function of c  and de- 

penas on the v. 'riy  5 and the value of P.  Determininc the weight of 

'•he powerxlant, we go on to determine the structural weight of the 

airplane. 

As will be pointed out below, we shall assign a number of 

wing-at-f value in determining the weight of the airplane, the 

wing area, and TJE thrust-  Using the formulas given in §11.3 or 

others preferred by the designer, the weight of the wing cun be 

■lalcula-^i for each wing area and the weight of the tail can also 
be determined.  Thsi „-eight of the fuselage can be determined from 
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the weights of the loads can-led In the fuselage, Including fuel 

(see 511.3). or as a fraction of the airplane's tateoff weight. 

Undercarriage and control-system «eights are taken from statisti- 

cal data as a certain percentage of the takeoff weight: Ggcfcl ■ 
■ G  <-G. The relative weight of the fuel consumed in climbing 

g.cti 
and accelerating, H*  » is calculated by the method of §6.5: 

*clb 

The coefficient K, is a function of fT, the coefficient K2 of 

P /G, and K- of C' . 
11       3    sp 

The relative weight of the fuel used in bringing the airplane 

down and landing it, ÜL , is sroall and can be put at ore percent 
*ds 

of the airplane's takeoff weight. 

If all of the fuel (Gf) is used during the airplane's flight., 

the weight of the fuel used in level flight, Gf  , will then ob- 
*lvl 

viously be 

Fvp 

G-   must be known to calculate the range of "cruising climb'' 
flvl 

flight, Llvl. 

The weight of all fuel, tanks, and the fuel system is 

Since Gf -  Kf>gGf, we have 

GT = -i--[G--(G.-G<.,-!-Gn..)l- 
At.c 

Taking this  into account, we get 

GT -=~-L-lG-(GK+G,.y+G )]- (0,^-f GT>\ (in.21) 

In  (11.21), 
G% ■•--•G^ + C+4-G1.,rip. 

According to (6,5), it is necessary to know the minimum value of 

the ratio (58p/Kq)mlft, i» which 
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1 

to obtain the minimus per-kllerneter fuel consumption. It was shown 

In §6.3 that the minima» value of this ratio is a function only of 

^ * Pll'/2%11 and fcne decrease in CgD on reduction of fuel delivery 
to the afterburner, which is characterized by the value of C  at 

sp 
P/P« ■ 0.6. ■ Figure 6.9 shows (* /Kq)mln as afunctlon of P. Ac- 

cording to (6.17), the level-flight range for an initial weight 

GU - Ö .  ) will be 
clb 

SS-2,UMape!lKme! 

-m ig 
i—. s.. 
i'-SJc 

(1«L22) 

Using (6.12) to determine 

Ln„^2,2H^KtK, 

and 

U = K^H^~K^C9(^- + //.„, ). 

we can find the total technical flight range 

L-iLnoa+Lr0p+(/:ra. 

We  find from the  landing-speed expression  (7.12)   that  if the 

airplane  lands with  20? of Its  fuel  left, 

2.0,6(0 — 0,8?;T) 

0,1256V' 

It  follows   from all  of the above  that  in order to determine 

G,  S,   and e. 

values 
Idg 

for the airplane and P,,   for the engine  for given 

>V M-,,   ,   <3    , ,  H  •,   .  L,  and V„     .   it  is necessary   to solve lira'     p.l       clg xdg 
simultaneously  a system of ten equations: 

■c, 
5 'S 

»up.Oil (I) 
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Csaj'    —   ""»; 

!! 

ill 

IV 

V 

V! 

L- lg 
l — • 

10 J» 

VIII 

IX ■f V2HaMuK4KH -■- KmsSLnJ 

2-0,9(0 — O.SG,) v 

In this equation system, the depen- 

dence of K , on P (Eq. II) is that 
Gig 

shown in Fig. 5.10, while Fig. 6.9 

shows (5st)/Ia)raln as a function of 

f  (Eq. VIII). Equation (V) is deter- 

mined by the weight formula that the 

designer decided to use to compute 

wing weight. 

I    j i-   ' v.'/ /   • 

f<?   MI  /w liKJ i km 

Figure  3*1.12.   Weight  of 
airplane  as  a function 
of supersonic  range and 
p ■ pn/2Qoir   Value" 
are assigned to M]im, 

Hclg' Gp.l' andVI"5. 
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'»kgf 

Figure 14.13.  Weight of airplane and TJE 
thrust  at  11,000-m altitude as  functions 
of wing area and P = P

-
,
I
/

'
2
^01L"    

Values 

are  assigned to MUfflJ  Hclgf   Gp<1,  and V1<Jg. 

Since Q...   ii  a function of S and cx   ,  Kfflax is  a function of 

c .    and  ft, K,   and K^  are  functions cf P,  KJ{ and K5 are  functions 

of P-J-./G,  and K., is a function of C/^,  it  becomes obvious  that 

since there are  ten equations  in the  above  systems,  and Miijn, 

Pu       *  l>»  X
IA   J  

and G    i   are  assigned by the  tactical-technical 
els? 6 P 

specifications,  eleven unknown quantities  remain,   arid to wit: 

^» 'inia 

Since there are ten equations and 11 unknowns, one of the 1 xter 

must be assigned.  fts in first-annr oxiniation calculations, it is 

recommend j tha*- - value be u,v.,v;nrd to P, since it determines the 

flight regime.- at :, ;e celling with minimal per~kilometer fuel 
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consumption and enables us to find the wing-area-independent quan- 

tities Kcl , (Csp/Hq)mln and the coefficients Kp Kr 

The system of equations (I-X) is most conveniently solved as 

follows. We assign three „ 

values to P in the;, range from 

0.8-0.9 to 1.2-1.3« We as- 

sign three values of S for 

each f. 

Knowing P and S, we find 

in succession all values ap- 

pearing in equation system (I- 

X) and plot the airplane's take- 

off weight G as a function of 

range L (Pig. 14.12) and also 

curves of takeoff weight P.., 

as functions of wing area (see 

Pig. 14.13). 

fjf *£§»* 

Figure 14.14. Weight of air- 
plane, c,  , and P,, as func- 

yldg 
tions of P for assigned Mlim» 

*W °P.I' 
L' and vidg* 

The tactical-technical 

specifications stated a cer- 
tain range L. Thus the diagram of Fig. 14.12 makes it possible 

to determine the aircraft weight at which the range and ceiling 

requirements are satisfied. Having determined the takeoff weight 

from Pig. 2 'M2, we consult Figs, 14.13 and 14,14 to find the 

wing area S, the thrust P.,, and c   . 11     yldg 

In addition, takeoff weight, TJE thrust, and the required 

o    are plotted against P (see Fig. 14,14) for the given flight 
yldg 
range. 

The diagrams shown in Figs. 14.12, 14.13, and 14.14 not only 

permit determination of the unknowns G, S, P,,, and c„  , but 11     yldg 
also indicate the manner- in which they depend on the required 

supersonic range and the value taken for P. If e    is assigned, yldg 
we plot the takeoff weight against F for the stated range and 
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Table 1&.2 

a 

^                         5 5, ' Sj s* 

**top.o« 

''."'^^-T- 

<*,« 

20e„«t,4/»iiM*flM^,S.   . 
i 

«—TV!£ 
_0_      on     /       '»»T 

1   '-- .. 

Table 1^.3 

Quantities 

P 

PK 

Pr ?,=• 

(CrW/f,), min 

A'? 

S(wt assign values) 

« \       PK 

I'll' 
S...   I   5;<        S]        &J   I   S3 Si 
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table lfc.3  (cont'd.) 

j$ (we assign vaiw&a)   j Sj %  *• j 
.-  ',   k i * 5.1 

,1 
Sir s* &* 

*     '■'"      J.    -  ■ 

P» = 2Qs»iP                ■ 1 
1 1 

i ~ 
! 

1 
i 1 ■c - 

C?S.y » #„,, Y*»P(]                     j 
■ I 

."■ 

Oup.tit                                      | 1 1  .  . 
!     ! 

°*                                          j 1   1   » i   l   i 

Gm,<i*f                                 ; t           4 i 
■ I 

; 
I 

CB.n                             |     |    .{■ 

j<S»6* v-^^sp,0is*4"%~K*iSI*y.p-f Off.» i 1  I '".. i 

7C('-S=) ! I ! j 1 

(8T      +G,)G i i 
1                      r-     '.                     '.           I 

£  ■ = 1(;    yo'i—      j 

— f 5„    + 5', ) o 

j 
j 

Trop 
!               i 
i    : 
l     ; 

i     1 (l—Ö.   ,)G 

i 1   1   ! 
•' 

1     (i-8,    )'a ;     1     ! 

.1 

3.6-'2,:}öM„pesfroav 1    1    I 
!      II     I   ■ 

3.(?-2,3aMnpt.A'ffl„    ., 

1 j 
j. 

1      j    ■ 
I     i 

I 

1- 
i 

1 

(i ~f~L ,jo 

Ln-W\9K*, !  !  ! i 
"""                                                                                                                                     !                  1                  ! 

i      1      i 1 I 

1- 
| 
1 \ 

,111 
S (we assign v-luer)    ! S\   S2 , S3 

Si S2    SjJ S) 
-r— 

St 

>* — Lm\ + trop •!• ^-CK            j | 
j 

I 

1 i \ 

C«W                                  ] 
! 
i 1      „. 1 

(concluded) 
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required c    (see Fig. 14.14), determine P from the available 
yldg 

ö„  , and- are therefore also able to find G, S, and P,,. 
'yldg ll 

It is convenient to form the calculations on tables similar 

to Tables 14.2 and 14.3. 

If the engines are housed in engine nacelles» their frontal 

area will increase in proportion to an increase in thrust. In 

this case, the airplane's noninduced frontal drag should be 

broken up into three components: the drag of the w.1ng and tail, 

the drag of the fuselage, and the drag of the engine nacelles, 

which ir,  proportional to P 11' In this case, the airplane's  e 
Lff 

should be calculated with the -expression 

-%tP  V s    J (14.23) 

where e  is. a.'coefficient that, takes account  of the engine-nacelle 
drag and eouals 0.1-0.15;  P ■- Pn72Qni,.   •..-.• J.J. Uli 

A number, of    calculations of tfe G,  S, P.^',  and c of 

supersonic aircraft  for which ?*,.  K ,   ,  L,  G    ,,  and V,IT were 
assigned  in accordance witn  tactlcel-teshnical specifications  in- 
dicated that  in most  eiset,  an increase  in  ?  «esuits  in a definite 
though not particularly large decrease  in the airplane's takeoff 
we g-ht,  an -Increase   In the  thrust P,,,   a .-ubstar ri^i decrease  in 
wii.g- area,  and- an increase the eq-uire 

If- the  weight ofVa- square aeter of wing'is, not. -large,••• it ma;, 
•/'ah increase  in.1?' has" a'Lir---at-no" effect-^on  the  air- 

plane ';  takeoff «eight.     At  the  same-time,   as"we have noted,   tha 
F,:".thesmaller the wing S ana the larger must 

be. c 

The weak -dependence of-aircraft weight on f for a given range 

and ceiling: is explained h;/, the fact that an increase in.? results 

in an increase .in T ,., and G/&v as a result of the small' ;■ wing area T:  and G/Sv as a .result of-the sraa! 
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A decrease in the area of the wing will »dtice its «eight. . 

larger value of P will lower 8f   and (5,-/1-^„t thus helping 

increase range, or," If range is held constant, lowers the re*> 

quired G> 
lvl 

the decrease 

-However, the increase in P will increase Gjj p and 

LP wing S will lower L.., with a resulting increase' 

in QF  . On the whole, it mav be found that the sum Qf  + dr - Llvl = rlvl - *clb 
+ G  ,  .ud, consequentiyt  also the aircraft weight G will change 

little on a change in P. 

In such a case, it might appear irrational to settle.for a 

larger P, since the wing high-lift devices become more compli- 

cated owing to the need lor a larger c1 
ldg 

However, referer.ee 

should be made, as it was above, to the danger of making P and P,, 
too small. At P smaller than 0.8 (see §5.3), the ceiling alti- 

tude becomes highly sensitive to a decrease in thrust, even one 
due to a rise in stratosphere temperature, or to an Increase in 
c  . The designer must also provide a certain tnrust margin in 

all cases, and the smaller the P, the smaller will this margin De- 
come, both owing to the smaller P,, and as a result of the increase 

in S. 

In the final analysis, when P has little influence on G, 

selection of a ration.il P and, consequently, G, S, and ?,, will 
governed to a greater degree by landing-speed requirements and 

the possibility of obtaining large values of c 5 ldg 
If, with increasing P, the airplane's takeoff weight is lower- 

ed and the required c    can be obtained, the question arises as 

io the "largest, value of P that should be regarded as rational.  As 
P increases, TJE's must be throttled back farther in flight at 
(C /K ) . .  ?or many TJE's, however, the linearity of the varl'.- 

sp q mm        J ' 
tion of C  with de:'. " 'r.g uhrust is violated on a mor>e than kQ% 

sp 
drop from afterburner unrucu (P/P1 < 0.6), and when the TJE is 
throttled back further, the decrease in C  first slows down and 
tnen stops altogether.  The right-hand limit of the curves given 
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Jta Pig« §.9 corjesponds to P/P« * Q.6. If we take a P larger than. 

that corresponding to the- right-hand limit of the (C /K ) . « 

* ^sp^q^ain^ curves»; we "have no right to extrapolate the (8 /■ 
^sp/!Vmln ourves shown in Pig. 6.9 without a special check. It 

is quite possible that under these, conditions, a further Increase 

In P will greatly retard the decrease in (5„ /!„)„. and that the sp q nin 
decrease in aircraft takeoff weight with increasing P will cease. 

It must, also be remembered that the larger P for a constant ceil- 

ing» the lower-is the altitude at which per-kilometer fuel consump- 

tion is minimal. 

Indeed, according to (3.12) 

—use*-™sm..„] 2P-\- 
'"«Hu      "Ä«O» 

%,. _^w 
«'*■» 

m 
«Mis» 

W  d7,j  /(l? v      1,2     .;■ 

Figure  ±l\. 15-   Ratio of the  pressure  at the 
night;   altitude with  q...     x.o  vhe  pressure 

st   -ei ling  alulLude  as  a  '""ut.c^ioi:  of P  - 

' 11/ " -OH' 

Dividing   C'I.J  first   equation  cy   tuo  ^ec">rid,  we  get 

i>„ 
?/■• 

Figure   6.1'")   Is,   a  pl:>t  of  c. 

P,   the  n 

q   ,        J0!)t 'min 

against   P.     With   in■,...-jawing 

in - :-'i ■■ <• (l}i.?n)   in cheaper, much more rapi<i.'.y than the 

FTD-HC •*■?- 7 c jf-0 
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denominator.    Thus, If ¥ « 1 and C     « 0.1£ at P/P* «0.6, we 
have p„       /P.        » £.3, and at P • 1.3, this ratio becomes equal 

to 1.6.    For a given celling altitude, therefore, the eruising 
altitude «ill be about 1,300 m lower, at f • 1.3 than at P - 1, 
Figure 13.15 shows p„       /p« '     as a function of F for equal de- 

grees of C      decrease with decreasing P/P*. 

We noted that the larger P, the smaller is the airplane's wing 
area and the larger luust c. 

ldg 
become for V, ... ■ const. A decrease 

ldg 

in area is highly favorable for zero-altitude flight at sonic and 

transonic speeds (see 114.4), since per-kilometer fuel consumption 

Is much lower for smaller wing S under such conditions. Thus, if 

the airplane must deliver high performance near the ground, the 

preference settles on larger values of G/S as well, with good 

takeoff and landing characteristics obtained by use of wing high- 

lift devices. 

If the ceiling of the airplane is not stated, but only the 

altitude at which cruising supersonic flight Is to begin, the 

calculating sequence set forth in Tables 14.1 and Ik.2  is retained, 

but it is necessary to assign several values to P and to use ex- 

pression (14.24) or Pig. 14.15 to calculate the pressure in the 

atmosphere at the ceiling for each of them.  In this ease, an in- 

crease In P will be accompanied by a rise of the ceiling, and we 

should expect the takeoff weight of the airplane to increase or 

remain constant instead of decreasing with increasing P. 

If the ceiling altitude is stated for the conditions at the 

target rather than under cruising-fligh*. conditions, (1 - Gf ) 
lb 

should be replaced by  the  coefficient    <(see Pig.   14.10)  in Eq. 

(III). 

It must be remember?;1 in calculating the climb  and descent 
distances that as a result of the  cruising, climb,  the H in 

in the glide is about  2-3 km higher than  the :i 

fin, 

at  tli*; 
fin. 
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-, 

beginning vf cruising flight». . 

In certain cases,- the designer determines c 
ldg 

by the act 

cf selecting-the airplane's layout. In such cases, there are ten 

rather than 11 unknowns in the system of ten equations given above. 

the For given V,. and c   , 
iag    ■'ldg 

procedure for solving the above 

equation syccem must be modified 

as follows. 

We denote the ratio G, . /G ldg 
by G, . .  It follows from Eq. '    ldg 
(X) that the lead per square 

meter of wing can be found for 

the given V-|J_ and c. 'ldg 

a 
' s 

V    -,i    o,o    1,1    ;f~u    X5   P 

Pi t/,ur--  1 •■. 3 6 .   PK  as  a  func- 
t:i.ü.r>   ,,f  P. 

In  thin   t'ornul a,   G Idr; ; s   'Je- 

termined from tho   ftrst-ac-proxlna- 

tlon    calculation. 

Assigning  several   valuer;   to 

t-he  wing  area S,    we  obtain a series of air'-aft  takeoff weights 

G  -   G"J/£. 

anowln/, a.,  we   :;se Ea.   (Ill)   uo   find ??..     Since  Tf deuen-li- 
'.. -i_ u 

f.-n f    -■• :   'tn   v-aiiir   is  still unknown,  wo  Dorform  t;ic   ca^culatl: ■• 
,:' K    r;   owo  approximations.     In  the   firci  amr oxirmtion,  we  as- 

.""'gn   ri  vil 

A<M     rj,-it,f-iT,'|i 

'.ft . ir.     -a 

to F  and use  it   to  find 5, Having computed PK 
c lb 
if  PK  vr..   5 T' ty   consulting  the   curve  of PK vr,.   P  .shown  in  F 

vlag  found  Ps  we  calculate  GL :train  and perfe- 
el b 

■,!;p;j>i j-a ;ur>-ixiTtalIon  calculation of PK. 

.-. ":cr;!r - a  /Mrr   area, we  can  find  Q() 1.4pufS 8,   for 
"0 

:D- .7  ,.;_,'! 36; 
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«ach S and, knowing Pt we can deterniine P13L » 2Qo:?1P\ 

The rest of-the calculation Is as described.above, in the 

following procedure. Equation (IX) Is used- to calculate the mnge 

for each wing area. Range is plotted against wing area and the 

plot used to determine the wing area at which the required .range 

is obtained. Certain values of  0, P, and P,, will correspond to 

the wing area obtained. In the calculating process we can, without 

completing it, improve 0, - after obtaining the value of Gf  , by 

assuming that 0,-. ■ Q - 0*88«. Ooviously, 6 will be inversely 

proportional to ÖL. for each wing area S. 

If M.. , CL D V. - , c,  , and the supersonic range I  are 
lira* p.l* ldg» yidg 

stated for a supersonic airplane but there are no celling or crui-- 

ing-altltude requirements, the parameters of the airplane may "f 

fer from those obtained for the above version of the requirement.?. 

Equation (III) cannot be used in this case. Solving the prob- 

lem as before, we assign three values to f,  with the smallest 

equal to 0.7. We assign three values of S for each F. Knowing 

we find G. V, , and c   , 
ldg    yldg 

We calculate c  aiid Qn and fin; I' 
x0 

for each S. We then use the method described above to -ompuie the 

distance L and obtain the weight G of the airplane as a function 

of range. We also plot curves of G and P^ against S. V.e t-.er 

determine G for the required range and use the G to find ehe un- 

knowns S and P.,. Having obtained the results of this calculation 

for each P, we plot G against f.    The smallest value of C>  enable; 

us to find a certain ? and hence the S and P]Ll that correspond U: 

it. 

The calculations show that a decrease in ceiling altiiide, 

which is accompanied by a decrease in P, lowers takeoff wsip.nl 

for a given range, but that at small f  a further decrease r>^ ..." 

in a sharp increase of (^,r/KQ)mln  (see Fig- 6.9), and a ?uv\-^.c 

decrease in ceiling altitude is not advantageous. 
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I Mbte 11.« 

* «1 $s % 

5 
• . 

«*J 

1     /V 

2$«I "MftiM*^,«^« 

„*!,„,     -»A    tf            ?*",, 
PK             w     Pn 

1 
pi? 

l2W*»U« 

^*«~3Wl«/,lf**» 

0 -|«)i-(Li 
1 

Cjur-^yY«^!! 

"üp.eii 

0* 

cWt)hip 

Or.« 1 
2 o * o,.,+O^M,+o*+<Vw+a*.. 1 

(continued on   ;ext  page) 
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Table lH.* (Cont'd.) 

s St % 4 

. 

(SN» + ÖTt.)« 

6*W~ IC"W -Sr e)-(5'-M + ~*J« 

* ,          ^ 

C-V» i 
3,6-2,3M„pjAA'aut 

3.6-2,.-lMip«.KBHI                        1 

^ c;,(c,.,*«U l4 . 

i„oA = 2,2//,.k.,„.^4AC5 

Le, — HismJt 1 
! 

L — L„„% -r Leup + LtH 1 !' 

'concluded! 

In r"»ny cases, not only Mllm, Hclg, L, 3p#1» ar»d Vld'j» but 

also th« thrust Pu may be assigned for a supersonic airplane. 

In this case, 10 unknowns remain in the system of 10 equations 

given above. 

When the thrust ?n is stipulated, the equation system it: 

solved by the following procedure. 
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.'/...«•■    tiree values to S and find for 

em. For each S, we determine P * Pu/   r Then, using Eq. 

osapute the weight of the %  f . e and the remaining 

: „  v | ear In equation' system (I-X). Finding the 

ge L for each S, we determine graphically the S at which the 

: ige requirement is satisfied and the associated values of P and 

fc  . Our guide should" be the calculating procedure given In 

' rtsle 14.i» rather than that given in Tables 14,1 and 1^.2. 

The method set forth above for computing the optimum wing 

area and engine thrust for the supersonic airplane can also be 

fed to select; rational values for the wing profile thickness, 

which codetermines cx     and, consequently, also Q0,, and KL 

°wg.tl 
on the one hand and the structural weight of the wing on the other. 

In reducing the profile thickness, we also reduee the wave 

drag of the wing, increase &m&x  and lower CL,, and, consequently, 

also lower P.. for given P" and S. The decrease P.. reduces the 

weight of the powerplant, while the Increase in klowers the 

The wing profile thickness with value of Q -   for a given L, ,, 
rlvl iV1 

which the increase in wing weight is accompanied by an equal de- 

crease in powerplant and fuel weight will obviously be the opti- 

mum. 

Reducing the wing profile thickness of a supersonic airplane 

to an average of 3-5)8 lowers the takeoff weight of the airplane, 

The transition to thinner profiles may give rise to a number cf 

structural difficulties, especially for aircraft with aspect» 

ratios larger than two. In specifying the wing profile thickness, 

account must also be taken of the possibility of using its volume 

for retraction of wheels and accommodation of tanks, it must be 

remembered that heavy airplanes with large-area wings permi the 

use of thinner profiles. The wing will be thicker at a given pro- 

file thickness ratio the smaller the aspect ratio of the wing. 

..:.; :,■:■ .'  .v ■■■;. 
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Establishing the optimum values of a, Ptl, S, and c   with 
..-."----    ' P ■'  ^Idg 

the M lim1 H ölt 'L\ a ,°, and V1(i--efcated by tactical-technical 

requirements and the" values adopted f<x* 5 , Awg, and «c manually 

by the above method requires no more than one working day. If It 

is also proper j to vary c» X and K,  the number of variants of 

the calculation increases to  the degree that it becomes quite 

rational to use a high-speed computer to solve the above equation 

system. In it, K, PR, (Ö\ /\)ffiin, and K, are functions of f9 

whose value we assign. The dependence of these quantities on P 

should be stored In the machine. 

§14.6. DETERMINATION OF TAKEOFF WEIJHT, WING AREA, AND ENGINE 
THRUST FOR A TRANSON7? AIRPLANE 

Transonic aircraft, which have top Mach numbers just below 

unity, are still in use and production. 

In most cases, the top-speed requirement is not the basic 

one for a transonic airplane. 

The basic requirements for cargo and passenger transport air- 

craft of this type pertain to the loads that the airplanes must 

haul, their weights and volumes, flight-range, ar.i cruising speed 

for maximum range, and, finally, takeoff and landing characteris- 

tics. 

The requirement as to the cruising altitude is less important. 

On the basis of the considerations set forth above, we shall con- 

sider a method of determining the weight of the airplane, the 

area of its wings, and the thrust of its turbojet engines for 

stated cruising Mach numbers, payload weights and dimensions, In- 

cluding equipment and armament, flight range, and takeoff and 

landing distances. 

Landing speed Is determined on the basis of the landing-dis- 

tance requirements.  IV.«*, we must calculate the weight cf the 

airplane, its wing area, and its engine thrust for given Mcrulse, 

payload weight Gp#1> range L, landing speed Vldg, and takeoff 

distance. 
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*i r 
Figure 1*1.17» M*    of airplane 

...... O JT 

wing as a function of sweep 
angle and wing-;profile thick- 
ness ratio at the fuselage. 

We shall first discuss the 

relutrements as to cruising 

speeds; it is desirable that per- 

ktlometer fuel consumption be 

lowest at this speed. It was 

shown above, In §6.2, that the 

minimum per-kllometer fuel con- 

sumption of a transonic airplane 

is obtained in flight at M»r, 

i.e., at the Maoh number at which 

c  begins to increase owing to 
*0 

the appearance of wave drag. As 

we noted earlier {see §5.1), the 

use of thinner M-stable wing profiles and sweeping the wing in- 

However, Increasing the sweep beyond 35° Increases 

only slightly. For this  reason, sweeps greater than 35° are 

not us-5d on modern series-produced transonic aircraft. With wing 

root profile thicknesses of 11-13* and lA-chord wing sweep angles 

of 32°-35°, transonic aircraft have M» - 0.82-0.85. With the 

same wing root profile thickness and a sweep angle of 20°-2^°, 

M«r - 0.74-0.78 (Pig. 1Ü.17). It follows from the above that if 

^cruise is sPeci*,*eä for the airplane, the sweep of the wing and 

its profile thickness are also in effect stated, since M 

* M» . cr 

As we noted above (see 

determines powerplant type. 

crease Mi cr 
M* cr 

L1.2), the M 
jjruise 

cruise 

requirement also 

As when G, S, and P^ are computed for a supersonic airplane, 

it is recommended that the problem be solved for the transonic 

airplane beginning with a first-approximation calculation, follow- 

ed by a second approximation. In the first-approximation calcula- 

tion, it is necessary to assign a value t;o the airplane's maximum 

lift/drag ratio and its relative structural weight. As concerns 

flight altitude, the cruising altitude, at which qmin [sic], lies 

in the range from 9,500 to 10,500 m for modern TJE-equipped 
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airgraft. Since toe specific fuel consumption C' decreases with 

incr     • .itude (up to 11,000 m), It is advantageous to raise 

sing altitude frosn the standpoint of per-kilometer con- 

>-;;lon. However the higher th? cruising altitude, the greater 

mast be the thrust of the TJE's, and the heavier they become. The 

increase in TJE weight means a «mailer fuel load and hence a 

shorter range» 

Foreign fanjet-equipped aircraft have cruising altitudes 

slightly lower than those of TJE aircraft. 

When he proceeds to the engine-thrust calculations, the 

designer must select a family of engines whose characteristics 

are to be used in determining the ratio of maximum engine thrust 

at cruising altitude and M » M  .  to the static zero-altitude 

thrust P M 

cruise 
/P„ S-K„, the weight of engine per kilogram-force 

cruise     & 

thrust at the ground at V = 0, and the specific fuel consumption 

at the cruising altitude and Mcr>U£Se» which is equal to 0.95-0.97 

of the fuel consumption f!'„ at full power, Hcruls_. r.nd Mcru^se' sp 

G« «/<*... m^ the  ratio of fuel and p. p en 
Gf s^Gf* ProceedinS 

It is then necessary to assign a value to the ratio of powerplant 

weight to engine weight K„ _ 
P*P 

fuel-system weight to fuel weight, Kf 

from the requirements for the airplane or from statistical data, 

we--arrive at a value of 15, .„ and the ratio of the airplane's land- 
J-"g 

ing and takeoff weights, 3ldK/
G' Landing speed should be deter- 

mined from the stated landing distance (see §7.2). The proposed 

wing high-lift devices should be used as a basis for determining 

c    and c    and estimation of the reduced friction coefficient 
Idg I/o 

f d during the airplane's landing roll (see §7.2). 

The summary formulation of thv problem is as follows. The 

specifications for the airplane state: payload weight Gp<1» cruis- 

ing Mach number M  ,.,, , range, and takeoff and landing distances 

(V-, ). It-Is necessary to determine the weight of the airplane, 

its wing area, and its engine thrust in first approximation. 
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fo m :■ t« i» we assign values to the maximum lift/ 
$   4; ratio S^.» the relative structural weight 8 of the alr- 

ae* ^^ " Si*»» and c„  * o„  » and f__^. Selecting our iag    xog     y1<Jg  y1/o     rea 
aaily of engines» we determine the-ratio of the full-power thrust 

lt ^cruise *"** ^cruise *° the zero~altltu<i® thrust at V » 0» 

3 C , which Is equal to 0.95-0.97 of the CJ at Hcruige and 

cruise* 
.        We devise a system of equations whose solution will give the 

unknowns G, S, and P„ for the airplane.    On the basis of Eq,  (?.12) 

for the landing apeed, we find that 

l60,tGHOtQ 
(14.25) 

From (7*5)» assuming that P  » 0.9f5PQ» we obtain for the takeoff 
run 

* -  i   / v< 
O       0.95 \9gtfu Uri"^)* 

V?. OTp 
«Tp 

(14.26) 

(14.27) 

Substituting the value of Q/S from (14.25) into (14.27), we find 
that 

"TP  0,90 :'ct 

Substituting the expression obtained for V±/Q  into (14.26), we 

find that 

O       I cK„ncVtme 

0.95   I 0,9-2«!, ■ Ö    £MS 
/, np (14.28) 

Since Qpip - Kp>pYenP0, we have 
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(14*29) 

It is permissible to assume ia the fJ.      .■:■■■•-'-. ; .ela- 

tion that in cruising-altltude flight at ^mise  * M»r, «y 
ls 

nearly equal to the cruising c and K * °*86Kmax
a Then the en~ 

glne must be throttled back to deliver a thrust ?cruise " 
* Ö/0.86K   at the cruising altitude. We denote the degree of 

-max ■•: 
back-throttling of the TJE by K,.; i^^u^J^u - «,). Since 3   cruise ncrulse   ^ 

——and/»,. 
«2 äffte fi.Ä»£jSi**8 (14.30) 

we haveP0=—— . Equating expressions (11.28) and (14.30) for 
QMK<m*.%iH '-.:■■■'-. ■--.      '- - . 

JL 

PQ to one another, we find that the back-throttling *3 for the 
thrust required to obtain the specified takeoff distance will be 

0.85 '-.-.> 

(14.31) 
0.8':A,„a«*2 ! Z ; * + f«P I 

If the calculation of K. gives a va'ue larger than 0.80-0.85, this 
will mean that with the thrust chosen on the basis of takeoff~ 
run conditions* the airplane will have too small a thrust margin 
under eruising-flight conditions, and its ceiling will be -unao- 
ceptably close to the cruising altitude. In this case, the values 

of Pn in (14.28) and 0   in (14.29) must be Increased by the 
factor by which the coefficient <3 obtained from (14.31) exceeds 

0.8-0.85. 

If K_ is" found to be smaller than 0.5-0.6, specific fuel 

consumption may increase when the TJE is throttled so far bacV in 
cruising flight. It is recommended that the cruising altitude 

be raised in order to Increase Ky ■•■,,.•■,;/ 

For transonic aircraft, it is recommended that"the relative. 

fuel consumption in climbing to cruising altitude and accelerating 
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tr ^cruise he determine^ in the first-approxlmation calculation 
frciU expression (6.10), which did not take account of the fuel 

consumed to overcome frontal drag: 

Km*Cy*cpH»K 

imoafA *J«Br (11.32) 

where 

H% 

After a transformation similar to that made in deriving (14.6), we 
have 

a. (\-Gr    ) 
\ J n ft it ' 1  1 _-! 

(*-*«■■) cy» (14.33) 

where L. ■ H   K 
as   efln maxav 

In (14.33). L - L, equals the sum of 

the distance flown in "cruising climb" and the distance covered 

in climbing.  We disregard the fuel consumed during the descent. 
Having determined 5,5-,  , and S_  , we find that 

p,p  xclb      lvl 

G= Ofc» .        (i k. 3 n) 

Equations (14.25), (14.28), (14.29), (lf*.32), (14.33), and (14.3V, 
form a system of six equations, which are written out below in the 

order in which they should be solved: 

G    „,*»>?»-■  /        IJgfüttE  ,   /   V 
"«•7 ft OR        I       . - r/nplt 

^r.,-*1-0*.«) 
I 1- 

I 

li 

HI 

:-[». + n«.jH A%.c(r,Tlltl,-<7tr0[>}] 
IV 
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The six unknowns In the above system of equations (I-VI) are G 
p.p 

Of  > Gf  , 0, S, and f.. The remaining quantities are either 
clb   lvl . 

defined by the specifications for the airplane or to be assigned. 

If the engine has been selected prior to determination of the 

airplane's G and S, and P0 has been assigned by the same token, 

Eq. (I) in the system (I-VI) assumes the form 3   ■ Y K  P,, 
p.p   en p.p 0 

and Eq. (VI) is discarded. Solving the equation system (I-V) in 

sequence, we obtain the values of G and S; we then use (V'.f>) to 

calculate the airplane's takeoff distance. If It is longer than 

that required, it will be necessary either to Increase P or to 

Increase the maximum lift/drag ratio, or to increase c    and 
yldg 

c   .  Given the thrust, it is also necessary to check the amount 
yl/o 

of back-throttling that will be required at cruising speed, at 

which the frontal drag is 

0,86A'ro„    ^ 
<?r Or 

xpefic 
*tPo 

Having made the first-approximation determinations,of weight, 

wing area, and PQ for the airplane, we can, assigning the wing 

aspect ratio and taper and calculating the fuselage dimensions 

on the basis of the load requirements, arrive at the first rough 

layout of the airplane and thus obtain starting data for calcula- 

tion of c      , the c and S of the fuselage and engine na- 

wg.tl 
celles, and the relative weights of the wings, tail, and fuse3age. 

The first-apcroxir.,-.ion calculation should also be used to 

check whether fuel can be accommodated in the wing space, since 

not even part of the fuel can be accommodated in the fuselages 
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©f many aircraft (cargo and passenger types). 

The second-approximation calculation o^ the G, 3, and PQ of 

a transonic airplane will differ, from the first approximation in 

the following respects: 1) instead of assigning >alues to the maxi- 

mum lift/drag ratio, we shall calculate it. It will depend on 

wing area and aspect ratio; 

2) the structural weight of the airplane will be determined 

by the weight formulas and will be a function of the wing's area 

and aspect ratio; 

3) the ratio of the cruising-speed L/D to the maximum L/D 

will be obtained by calculation instead of setting it equal to 

0.86K. max 

The dependence of the airplane's c, 

taken into account with the expression 

on wing area can be 

'wg.tl 

Cxa -- O.xp.on T (14.35) 

where  Eo S    is the sum of the products of c    by the fuselage and 
engine-nacelle m'.dships-section areas. 

For a transonic airplane, 

, r-t     t,       1  1/ ^S«. 

For assigned Vld , c   , and 8ld - Gldg/'G, the wel2ht of tne 

airplane is ldg 

lfi-0,9Ö„oc 
(1^.36) 

At the beginning of cruising flight, the airplane weighs 

G^JH^S^-CyS. 

We introduce the nomenclature 
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and then  find that 

'>» 

.. ö/r'k-flcRe      *   . ew*K 
flau»"- 

K*_c,(ai*tJjr'
,<5. 

Equating tnis expression for G to expression  (It.36), we  find that 

c..~ 
O.'JOiiwÖ« v* »peftc       V«*«*'*, 

(14.37) 

Previously we obtained 

(14.38) 

We determine the cruising lift/drag ratio from (14.37) and (14.38) 

As in the first-approximation calculation, the relative 

weight of the powerplant and the engine thrust are determined 

with expressions (14.29) and (14.30). The relative weight of the 

fuel consumed in climbing is calculated from (14.32).  The rela- 

tive structural weight G, of the airplane is found with the for- 

mulas given in §11.2. 

Knowing 5 ,, G . G^  , and Gf  , we find the weight of the 
p.i  -  P-P     iclb 

fuel consumed in levej. flight and in overcoming frontal drag dur- 

ing climbing and acceleration from the expression 

a 
W- K,t 

-(5„„ fOK-K;,y l-K\xü\ ,)]. (14.39) 

The  airplane's  range 

3,3.3 !
:«M„„.„C^(JTX^)'' 

where 

-   t-V l< f 

■Hi- 
]rop 

0-s..;) 
(14.40) 
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Thus, we obtain the following system of ten equations  for deter- 

mination of G, S, and PQ: 

S «A 
■Kp.na 

G = _ »«PC . 

160,95Boe ' 

T"°*        18WaM KptHC 

'*''        *'T.C 

] — (7T 

<\,~- eo CVn 

0,9O'mc       «//     l^       |  -^ 

V 

VI 

VII 

VIII 
«* + • 

,     g.a-a.eaM^rtcf-1«^'^ 

WT.'Ä 
I«- i//..^;   »x 

'r |> 

'-G»„ 

X 

There are 11 unknowns in the above equation system, namely: c  , 
0 

, S-  , G , Pn, S, and X. We can therefore 
■y    '    -  "P.P-   flvl»   fclb

5   >'   ■■ 
C„» K, G5 G^ rt, Qf,  s -f  » ~„J *Q 

assign one unknown. We shall take the wing aspect ratio X as this 

unknown. 

We shall solve the equation system by assigning several wing 

areas S and determine the range L for each S.  Plotting L, 0, and 

P0 as functions of S, we find the S, G, and PQ for '..he required 

range. By solving the problem for several wing aspect ratios and 

plotting the airplane's weight as a function of X, we find the 
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optimum wing aspect ratio. 

The equation system given above enables us to vary the wing 

profile thickness and sweep angle. This will result in changes 

not only in G„ and Km„ . but also in M* .and, consequently, 

M _ .  . However, as we noted above, both the sweep angles and 

profile thicknesses of transonic aircraft in service vary in 

narrow ranges, and they can be selected quite reliably on the 

basis of statistics. 

As in the first approximation, expression (14.31) should be 

used to check for the amount of back-throttling of the engine in 

flight at cruising speed. 

Since the back-throttling in high-altitude flight at »\rulse 

has little influence on C , the aspect ratio will approach sp 
closer to K   and per-kllometer fuel consumption will decreare 

ma:*        « 
as c = c /c    moves closer to unity. 

■v   y yopt 

By increasing the cruising altitude, we increase c [see ex- 

pression (14.37)3, and thereby increase the lift/drag ratio. In- 

creasing the cruising altitude to 11,000 meters lowers the value 

of C' and thereby lowers per-kiiometer fuel consumption. How- 
sp 

ever, an increase in cruising altitude with no change in the 

selected ?Q  will reduce the amount of back-throttling of the TJS 

(increase K.J. Hence the optimum cruising altitude analysis raust 

be performed with simultaneous use of (14.37) and (14.31). On a 

certain increase in cruising altitude, <, may prove to be larger 

than 0.80-0.85.  In this ease, the thrust of the TJE wiU be de- 

termined not by the takeoff-distance requirement, tut by the 

necessary compensation of frontal drag in cruising-altitude flight 

at M 
Thi? 

'cruise'   *■"-•"-    -       cruise 
in Pn and, consequently, in G  as well; this will lower Gf 

must be-taken into account. 

( 

It must be recognised that the airplane's ceiling will be 

raised by increasing wing aspect ratio.  At a given cruising alti- 

tude, therefore, the larger y,   the smaller will be c = c 
y y opt 
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iii flight at M - M 
min 

This will reduce R ■ K/K av and shorten 

the airplane's range. In arriving at the optimum wing aspect rati), 

therefore, the  cruising altitude should be raised when X is in- 

creased. Since c   is directly proportional to X1/2, the pres- 
*opt 

sure at the cruising alcitude must be inversely proportional to 

X ' . Then an Increase in X with M   ■ const will not influ- 
qmin 

ence c (14.37). Since the aircraft weight and engine thrust do 

not appear in (14.37) and (14.31), the correctness of the cruising- 

altitude determination can be checked even before the final cal- 

culation of the airplane1s G, S, and PQ. 

For a transport airplane, the range may be stated for a con- 

stant altitude rather than for "cruising climb." In this case, 

the range computed by (IX) will be somewhat on the long side. 

Plight range is directly proportional tn R/C sp The fraction in 

(IX) was calculated for the beginning of cruising flight. At con- 

stant altitude and speed, c and, consequently, also c will have 

changed In proportion to the change in weight at the end of cruis- 

ing flight. The R at the end of the flight is easily computed 

from (14.38). Knowing R, we find K * RK max We then determine 

the change in the back-throttling of the TJF- at the end of flight. 

If C  Is knc-wn as a function of back-throttling, its value at 

the end of the flight is easily calculated for determination of 

the change in the ratio Csp/K during the flight. Taking the 

average C /K and comparing it with the C /K for the beginning 

of the flight, we determine the factor by which the constant-alti- 

tude flight range is smaller than the "cruising-climt" range. 

§14.7- CONCLUSION 

One of the results of preliminary design is the acquisition 

of initial data for further design work on the parts of the air- 

framr and its subassemblies. 

In the design work on the parts of the airplane and the com- 

ponents and subassemblies of the alrframe in accordance with the 

stated requirementJi, it is necessary to make use of the appropriate 
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Basic 

Selection 
of layout 

Variants of components 

Figure 14.18. Diagram of designing proc- 
ess. 

general criterion and to examine several variants. 

It is necessary to use a system that reduces the number of ^ 

variants analyzed. To achieve this, engineering d?s:Ur *ust also 

be carried out by the method of successive approximation:, pro- 

ceeding from the general to the particular and doing tc 'n coordi- 

nated fashion, i.e., with consideration first ,f all of the basic- 

factors and then of the secondary ones. 

So that the best of the possible variants of th*. design will 

be-among those analyzed, and so that this variant wiU   )e arrived 
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as by th© shortest possible route, it is necessary to systematize 

the method of successive approximations more rigorously. The 

system of designs set forth below was proposed by Certified En- 

gineers Bischof and Hansen of the nationalized firm Optik Carl 
Zelss Jena [14]. 

The entire design process is broken up into a series of 

problems of successively increasing order (Pig. 14,18). The first- 

order problem is selection of the fundamental principle on which 

the new product will be based. Quite often, however, the funda- 

mental principle has already been predetermined by the assignment 
itself. 

Solution of this first problem is followed by the solution 

of second-order problems: selection of the layout, basic struc- 

ture, and dimensions of each of the basic parts. There will be 

as many second-order problems as there are basic parts into which 
the product has been divided. 

We then go on to solve third-order problems - selection of 

the layout, structure, and dimensions of the smaller parts of 

which the basic parts of the product consist. Then, proceeding 

in succession from the product as a whole to all of the smaller 

parts and finally to all elements and their interactions and com- 

binations, we ultimately obtair all of the unknown parameters and 

the fully elaborated design. 

If the variant of the design obtained at the end of this 

process is to be the best of all possible variants, it is neces- 

sary that each of the successively solved problems be solved cor- 

rectly, or, more precisely, that the best of the possible solu- 

tions be found for each problem. To ensure correct solution of 

each particular problem, the designer must use his creative imagina- 

tion to envisage and inspect all possible solutions. This is 

quite feasible for a particular problem, the more so since many 

solutions are rejected at once as clearly unsuitable. The remain- 

ing solutions are subjected to thorough analysis with the object 

of ascertaining all advantages and disadvantages of eajh solution. 
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This analysis is a highly Important aspect of the designer's work; 

it is particularly important that all possible deficiencies of the 

design be analyzed. The designer must get into the habit of self- 

criticism, so that h-- will not become excessively enamored of a 

new and» at first glance, clever solution that he has thought up 

and so that all of its deficiencies will be brought out on time. 
71118 analytical work done, the synthetic, creative side of the job 

again comes to the fore. An attempt must, be made to improve the 

solution variants of the particular part of the problem that remain 

to be compared, I.e., the designer must attempt to enhance desir- 

able properties and eliminate or mitigate undesirable ones. He 

then proceeds to a selection of the optimum variant from among 

these improved variants. 

The originators of this 3ystem propose that this selection 

be made with consideration of all the basic requirements made of 

the product, but do not combine them into a single general cri- 

terion. However, if there are contradictions inherent in the 

requirements, the choice will be somewhat subjective, and only 

the use of a criterion that combines these requirements will re- 

sult In a fully objective choice of the optimum solution. 

It often happens that our knowledge and theoretical calcula- 

tions do not give a reliable notion of how the particular variant 

of the structure or element thereof will perform in reality. In 

these cases, experiment comes to the aid of the designer. 

■ No .particular problem can be solved in isolation, without 
consideration of the solutions of other problems. First of all» 

it is necessary to recognize the solutions already adopted for 

problems of earlier order, while solutions to problems of the 

same order must be arrived at simultaneously and jointly» with 

establishment of the optimum combinations of these solutions, i.e., 

the interaction and reciprocal effects of all elements of the de- 

sign must be taken into account. 

A (k + l)-|h/-order problem is always related to the earlier 

Ic-^-order problem from which it stems, both as a part to its 
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W*$l# aa$ as an effect to its cause. The solution adopted for 

the k*Jtö order problem becomes an assigned condition in solution 

of the problems of orders (k + 1), (k + 2), .... that stem from it. 

In essence, we shall use the method of reduction fco equal condi- 

tions here, but in this case it is fully justified and does not 

divert the designer from the past to the optimum solution if the 

solutions obtained in the preceding steps were correct. As con- 

cerns the relation between problems of the same order: it may, in 

some eases, be very close, dapendlng on the design and the design 

field, and may be manifested not only in the reciprocal effects 

between the parts of the design, but also directly at their con- 

tacts and In their combinations, while in other cases this relation 

may be more distant and may exist only through their totality. 

The greater the number of such links for the particular prob- 

lem, the more complex does its solution usually become. 

It is convenient to choose the optimum solution for each 

problem by successive rejection of the clearly inferior ones, and, 

if a clearly optimal solution cannot be Identified among those 

that remain, by subjecting them to evaluation with the eid of a 

criterion; however, this s lection is sometimes made difficult by 

the fact that the remaining variants appear to be equivalent even 

after numerical evaluation. In these cases, it is necessary to 

elaborate the design variants more thoroughly, i.e., to move to 

solution of higher-order problems in all of these variants. This 

more profound elaboration permits more accurate comparison and a 

sounder cnoice. In thia case, the solution of the. k-tJa order prob- 

lems is Influenced by the solutions of problems of orders (k + 1), 

(k + 2), ... . 

Since not all properties of the product that influence the 

value of the general criterion, but only some of thern, may change 

during solution of particular design problems of higher order, 

selection of the optimum solution variant to the particular prob- 

lem can be based in these cases not on  the entire expression for 

the general criterion, but only on its increment due to the 
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Time spent (according to Bischof and Hansen) 
Changes to 
working model 
design changes 

Building of 
working nodel 
Blueprints 

Design sketches 

Elaboration of" 
working principli 

A - time gained prior to building model 
B - time saved in entire process 

 ■"Time spent 

Figure I*». 19. Two different design paths. 

properties affected. 

Thus, a whole system of indicators may be used in design work 

rather than a single general criterion, but all of them must be 

obtained from the general criterion and may be used only when they 

fully reflect the influence of the properties changed in the 

particular problem on the general criterion. Only in such'casas 

will use of particular indicators be quite 3ound. 

Thus, the need for coordinated solution of a given problem 

forces the designer to look ahead and inspect the solutions of 

higher-order problems before the final decision is adopted. 

On the other hand, mismatches with solutions adopted pre- 

viously come to light in solution of a given problem, and it is 

necessary to introduce certain corrections and refinements, chiefly 

of dimensional nature, into these previously adopted solutions. 

However, drastic revision of solutions taken during the <?arly de- 

sign steps cannot be permitted, since this will severely affect 

the scheduling and quality of the project. More attention and 

work should therefore be devoted to solution of first- and second- 

order problems.  Figure 14.19 shows the path of the work on the 

design and debugging of two products of approximately equal 
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corä|lexity. More careful elaboration of the design of one product 

at tfie initial stage resulted in a saving of time as compared with 

he other project. 

Despite the large number of quantities that are varied durinp 

the design work, no major difficulties are .encountered in use of 

a criterion for selection of the optimum variant at each step in 

the design process. The total value of the criterion is used in 

the first steps, but many of the quantities that appear in it are 

constant stated In the technical specifications, and many can be 

assumed approximately constant. 

Supplementary conditions may consist of a series of assigned 

constant values of certain properties of the future product. How- 

ever, those basic unknown variable quantities that have the strong- 

est influence on the criterion are examined first. The equation 

system is used in engineering design to determine these unknown 

parameters and the value of the criterion itself. One of these 

equations expresses the criterion In terms of the specified prop- 

erties and the unknown parameters. The.remaining equations will 

express the required properties in terms of the same parameters. 

To solve a problem, it is necessary that the numoer of independent 

equations containing the unknown parameters not exceed the number 

of unknown quantities.  If the number of uninowns equals the num- 

ber of equations, w« obtain a unique solution.  If there are fewer 

equations than unknowns, we assign a series of successive values 

to each of the parameters and analyze their practically feasible 

combinations to find the optimum combination on the basis of the 

optimum criterion value. 

Only some of the quantities are again varied at each of the 

successive steps, and it is sometimes possible to isolate for use 

as the criterion only that par0t of the criterion that depends on 

the properties varied In the particular ca^e. 
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j - 

smm. LIST - 

Russia» ^yp** Keaning 

Ty TS Tech. Spec 

rroc Idg landing 

DTP tko takeoff 

p b r   breaking 

3J* ef effective 

P a available 

a-fi, a.c aviation, component 

OP red reduced 

orrr opt optimum 

CP av average 

np en enterprise 

KOM com commercial 
pys rbl rubles 

roA ton-yr ton-year 

T-MaC ton-h ton-hour 

3.n sal salary 

RaC pas passenger 

yr year 

c.n a.p aircraft pool 

M-U mo month 

H.C g.s ground structures 

7-HM ton-km ton-km 

3 I load 

n/i Pi payload 

PetfC trip trip 

HPsRC cruise cruise 

B.n t-Z takeoff-to-landing 

c a aircraft 

AB en engines 

T f fuel 

3H cw crew 

3% 

in     iMtftilTiiiriiiiiri-l feauftg-teS^ z,x^<^<A5ää^.ji*&*.ii*M££ j^A'WMffijlMfc.iiilhiiii 



Russian Typed Meaning 

T.O routine maintenance 

An AP airport 

4aC h hours/aircraft 

Pefl ' o*h overhaul 

nr kgf kgf 

ÄB en engine 

YÄ sp specific 

4» M augmented maximum 

HOW rtd rated 

PeaCÄ-MrOÄ trips/aireraft/yr trips/a^"'  ö/year 

Kon kop - kopecks 

8P N.B. not defined 

n d dry 

np Ira limiting 

TP K;f buffeting 

5A.1 bal balance 

HP cr critical 

UJ f flaps 

HP wg wing 

on tl tail 

* f fuselage 

M.r e.n engine nacelles 

n.t* a.f area, fuselage- 

HaMB opt opt imuTti 

r h horizontal 

B w wave 

n r required 

3H ec economy 

HPeA lim limiting 

6e3 w/o without 

M36 exc excess 

noT clg ceiling 
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■a* 

Meaning 

K k kinetic 

n p potential 

3 e energy 

noA clb climb- .  -t ^ .- . 

KOH fin XXHclX 

HaM Inl initial 

Hs6 clb climb 

HCX ini initial 

TOP Ivl level 

CH des       ^ descent - 

TeX tec     --~ '._ ~~- , te^h^cal 

rp cg  '"'-.-^ ^-^ 
cargo 

Pa3 run     * V ■= -runup 

OTP I/o   ^ liftoff 

T tnrust 

BH ' ci . - " cut-in . 

yc p9     " ^ - -. booster 

np ro rollout 

PeB rgy reversal 

CeH -SSO ""_ section 

U.T CG- v _.. ::"-:;\.- center of gravity 

iU.3 ft/a hinge, aileron 

3 a aileron 

H i lower 

B u upper 

JXe$ def deformation 

OFM ind indicated 

B.O v.t vertical tail 

T eg center of gravity 

r.o h.t horizontal tail 

c:e3r.o w/o b.t without horizontal 
tail 

3 I Too Icing 

3B ev eleven 
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Russian Typed Meaning 

GT St stabilizer 

P.B ele elevator 

Ohtjß wash washed 

n.r.o h.f.p horizontal foreplane 

3 t tailheavy 

n n noseheavy 

yfl sp specific 

r n nose 

n.KP Z.wg leading edge, wing 

H * end 

B el elevator 

HeX fl flaps 

3BM grd ground 

P.H rud rudder 

H r rudder 

MHT int interference 

c.y p.p powerplant 

T.B s.r solid of revolution 

BX in intake 

rp St stores 

B.n t.l forced landing 

Coa/laHC trim trim 

MHÄ mid midships 

n.K p.1 payload 

H S structural 

A.y P.p powerplant 

T.C f.S fuel system 

y a accessory 

c sy system 

T.P f.c fuel consumed 

n.n p.e passenger equipment 

T t technical 

3.0 c.e crew and equipment 

n./i s.f spar flanges 
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fPBKSwlwP«! 

Russian Typed Meaning 9 
CT.A s.w spar webs i 
n.HsP r.f rib fla«s~ö 

■ 'fj 

■:;jffl 

CT.HeP r.w rib webs 1 
06 sk skin I 
3.H 

rp 

B 

c 
6 

a.f 

Id 

b 

c 

t 

ailerons and flaps 

load 

b 

c 

tanks 

1 
1 
1 

1 
H f flaps 1 

1 1 
P G calculated 
C St stringer 1 
np.H cts carry-through structure H H n nose ■1 
H r root 
XB tl tail 1 
np.H.iun cts-bh carry-through 

structure, bh - m 

ujn bh bulkhead 1 r.oo p.sk pressurized skin 
AH ew end wall 1 
CP sh shear M 
Hpyn tors torsional 
HPMT crit critical 

1 1 Hr up ««pressurized 
rp.* 

oe.r 
Id.f 

s'k.-p 

loads and fuselage          ; 

skin, pressurized 

* 

. i 

r P pressurized             ' * j ■3 

«OH 

OH 

can 

wd 

canopy 

windows                 * .< 

door                  /,".:] 

■  ..   :■■'.■; 

. '1 
AB dr . < 

non fir floor                     j 
I 

;  1 

COHil 

iii 

assy 

g 

assembly                   j 

gear 

i 

■ ';■■! 

ynp ctl control 
-I 

n.ynp ctl.s control station 
■ J 
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Russian Typed Meaning 

KOH fin final 

a a atmospheric 

y a accessories 

no/i pay payload 

HP cr cruising 

KOHLS tip tip 

HOPH root root 

M,<t* m.f midships, fuselage 

0 g general 

PI I local 

rp Id load 

T t turbulent 

nsp int interception 

u tg target 

n.H p,l payload 

B3/1 t/o takeoff 

111 g (landing) gear 
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